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FOREWORD

The National Bureau of Standards has been active in the field of computer
standards since the early 1960's. In 1973, the President by Executive
Order assigned primary responsibilities for data standards to the Secretary
of Commerce. NBS has been assigned the responsibility by the Secretary of

Commerce for providing administrative and technical support for the Federal

-

wide data standards program (Part 6 of Title 15 of the Code of Federal
Regulations)

.

The Symposium on the Management of Data Elements in Information Processing
was held at the Gaithersburg Laboratories of NBS on October 23 and 24, 1975
and was jointly sponsored by NBS and the American National Standards Institute
Committee X3L8 on the Standardization of the Representation of Data Elements.
David V. Savidge served as the general chairperson of the symposium and
Hazel E. McEwen was the arrangements chairperson. Three hundred and twenty-
eight professionals attended from twenty-nine states and two foreign countries.
Twenty-six technical papers were summarized in the oral presentations given.

The Bureau is pleased to have the opportunity of making the full text of the
papers presented at the symposium available in these proceedings. We feel

that these are representative of the state-of-the-art of current data manage-
ment practices and should provide a useful base for further activities in

this important field.

However, it must be stressed that the responsibility for the content of the

papers provided in these proceedings rests with the individual authors and

their organizations and do not reflect endorsement by the National Bureau
of Standards.

Harry S. White, Jr.

Associate Director for ADP Standards
Institute for Computer Sciences and

Technology, NBS
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Introduction to the Program of the

Second National Symposium on the Management
of Data Elements in Information Processing

David V. Savidge, Program Chairman
Special Assistant to the President

COMNET
5185 MacArthur Blvd.

Washington, D.C. 20016

Alexander the Great wept because there were no more worlds to conquer. Let's change

that to read: because he didn't see any other worlds. If he had seen some, he could have

conquered them.

The proponents of standard representations for data elements are almost like Alexander.
Standard representations are evolving for the precise entities of time, place, persons, and

things. In these areas a picture or a thousand words may be identified by a single symbol.

What next?

First, have the requirements of the precise entities been fully met? Colloquialisms
are developing very rapidly. Complaints are heard in the scientific community that mathe-
maticians cannot communicate with those in other disciplines because of their language.
No one else knows it. On the other hand, benefits of these trends are being reaped in the
field of chemistry. As the result of the Standard representations of chemical compounds
and their attributes, chemists are able to develop products which have not yet been found
in nature. Many scientists believe that if certain properties are required in a substance,
chemists can produce substances with those properties. Could this type of synthesis be

accomplished in mathematics or other disciplines if it is needed?

Secondly, to what extent can standard representations prove useful in areas of impre-
cision, where entities are abstract, such as concepts, or where entities are constantly
changing? There is a common requirement in areas of precision and imprecision -- communi-
cation. However large or small the community of interest, there must be agreement within
that community as to the representations used in communications. As complex as our society
has become and as specialized as the components of that society are, there always will be

the requirement to improve the quality of communications of precise and imprecise informa-
tion.

This Second National Symposium on the Management of Data Elements, in addition to
including topics which were not included in the first one, includes papers which report
progress on projects identified in the first symposium and some which were started after-
wards. The primary purpose of the symposium is to stimulate thought and to increase the
flow of ideas between people with the same kinds of problems. We believe you will be able
to relate to many of the situations discussed at this symposium.
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Tactical Data Inputting: Research
in Operator Performance and Training

Irving N. Alderman

U. S. Army Research Institute for the
Behavioral and Social Sciences

1300 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, Virginia 22209

The Army development of battlefield information sys-
tems established a need for a human factors research pro-
gram directed toward improved integration of human tasks
in the system operations. This paper reviews selected
studies on the data entry process. The allocation of
functions/tasks for data entry and the development of
job and training aids are related to human performance
and to the effectiveness of the system as an aid to the
user

.

Key words: Computer technology; data elements; data
entry; data inputting; human factors; human perfor-
mance; human reliability; system performance.

1. Introduction

The U.S. Army program for research and development of military com-
mand and control systems includes a human factors effort directed towards
improving the effectiveness of battlefield information systems. The pri-
mary function of these systems will be to aid the commander and his staff
in tactical decision making by selectively automating the currently
tedious and time consuming tasks associated with the collection, processing
and display of information. These systems may be conceptualized as infor-
mation systems to support the allocation of resources in a combat environ-
ment. The data input subsystem is a critical component of the total sys-
tem. The human performance <time and error measures) associated with this
subsystem impact on the quality, completeness and timeliness of subsequent
information processing, assimilation and decision making in the highly
dynamic combat environments encountered in modern warfare. This crucial
role of the human in the system defines human performance levels which must
be retained in a variety of performance degrading work environments (e.g.,
climate, noise, stress) and tactical situations, if the effectiveness of
the system is to be preserved.

The ARI research and development program in Command Systems began as a
concept in which field evaluations and laboratory studies form an interac-
tive enterprise. Field evaluations to provide an opportunity to identify

The views expressed in this paper are those of the author and not nec-
essarily those of the U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and
Social Sciences. Reproduction in whole or in part is permitted for. any
purpose of the United States Government.
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and orient research questions derived from operations under simulated com-
bat conditions; and laboratory experiments to provide the ability to iso-
late and control relevant variables and develop potential solutions which
can be validated in field evaluations. The requirement to support the
design verification of an experimental automated Tactical Operations System
(TOS) provided a unique opportunity to explore this program concept.

This paper describes the field and laboratory studies in this program
concerned with the data inputting process and the techniques that have been
developed to enhance system effectiveness through improved human perfor-
mance .

2. The System and its Operations

The experimental Tactical Operations System (TOS) was conceptualized
as a central data store and computer facility which accepted data inputs i

and responded to requests for data processing with outputs to the remote
users. Three basic types of equipment comprised the system: User Input/
Output Device (UIOD) , Remote Station Data Terminal (RSDT) and the Central
Computing Center (CCC) . The UIOD provided the remote users with communica-
tions to the system and other users. The RSDT served as an intermediate
message processor/transmitter between several UIOD's and the CCC. The
CCC contained the data store, processed incoming messages, manipulated
the data, and output messages to the RSDT's for the users.

Communication with the CCC was via the UIOD which provided the imme-
diate interface between the user and the system. This device consisted of
a desk top terminal, containing a CRT with associated keyboard, and a tele-
typewriter .

Users of the system employed two general types of messages: "opera-
tional" to enter and retrieve information and "relay" for communication
between users independent of the CCC. The operational messages were of
four basic types: data (enter, change, add, or delete), query (request
data base search) , special process request (data manipulation) , and stand-
ing request for information (automatic dissemination) . Figure 1 represents
schematicly the five critical human functions associated with system oper-
ations. These functions may be summarized as follows:

1. Screen the incoming data for pertinence, credibility, impact,
and priority.

2. Transform the raw data into computer-acceptable form;

3. Input the transformed data into the computer via an entry
device;

4 . Assimilate displayed data and

5. Decide on a course of action based on the available informa-
tion.

This paper is concerned primarily with the transform and input functions.
Subsequent system operations are not independent; delays and errors intro-
duced during operation affect subsequent operations and the overall system
performance

.

Assuming messages originate in free text form as they do in a manual
system, the transform operation, as shown in figure 2, includes selection
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of the proper format for input of the data in the message and conversion of
the data into computer acceptable codes. Entry of the completed message
formats into the system is by use of the keyboard in the UIOD. This pro-
cess is shown in figure 2. The preceding description of the program con-
cept and its development as well as the description of the experimental
TOS and its operations were abstracted from Baker [1] .

3. Research in Data Inputting

An early study by Baker, Mace and McKendry [2] compared a job aid for
the format selection task with a "menu" type listing of the message types
and their reference codes. The job aid consisted of a table of reference
codes with the various message subjects (position report, planned action,
etc.) shown in the table rows and the message action (modify data, query,
etc.) in the columns. Two groups of participants with TOS experience were
formed; one group used the aid and the other used the menu to select the
appropriate format reference code for a set of message/situation descrip-
tions. There were no reliable systematic differences in the performance of
the two groups due to the job aid. However, the data provided a baseline
for assessing the impact of this task on the system. The average error
was 22% with a mean time to select a format of 50 sees.; suggesting that
one message in five will be incorrectly entered and, hence, not available
for computer retrieval or processing. This error rate is significantly
higher than the system designers' predicted rate.

Format selection is only the initial task in the data entry process
(see fig. 2) which also includes input of the formats. During high message
traffic periods when message arrival rates will exceed one per minute, a
queue may be expected with the attendant delays and degradation in the
timeliness of the information. The need to improve performance of the for-
mat selection task was apparent from the Baker, Mace and McKendry study [2]

and the following study was conducted to explore another potential aid to
reduce input time.

Reference codes used in the experimental TOS consisted of two letters
indicating a message type and a number to identify an action code (e.g.,
LL#) . An alternative set of codes based on four letters (LLLL) , usually
an acronym of the message format title and the action name (e.g., add,
delete, query, etc.) was recommended. Nystrom and Gividen [3] compared
the ease or difficulty of learning the two sets of message format-action
codes. Comparison of the error rates showed a reliable difference in
learning the codes, i.e., the error rate for learning the LLLL codes was
less than half that for learning the LL# codes (13% vs 29% errors for
enlisted men; 11% vs 21% for officers working on one sample list, and 7%
vs 15% for officers working on another sample list). In addition, the
time required to meet a learning criteria for the LLLL groups was approxi-
mately 60% of the time required for the LL# groups. Thus, the LLLL code
was learned in less time and with fewer errors than the LL# code. A
detailed analysis of the error rates suggested several revisions in the
LLLL code that have the potential to reduce the error rate to 5% or less.

A study by Strub [4] compared performance obtained using two modes
of format preparation (off-line vs on-line) with and without verification.
On-line entry used the terminal for preparation; off-line required prepa-
ration of a paper format prior to entry into the terminal. In the verified
condition, two operators compared their completed formats, resolved any
discrepancies between the two, and entered the formats individually. The

'Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this
paper.
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unverified condition omitted these steps, i.e., the operators performed
the input operation without an error check. A fifth control group of oper-
ators prepared formats using procedures similar to those employed in the
experimental TOS, i.e., formats were prepared on paper by one operator and
transcribed onto the terminal by another operator. Significantly fewer
errors were obtained in the on-line preparation (11.2%) than in the off-
line preparation (14.8%). There were no reliable differences between the
five conditions in speed of input. Errors were reduced by approximately
one-third by the verification procedure (15.7% vs 10.3%) but approximately
one-third more time (4.98 min. vs 6.81 min.) was required for verification.
Either procedure was superior to the inputting process used in the experi-
mental TOS. From these findings, Strub [2] recommended on-line inputting
to reduce errors and noted that although the verification procedure reduced
errors, the tradeoff in time and manpower must be considered.

In a subsequent study by Strub [5] , computer assistance was explored
as an aid to the data inputting process. Two types of aiding were used:
entry information, instructions and legal entries presented on the CRT ver-
sis the same material in looseleaf notebooks was compared using two types
of format: full, in which the complete format is provided with blanks to
be entered and a partial format containing only those entries that were
previously selected by checklist. A fifth control or baseline condition,
provided the operator with a reference notebook and a blank CRT for input.
There were no significant differences due to either the computer aid or
the format. However, the time required under the control condition was
significantly longer than either of the comparable full format or checklist
methods. A detailed analysis of the input errors was conducted to catego-
rize the errors by type and evaluate the effectiveness of automated edit
and validate routines to detect errors (categorized as: commission, omis-
sion, glossary, category, abbreviation, or typographic) . Commission,
omission and typographic errors were identified as computer detectable.
Based on the Strub data [4], these three categories accounted for 20% of
the errors; the remainder or 80% of the errors would be undetected. The
need to reduce the undetected error rate provided the impetus for develop-
ment of techniques to reduce their probability. Two approaches to this
problem are (1) the identification and reduction of the sources of error
and (2) the development of training techniques to improve operator pro-
ficiency.

Nawrocki, Strub and Cecil [6] developed a technique for the analysis
of errors based on comparing the entered message formats with formats
having perfect accuracy. Mismatches or discrepancies between corresponding
entries being defined as errors. Errors were then categorized (with
reference to the free text messages) according to the type of failure in
the inputting process (e.g., omission, commission) into a set of mutually
exclusive and exhaustive categories. This technique for error analysis was
first applied to data obtained in the first study by Strub [4]. Examina-
tion of the mean error rates revealed that two of the error categories,
omission and typographic, accounted for 60% of the errors; this was con-
sistent across the five system-input procedures. Assuming the system con-
sequences of each error category are similar, the greatest improvement in
system performance would be realized by reducing the error rates in these
two categories. Omission errors are due to the operator's omission of
some of the information in the messages; typographic errors are associated
with copying the paper formats and with keying errors. Consequently, a
priori, the on-line, verified procedure would be expected to have fewer
errors in these categories than the other four inputting procedures used
in the study, an expectation supported by the error rates for the catego-
ries in each of the five inputting procedures. The technique was also
applied to the data from the subsequent study by Strub [5] , and its appli-
cability to other man-computer systems involving similar human processes
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was demonstrated. Thus, operator errors are susceptible to reduction by
identification of the causal process and the use of human factors techniques
to improve system operations.

Another approach to improved human performance is the development of
software/courseware training modules embedded within the operating system
to both train operators and maintain a high level of proficiency once
trained. The effectiveness of embedded training programs depends on the
development of optimized training strategies which are responsive to the
student's history, current skill level, etc., and satisfy the necessary
conditions for learning, e.g., feedback of errors. A study currently in
progress by Alderman and Gade [7] is designed to compare the effects of
selective feedback on performance during training and simulated operations.
Five conditions were defined by the type of computer feedback provided to
the student when an error occurs. The five types of feedback are:

1. No Feedback

2. Minimum Feedback - error message only

3. System Feedback - error message, correction required.

4. Remedial Feedback - error message, correction required,
correct entry.

5. Credit Feedback - error message, correction required, correct
entry, automatic entry.

The error message informs the student that his last entry was in error;
correction required indicates that erroneous entries must be corrected
before proceeding; correct entry provides the student with both his errone-
ous entry and the correct entry. For automatic entry the computer enters
certain data elements after the student has satisfied a learning criteria
for that data element. Errors are defined as incorrect or illegal entries
in all conditions except system feedback in which errors are the illegal
entries detectable by edit and validation routines. Performance measures
(time and errors) are being obtained as participants train with either
minimum, system, remedial or credit feedback and, in a subsequent session,
simulate operations with either no feedback or system feedback. Analysis
of this data will provide information concerning differences in perfor-
mance attributable to different types of feedback.

In parallel with the research described above. Baker [8] describes a
model of a generalized information system as a tool for evaluating the
effects of human performance on overall system effectiveness using various
mixes of equipment, personnel and procedures. A computer simulation
(MANMOD) derived from this model was developed to simulate system opera-
tions based on three dimensions: data flow and processing; human task
analysis for each event in the data flow; and a source of variation, e.g.,
skill level. These dimensions are specified by program inputs and provide
considerable flexibility in structuring various conditions of the system
being simulated. MANMOD focuses on the performance of data-inputting
personnel in an experimental TOS , i.e., an action officer to screen and
transform messages and a UIOD operator to enter the data. Personnel
characteristics (e.g., speed, precision, level of aspiration, stress
threshold and fatigue) are entered as initial values and modified in
response to simulated events (e.g., development of queues and errors).
Similarly, message characteristics are input and a stochastic process used
to generate a message flow for processing. Snapshots of the status of the
simulated system may be obtained on four major categories of performance:
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manpower utilization, message processing times, workload summary, and an
error summary. In addition, a single measure of the system's effectiveness
is developed as a composite figure of merit reflecting thoroughness, com-
pleteness, responsiveness, and accuracy of the information processing. The
MANMOD simulation provides an evaluative vehicle for comparison of alterna-
tive system configurations, operational procedures, and personnel charac-
teristics and for diagnostic analyses to identify critical human factors
problems for research to form the basis for modifications to the system.
Recent improvements in the program have enhanced its capabilities for error
simulation and introduced provision for on-line modification of the simula-
tion parameters. The simulation of error processing is predicated on oper-
ator identification of the error, based on an error message and recognition
of the meaning of the message, and selection of the appropriate corrective
procedure. The on-line modification of the simulation parameters permits
a user to exercise the simulation and obtain an immediate summary of per-
formance and a detailed description from an off-line printer. A computer-
experimenter-subject interactive mode was also introduced to permit use of
the program to collect performance data from subjects serving as operators
in the system. In this mode, participants perform system tasks as selected
by an experimenter, and the obtained data averaged for use in subsequent
simulations. Thus, the effectiveness of revised or new procedures may be
readily assessed using laboratory obtained performance data.

4. Summary

Human factors in the Army development of battlefield man-computer
systems evolved as a joint effort using field evaluations both to identify
problems as well as to validate potential solutions resulting from labora-
tory research. The Tactical Operations System, designed to aid the com-
mander and his staff in decision making, depends on the availability of
timely and accurate information for processing and display. The crucial
role of the data inputting process to the effectiveness of the system
clearly indicates a need to improve human performance (time and errors) of
system related tasks. Many human inputting errors are largely undetectable
by edit and validation routines, and impact on the system by depriving the
user of necessary information or to introduce false information. Further-
more, detectable errors delay the input of information to the extent
necessary for correction. Studies under this program have demonstrated the
potential benefits of on-line, verified inputting and reference codes
designed to facilitate learning and recall. In addition, techniques for
error analysis leading to reduced error probabilities, and computer simu-
lation for evaluation and optimization of the system design have been
developed

.
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"TURNING THE CORNER" ON MIS

A Proposed Program of Data Standards in Post-Secondary Education

Donald R. Arnold, Ph.D.

Director, Office of Management Systems
New Jersey Department of Higher Education

ABSTRACT

There is general agreement that management information systems in
post-secondary education have improved substantially during the later
decade of the 1960 's through to the present.

A major concern is that the full benefit of these advances will
not be realized until data processing and management information
systems reach a full uniform application of common information units
and their expression or representation in standard data formats.
Commonality and effective communication can only occur by developing
and applying appropriate data standards.

The application and use of common data standards can move manage-
ment information systems development "around the corner" to finally
reach long sought after savings and usefulness in institutional, state-
wide, and national planning and decision making.
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"TURNING THE CORNER" ON MIS

A Proposed Program for Data Standards in Post-Secondary Education

Introduction

In recent years , there has been an enormous expansion in the collec-
tion, processing, analysis and exchange of data about the activities,
processes and outcomes of post-secondary education. Such information has
been essential to the life and operation of the colleges and universities
and to statewide and national planning and decision making bodies.

To serve the vital need for improved communication of information
among the post-secondary education community, rapid technological advances
in computers and management information systems have made it possible to
propose and implement increasingly broader integration of data systems
and even greater aggregation and reporting of data about the institutions.
These advances have achieved some cost reductions and have facilitated
important improvements throughout the complete spectrum of data processing
systems and services. With only modest exceptions, computers and the
technology which they foster have found their way into all of the insti-
tutions of post-secondary education.

The Nature of Information Systems

The key to the management information systems concept is the "data
base" that is, a massive compilation of hopefully non-redundant , structured
and related data stored away that will be instantly accessible to those
who have an established need to know, in any combination of relationships,
the information residing therein. A management information system can be
developed for a single institution. If this were the only objective,
specification would require simply that all parts of the institution's
data base be capable of relationship to all other parts. From the point
of view of statewide and national planning and decision making, the
problem becomes somewhat more complex since the specifications for each
data element must be agreed upon and the definitions to support these data
elements must be uniform throughout the universe. It is only through
uniformity that statewide and national accumulation or reporting of infor-
mation becomes meaningful. To meet the needs of uniformity, there must
be an agreed upon minimum set of data elements to insure uniformity of .

all terms and a data element dictionary to display the logical arrange-
ments of data and the records used.

The lowest level of information systems sophistication is simple
record keeping. At this level, the requirement is almost entirely a
reflection of local needs, that is, keeping track of students, paying
bills, meeting a payroll and other transaction-like activities. All
institutions must engage in these kinds of record keeping, but much of it
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is done manually. At a higher level of sophistication, is the concern for
operational and fiscal control. Fiscal control is the primary motive
behind line item or objective type budget. It is also the financial
control methodology in a majority of the executive offices of state govern-
ment. Fiscal controls are facilitated by aggregating and re-arranging the
kinds of records involved at the lowest level to produce control analyses,
indicators, and benchmarks. All institutions are required to maintain
fiscal controls, although again, much of this work is usually done with-
out computer support. There is little statewide uniformity of method or
format beyond that required to meet the minimum accountabilities under the
numerous state statutes or to produce information suitable for annual or
bi-annual budgetary review. The information gathered for such a system
is often thought of to be inadequate and untimely for meaningful planning
and decision making either at the institution or at statewide educational
planning levels. The data requires considerable translation usually to
programmatic terms and since the definitions of terms and the content is
usually not uniform among the constituent institutions, there are frequent
errors and much re-checking and re-formatting is required to assure
validity and content creditability of the information.

The ultimate objective of a management information system is still
one imperfectly realized almost everywhere. This superordinate objective
is to furnish information that will permit an executive to judge how
resource allocations should be made to meet the overall institutional,
statewide or national objectives and' to determine how well these objectives
are being met. Included are indicators as to how programs and outputs
can be measured in cost-effectiveness terms. This requires a level of
re-aggregation of data instantaneously into new and flexibly defined
relationships and formats. All parts of this system, from individual
institution through the statewide and national levels, must translate
quickly the financial and program implications of rapid policy or funding
shifts. In the final analysis, this level is the most important and is
the least well met. It is also the point of which the state-of-the-art
in management information systems is least advanced.

The goal of a well convinced management information system is to
start with data, build it into records which permit adequate resource
and program controls, and, then, to lead decision making regarding planning
versus-actual performance in the pursuit of institutional, statewide, and
national goals.

A Program of Data Standards

The full benefit of computer systems advances discussed earlier and
the imperative for planning and decision making at the institutional,
statewide, and national levels, will not be realized until data processing
and management information systems reach a uniform application of common
information units and their expression or representation in standard data
formats. Commonality and effective communication can only occur by
developing and applying appropriate data standards. A major concern of
institutional decision makers, statewide planners and national policy
leaders is that infonnation gathered from the constituent sectors of
post-secondary education is frequently highly unreliable as to its con-
tent quality and not suitable for comparison either between institutions,
among institutional sectors or across differing time periods. All should
be concerned that information generated from whatever source is of the
highest possible quality and that any differences arising from the data
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be statistically and numerically significant and not the result of interpre-
tation, definition, or calculation differences. Accordingly, all sectors
must exercise a leadership role and undertake a program of data standard-
ization and data definition which is applicable to the entire post-
secondary education community.

Data standards are necessary for completion of the Higher Education
General Information Survey (HEGIS) . After several years of experience
with HEGIS, it has become clear that the data are not as usable as might
be expected for analysis and planning because the data elements and their
definitions are not used or interpreted consistently among the source
level institutions. The more typical case is that institutions interpret
standards and definitions for local convenience and apply them for their
own benefit or self-interest.

The earlier experience with the National Center for Higher Education
Management Systems Information Exchange Procedures (lEP) task force
re-emphasized the imperative for standard data. For data collected
through these lEP procedures to be useful in the decision making and
planning processes in post-secondary education, conventions and pro-
cedures for gathering and aggregating cost information, must be uniform.
Information thus arrived at should be through uniformly defined terms
and the reporting and exchange of information should improve communication
between the users and providers of information at all levels.

Data Standards are also necessary to link operational data files at
the institutional level, but linking as an operational objective is less
important as the hierarchy of information builds from the lowest level
to the national level. The state-of-the-art in management information
systems processing is toward the Generalized Data Base Management System
which has as its underlying philosophy the integration of common and
uniform data elements among large data files having perhaps dis-similar
attributes and resident data. For example, unless a simple attribute
like student name, etc., is consistently defined across all files using
student name (or its coded equivalent, the student number) the integra-
tion of two large files for research or management information reporting
purposes is, if not impossible, at least difficult. However, the provision
for commonality in the design of a data system is not in itself sufficient.
Unless the initiators at the data entry level "fill the blanks" in the
consistent and highly specific manner intended, that is, common data
elements using common definitions — only then can common and relatable
information be obtained from the system at its output or planning and
decision making level.

Early attempts to formulate data standards and definitions have not
been successful. Generally, reliance has been placed upon Higher Educa-
tion General Information Survey reporting system to suffice temporarily
while the work of the National Center for Higher Education Management
Systems, the National Commission on Financing Post-Secondary Education
and the activities among the several states through the State Level
Information Base Task Force at NCHEMS , is underway or completed.
Management information systems development and proposed data bases have,
out of necessity, continued without benefit of a uniform plan. Several
large information systems are now installed or in several phases of
completion nationally and statewide that prescribe data collection and
maintenance routines that "fit the system" rather than those that fit
the decision maker or the plan. Data processing systems have evolved
and been allowed to become defacto standards without first inquiring as
to what use the information thus gathered is to be put and to what extent
does the information relate and integrate with other present and proposed
systems. The superordinate question is, however, "what data standards
and definitions should encompass the entire system of information?"
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Colleges and universities are, by definition, collegial entities
where decisions seem to be made by consensus and where the concepts of
uniqueness and autonomy are paramount. In addition, the concept of
application of standard definition presupposes standard behavior or
standardization of procedure which has with it the concept of control or
accountability. The purpose of this discussion is not to rationalize the
environment of post-secondary education, but it is instead to map a course
of action out of present practice towards one where standard data elements
and standard definitions may work effectively. However, some comments
about the collegial approach to developing data processing and information
standards is appropriate.

The collegial activity is usually too slow in the deliberation of
potential standards and their definition. This is not only a function of
the dynamics of the collegial process in general, but frequently the
members of the collegium must undertake significant learning processes
before they are able to contribute to meaningful debate about the mission
of a proposed standard and how the resulting information will be used in
the planning and decision making processes.

In addition, members of the collegium tend to fiinction as a committee
seeking consensus. Where consensus is not achieved by acclamation, the
tendency is to regress to a negotiated position which is usually sub-
optimal for the purposes for which the data standard is being considered.
Each member of the collegium acts as an individual and brings to the
deliberation his or her own views of the environment in which the standard
is to operate and frequently argues vehemently for the maintenance of
standards which perpetuate the status quo in their own institution or
agency.

A Proposed Plan for Action

In this writer's view, the development and maintenance of a plan for
data standards must evolve as a policy decision at the highest reasonable
level of administrative overview. This policy overview, of course, will
be a function of the environment in which the data standard and the result-
ing information is to evolve and can be either institution wide, statewide
or national. It should be understood, at the first order, that the develop-
ment, maintenance and long time survival of a program of data standards
presupposes basic and fundamental behavorial change among persons at the
data collection level and pervades the management and administrative
processes throughout the entire system. Accordingly, the concept and
expected outcome of a program of data standards should be emersed in
explicit policy at the highest level.

A proposed structure to facilitate the plan of data standards can be
as follows:

1. Seek out available national standards and appraise
each standard, it's definition and it's representa-
tion as appropriate to the particular need under
investigation. Possible sources of pre-defined
standards are

:

a) the niomerous publications of WICHE/NCHEMS

;

b) the Higher Education General Information
Survey (HEGIS) and other National Center
for Higher Education Statistics CNCES)
publications and procedures;
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c) the National Bureau of Standards and Federal
Information Processing Standards publica-
tions ;

d) other — including publications and procedures
pf accrediting agencies, regional and national
consortia of educational institutions, bureau
of labor statistics, other Federal publications
and AAUP, NEA and the like.

A thorough inspection of these documents and publications
will reveal that approximately 85% of the information
required in the development of a responsible program of
data standards which describes the attributes of an
institution or a system of institutions in terms of its
characteristics, its faculty, its students, its finances,
and its facilities, can be uniformly described using
available standards.

2 . There remains the problem of developing and agreeing
upon new standards to meet the \indefined 15% which may
not have been discovered through the procedures described
in the preceding paragraphs. In this instance, it is
important to involve the key decision makers and users
of information along with appropriate technical council
to reach consensus on the unresolved lot of standards.
While goal convergence techniques and consensus reaching
methodologies are available through such tools as DELPHI,
the fact remains that unresolved differences may have to
be legislated (or mandated! at the highest level of
decision making in the organization.

The activities listed above, that is the inspection of
available national standards and the development of new
standards for processing, can be an extensive self-
analysis about the information gathering and reporting
systems of an organization. A typical case is that
many items heretofore collected, that may have been
defined in the standard manner, that may be maintained
in a hard copy file or entered on a machine addressable
data base, may be determined, through critical analysis

,

to be "junk." In these instances, data thus collected
which does not meet the criterion for the institutional
information program, should be discontinued.

3 . When the data standards as a body of technical informa-
tion have been determined and appropriate definitions
applied and their technical requirements for processing
in the system of information established, the concept
of the specific standard should be codified as insti-
tutional or statewide policy. The institutional or
statewide data element dictionary, data standards
directory and their appropriate taxonomies, should be
emersed in institutional policy along with the implementa
tion and/or conversion plan to imbed the program of data
standards in the operational routines of the institutions

4. There remains one additional element which deserves con-
sideration. That is, a follow up institutional policy
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and plan that prescribes that no additional data
standards may be proposed or used without seeking
policy level concurrence having the same purposive
decision making practice as was utilized in
establishing the standard in the first instance.
A program of data standards presupposes compliance
with the standard or recognition that the standard
exists and knowledge that present processing
routines are not now in compliance. Accordingly,
it is incumbent upon systems analysts, proposers
of data preparation entry routines, and decision
makers to first inquire whether data elements exist
in the standard form and definition before proposing
new processing routines which manipulate data or
cause data to be collected and entered at the lowest
level

.

Summary

A concept of developing of program of data standards and their
definitions: 1) that is imbedded first in institutional or statewide
policy; 2) that seeks out and agrees upon available national standards;
3) that then sets the standards as operational policy for the institution;
4) that is committed operationally, and 5) that has appropriate follow-
up and audit procedures, will move management information systems and
computer technology into the "golden age" of usefulness in the planning
and decision making processes in post-secondary education. It should be
vmderstood, however, that a program of data standards fundamentally
causes or effects the behavior of the members of the organization as
well as the structure of information flow and communications. A final
caution would be that inasmuch as people are effected and behavior
change is likely prescribed, the analyst, the decision maker, and the
policy maker must understand that a comprehensive program of data
standards is expensive to implement and may require extended timeframe
for implementation.
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ASCII - The Data Alphabet That Will Endure

Robert W. Bemer
Honeywell Information Systems, Inc.

Phoenix, Arizona, US

A standard data alphabet is indispensable to understanding Keywords: Alphabet; ASCII; character; code; ISO; symbol
communication andreading data in machine-encoded form

(not spoken, not written or printed). ASCII (the ISO Code)

has, by design, capabilities for expansion and extension not

inherent in any other code. The many billions of dollars

worth of ASCII-based communication and computation

equipment is the best prepared for the coming fields of

networking, electronic funds transfer, text processing and
photocomposition, the automated office, etc.

The status andprospects of this healthy 12-year-old are

explored.

1. ASCII is a True Alphabet

Because ASCII [1] and its international identical twin, the

ISO Code [2], are actually called "coded character sets"

in the formal standards, I must begin by explaining why
I use the term "alphabet" instead. One reason is that

another international identical twin is called the C.C.l.T.T.

Working Alphabet No. 5. For the others, some definitions

are necessary. Even though I dislike Webster's Third In-

ternational (sic) Dictionary intensely, here are some of

the things it says that "alphabet" means:

la. Any particular set of letters with which one or more
languages are written, especially such a set of let-

ters arranged in customary order.

1 b. Any set of characters with which one or more lan-

guages are written, whether these characters are

letters (sense 1a), signs of a syllabary, or other

basic units of writing.

1f. The alphabetic system of writing, as distinguished

from syllabic, ideographic, and other systems.

1h. Any system of signs or signals, visual, auditory, or

tactile, that serve as equivalents for the usual writ-

ten letters of the alphabet.

1i. A particular set of names used to designate the

various letters in the alphabet (the pronouncing al-

phabet used in civil aviation).

1j. In cryptology, a set of one-to-one equivalences be-

tween a sequence of plaintext letters and the se-

quence of their cipher substitutes.

Are not ASCII and the ISO Code actually alphabets in

every such sense?

In sense la, it contains letters, and they are arranged

in the customary order (but not collating sequence, be-

cause of the dual case representations of the letters) by

the numerical order of their bit encodings. More than one
language can be written with it; as the international code,

the most prevalent languages using the Roman alphabet

can be written. Note particularly, in the official reference

version, that provision is made for the extra Scandinavian

letters, located in the proper position (although the usage

is not the same in Denmark, Norway, and Sweden).

In sense 1b, it contains other units of writing. Punctua-

tion is there, as are underscore and other common sym-

bols. Diacritical elements exist for forming compound and

accented letters, thus bringing more Roman-based lan-

guages within its capability.

In sense 1f, it certainly does not have syllabic or ideo-

graphic characteristics. So it is not excluded from being

called an alphabet for these reasons.

In sense 1h, the encoded representations are the

equivalents. In fact, this is the definition of most interest

to us. Note that after 90 years of encoding (starting with

punch cards for the 1890 Census), Webster's Dictionary

fails to give specific status to this manifestation.

Senses 11 and 1j may not appear to be pertinent now,

but they are there for a reason, and we shall return to

them.
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2. Why Alphabets?

Alphabets comprise a class of methods to record knowl-

edge for transmittal to others. To transfer knowledge we
must transfer information; to transfer information we must

transfer data.

There are, of course, other methods using basic ele-

ments at higher levels of complexity - such as syllables,

ideographs, etc. However, the primitive ASCII (ISO Code)

is the worldwide standard for exchange of data and infor-

mation. It continues to be the standard because the primi-

tives are representable in alternate but related ways.

It is interesting to speculate what might have happened
if our forebears had developed the phonograph or tape

recorder before writing with alphabets. Would we be as

deeply into databanks as we are now? Would standards

have been developed for speech sounds in analog form,

using the computer to discriminate and remove differ-

ences in people's voices? Would Confucius have said

that one analog picture was worth a thousand digital

words?

One suspects it might be difficult to search such a

databank, however. At least it appears that we do not

have the methods yet. For example, in reply to the Sen-

ate Committee asking for information from the Nixon

tapes, the White House says that they have not been

classified as to content, and it would take listening to

them in their entirety. In other words, a linear realtime

search ~ and we know how inefficient that can get as

databases grow larger.

3. Why ASCII Survives and Grows

My personal history or view of the development of the

ISO Code and ASCII [3] tells of millions of dollars of

careful international effort and planning spent in its cre-

ation. But that is minor, amortized by many billions now
invested in communications and computer equipment

that operate via ASCII. It also tells of the IBM code called

EBCDIC, a result (according to Fred Brooks, one of the

chief designers of the 360) of forced announcement be-

fore ASCII peripheral equipment could be completed. Al-

though the 360 was said to have ASCII capability, it was

never realized in the software.

If computers, in substantial portion, do not operate in

ASCII as native mode, then why will EBCDIC not be the

survivor? Many people, both in and out of government,

have blithely assumed that EBCDIC will - and continue

to invest money in software and operations based upon

EBCDIC.[4] They are going to be very surprised, be-

cause IBM knows that EBCDIC will eventually be subor-

dinate! [5]

Why? Because EBCDIC is not, like ASCII, the result of

meticulous design.

"... it would appear that no single 'computer code' can be

completely adequate, and that insistence on a single code

for all purposes would be counterproductive. Rather, the

Federal Government should maximize the benefits to be

accrued from taking advantage of our growing technologi-

cal ability to live in a multi-code world ..."[5]

In ASCII, the controls are all located in the leftmost two

columns. It is compact, extensible, expandable, and even

subsettable. It can grow easily into an 8-bit code (expand-

ability), or into 9-bits, 1 0- , or anything. At any level of byte

size, it can be extended to encompass alternate sets of

characters; keeping the same control columns, various

pages can be substituted for the other columns. The
methods for expansion and extension are also stan-

dardized. [6,7] Sets having sufficient utility may be regis-

tered for international usage, via the French standards

body AFNOR, which holds the secretariat for interna-

tional code standardization within ISO TC97. The vehicle

for doing this is the ESCape character.[8] Various

pages are registered with unique ESCape sequen-

ces. [9, 10]

4. Code Extension

In the extension procedures, the existing 7-bit ASCII is

divided into control and graphic portions. The first two

columns of code - the controls - comprise the CO set;

the other six columns -the graphics -- comprise the GO
set. The extended set first removed from basic ASCII is

similarly divided into the C1 and G1 sets. Obviously such

sets could be adjoined in the 8-bit form, and the USSR
[11] and Japanese [12] standards are excellent exam-

ples of so doing.

4.1 Extended Control Sets

C1 sets can be, and have been, designed for many pur-

poses. The one furthest progressed to agreement is that

for softcopy controls, for CRT display screens [13,14].

"... The major difficulties at present are in using the estab-

lished 'control' characters with devices that had not been

invented at the time the code was, or in extending the

'graphic' symbol set to meet new application requirements

..."[5]

Work is continuing in both ECMA (the European Com-

puter Manufacturers Association) and ANSI X3 to get

agreement sufficient for final registration. The original

work of X3L2 was for softcopy controls to be in an ex-

panded set (8-bit code), but that is presumptious.
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Figure 1. COBOL Character Set

ISO Technical Committee 46 (Documentation), in its

Subcommittee 4 (Automated Documentation) has a

working group on bibliographic codes. Its first candidate

for registration as a CI control set is a set for biblio-

graphic controls [15] to be embedded in text to delimit

certain special data. This C1 set contains four classes of

characters - annotation controls, filing controls, refer-

ence controls, and subject designators. Major credit

should be given here to Dr. Ernst Kohl of the Bavarian

State Library in Munich.

Although little work has been done, other C1 control

sets are envisioned for typographic control ~ to vary the

font, weight, slope, size, and spacing, etc. of the graphic

characters. Other sets could be envisioned for fields such

as process control, animation and other graphics applica-

tions, sewing machines, etc. Do you think the last one
far-fetched? Singer has already announced a machine

with a microcomputer, and is there any reason to think

that future models won't use ASCII characters, in a hand

calculdtor type of display, to give instructions and options

available?
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Figure 2. Fortran Character Set

4.2 Extended Grapliic Sets

G1 sets are further along. ISO TC46/4/1 has tabled Draft

International Standards for Latin (DIS-5426), Greek (DIS-

5427), and Cyrillic (DIS-5428). We may presume the latter

is in harmony with [11]. Under study are sets for mathe-

matical characters and the African languages. Proposals

have been solicited for such languages as Arabic, Kata

Kana, Kanji, etc. It is permissible for a G1 set to be a

partial replication of the basic GO set of ASCII; indeed,

many are very similar, with the lower case being replaced

by the new alphabet.

Although we have seen the ISO assignments for natu-

ral languages to be in the jurisdiction of TC46, TC97
(Computers and Information Processing) has retained

authority to make assignments for programming lan-

guages. The work has been concentrated in G1 sets for

COBOL (figure 1), Fortran (figure 2), Basic (figure 3), and

PL/I (figure 4). A table for APL is being constructed.

ALGOL presents different problems. [16]
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Figure 3. BASIC Character Set

One may be tempted to think of these not as G1 sets

but rather as subsets of the GO set, standard ASCII. But

note that they are incompatible in minor ways, particularly

for PL/I. which was the cause of considerable difficulty in

stabilizing ASCII. So perhaps the G1 status is an easy

solution.

4.3 The Registry Method

A responsible standardizing body with a specific proposal

makes application to AFNOR, acting as agent for ISO

TC97/SC2. Applications may be for graphic sets (G1,

etc.), CO or C1 control sets, a single control character, or

a code requiring special interpretation. The approval pro-

cedure is defined in [10]. A unique ESCape sequence is

assigned. It is here that definitions // and // for alphabet

become applicable. The ESCape sequence, as adjoined

to any following character before termination, becomes a

name for the alternate characters and alphabet, in one-

to-one equivalence. Thus all of the world's symbol and

alphabets may be represented uniquely fonnterchange,
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Figure 4. PL/I Character Set

5. How IBIUI Can and Wiii Use ASCii

EBCDIC is a sparsely settled code that utilizes the 8-bit

capability of 256 characters ineffectively. The collating

sequence(s) are not easily derivable from the numerical

values of the coded representations. The controls are

intermingled with the other characters, so that it can not

be extended by paging, as ASCII can. It has only one

redeeming virtue ~ one-to-one correspondence with AS-

CII via a common character set as represented in punch

cards! (See figures 5, 6)

"The Interesting observation is that if two character codes

each have the same symbol set, and If each meet the

requirement of no symbol ambiguities for the same bit pat-

tern (no duals), then automatic context-free translation be-

tween the two character codes Is a trivial task ... The

operating cost of translation (between two such character

codes) concurrently with preparing or accepting an Inter-

change message Is trivial In today's systems and will be

more so In tomorrow's LSI machlnes."[5]
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Figure 5. Hole Patterns Assigned By Code
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Figure 6. Code Assigned To Hole Patterns
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Anyone with a $1 5 hand calculator realizes how cheap a

microelectronic chip must be, for his calculator does a

more complex job than the job of converting back and

forth between the ASCII and EBCDIC encodings for the

same character.

So let us postulate a very inexpensive chip inside IBM

computers. It converts from EBCDIC to ASCII or from

ASCII to EBCDIC without any delay as input-output or

other operations are executed. Two questions must be

asked:

Is the data EBCDIC or ASCII?

Does the program expect EBCDIC data or ASCII

data?

Imagine subscripting the comparison instruction by EBC-

DIC or ASCII tags. I have a master file in EBCDIC, against

which I run an update tape in ASCII. My program says

"Compare the keys on an ASCII basis". The CPU, noting

that the key of the master file is in EBCDIC, routes it

through the chip before attempting to compare it to the

key from the update record. My program can also give

instruction to convert the entire updated file to ASCII

automatically as it is being stored.

Thus the feasible technique. How about some signs

that it will be so?

Note IBM's commitment to word processing and

,
photocomposition. According to B. O. Evans:

"There are similar requirements for the ability to use differ-

ing codes in differing contexts to represent different graphic

needs. In particular, the development of 'end user' devices,

such as photocomposers and interactive displays, requires

greatly expanded symbol sets to be developed tor some
applications - more symbols than can be contained directly

in a 7- or 8-bit code. Thus, specific codes (of however many
bits are required to represent a symbol) might well be devel-

oped for data interchange in certain application areas utiliz-

ing such devices."[5]

Note IBM's 6250 cpi magnetic tape, which departs

from cross-tape parity checking and recognizability

of code without programmed knowledge.

Note IBM's firm and continuing insistence that data

control procedures be bit-transparent and not byte-

oriented " particularly not 8-bit-byte-oriented.

"We expect to see machine architectures having the flexi-

bility to adapt efficiently to as-yet-undefined code struc-

tures without disruption of existing applications at any time

even after the system was installed. "[5]

Note SDLC and SNA. When you are going to be

communications-oriented, and even run a satellite

system, why object to using the ASCII code that all

communications is based on?

6. Conclusions

ASCII was well-designed, and is flexible to adapt to usage

that may take any turn of development. There is no rea-

son, with presently available technology, to use any other

encoded alphabet. As a single standard, it enables pri-

vate data to become public whenever that is desirable

(i.e., privacy may be protected or maintained in ways
other than unintelligibility). It is the alphabet of all commu-
nications networks, of all minicomputers, and of some
larger computers such as the NCR Century series.

After twelve years it is still healthy, and when IBM puts

the seal of approval on it (viz. virtual memory and APL)

it will be the undisputed universal interchange medium
and linguist.
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PLAYSCRIPT Procedures are a method of presenting information simply to

employees who are engaged in the pre- and post-processing activities of a data

processing system. It can also be applied to explain and detail other administra-

tive activities in support of data processing.

Keywords: Documentation; PLAYSCRIPT; procedure; standard.

Machines can process tremendous quantities of data in minimal amounts of time, but the quality of

this data is still subject to the original axiom: garbage in, garbage out! Advances in the art of machine

editing have alleviated one part of the problem; not solved it. The necessity of some human reviewing

computer input/output for the purpose of validating accuracy is still with us. Humans are like machines

in one aspect: if they are to do something they must be told what it is they are to do. Verbal instructions

are often sufficient, but in most cases, an organized and simple written exposition is best. This paper

presents an approach used successfully in communicating a standard procedure for the editing of scientific

data to non-scientific oriented editing personnel.

In 1970 Vitro Laboratories assumed the responsibility of managing a large data bank of chemical

research data on tumor chemotherapy. While the company staff had accumulated an impressive back-

ground in the management of technical data banks since 1950, this particular application was to be a

new experience for the assigned task personnel. The data came from a multiplicity of sources around the

world, with wide variation in data volume, accuracy, and skill of the data originator. The new applica-

tion required current processing of a high volume of discrete items of clinical data which had to meet

acute standards of accuracy in validation and input preparation. The high standard of data inputs had to

be achieved at all times, even when turnover occurred, due either to promotion or termination.

The computer programs embodied very sophisticated editing routines at each step of the file up-

dating and reporting process, and the system was batch-processing oriented on a weekly or bi-weekly

schedule. Therefore, although errors in pre-processing editing would normally be rejected somewhere

along the line, it would be at least two weeks, and sometimes four, before error correction could be

accomplished due to some types of errors requiring reference back to the originator for correction. In

turn, this delay would further retard the recording and reporting process, creating timing difficulties in

an on-going research project.

The solution, of course, was to investigate, standardize, and document the pre-processing pro-

cedures. In accomplishing the investigation process, the analysts were aided by interviews with employees

and supervisors already performing the tasks, advice of the programmers developing the programs, and not
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least of all, consultaflon with, and advice of, the customer. Not far into this process, a determination

was made that a more effective method of presenting the editing information to the ultimate user was re-

quired. In the normal course of events, such details as were required in pre-processing would be con-

solidated into a book which would terrify the intended users by its imposing size, and confuse them by

the difficulty of locating that part, or those parts, which applied specifically to their particular task.

What was needed was a pamphlet covering each specific task in the pre-processing sequence which could

be handed to a new employee, and by its small size and lack of complexity indicate that the job was not

beyond normal human ken.

The method selected was called "Playscript" procedure. Its progenitor, Leslie Matthies, has

authored a book called, oddly enough "The PLAYSCRIPT Procedure".^ Anyone who may plan to use the

PLAYSCRIPT procedure would be well advised to secure a copy of this book, read it carefully, and apply

the principles enunciated in it faithfully.

What is a PLAYSCRIPT? Well, if you have ever read a book of plays you already have a grasp of

the basic idea. At this point take a look at the attached procedure 02.13-2, Editing of Control Packs in

Vivo. You can see that two different forms are used in its preparation, and that the areas where certain

standard types of Information is to appear are formally delineated. All of this formality is really unneces-

sary. Equally effective procedures can be, and are being, prepared on plain white paper. All that is

really essential is standardization of the typing format so that there is a clear relationship in numbering

and titling established between one procedure and all the others. Furthermore, practically all of the

information in paragraphs I, II, and III on the first page can be dispensed with. Paragraph II. GENERAL
helps some, as it really is a stage setting for the instructions to follow, and serves as a catchall where

information not easily placed into PLAYSCRIPT format can be published.

Paragraph IV. PROCEDURE, contains the real heart of a PLAYSCRIPT, a step-by-step presentation

of the action necessary to complete a job. There are four basic parts to each PLAYSCRIPT action: an

actor's name, a sequence number, an action word, and a complete action sentence. Looking at page 2

of the procedure you will see how each is employed. An actor's name (appearing under Responsibility)

is not an actual person's name, but really the job title of the person doing the job being described; the

sequence number identifies each step to be taken in accomplishing the total job; the action word is an

active verb in the present tense which characterizes and precedes the action to be taken in each particu-

lar step; and the complete action sentence specifies what the actor does step-by-step. If the playout of

the action is transferred to another actor, his title appears and the narration continues. These four items

are the basic building blocks of a PLAYSCRIPT procedure, and can be used to describe in detail the most

complicated tasks in editing data, or in accomplishing administrative tasks. A glance at a completed

procedure indicates its basic simplicity. However, this simplicity is very difficult to achieve in practice.

Let me say that our simplicity improved with practice, without necessarily being completely achieved.

The preparation of effective procedures requires standardization of format and content before

starting; otherwise, some initial effort will have to be repeated in order to achieve the expected results.

Decisions must be made as to the general appearance of a procedure, i. e., should it be on special

forms (not really necessary, nor even desirable), whose signature(s) shall indicate approval, where will

the signatures appear, what will be the standard of quality of art work (if any), what are the require-

ments for coordination of procedures prior to publication, and so on. These decisions do not effect con-

tent, but they do affect the attitude with which the published procedure will be received, and whether

supervisors will just file and forget them, or actually use them in accomplishing the job. Let's say right

here, that if the supervisor is not actively involved in some way in the development of a procedure af-

fecting his operation, the procedure has no future. Conversely, the more active the supervisor, the

better the procedure, and the more accurate and useful it is on the job.

Matthies, Leslie H.; The Playscript Procedure: A New Tool of Administration; New York:

Office Publications, 1961 .
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Once it fs decided that formal procedures are to be utilized, their production must have an or-

ganized objective. First of all, a list of the general subjects to be covered must be outlined. Each

procedure to be written must then be given a name and a number, the number so that there will be an

organized scheme for filing, and a title to identify content. The number of the attached procedure is

02.13-2, which indicates that it is the 13th procedure in the series describing the editing of control

packs, and that this is the second published revision. Also it helps to begin with an organized cast of

actors, permitting the standardizing of the titles to appear in the procedures, and also providing a clue

to the types of work to be covered by the procedures. The actor's name is significant in that people

like to see their particular job title in writing, and knowing it before you approach the worker helps in

confirming that you have done your homework. Also, a collection of blank and completed forms and

reports which are to be the basis of the work to be described should be in hand and organized. A study

of these will help to make the nature of the task much clearer. Another helpful file is any previous

documentation of the background and use of the forms and reports and their contents. Any information

which the analyst can acquire prior to approaching the task of actually describing the job at the work

place will pay off in a more enthusiastic reception by supervisor and worker, a better understanding of

what the analyst is verbally told about the job, and the more useful the resultant product.

The first major hurdle to be taken by the analyst is that of gaining the confidence of the supervisor.

Depend upon it, the initial reaction will be that "some hotshot is going to come down and tell us how to

do the job." It is difficult to get across that the analyst is really there to listen, and learn, not to pon-

tificate. A preliminary visit to all supervisors explaining the objectives of the program, and their part

in it, can help. Another big help can be that the supervisor's supervisor is behind the program. In any

case, the analyst must be careful in what he does at the workplace, and even more careful in what he

says, for even the most innocent remark can be interpreted as a slur when the will is present.

What the analyst's main objective must be is to actually get to the workplace and participate with

the employee in the process of doing the job. Only then will he be able to get the full details. Remem-
ber, most employees find difficulty in articulating about their job functions. Others are prone to slight

what they consider minor repetitive tasks. Ask questions, repeat them where necessary, exhibit a

healthy curiosity, and be appreciative of the importance of the individual's task. Remember, the ana-

lyst is a guest in another person's environment, and should modify his personal conduct accordingly.

Above all, be careful about making notes. There is a basic resentment about having one's remarks

written down and possibly quoted later to cause embarrassment. If notes are taken, let the subject read

them, or better yet, read them to him, before leaving the area. This will not only relieve possible em-
barrassment, but will serve to clarify any areas of misunderstanding.

Then prepare the preliminary procedure. Write it in just the way the job appears to be done.

Don't try to improve on the worker's performance. If possible areas of improvement are discerned, write

them also, but not in the preliminary procedure. Stick to the facts obtained in the interview. In de-

veloping the procedure, stick to the positive approach. There isn't any need to present the wrong way
to do the job, tell why it is wrong, and then give the proposed way. What we are aiming to do is teach

the proposed improvement, the errors will occur of themselves without instruction.

Now go over the preliminary procedure with the supervisor. If there should be areas of disagree-

ment, try to have the actual process verified at the work station, not thru discussion. Modify the pro-

cedure if necessary, and secure agreement in the modifications. Now is the time to bring up the subject

of possible improvements in the process, but be careful. Unless some rapport exists between analyst and

supervisor, these well meant suggestions will be regarded as criticisms. Remember, the supervisor is

responsible for getting the job done. No matter how pertinent the improvements, if he isn't interested

they will never be implemented. Wait for a better day.

Suggest to the supervisor that he and the actor (employee) read and discuss the preliminary pro-

cedure together, and leave the procedure with him. Check back later to discuss any possible changes.

Particularly verify the accuracy of any examples of data in the text, and of the exhibits.
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Now write the final copy. Do not change what has been agreed upon without going back for re-

verification. Remember, the supervisor and worker must have confidence in you; anything which can be

viewed as a breach of trust can be fatal to this relationship.

Prior to publication have the final copy again reviewed by the supervisor and by the worker, if

possible. When everyone is agreed, then the procedure is ready to be sent to the customer for final re-

view and approval. Upon return, the procedure is officially ready for implementation. If at all possible,

the analyst should see that the supervisor concerned receives a personal copy prior to receipt thru normal

distribution. These little touches of personal concern are appreciated.

We found that there were certain advantages to having standard procedures. First of all, they did

provide a method of normalizing the editing procedure. When errors of omission in editing were dis-

covered, and were described in a procedure, reference could be made to the applicable publication,

with a caution to the editor to follow it. Secondly, the actual quantity and quality of work required to

process the incoming material was established. If anyone wanted to, and at times they did, the pro-

cedure could be stepped thru and timed. Using this unit of measure the actual impact of changes in work

volume could be easily established. Thirdly, continuation of effort was maintained thru changes in per-

sonnel due to illness, vacation, termination, etc., along with quality standards. Fourthly, a channel of

communication was opened between customers, contractor, and worker by which desired changes in job

procedures were accurately documented and communicated. Not least of all, the production of pro-

cedures was an on-going pro|ect covering two and a half years, during which each of the original pro-

cedures was updated more than once, so that the experience and suggestions of a number of people

actually doing the job become incorporated into subsequent versions.

During the period of the contract the number of required procedures rose from 36 to 92. This was

because the success of the initial effort caused expansion into areas not originally considered. Standard

procedures were prepared for almost all of the administrative activities involved in the contract, and

particularly in those areas where difficulties were experienced. This is not to suggest that procedures

are a replacement for supervision. They are really only an aide and a guide to doing a specific task.

They do not in themselves cause the job to be done, nor done on time, nor to be coordinated with other

jobs.

Nor is the preparation of procedures a one-shot task. If it is to be effective, it must be continuing,

and the lessons learned must be incorporated in each succeeding procedural update. For instance, con-

sider the exhibits which accompany each procedure. At first it was thought that the text could use these

as references, but not so. People do not like to thumb thru pages to look at the referenced exhibit.

Also, a little self-examination by the analysts showed that it was difficult to actually locate data fields

referred to by the procedure on the exhibits. So, we went to spot art illustrating the job step. At the

same time we did not eliminate the exhibits because we found that an incoming form could be more

readily identified against the procedure if there was a picture of it, rather than just a reference by name

and number.

There was a very important fall-out from the preparation of procedures which had not been con-

sidered when the task began. A great amount of attention is normally made to the documentation of the

overall system, to the programs in the system, and to the computer operations necessary to run the system.

When we completed the task, we had not only documentation of this type, but equally detailed informa-

tion on the administrative tasks which were necessary for complete system operation. The existence of

this type of documentation is essential to the continuation of an on-going system upon the transfer of re-

sponsibility for operation.

The PLAYSCRIPT procedures were found to be a very effective method of directing and controlling

manual editing of input data. Evidence of this is that 85% of the total number of errors in data reported

from all sources were discovered during the manual editing process. Contributing to the overall effec-

tiveness of the system reporting was that the editors were able to correct 85% of all data errors they en-

countered using the techniques embodied in the procedures, with the remaining 15% having to be submit-

ted to higher levels of technical knowledge for corrective action. The final conclusion of system
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managers was that the effort expended in producing the procedures paid off handsomely, significantly

increasing the accuracy of reports, and augmenting user confidence in the integrity of the system.

As one swallow does not make a summer, so the success encountered in this example does not prove

that the application of formally written manual procedures will solve all similar problems. However, it

should suggest to system and data bank managers another tool for utilization in the problem solving pro-

cess. In system operation a great deal of thought and care is given to the provision of system and program

documentation so that visibility to program complexities is available when unforeseen problems arise.

Sometimes it can be equally worthwhile to provide the same thought and care to the documentation of

the manual operations which precede and follow the computer processing portions of a total system

complex.
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SILVER SPRING LABORATORY
Number: 02. 13-2 Project: 59.39

WifriF OPERATIONS PROCEDURE
Effective: 4-20-72

Subject: DR&D CONTROL PACKS IN VIVO.
Supersedes: 02. 13-1 Date: 7-28-69

EDITING OF Page 1 of 7

I. PURPOSE :

To establish the procedures for editing i_n vivo Control Packs. and for the

extraction of data for computer processing.

II. GENERAL :

In vivo Control Packs, consisting of a Check Sheet for Editing Control Packs,
a Screening Control Record, and the required number of Screening Test Records
to back up the number of tests being reported on the Control Record, are used
to report in vivo test results. For each experiment, the identifying information
and test results for the control group are recorded on the Control Record and
for the test group on the Test Record. Data is keypunched from the source
documents and used as input media to the Master Data Bank to generate a Test
Record on magnetic tape for each test, and as a means of disseminating test

results to suppliers, screeners, and staff. These records of testing are

microfilmed and indexed for future retrieval.

III. EXHIBITS:

A. Check Sheet for Editing Control Packs, Form 1324 (Rev. 9/71)

B. Screening Control Record, Form 1157 (Rev. 1/72)

C. Screening Test Record - In Vivo, Form 1158-1 (Rev. 3/72)

D. Screening Test Record - In Vivo - Survival Systems Only, Form 1158-2

(Rev. 2/72)

E. Data Problem Resolution Form, Form 1374 (10/70)

F. EAM Section Work Sheet, DP-6 (8/68)

G. Dally Control Log, DP-76 (9-69)

H. Week Number Matrix

I. Numeric Data to Alphabetic and Alphanumeric Code Changes

S/atems Procedures & Operations Chemotherapy Project Manager
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Number: UZ, lO-i. rroject: U 3 0

OPERATIONS PROCEDURE
Effective: 4-20-72

Page 2 of 7

IV. PROCEDURE ;

Responsibility

Data Processing

Assistant

Action

Receives Control Packs from

Point-of-Entry.

Project

Checks Control Packs to ascertain if there

are any being returned with a Data Problem

Resolution Form attached. Separates these

and:

a. Detaches one copy of Data Problem

Resolution Form and matches with

suspense file. Destroys suspense
copy and files completed copy.

b. If punched cards were received from

screener, pulls these cards from

suspense and corrects.

c. Processes these Control Packs to Step 10.

Erilt.q nhonk Shppt against Control Record and

Test Records as follows:

a. Checks Column A of Check Sheet

( 1324) to see that SCREENER, TEST
SYSTEM, CONTROL NUMBER, and

SPECIAL STUDIES (if applicable) data

fields are completed. Verifies that data

in Column A of Check Sheet

COL A

SCReENER

Scntenef

Tetl Svst*'"

3 FS
TUMCIi Par SITJ

3

Control No

6

special Snxtws

COOf TOIAL

Dns lo
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QPERATiONS PROCEDURE
Number: 02. 13-2

Effective: 4-20-72

Page 3 7

Project: 69-58

Data Processing

Assistant (cont'd.) is in agreement with corresponding data
on Control Record ( 1157)

HOST TUMOn SCflEENER
CONTBOL
NUMBE'^

INOCULUM

SITE l-EVEL

o
1

2
2

F
3 <

2.
5 6

0
7 3 50

3
11

/
12

/
13

4
u

?
15

?
16

SPEC
alum

and Test Records ( 1158-1 and 1158-2)

HOST TUMOR SCREENER
CXJNTROL
NUMBER

'ARAM INOC
SITE

0
1

2
2 3 4 5

3
6

o
7 8

y
9

L
10 11

i
12 55

b. Verifies that data in Section II of Check
Sheet

II.. Check and record in Col. B data for each item

rnntrni <rt3tii<; rndp (Rprnrd iin<i^t. nndfis in red)

1. Bacterioloqv

2. Number of deaths o
3. Number of "No-takes" o
A TIC. positive rnntroi

R Au Fualuarinn

corresponds with corresponding data
fields of Control Record ( 1157)

BACT
1 2

NUMBER 0 <

DEATHS NO '

AKtS

o o o o
51 52

AV, EVALUATION

0

Records any discrepancies in Item V.

PROBLEMS, of Check Sheet.

V PROBLEMS Please list missing or incorrect information Reference— 1374 ft

Microfilm No

c. If more than one pxage to Control Record,

writes "DO NOT KEYPUNCH" on additional

Images. (All pages get microfilmed.

)

SSL.216a (1-69)
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I

Number: 02. 13-2 Project: 6§-58

OPERATIONS PROCEDURE
EffecJive:

Poge 4

4-20-72

of 7

Data Processing

Assistant (cont'd.) 4. Verifies that all data fields on the Control and
Test Records requiring data are complete
(makes all corrections in RED ballpoint pen).

Exceptions:

a. Negative ^ T/C and Positive Control NSC
Number on the Control Record may be

blank.

b. If a survival system [parameter =2, 3],

Tumor Evaluation on the Control and
Test Record may be blank.

c. If "AA" Tumor, Parameter, Inoculum,

Vehicle, Route, Tumor Subline, Number
of Animals, Deaths, No-Takes, Cures,
Control Status Code, Standard Deviation,

Body Weight Change, and Average
Evaluation may be blank on all records.

d. If Control Status Code equals five or

the Test Status Code equals 33 or 34,

Vehicle, Route, Cures, No-Takes, Body
Weight Change, Standard Deviation, and
Average Evaluation may be blank on all

records.

e. Sample No. may be blank on Test Records.

5. Checks Survivors and Comments fields on

Control and Test Records for screener's

annotations, indicating that an animal or

animals were missing.

a. If no animals are missing - proceeds to

Step 8.

b. If animals are missing - paper clips the

appropriate page or pages and forwards

the Control Pack to the Quality Assurance
Officer for review.

Quality Assurance
Officer 6. Verifies and makes corrections if necessary to

the following data fields:

a. The Number of Animals must equal the

Number of Initial Day Animals if prior to

the first treatment day an animal is

missing or a death occurs.
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OPERATIONS PROCEDURE
Number: 02. 13-2

Effective: 4-20-72

Page 5 of 7

Project: 69-58

b. Toxicity Day Weights: If a mouse dies

or is missing on this day, verifies that

the total weights are for the remaining

mice and not the original number of mice.

(If a mouse dies or is missing after it is

weighed, the average weight must be
subtracted from the total weight batch

weighed.

)

7. Returns Control Pack to Data Processing
Assistant.

Data Processing

Assistant 8, If problems are encountered in editing:

a. Notes them in Item V. PROBLEMS of

Check Sheet.

b. If necessary, prepares Data Problem

Resolution Form in five (5) copies, pulls

one and places in suspense, attaches

c. Carries Control Packs with Data Problem

.Resolution Forms attached to Project

Point -of -Entry.
d. Logs out Data Problem Resolution Form to

Program Analysis Branch on Daily Control

Log.

Data Processing

Assistant 9. For those Control Packs which have been
received with punched cards and have passed
editing, proceeds to Step 27.

10. If Control Packs with cards punched by screener
have errors in cards, notes in Item V. PROBLEMS
of Check Sheet. If errors cannot be resolved
internally, proceeds to Step 6.

11. Prepares EAM Section Work Sheet for keypunch-
ing for Control Packs received without punched
cards which have passed editing.

SSL-21«a (1-69)
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OPERATIONS PROCEDURE

Number: 02. 13-2

Effective: 4-20-72

Poge 6 of 7

Project: 69-58

Keypunch Control
Clerk

12. Logs out Control Packs to keypunching,

13. Carries EAM Section Work Sheet and Control
Packs to Keypunch Section.

14. Receives Control Packs and EAM Section Work
Sheet.

15. Logs EAM Section Work Sheet into the Data
Processing Log Sheet:
a. Originator

b. Log Number
c. Job/Sub-job Number
d. Department
e. Time In

f. Approximate Number of Cards to be
Punched.

Keypunch Supervisor

Keypunch/Verifier

Operators

Keypunch Control
Clerk

16. Enters next consecutive Log Number from
sheet onto DP-6.

17. Gives package of vv'ork to Keypunch Supervisor.

18. Assigns work to KeypunchAerifier Operators,

19. Punches data into carets and verifies in

accordance with Keypunch Instructions
02. 01-1 and 02. 02--1.

20. Forwards cards and input data sheets to

Keypunch Control Clerk.

21. Logs completed work in the Data Processing
Log Sheet.

a. If done same day - enters time out in

original entry.

b. If not done same day - enters new line

of data using previously assigned Log
Number.
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OPERATIONS PROCEDURE

Number: 02, 13-2

Effective: 4-20-72

Page 7 of 7

Project: 59-58

Keypunch Control

Clerk (cont'd.

)

Keypunch Supervisor

Data Processing

Assistant

NIH Project

Point -of -Entry

)uta Pi"Oi^ca s iiiy

Assistant

22. Forwards completed work to Keypunch
Supervisor.

23. Verifies that punching and verifying have
been completed in accordance with Keypunch
Instructions 02. 01-1 and 02. 02-1.

24. Places work on job pick-up table.

25. Picks up completed work at Keypunch Section.

26. Pulls EAM Section Work Sheet and places in

completed box on job pick-up table.

27. Logs in completed keypunch work on Daily
Control Log. Turns work over to Data
Processing Assistant.

28. Edits cards as follows:

a. Checks that there is one card with a "1"

in Card Column 80 and one card with a

"2" in Card Column 80 for each Control

Pack.

b. Checks cards with "3" in Card Column 80

to verify that there is one for each Test

Record.

29. Places control and detail cards in "CURRENT
WEEK PROCESSING DRAWER" for daily Pre-

Validity Run.

30. Places Control Packs in hold for weekly

microfilming.

J. M. O'Connor, Analyst

S5L-J160 (1-69)
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EXHIBIT A.

Instructloni for uio:
1. See Inst- 117A (9/71).
2. ScrMnlrxj Supervlsor-on Day Find, pr«o«f« 1324 for t»cti In VWo control pack. Edit lt«mt I and M and com-

plete Columns A and 8. Attach PiMclal Study rpqu«st«, and orlslnal and hardback copies of 1324 to the final

Dty Screening Control and Test Records and (orvwrd to tns keypunch facility or Data Processing (DPC) as directed.
The Scronner cooy may t<e retained or dl»card<!d at th« discretion of the screening laboratory.

3. K'^punch Facility Complete Item III.

4. Data Processing Contractor-Edit K«ms lA and 11. Racord Probtwni under Item V. Complete column C. Process
Forward copies

5. Chemothorapy-Revlew PROBLEMS. Olctrlbute coplei.

CHECK SHEET FOR EDITING CONTROL PACKS
COL A

SCREENER

Scfcener

'X 3
Test System

r5 3

Control No

0 u 4

Special SiutiiM

CODf TOTAL

D^e to

Kayponch F^alttv

12_

Please check the items listed below for accuracy

Initial and date in the appropriate column to the right

1. A. 1. CONTROL RECORD-AII information filled in and
correct

2. NSC numbers (MUST AGREE WITH TEST RECORDS)
3. Calculation check

a. Av. Evaluation

b. Body Weight Change: Final-Initial Day
4. Positive Control

a. Total Tumor Evaluation

b. Average Evaluation

c. Body Weight Change
d. %TC

5. Cell Culture Only
a. Co
b. C
c. C/Co
d. CODo
e. COD

COL a

SCREENER

COL C

DATA PROCESSING
CONTRACTOR

Dale Rec d

Punch Cards

^ Ye* No

Batch No

Edited by -V ^ '

Date

B. All Tests-all information filled in and correct.

1. VCMiCIt?

2. Route
3. Treatment Schedule (Interval through Dose)

4. Number of Survivors-end/start

5. Calculation check

a. Totals-Initial and Final Day animal weights

b. Total Tumor Evaluation

c. Average Evaluation

d. Body Weight Change
e. %TC

6. Test status code

h 2.

Check and record in Col. B data for each item

Control status code (Record, unsat. codes in red)

1. Bacteriology

2. Number of deaths

3. Number of "No-takes'J

4. T/C positive control

5. Av. Evaluation

-4

III. Daterec'd d/f^l/l'^'- Keypunched by K , ft Verified by fi( — Date tn DPC3-'^f^ 7/"' 1.-J

IV Chemotherapy

A PRA
1 Date Ree d Problems Rev d by Date

.

2 Date to proiect officer

B DEB
1 Date to screcner by

V PROBLEfvIS Please list missing Of incorrect information Reference— . 1374 if

Microfilm No

1324 (Ray. S,'711

DATA PROCESSING CONTR>^CT0« / D R & D
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EXHIBIT B

SCREENING CONTROL RECORD

HOST TUMOR SCREEf£fl
CONTPiOL
NUMBER

INOCULUM DATE ON
VEH RT

NO OF
MATERIALS

riUMbcH OF TESTS

SITE ns. LEVEL % n^fOR YEAR ?>tONTH DAY TOTAL 1 S>I'NTM. P<ANTS

'
i

' 3 j « s

3
3 7

1
8 9

C
10

3
11

/
12

/
13

c
14

?
15

?
16
7
17

1
11

0 .

IS
2
20

2
21

3
22

2,
?3

/
24

0
25

7
26

^\'' 2 S
30

0
31

o
32

NO. OF TESTS TUMOR SUBLINE ANIMALS
^ PINAL

EVAL
DAY

NUMBER OF NEGATIVE C
S
C

^\ /
P0C;TIVE CONTROL

FERM PROD ANiM. PRODS. LINE CODE GEN SEX SOURC E NUMBER

}
/ DEATHS N&TAK ES %T/C

\

N.SC NUMBER

O
33

O
34 15

O
3«

O
37 36

y
3S

/
40
H
41 42

3
43 44 45

3
it

o
so
o
51

a
52

0 c
53 5

)

4 55 56 57 5̂A 591
I

" ii'.
76 77 7a 7S

DAY 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 ?3

NO. 3o / o

DAY 25 £6 27 r28 29 30

NO

NSC NU^.BEP.S NO.
II

(DAY

ANIV
>«TIAL DA>i

/ .

AL
1

- )

WEK
TC

(DAI

3HTS
)XICITY EVAL
' °

\
y )

TUMOR
EVALUATION

Kin INITIO

ANIMAL W
L DAj^'

:iGH

TOX
DAY

rs

ICITY EVAL
5"

TUMOR
EVALUATION

47l48

1 1

/ / / 2. 0 21
j

2 2
/ / / 2 0 22

1

3 ii 3 / / l\o / J' 23

4 II 4
/ / 2 id / 0 24

j
r

5 <A ? V 0 F 5 / / f 0 / 0 25 i

t> 6

1—

1

1

26

1

:

7 II 7 27

8 II 8 28 1—1-

D 9 29

10 3 0 t ;i. r 10 30

11 /I 11 31

12 f

.

12

-]

-A
32

13 h 13 33
L. -4-

14
3 ^ 0 14

——
34

1

1

1

15 /I 15 35
h- r

1

\

16 16
1

1

36

- — 1

—

1

17 ?9 / /a 17 37

I

—

—1-

18 18 38
1

I-4— j

19 19 1

r

1

39 1

—\—
r

-J-
20 3 ? 3 7 V 20

(

1

—
»0 —U-

21
COMMENTS: OTU o

60
s~
ei

7
S3 U 1 64

O
65

6 Ji \/
—

) 70 71

22 It
KM. / 'I

23 BACT STVe. 0E\1AT AV, EVi..UAIITf)

24

1 2

/ -

1

/ !

' K
1157 (REV. 1/72)

DATA PROCESSING CONTRACTOR/DR&D
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EXHIBIT C.

SCREENING TEST RECORD—IN VIVO

HOST TUMOR SCREEN-
ED

CONTROL INOC VEH. HT. INTERVAL
NSC NUMBER DAY

1st
UIJ

NO MNUMBER SITE PRE. CORE SAMPLE NO.

c s 2. 3 a V / / / 2 7 3 ? / ? !A
1

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 .'fa ?' 28 ?9

DOSE

NO.
DOSE/INJ.

NUMBER OF STATUS CODE
coo;

NO. OF
ANIMALS

DATE ON
T AX ES TEST jSUF. YEAR MONTH DAY

/
31 32 33

O
35 36

0
37

o
38 39 53 1 54 55

O
56

L
57
1 1 0 2 2

(-) (A>

SURVIVORS

DAY 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 12 1 3 14 15 16 1 7 18 19 120 22 _;:3

NO. s 3 o
L.

1

i

DAY 24 2b 2G 27 28 29 30
_

NO.

ANIMAL WEIGHTS
INITIAL DAY TOXICITY EVAL.
inAY / ) (DAY S"

/

o

7

5^ IJ

S
S

bOD^' WT. CHANGF- \
(TOX-ligiTI AL DAY) \

/

/

/

/
44

/

T

7

ruMon
WEIGHTS

o
47

EVALUATION

r
7X 7X

COMMENTS.

LD ( ) ED ( ) T. 1.

TEST
NO. TCST TOXIC AT 1 r/C),, (T/CI2

PR i; vbu s

STACL^MDCX
T/C

THIS TEST
NEW

STAGE irjoex CONTRArTOR5 NO

0 i / t L

1 1581 (REV. 3/72)

FINAL DAY SERVICE BUREAU COPY
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EXHIBIT D

PfflMARY SCREENINQ TEST RECORD-IN VIVO
SURVIVAL SYSTEKtS ONLY

HOST TUMOR SCREENER
CX>NTROL
NUMBER

INOC
SITE

VEH INTERVAL
NSC NUMBER 0«Y

ISI

INJ

NO OF
INJCCTIONS

PflE. CORE SAMPLE NO.

O
1 2 3 4

X
5

3
6

0
7 8

V
9

c
10

3
11

/
12 13

/
14

-A
15

/
18 17 18

2.
16

7
20

L 3
22

?
23 24 25 26 27 26

0
29

X>SE
NO

OOSE/INJ
NUMBER OFX STATUS cooe

SPEC
STUDY

cooe

NO 0*
AMUAt-S

DATE ON
CURES MO-TAKES TEST SUE YEAR MONTH DAY

/

31

0
32

2
33

o
34 35

(3

36 37

o
38 39 52 53 1 54 55

a
58

Q
57

7 o 2 2 3
'-) (A)

SURVIVORS

DAY 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 s 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 2J

NO
s 3 0

DAY 2i 27 28 29 30

NO

ANIK^AL

INITIAL DAY
(OAY ,/ )

WBGHTS
TOXICITY EVAL.
(DAY .T"

1

lOIAL /
40

1
41

(0 \o
42

1
43

/
44 45

/ \o
46 1 47

AV / 7 3 /
•t-OV WT, CMANCC
(^OM INTIAL 0*») EVALUATION

2 >^ c

1158-2 (r.EV. 2/72)

COMMENTS

LO ( ) H)( ) T.I.

TEST
NO. TEST TOX)C AT (TC)i (T/C)i

T/C
TMS TEST

HP*
STAGE INOEX CONTRACTOR'S NO

0 1 / 4

FINAL PAY SERVICE BUREAU COPY
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EXHIBIT E
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EXHIBIT F.-

DF-A (Rrv. 8-68)

•V SECTION WORK SHEET

fitrS LABOffATORi£S
SILVER SPRINO LABORATORY

DESCRIPTION WM REQUEST «

J0> CMDSE $

I

J o. n Doe. 1 I f/
cp-n

SECUBirV CL«SSIFICATION

I |

cOIIFIDCICTIAI.

VITRO CO«fHlt»TUL

UNCl«SS>FIC[)

0»T[/TIME SUBKITTED

/ 1 moju
OITE REQUIRED

/7 nno^, 7z
0»T£/T1M COXPLETED

FUMCTION 3TEP INFORMTIOK
S"g-c. A//-/ 03. g>/-/^ -0 3.-3.

IMTIIUCTIOnS

D*TE/Tllt

oSTEP

< >

NO. PICES
«TT/lCHEO

NO. CARDS
SU BMI T T ED

/6~o

BEG I a

COHMEIITS III

IDEHTIFICtTIOII PROGRAM NO.

CC « ERROR COUNT NO.

DATE/TIME COLUMNS

eo-eo (sit) 60-60 (557)

DATE/TIME

RffEIVEO COMPLETED

DATE/ TIME

\

OLD DECl

lOENTIFICATIOII

CARD COLUMNS

(FROM)

I

.

I

60-81

I I

SPECIAL (Set Inttr.)

-80

I
eOARO NO,

Sm GANG

PUNCH INFO.

511) REPRO

CARD COL. TO

FOF?M NO.

STOC K

ARROW

ONE PA RT

TWO PART

FOU H P AK T

SI X PART

ALTERA! lOK SHITCH(ES) ON

557 PR in POSITION! 657 LIKE P08ITI-

SPACING
I

CARRIAGE COKTROL

r_:i'

ST JIN oar:

SPECIAL A%«7«l

TAPE «0. .

j
TifOUJII

DATE/TIME CARD TYPE

V/i

CONTROL C0LUHI3 OPERATION

StCUEkCE CHECH

MATCH

SELECT

nifU

V/i.i
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EXHIBIT G.

DAILY CONTROL LOG
0»TE BiTCM

NO
SCREENER

TEST
SYSTEM

CONTROL MICBOFILH
MO.

KEYPUNCH PSIOB RESO DiTE TO
N.I H

COMMENTS
RECEIVED TO F COM TO FROM

1-7-72 6 09 3LE21 2250 002085 1-21-72 wc

2255 090

2256 091

2257 092

3PS31 212 103

213 104—
214 105

215 106

217 1 n7
1 U /

* 218 108

SWA 16 708 112 f

02 3LE21 4212 006 1-9 1-12
1

1

422 1 008

4236 013

3PS31 593 016

017

> 604 020
i

r 1 ^

08 3LE21 4142 U / o

1

wc

4143 U /4

• 4161 077

• 3PS3] 34 078

09 3LE2 1 2251 086

2252 U 0 /

225o OAR

2254 089

2260 u y D

^ C
3ra-3i" g 10

1 0 3LE2 1 1709 117 wc A2 8

1721 118 A24

1723 119 A24
' < 1734 120 A24

1-12-7:—?

—

94

—

3AA4 2+9-
11—r-

3LE21 17US Hob

02 3LE21 4223 009 1-12 1-13

4234 on
3PS31 606 022

i 614 02 5

if SWA 1 f 1499 ^ 030 >
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EXHIBIT H.

WEEK NUMBER MATRIX. FISCAL YEAR 1972

The date for each run is taken from this matrix as YY=1971 or 1972, MM=Month and
DD=final date of given run period as 710708 for first given period in July.

Run Week # Inclusive Dates Run Week # Inclusive Dates

127 July 1 - July 8 201 December 28 - January 5

128 July 8 - July 15 202 January 5 - January 12

129 July 15 - July 22 203 January 12 - January 19

130 July 22 - July 29 204 January 19 - January 26

131 July 29 - August 5 205 January 26 - February 2

132 August 5 - August 12 206 February 2 - February 9

133 August 12 - August 19 207 February 9 - February 16

134 August 19 - August 25 208 February 16 - February 23

135 August 25 - September 1 209 February 23 - March 1

136 Seotembpr 1 — Sectember 8 210 March 1 - March 8

137 Sentembfr 8 - Ssntember 15 211 March 8 - March 15

138 Sentember 15 — Sentsmber 22 212 March 15 - March 22

139 O U OO O 4.^.1 on O 1 o
Ivlciitjii cil ~ Ividrcn ^9

140 September 29 - October 6 214 March 29 - April 5

141 October 6 - October 1

3

215 April 5 - April 12

142 October 13 - October 20 216 April 12 - April 19

143 October 20 - October 27 217 April 19 - April 26

uctoDer LI — iMovemoer o /\pril ZD JVlay 0

145 November 3 - November 10 219 May 3 - May 10

146 November 10 - November 17 220 May 10 - May 17

147 November 17 - November 24* 221 May 17 - May 24

148 November 24 - December 1 * 222 May 24 - May 31

149 December 1 - December 8 223 May 3 1 - June 7

150 December 8 - December 15 224 June 7 - June 14

151 December 15 - December 22* 225 June 14 - June 2 1

152 December 22 - December 28* 226 June 21 - June 28

NOTE * Normally, the volume of data is small around holidays so input for

Weeks 147 and 148 is com.bined; the same applies to Weeks 151

and 152.
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EXHIBIT I

NUMERIC DATA TO ALPHABETIC AND ALPHANUMERIC CODE CHANGES

When a two character numeric code is entered into

the DAY 1ST INJ. , NO-TAKES or CURES fields, it will be
corrected by entering an alphabetic code as:

10 = A

11 = B

12 = C

13 = D

14 = E, etc.

thru

35 = Z

When a two character numeric code is entered into

the DOSE NO. field, it will be corrected hy entering an
alphanumeric code as:

10 = +

11 = A

12 = B

13 = C

14 = D, etc.

thru

36 = Z
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An Adaptive File Management Systems

Dennis Lee Dance*
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Little Rock, Arkansas

Udo W. Pooch*
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A program module is described defining an interface
between an online - information system and the Input/
Output Control System of the computer system. Programs
belonging to this module are grouped by the function
they perform: buffering, item relocation, compression,
and dynamic priority assignment. The interface is
adaptive in nature by physically reorganizing the File
Structure based on usage statistics. Records are
physically assigned to priority areas to reduce system
I/O. The results of the reorganization is to construct
working set files, a subset of the original file struc-
ture, having a substantial portion of all file activity.
This working set is maintained in core via buffering,
thereby reducing I/O overhead.'

Key words: Adaptive file management; hierarchial file
structure; file working set; self-organizing data sets.

With the advent of time-sharing computer systems many of the functions
and services provided by libraries can be automated. Storage devices such
as disks contain information, maintenance programs keep the information
current, and query languages provide a means of retrieval. If a system can
perform these tasks, it is known as an Information Storage and Retrieval
System (ISRS) [17,11,12]. If in addition it can detect trends in the data,
it is called a Management Information System (MIS) [9,16].

An Online Data Compression System (ODCS) must be an invisible interface
between the information retrieval system and the Input/Output Control System
(IOCS) of the computer operating system. This paper describes a set of pro-
grams which are analogous to a demand-paged memory management operating
system. These programs are classified into three main categories: compres-
sion/decompression, buffering, and relocation. The compression/decompression
routines reduce the physical storage requirements to contain a particular
set of data items. The buffering routines maintain several physical records
in main memory to reduce the I/O traffic. The relocation routines provide
the computer with the ability to "reorganize" those items which are requested
most often, and to physically reorganize those times for easy, fast re-
trieval, much analogous to the working set notion of virtual memory [6]

.

* Computer Scientists

1. Introduction
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2. Design Philosophy

An ODCS must be designed to relieve the ISRS/MIS of the burden of physi-
cal file structure (list, tree, etc.) Allowing the ISRS/MIS to maintain log-
ical items in logical files simplifies the ISRS/MIS program complexity.
Another interface function is to reduce the volume of space required to con-
tain the data file, and thereby freeing storage devices for either other use
or lower costs for fewer devices. The compression, applied on a record-by
record basis rather than on the entire file, results in fewer I/O requests
for a given amount of data because more data is transferred per request. The
interface must also attempt to reduce I/O requests by physically grouping
items based on their usage frequency. Thus one I/O access may retrieve
several items having a high probability of being requested next.

Whenever a large number of data items must be maintained, some fast
look-up or address generator mechanism must be used to locate the desired
information. Hashing algorithms, illustrated in figure 1, map logical keys
into uniformly distributed equivalence classes [5,14,18]. Unfortunately,
these relations do not always provide unique physical addresses. Intra-
record collisions occur whenever the mapping generates the same address
more than once, and the item can be stored at the generated location; a
pointer locates the item within the record. Inter-record collisions occur
whenever no more space is available at the target address and the item must
be chained to another record.

Even though the creation of activity affinity groups can reduce the
number of accesses, further reduction may be accomplished by performing
buffering. This buffering is not to be confused with that performed by the
Input/Output Control System of the computer. Instead, this buffering should
be designed to retain in memory for a "reasonable" length of time those
physical records most frequently and last requested (least recently used
algorithm) . This should allow additional logical items to be requested but
with fewer physical accessions. The relationship and organization of the
new ISRS/MIS is shown in figure 2.

3. System Implementation

The implementation of the interface requires several tables to define
interface parameters, to locate data sets in the data base, to define and
describe data sets in the data base, to reduce excessive I/O activity, and
to locate individual items in a physical record

A single table. System Map (SYSMAP) , initially defines the interface
parameters for system generation. These parameters include the current
time or date, the initial and the incremental size of the Collision Reloca-
tion List (CRL) , the sizes of n-tuples used to build other tables, thres-
hold values for changing item priorities, and threshold values for data
set reorganization. Several of the parameters, discussed later, in SYSMAP
can be modified during program execution to allov/ the interface to adapt
to its environment.

The definition of the tables used to locate the data sets depends on
both system parameters and user specified parameters. The tables used for
data set location include the Available Space for Information Maps List
(AVSIML) , the Data Set Information Map List (DSIML) , and the Data Set
Information Map (DSIM) . Tables associated with each data set include the
Data Set Statistics Table (DSST) , the Frequent Collision List of Items
(FCLSTI) , the Most Frequent Item List (MFIL) , the Record Information Field
(RIF) , the CRL, the Item Information Field (IIF) , and the Item Value Area
(IVA) . Each of these tables is described . and summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. Table Suiranary

Table Name Contents Function

SYSMAP system parameters;
table sizes;
threshold values

supplies parameters to
DSIM: defines n-tuples

AVSIML pointers locates free space for
DSIML n-tuples

DSIML pointers locates DSIM

DSIM data set parameters;
threshold values

defines record area
boundaries; provides
threshold values

DSST statistics provides synopsis of
data set activity

MFIL pointers locates high activity
items

FCLSTI pointers locates high activity
relocated items

RIF counters and pointers
and reserve switch

records number and types
of collisions; indicates
if record is reserved;
locates CRL, IIF, and IVA

CRL pointers locates relocated items

IIF pointers and counters describes and locates
an item

IVA data value compressed storage area

Some of the data set parameters are specified by the user while others
are obtained from SYSMAP. User-specified parameters include the acceptable
time delay for updating, retrieving, and storing items in the data set; the
beginning and ending physical record addresses for the initial storage area
segregating the items by type; the beginning and ending physical record
addresses segregating the collision overflow area by item type; the beginning
and ending physical record addresses for the reserved record area.

Figure 3 illustrates the logical table relationship for data base, as
opposed to data set, maintenance. The dashed line indicates communication
of parameters while the solid line indicates linking information. The two
disk volumes shown in figure 3 are logical disks since they may physically
be on one volume or require several volumes. Regardless of the physical
size, the logical relationship remains the same. The SYSMAP supplies para-
meters to each DSIM which in turn contains parameters defining the boundary
areas for the data records comprising a data set in the data base.

To facilitate program development, maintenance, and modification , the
system was written in modular subroutines. These program modules, with the
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exclusion of the main subroutine ODCS , can be divided into three main
classes: buffering, compression/decompression, and relocation.

The purpose of the buffering routines, GETREC and PUTREC, is to main-
tain several physical records in memory to reduce the physical volume of I/O
traffic. Records are read from disk when demanded by the system. Once in
core, an activity counter is associated with each buffer pool allowing fre-
quently requested records to remain in core while other less-demanded records
in the buffers can be replaced. Reading from disk into memory and passing
the requested physical record to the other system routines is performed by
GETREC. The routine PUTREC receives data from the processing routines and
stores the data either in a buffer or on disk.

The relocation routine, ANOTHR, uses both the buffering and compression/
decompression routines to relocate an item from its home record to another
record. Depending on the parameters in the DSIM and the subroutine call
arguments, the item is relocated in either the collision overflow area or the
reserved area. Additionally, whenever an item is relocated, the two tables
MFIL and FCLSTI must be examined to determine if these tables contain this
item so that the entries can be updated. The relocation procedure is simply
a sequential scan of the records in a predefined area. The scan stops when-
ever a record is located that can contain the item.

3.1 System Operation

The system is first generated with a BLOCK DATA subroutine and data sets
defined with both system- and user-supplied parameters. Items which can be
forced by type into partitioned areas may be entered, retrieved, or deleted.
Items are relocated whenever one of the following occurs: insufficient
space is available at the home record; the compression time is exceeded: the
item activity forced a priority change; or the item is placed into the re-
served area. The IIF handles intra-record collisions while the CRL controls
inter-record collisions and item relocation into the reserved area. The
system automatically changes item priorities and creates reserved records,
depending on the item activity. Excessive I/O activity is reduced by buffer-
ing and by usj.ng both the FCLSTI and reserved records.

3.2 Changing Item Priority

The purpose of assigning priorities to items is to dictate the amount of
time required to retrieve from the data set the desired information. That
is, if a priori knowledge is available concerning the demand for the items
comprising the data set, the items can be assigned priorities. The higher
the priority, the shorter the time acceptable to retrieve that item. For
example, consider a company selling stocks and bonds. The political events
of the day might easily cause a set of stocks or bonds to be traded exten-
sively. Consequently, a dynamic priority assignment would be needed to allow
the retrieval time for stock quotations to be reduced as the volume of trade
increases

.

Dynamic priority modification is accomplished by maintaining an update
counter and retrieval counter for each item in the data set. Also a date
is used to trigger the process of determining whether the item's priority
is to be increased, decreased, or to remain the same. Based on SYSMAP
parameters and threshold values, if an item activity is sufficiently great,
the item information will be entered into the MFIL and FCLSTI reducing future
system overhead. This automatic, dynamic priority classification process
allows items to be grouped physically by priority, and thereby reducing
future I/O overhead.

3.3 Reserved Records

The approach used in creating different organizational hierarchies is

analogous to cache memory, with the last area prior to main memory being the
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reserved area. The most active items in the data set, regardless of priority,
reside in the reserved area. If the item activity drops belov; a threshold in
the DSIM, the item is returned to its home record as determined by its prior-
ity.

The creation of reserved records in performed by initially entering into
the MFIL only the most active items. Once the MFIL is "sufficiently full",
these items are then physically placed in the reserved area. To prevent ex-
cessive overhead and to allow the system and data set to reach a steady
state, the MFIL is not considered for replacement until after a threshold
number of requests have been made to the system. Also, the KFIL cannot be
replaced unless the number of items in the MFIL is above a certain threshold.
The first threshold allows those items in the reserved area to remain there
until a certain number of operations have been performed, possibly to create
a new set of items in greater demand. Consequently, when this threshold has
been reached, if the number of items in the MFIL is above the second thresh-
old, it is replaced. These two threshold values, as well as the threshold
values for priority assignment, determine to a large extent the amount of
system overhead.

3.4 Item Operation

After utilizing a modular (item, dependent) hashing function to determine
the physical address of the item, a determination of the required operation
is performed. If the operation is to enter an item , GETREC retrieves the
desired record and DECOMP decompresses it. After searching the IIF table in
the record to determine that no duplicate exists, TRYCMP atterpts to put the
item in the retrieved record. If successful, PUTREC restores the record.
If the compression attempt is unsuccessful, either a CRL for that record is
constructed, if one is not present, or the existing CRL is expanded, if full.
If possible, the ANOTHR subroutine relocates the item resulting in updating
the CRL and in restoring the record via PUTREC. If the item, cannot be
relocated or the CRL cannot be expanded, appropriate return codes are set
and a return to the calling prograr is executed. Following a successful
item entry, the item is also entered into FCLSTI , if both relocated and more
active than the least active entry in fclSTI . Similarly, if the item is
active enough, it is entered in the MFIL, replacing the least active entry.

After examination of the appropriate thresholds, the MFIL is replaced to
create reserved records. Using the address pointers in the MFIL n-tuples,
GETREC retrieves and DECOMP decompresses the record containing the item to
be placed in the reserved area. If the item is in its home record, it is
deleted, is relocated by ANOTHR, the home record's CRL is updated, and the
home record is restored via PUTREC. If the item, when retrieved by GETREC
using the address supplied by the MFIL n-tuple, is determined to be a re-
located item, the item is deleted from, the relocation record, is relocated
in the reserved area, the home record is retrieved, the CRL entry is updated,
and the home record is restored. If at anytime the creation of a reserved
record is not successful (e.g. no available space), the procedure is halted
and the item either is returned to the record from which it was obtained or
is relocated in the nonreserved area.

If the operation is to retrieve an item, the FCLSTI is searched to
obtain the physical address. If not located in the FCLSTI, the modular
hashing function generates the address. In either case, GFTREC retrieves
the desired record, DECOMP decompresses it, and the IIF is searched for an
item match. If found, the item is retrieved; if not found in the IIF, the
CRL is searched for an item match to produce the relocation address. If
the CRL points to the item, GETREC retrieves that record and the procedure
is repeated. If the item is not locatable, return codes are set and a
return to the calling program is executed. If retrieval is successful,
priority change determination takes place depending on item activity,
cutoff dates, and activity thresholds. If the priority is changed, the
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system deletes and reenters the item, updating the priority status, and
frequency counters are returned to the user. After completing the re-
trieval, the FCLSTI and MFIL checks are performed again.

If the operation is to delete an item , without searching the FCLSTI,
the modular hashing function generates the address used by GETREC to re-
trieve the home record decompressed by DECOMP containing the item to be
deleted. If the item is located via the IIF, it is deleted; the relocation
record is retrieved and the item is deleted from that record, and any records
modified are restored by PUTREC. Whenever an item is deleted, all the
activity and priority information is returned with the item, to facilitate
re-entry if the item is to be modified. To complete deleting the item from
the data set, any reference to the item in FCLSTI or MFIL is removed.

4. Performance Analysis

Twenty-five data sets were generated for test purposes. Four hundred
uniformly generated transformations, either retrievals or updates, were
applied to the data sets. Of the twenty five data sets, only the twenty-
fifth data set was unique, in that the results are indicative of an ISRS/MIS
without an interface.

The summary table of I/O activity, appearing in Table 2, describes the
accession perturbations, resulting from parametric variations, for record
and item buffering. When records are buffered, the most active records are
maintained in memory; whereas, when items are buffered, the most frequently
requested items are kept in memory.

The ODCS was designed to improve overall performance. One of the
expected improvements was a reduction in I/O traffic by maintaining a list,
FCLSTI, of the most frequently referenced relocatable items. The amount of
reduction ranged from twelve to ninety-eight I/O accessions. The lower
values were the result of changing the priority of an item on a collision
chain and storing it on another record with no subsequent relocation.
The higher values resulted from having a large number of items entering
the reserved area and/or having the items on a collision chain. In either
case, the use of the FCLSTI did reduce the number of I/O accessions.

Table 2. I/O Acccnsion Summary

Data
Sot

1

2

3

4

5
6

7

8

9

10
11
12

13
14

15
16
17-

18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9

NITMFL MFLNTH UPTHRS RTTIIHS UDTHRS RDTURS SDTIIRS

10
10
10
10
10
10
50
50
50
50
50

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

1

1

1

1

1
20
1

1

1

1

1

20
1

1

1

1

1

20
1

1

1

1

1

20

1

1

1

1

20
20
1

1

1

1

20
20
1

1

1

1

20
20
1

1
1

1

20
20

1

1

1

100
1

1

1

1

1

100
1

1

20
20
30
50
20
20
1

1
1

100
1

1

1

1

100
ICO

1

1

1

1

100
100

1

1

20
20
30
50
20
20
1

1

100
100

1

1

1

100
1

1

1

1

1

100
1

1

1

1

20
40
30
50
20
20
1

100
1

1

1

1

llul'l'cir Kcciirds

Collisions

Buffer Itcns
No Reserved Uec.. rds

No Collisions

Result 1 Result 2 Result 3

Upc]atGS= Retrievals Updates= Retrievals 400 Retrievals

Accesses » of G35 Accesses % of 600 Accesses I of 400

2072 32G 430 30 90 20

1829 208 474 79 74 19

1920 302 472 79
]]

13

1776 280 474 79 19

700 110 523 87 123 31

484 76 600 100 400 100

1196 138 603 101 203 5]^

1053 167 628 105 228 57

1156 132 643 107 24 3

1008 173 62S 105 228 57

722 114 503 84 103 2 6

596 94 600 100 4C0 ICC

1006 158 633 106 233 53

960 151 608 101 203 52

960 151 633 114 283 71

1158 182 633 106 233 5 S

r.4 4 101 508 85 103 27

564 89 600 100 400 103

1023 1G2 643 107 243 61

1092 172 623 104 223 56

974 153 0 43 107 24 3 01

9:^2 14 5 643 103 2'". 3 62

690 109 503 65 ICS 27

4(0 is COO 100 4C0 100

635 100 COO ICO 4C0 100
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Another improvement was expected from the automatic priority classifi-
cation of items based on usage statistics. When records are buffered and no
reserved records are created (e.g. data sets five, eleven, and seventeen),
little or no advantage was apparent, because records were not kept dense
with items as a result of the sequential scan used to locate free record
space. If items were buffered, approximately a twenty percent reduction in
I/O activity (relative to data set twenty-five) could be produced. The
reason for this reduction is because items that have a high request fre-
quency would be stored in memory to create a working set data set. A
trivial solution to determine tihe items to buffer in memory would be to set
a low activity threshold so that high activity items would displace low
activity items, resulting in a flurry of double accessions prior to reaching
a steady state. An alternative to constructing these core resident records
would be to require a sufficient number of disk accessions to each item to
indicate its classification. Regardless of the priority determination pro-
cedure, using low threshold values presupposes a priori knowledge about the
data set activity.

A major benefit of the interface is a reduction in the storage space
required to store the data. Of the many compression techniques available,
a simple algorithm was selected solely for demonstration purposes [2-4,8,10
13,15,17]. This word redundancy reduction procedure produced approximately
eighteen percent savings in space. More advanced techniques [13] should
produce even greater compression.

The parameters modified during the testing procedure were the activity
percentage for item entry into the MFIL (NITMFL) ; the number of operations
occuring just prior to attempting reserved record creation (MFLNTH) ; the
update (UPTHRS) and retrieval (RTTHRS) activity thresholds for changing item
priority; and the cutoff time limits for update (UDTHRS) , retrieval,
(RDTHRS) , and storage (SDTHRS) items. Observing the statistical summary for
data sets one, seven, and nineteen, the two most influential parameters were
NITMFL and MFLNTH. Changing MFLNTH from ten to fifty decreased the number
of accessions from 2072 to 1196. This is a result of requiring more trans-
actions to transpire prior to attempting reserve record creation thereby
preventing unnecessary reorganization. When the MFIL was sufficiently full
and the required number of transactions had been performed, the MFIL was
replaced regardless of whether the item in the MFIL was in the reserved
area. Changing the value of NITMFL from 0.5 in data set seven to 0.9 in
data set nineteen, decreased the number of accessions from 1196 to 1028.
This is because fewer reserved records were created as the threshold was
increased, even though the number of priority changes remained approximately
constant. The remaining parameters "fine-tuned" the interface activity by
determining the amount of effort allocated to modifying the item priorities.
Increasing the value of UPTHRS and RTTHRS reduced I/O activities by forcing
fewer priority changes. The I/O accessions eliminated were those required
to perform the self -organization of the data set. Increasing the parameters
UDTHRS, RDTHRS, and SDTHRS reduced I/O traffic by extending the cutoff date
after which an item is checked for item priority change. Once at a certain
priority, the item remained in that classification for an extended period.
Again the eliminated I/O was at the expense of self-organization

.

Attempting to establish these parameter settings require some
guidelines. If the data set is dynamic with the frequency of various
items varying rapidly over time, low values of UPTHRS, RTTHRS, UDTHRS,
RDTHRS, and SDTHRS should be used to allow for quick reaction to the chang-
ing item priorities. If the transactions appear to reference the same set
of items for an extended time period, then the UDTHRS, RDTHRS, and SDTHRS
should be large to allow the items to remain at their respective priority
level for longer periods. In addition, if information is known about those
item to be requested and those less frequently requested, then the UPTHRS
and RTTHRS values should be set to prevent the less frequently accessed
items for being considered for reclassification. The setting of the UPTHRS
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and RTTHRS values should be based on the expected item activity level for -

those items referenced. The creation of reserved records is dependent on
the values assigned to MFLNTH and NITMFL. Whenever an item is placed in
the reserved area it is both logically and physically relocated, implying
that the item is on a collision chain. Consequently, every time an item is
placed in the reserved area a minimum of two accessions is required; one to
retrieve the item and one to restore the home record with an updated CRL,
assuming the reserved record is in core. Const,ructing reserved records be-
comes an expensive process when low MFLNTH and -NITMFL value are used. To
emphasize, this extra activity is in addition to any activity required to
change item priorities.

5. Conclusions

The experimental results indicate that I/O traffic can be reduced by
an internal assignment of items to various priority classes. Moreover,
if the records containing these items can be kept dense (a function of the
relocation routine), I/O traffic can be reduced further. If a memory area
is set aside for storing the most active items, substantial I/O savings can
be made. Naturally these results hold for data sets having a majority of the
activity associated with a subset of that data set. The amount of reduction
in I/O is a function of the number of items per record, which in turn is a
function of the item length, track space, compression savings, and IIF space
required

.

The compression results are encouraging in that storage requirements can
be reduced. Hov7ever , compression systems in themselves are nothing new. The
use of the compression algorithm with the self-adaptive capability to produce
fewer I/O accessions is unique. Moreover, implementing both a self-optimiz-
ing program to set parameters for acceptable compression limits and a tree
searching program to select a particular algorithm is unique.

Reserved records as used in this set of programs cannot be considered
for any future implementation. Instead, a set of telescoping priority
classes developing a working set data set should be used. The threshold
levels could be set dynamically at execution time to improve system per-
formance.

In summary, for data sets of thousands of items having a substantial
activity on a subset of that data set, the application of an interface des-
cribed in this paper would reduce I/O traffic, storage costs, and user delay
time. Cache memory assignments can be easily and efficiently made for
further reduction in cost and delay time. Finally, self-adaptive, self-
organizing systems indicate performance improvement over strictly manually
directed system.
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A FOCUS ON THE ROLE OF THE DATA MANA^FR

RUTH M. DAVIS
Director

Institute for Computer Sciences and Technoloqy
National Bureau of Standards, U.S. Deoartnent of Commerce

Washington, D.C. 20234

Welcome, ladies and gentlemen. It is a pleasure to welcome you on behalf of the

Acting Director of the National Bureau of Standards, and on behalf of my Institute for
Computer Sciences and Technoloqy to this Second National Symposium on the "Management

of Data Elements. I hope that your meeting as a group on this subject will become an

annual event here at the Bureau, because your topic--mananement of data elements--is
of extreme importance and plays a key role in the proper use of computers and in the

proper handling of information.

Ten years ago, the topic of information science and computers would not have been
discussed in any scientific meeting of any reoute. This past summer, however. Vice
President Rockefeller brought together about 15 scientists to try to identify those
major areas of science and technoloqy which the new scientific advisory apparatus in the
government should be concerned about and which should be brought to the attention of

the President. There were seven major issues discussed including the typical items:
food, energy, national security; but there were two new items which impressed me. One
was information technology and productivity, and the other was international trade and
information and technology transfer. I thought it extremely important to note because
that was the first time in such a topical discussion that these items apoeared, and
I thought that the linkage was very interesting; namely, that information technology
was tied to productivity.

I was told by several members of the group that they spent seven and a half hours
with the Vice President. That, I think, is an extremely important change from ten years
ago and even from five years ago. Si Ramo, one of the leaders of the group, recently
told me that he believes that information technology, computer technoloqy, and the
handling and use of information are vital to us today, and are key to the major advances
that we will be making as a unified society and as a unified nation in the future.

This recent emphasis on information technology is significant but frenuently the

link between information technology and data base management gets lost. People rarely
use the phrase "data base management" when they are discussina information technology.

One of the problems is that "data base management" does not connote its importance and

its real meaning to those who are dependent upon it. For example, when I have suggested
to scientists that data base management systems are vital to aood information handling

and to the advance of information technoloay, a non-computer data base management informa-
tion scientist replied that "DBMS" means "damn bad management support" to him. We have

to communicate to scientists our knowledge that data base management systems are the core

to some of the problems that now exist and are crucial to some of the successes that we

would like to create in the near future.
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In addition, the relevance of data base management systems to management must be

emphasized. I believe that organizations of any type that will exist in 1985 will have
a much higher ratio of computers to men than is typical today, and that successful
management of these organizations is going to be dependent upon manaqers knowing more
about computers and how to work with them than they do today, "lanagers of today take
an unbelievable amount of pride in disassociating themselves from their computers and
their information systems organizations. They often refuse to admit that their success
in management is dependent upon data base management and data base management systems.

f^enerally, management science or management development texts recommend that a

manager have experience in every important aspect of the company before becoming involved
in senior management. What we have today is a paradox--managers proudly say "I don't
know anything about my computer facility. I leave that ud to my data management or my
computer facility manager." Those two ideas are contradictory, and one of the reasons
that I think management of organizations today is gettinq worse rather than better.

Managers involved in computer systems should be streaminq up the line to senior
management positions in companies in the traditional management way, while getting
experience in other areas as well. Too often a computer facility manager or a data base
manager has reached the end of his career in management and has nowhere to go except to
the same kind of job in another organization. Since the management of companies is

becoming more and more dependent on computers, data base management systems, and the
manipulation of information and data, we as computer specialists, data base managers
and information scientists should take the lead in making sure that data base and computer
facility managers are part of the road to management in any organization.

By 1985, the rate of change and the pace of work in most organizations are going to

be set by computer capability and not by worker incentives and responses, and the

management of computer-paced operations is going to be radically different than the

management of man-paced operations. We have evidence of this today but have not put the

facts together in other than anecdotal form to prove this conjecture. Obviously, the

role of data base management and the data managers will be extremely important.

Management trained to make decisions under conditions of uncertainty due to inade-

quate information is obsolete management. Today management is beninninq to make deci-

sions based on the synthesis and association of data that has been manipulated by

computers and on the use of data that has undergone some kind of modeling process.
Managers of the future will be more dependent upon computer processinq of data because

they will be faced with more ill-structured rather than wel 1 -structured problems.

That conjecture about management in 1985 highliqhts the very important functions of

data control and of understanding the role of data as it is collected. The importance

of standardization of data elements, the problems of controlling the flow of data as

it becomes information and is manipulated by the system, the problems of data dissemina-

tion, data display, and data control when data becomes the output of the system, have

become the elements which have given rise to today's "privacy problem." The privacy
problem is really based upon inadequate data control and data handling in computer

systems and in large manual systems. A mix of legal, economic and technological solu-

tions are being proposed. Legal solutions are needed because the orivacy of indivi-
duals is invol ved--something that technology has neither the resoonsibil ity nor the

capability of resolving.
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However, technological solutions are getting inadequate attention. It is absolutely
essential for management to work with computer facility managers and the data base mana-
gers to determine and isolate the overall problems within an oraanization that have to be

resolved in order for that organization to handle its information properly.

The technical types of solutions ^hat are being proposed, I think, are fairly good
ones. One solution, which is pseudo-technical, pseudo-legal and totally desperate
is--"for goodness sakes, don't collect data." I have a very strong feeling that one of
the primary outcomes of the Privacy Act will be the collection of less data. That is

good in some instances, but bad in others.

The second problem that is being examined and resolved is pseudo-technical and
pseudo-managerial in its handling of the opposite end. How can you nurge data that has
been collected in the past when you have not been exercising good control over it when
it is collected? The problems of purgina data encompass the lack of standardization,
the lack of control over data elements, and the lack of documentation and description
in qualifiers that are put on the data. For example, when you set up a legal require-
ment to purge all data relating to criminal records of people five years after those
records have been generated, it is pretty impossible to purae that data when there is

no data indicating when the criminal record originated.
>

Another problem relatina to the privacy issue is maintaining control over a

computer system when there are large data bases and a tremendous flow of information
through the computer system. Nothing better has come our way then the traditional
process of auditing, originating in the world of CPA's. You hear a lot of talk today
but there is very little action on auditing of comouter systems. This orobably is

going to be the key to getting the credibility that we need with respect to data base
management, data base control, and even the managina of data elements.

Auditing is a negative word with after-the-fact connotations. Actually there are
three kinds of functions we need to deal with, and we have used three words in the
Bureau of Standards because we can't find one that works. We have used accountability,
auditability and fidelity of computer systems.

Accountability involves assuring the correctness of products and services to gain
the respect and the credibility of your public, your constituency and your management.
Auditability refers to conducting independent reviews of comouter systems that are
comparable to those employed by banks and a few other organizations in the country.
Fidelity of computer systems has the very important connotation of real time. How do

you, on a real time basis, keep probing, sampling and testing your computer system
to assure that it is performing its required functions accurately? Secondly, how do you
assure that the things that your computer system is not supposed to do with your data
are not being done?

These three functions put together--no one has thought of one viord to describe
them--are really key to all of the kinds of data base management controls that you have
been working on for so many years, and that still need to be worked on. We need to talk
about them more in order to explain their complexity and importance and the progress that

has been made by this community in their handling. The privacy problem, for one, will

not be resolved without the creation and implantation of these kinds of controls on data

bases and without data base managers taking the lead in describing the necessary con-

trols and then implementing them.
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Just as the privacy problem will not be resolved until this kind of data base
management function is performed, we will not be able to stop the kinds of problems
that are deluging us at the moment and will continue to deluqe us. These are the
problems of data base management in large systems which affect individuals directly
perhaps even more than the privacy problems affect individuals. I refer to those
problems that are becoming highly visible in large funds dispersing systems, such as

SSI (Supplementary Security Income) and in credit systems where computer fraud, mixed-
up management, and inaccuracies affect an individual because wrong financial data is

maintained about him. I expect a great deal of public and press attention to be devoted
to instances where individuals are harmed because of errors in dispersing funds or in

credit ratings.

Another problem area of importance is data accountability and data base management
in real time control systems. Most of the data base managers are not involved in real

time control systems. That is wrong from my point of view. As real time control systems
become more dependent on computers than on manual probina and interaction, there are
going to be data base management problems. There will be public safety problems associ-

ated with real time air traffic control, rapid transit systems and nuclear power plant
operations as more of these systems are utilized.

For example, computers controlling nuclear plant operations on a real time basis
will have available much more data, both to control the reactor through efficient
fuel utilization and to prevent catastrophic accidents. Public reaction to the possi-
bility of problems in these crucial areas involving real time control will dramatize the

need for accountability, auditability and fidelity of computer systems. Is the data
correct as it goes through the systems and are controls exercised by data base managers?

The importance of data base managers and data base management systems dictates that

we find a way to talk to the unconvinced, the decision makers and those who don't recog-

nize yet the importance of the subject. I consider the proper handling of these systems

to be the key to our future in handling our society and our individual problems.
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A Proposed Standard Routine
For generating

Proposed Standard Check Characters

Paul-Andre Desjardins ^

Hospital Saint-Michel-Archange
Quebec, P.Q., Canada

Some methods of generating check characters
have become "de facto" standards. Unfortunately,
they have many inefficiencies built-in which only
the infancy of computer information processing
could excuse. Moreover the lack of a true indus-
try-wide standard could mean a check mate to any-
one involved in data interchange. So let us define
some new standards and implement them in a single
ANSI COBOL routine which generates the desired
check character. A full listing of a proposed rou-
tine is presented.

Key Words: Check character; check digit; COBOL
routine; code; error-detecting; random error;

self-checking; standard; transcription error;

transposition error.

1. Introduction

A check character is one that is appended to a code as an additional character \diich

serves the purpose of checking the consistency or validity of the code when it is recorded
and transferred from one point to another. It is derived by using some mathematical tech-
nique (algorithm) involving the characters in the base code. It provides the capability
of detecting most clerical or recording errors. These errors are categorized in four ty-

pes, i.e. transposition errors (1234 recorded as 1243), double transposition errors (1234
recorded as 1432), transcription errors (1234 recorded as 1235) and random errors (1234 re-
corded as 2243) which are multiple combinations of transposition and transcription errors.
[Ij The base code with its check character appended is then said to be self-checking.

Unfortunately so many different algorithms have emerged that if two shops wish to ex-
change self-checking codes they will also have to exchange the precise method used in order
that their respective computers be programmed accordingly.

A standard method sure is the solution to the problem. What then is the ultimate al-
gorithm everybody would agree with?

Systems Analyst
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2 . Some popular methods and their weaknesses

2.1, Modulus 10 Method

This method is used for example for the Canadian SIN:

basic SIN :21862213
factors (right to left): 12121212

multiply: 228 12 2416
add the digits: 2+ 2+ 8+ 1+ 2+ 2+ 4+ 1+ 6 = 28

divide by 10: 28/10 = 2 remainder 8

substract from 10: 10-8 = 2 which is the check digit

So the full self-checking SIN is 218622132

2.1.1, Weaknesses (see table 1)

The method cannot detect the double transposition error, for example 2182^26^132 instead
of 2186^22^132. Try it. It even fails to detect when 0 is transposed with 9 and conversely
i.e 2/90 or 2.2% of all possible simple transposition errors.

2.2. Modulus 11 Method

This method goes like this ^3j :

basic code :943457842
factors (right to left) :432765432

multiply and add products : 36+ 12+ 6+ 28+ 30+ 35+ 32+ 12+ 4 = 195

divide by 11 : 195/11 = 17 remainder 8

substract from 11 : 11-8 = 3 which is the check digit

So the full self-checking code is 9434578423

2.2.1. Weaknesses (see table 1)

The remainder of a division by 11 goes from 0 to 10. The special rule is introduced
that when the remainder is 0 you do not substract from 11. When you do substract the result
is between 1 to 10 and you must eliminate beforehand all the codes generating the check di-
git 10.

Table 1. Efficiency of the classical methods. Overall efficiency is defined as the
sum across all t3rpes of errors of efficiency * frequency.

Double Random Overall
Me thod Error type Transcription Transposition Transposibion Efficiency

V Frequency 4 86% 8% 1% 5%

1 Modulus 10

Weights: 1,2,1,2,1,2 100% 97.8% 90% 98.3%

2 Modulus 11

Weights: 7,6,5,4,3 ,2 100% 100% 100% 91% 99.5%
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3. Proposed methods

3.1. Modulus 10

Let us take our previous modulo 10 example and see the difference:

basic code :21862213
factors (right to left): 97319731

multiply and add products : 18+ 7+ 24+ 6+ 18+ 14+ 3+ 3 = 93

divide by 10: 93/10 = 9 remainder 3

So the full self-checking code is 218622133, The efficiency of the method is given in

table 3.

Table 3. Efficiency of proposed modulus 10 method.

Error type Transcription Transposition
Double

Transposition
Random Overall

efficiency

r "1

Approx , frequency 4 86% 8% 1% 5%

100% 88.9% 88.9% 90% 98.5%

3,2. Why is it better?

3.2.1, The base of the system

Whith a modulus 10 system the check-digit is always between 0 and 9 so you don't have
to reject any code beforehand or find a complicated scheme [6^ [7^ [s] , This sole reason calls
for a modulus 10 method if only we can give it an efficiency close to that of the classi -

cal modulus 11, Alter all you are never 100% sure that the code with a valid check digit is

valid. So we feel that a loss of efficiency in the 1% range is quite permissible.

3.2.2, Take products as they are

Have a look at table 2 on the next page and remember it is a must to catch 100% of
transcription errors since they are an overwhelming majority. If we sirni up the digits of
the products, weights 1,2,4,5,7,8 are the safe ones. If we don't, only weights 1,3,7 and

9 are usable. We choose to take products as they are because it is easier to implement.
But straiming up the digits of the products is a scheme that deserves more careful examination.
Let us only note that it can't detect any transposition between 0 and 9, that factors 1 and

4 do not detect transposition between 0 and 6, that factors 1 and 8 do not detect transposi-
tion between 1 and 6, etc.

3.2.3, Transposition errors

Any transposition between digits that have a difference of 5 will be undetected becau-
se the differences between any two weights i.e. 2,4,6,8 multiplied by 5 gives 10,20,30,40
which all give 0 modulo ICLThere are ten such transpositions (0,5), (1,6), (2,7), (3,8),
(4,9) so efficiency is 80/90 = 88,9%,

3,2,4. A real modulus

By definition a modulus is the remainder of a division. We do not substract from 10,

a

useless operation vrfiich is probably a reminiscence of the good old non-electronic days when
the self-checking code was verified by giving the check-digit a weighing factor of 1, wor-
king back all calculations and looking if the remainder of division by 10 was 0, The propo-
sed method can be implemented without even dividing because the remainder of a division by
10 is always the units position of the dividend.
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Table 2. Products between possible weights and digits. Note that modulo 10 all
you need to consider is the units position of the products. Underli-
ned are the digits that are recurring linewise so that the weight can-
not detect all transcription errors. For example weight 2 does not de-
tect transcription of 5 for 0, 6 for 1, etc.

^\^DIGIT

WEIGHT ^\ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

2 _0_ J_ _4_ J_ _8_ 10_ 12_ 14 16_ 18_

3 0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27

4 0 h_ _8_ 12_ 16_ 2Q_ 24 28_ 32. 36_

5 0 _5_ iq_ 15_ 2q_ 25_ 30_ 35_ 40 45^

6 0 _6_ 12_ 18_ 24_ 30_ 36_ 42_ 48_ 54

7 0 7 14 21 28 35 42 49 56 63

8 0 8 16_ lk_ 32_ 4q_ 48_ 56_ 64 72_

9 0 9 18 21 36 45 54 63 72 81

Table 2a. Sum of
thod.

the digits
If the sum

of the products as in the classical modulus
exceeds 9 the digits are summed up again.

10 me-

^\^DIGIT

WEIGHT ^\ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

2 0 2 4 6 8 1 3 5 7 9

3 0 _3 _6. JL -A Jl _i _1 Jl _2L

4 0 4 8 3 7 2 6 10= 1 5 9

5 0 5 1 6 2 7 3 8 4 9

6 0 6 3 9 6 3 9 6 12=_1 -2.

7 0 7 5 3 IC = 1 8 6 13= 4 11= 2 9

8 0 8 7 6 5 4 12= 3 11= 2 10= 1 9

9 0 _9. _9 _9- _9 _9. _£ _2. -2. _2.
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3.3. Modulus 23

This method goes like this

:

basic code ;21862213
factors (right to left) : 87654321

multiply and add products : 16+ 7+ 48+ 30+ 8+ 6+ 2+ 3 = 120

divide by 23 : 120/23 = 5 remainder 5

The check character is "F" as found in table 4 so the full self-checking code is

21862213F, Efficiency is as in table 5.

Table 4. Correspondence between remainder and check-character. Choice
of letters is based on Gilligan [2] .

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

A B C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U W X Y Z

Table 5. Efficiency of proposed modulus 23 method.

Error type Transcription Transposition
Double

Transposition
Random Overall

efficiency

Approx. frequency 4 86 7o 8% 17= 57o

1007o 1007o 1007o 95 , 77o 99.87o

3.4. Why is it good?

3.4.1, The base of the system

This method capitalize on the fact that method modulo X catches at least (X-l)*100/X7o
of random errors. For example with modulus 10 method any digit has one chance out of ten
being the right check digit for whatever code. So modulus 10 is good at 9*100/10 = 907o ,

modulus 11 is good at 10*100/11 = 90,97o and modulus 23 is good at 22*100/23 = 95,77o for cat-
ching random errors.

3.4.2. Transcription and transposition errors

Since 23 is a prime number the choice of weighing factors is immaterial 5 .We sim-
ply choose to keep them at one digit as in our modulo 10 method.

3.5. Future Work

It would be surprising to see method modulus 23 welcomed for checking all numeric
fields since it generates a letter. Its usefulness will be for alphanumeric codes but the
author has not yet found a scheme that would produce the same check character whether the co-

de is in ASCII or EBCDIC, etc.

Something can also be done for improving random error detection. The problem is to ca-
tegorize those errors and find an optimum ordering of the weights \U] \9\
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4. Proposed routine

001050
001 100
031150
001200
001250
001300
00l3o5
001310
001315
001320
001325
001330
001335
001340
001350
001400
001450
001500
002000
002053
002100
002120
002150
002170
00 22'00

002250
002350
002400
002420
002430
002440
00244C
002450
002500
002560
002570
002570
002600
002650

IDENTIFICATION
PROQRAn-Ii:) •

AUTHOR*
INSTALLATION*
DATE-WRITTEN'
REMARKS' STAI^DARO

IT IS USED IiN

WHERE

DIVISION.
MODULO'
fiEjEAN RACINE*
HOPITAL ST-MIChEl-*RC;HAN3E •

JULY 16> 1975«
ROUTINE FOR GENE^^AiriQ CHECK CHARACTERS
A MAIN PROGRAM BY CAuL 'mOOULO' USiNQ M> C

IS
IS

PiC
PiC

9(2)
9( 10)

C IS PIC X

And CONTAIN^ 10 OR 23
AND CONTAINS RIqHT JUSTIfIED TH£ FIELD
FOR WHICH Wt va-jT a Check CHARACTER
EITHER TO ASSIGN OR VERIFY IT
And CONTAINS AN AT TImE OF CALLING

IT HiLL LATEW CO'iTAiN THE CHECK CHARACTER
IF THE ROUTINE EXECUTES PROPERLY*

ENVIRONMENT DIVISION'
CONFIGURATION SECTION'
SOURCE-COMPUTER. CENTURY-200.
OBJECT-COhPUTER. CENTURY-200.
data DIVISION'
worKinu-storaqe
77 COuNTtR
77 w-REMaIN
77 wAjD-t*ROD
77 kQuOTIENT
01 modul-xx.

02 MQDU
01 M-pRQduCT'

02 PRUOU
01 TAa-CuRR'

02 Fl-D-CRR

SECTION'
PIC 99
PIC
PIC
PIC

99
999
999

VALUE
VALUE
VALUE
VALUE

ZEROS'
ZEROS'
ZEROS'
ZEROS'

PIC 9 OCCURS 10 TI ES INDEXED BY InD-MOD'

PIC 99 OCCURS 10 TI ES INDEXED BY IND-PR'

PIC X(23) VALUE ' ABC-DEFaHJKLMUPQRSTUWXYZ' •

02 FIELD-CORR REoEfINES FLD-CHR PIC X OCCURS 23 TImES'

LiNKAQt SECTION'
77 TY*^P pic 99'
01 CHECKaR pic X'

01 CHtCKARl REDEFINES CHECKAR PIC 9*

01 FIELD-DATA.
02 FLD PIC 9 OCCURS IC TinES INDEXED BY InD-FD*

003000 PROCEDURE DIVISION USING TyHP/ FI£LD-DAT4> ChECKAR.
003050 DEBUT.
003060 IF CHtCKAR NEXT SENTENCE
003070 ELSE MOVE TO CHtCKAR QJ '0 QjT-MOD.
003300 IF TyPP » 10 lOvE '3197319731' '0 MJDUL-XX
003400 Else IF TYPP 23 MOVE '1987654321' TO MODUL-XX
003410 Else GO TO OuT-mOD.
003420 MOVE ZEROS TQ WApO-PROD'
003500 MOvE 1 TO COUNTER.
003550 SET iND-MODi iND-PRi INU-FD TO !•

00370? Al. MULTIPLY MODJ (InD-MOD) BY FLD (iNO-FD) QlViNQ PRODU (iND-PR)
003710 ADL PRODU (iND-PR) TO wADD-PROu.
003750 ADO 1 TO COUNTER'
003800 SET IisiD-nOD* iND-pR* InD-FT UP B^' 1'

003950 IF CuiUNTER < 11 GO TO Al'
004400 Dlvloe WADU-PRQD BY TYPP GIVING -'QUOTIENT REilAINDEf? W-REMAiN'
004420 IF TVPP • 10 MOVE W-REMAlN TO CHECK4R1
004440 ELbE ADD 1 TO W-REmaIN
004450 mOVL FIELD-CORR (W-REMAIN) IQ ChECKAR'
004470 OuT-mOD'
004550 EXIT PROGRAM.
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Addendum to

A Proposed Standard Routine
For Generating

Proposed Standard Check Characters

Paul -Andre Desjardins

Ministere de la Fonction publique
Quebec, P.Q., Canada

We would like to add two more references:

llO Beckley, D.F., Check digit verification,
DATA PROCESSING (July-AUG. 66).

Taylor, Alan, Darmstadt System Eliminates
Check-Digit Loopholes, COMPUTERWORLD (17

sept. 75).

Based on Taylor []]] , it would be fine to revert the order of the weighing
factors in our modulo 10 method, that is 9, 7, 3, 1 instead of 1 , 3, 7, 9.
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Methodology For Development of Standard Data
Elements Within Multiple Public Agencies

L. D. England, S. L. Eberle, ,

B. H. Schiff, and A. S. Huffman

Texas State Department of Public Welfare
Texas Department of Health Resources

Texas State Board of Control
Texas State Comptroller of Public Accounts

Austin, Texas

The authors have presented a case study of an extensive standards
development project undertaken among nine Texas state agencies during
parts of the years 1973 and 197^- It was financed with federal/state
matched funds through the auspices of the U. S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, the Texas State Department of Public Welfare,
and the Texas Governor's Office of Information Services. The degree
of transferability of the developed methodology and technology will be

examined for potential implementation in other states.

Key words: Data element dictionary; data element standardization,
data standards in public agencies; manual of data elements;
standardization methods; state data elements and representations.

1. Introduction

At the first National Symposium on the Management of Data Elements in Information
Processing, we presented the technical aspects of using a sophisticated data base manage-
ment system in support of analyses pursuant to development of standard data elements among
several Texas state agencies. In that presentation we described an analytical approach
used both to achieve consensus and to gain acceptance of a set of standard data elements
and codes.

Today I would like to report the success of that approach and to enumerate some of
the factor- which we believe were significant in reaching a successful conclusion.
Additionally, I would like to discuss some salient problems and to indicate some facets
of project transferability.

Assistant Chief, Data Systems Bureau,
Systems Analyst,
Systems Analyst,
Programmer Analyst.
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2. Organizational Setting

Early in 1973 the Texas Governor's Office of Information Services funded a group of
computer and information specialists for the piirpose of increasing the effectiveness of
computer technology in Texas State Government. This entity, the Office of Information
Services (OIS), provided an organizational base and an appropriate core staff of system
analysts and programmers. Additionally, concurrent projects helped justify, procure, and
implement the use of advanced technology such as data base management systems.

Under the auspices of the Governor's Office, OIS analysts were able to obtain agency
attention and cooperation for implementing various "inter-agency" projects. From time to
time inter-agency committees were utilized for consideration of matters of common interest
to several agencies. Hence, the inter-agency committee was a familiar mechanism in Texas
State Government prior to its use for the selection of standard data elements and repre-
sentations.

3. Personnel Experience

While prior standards experience was not required of staff personnel, relevant
experiences of key participants undoubtedly contributed to the successful accomplishment
of project goals. One member of the team (England) had benefited from association with
Grace Mxirray Hopper and the Navy's efforts at standardization. Another staff member
(Eberle) had done extensive work in analyzing data elements and forms used by Texas state
agencies. These experiences, coupled with the computer technology expertise of Schiff and
Huffman, eventually led to creation of a support data base management system, which greatly
facilitated the analytical approach. Additional knowledge was also gained from previous
standards experience in Texas State Government. Already within the Governor's Office a

partial standards effort was underway in the criminal justice area; liaison was established
early with personnel of this project. Also, several Texas agencies had previously attempted
to formulate a set of data element standards, called TIPS (Texas Information Processing
Standards). Based on his experiences in HEW, a deputy commissioner of one of the major
participating agencies had counseled consideration of a standards effort at the state level.

Valuable knowledge and advice were obtained from the data processing manager^ of another
major agency, an individual who had been intimately involved in the process of establishing
national data standards for the Manpower Administration. Several trips to Washington, B.C.

provided valuable insight into the federal standards efforts, and the advice of NBS person-
nel was most valuable.

k. Funding

Within our organizational structure, dedicated funding was essential for establish-
ment of the standards project. Monies became available through use of state general reve-

nue funds for matching with federal administrative (so called 5O-50) funds. Considerable
resources in the form of time and marketing are required to procure such funds; at least

this was true in our case. Sufficient funding was obtained to support three analysts, one
programmer, and one research assistant; this was necessary in order to accomplish meaning-
ful results in a short period of time.

Robert Nakamoto, Deputy Commissioner for Planning and Management Systems, Texas State

^Department of Public Welfare.
Sam Montgomery, ADP Director, Texas Employment Commission.
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5. Organizational Characteristics

Several other factors further contributed to the success of this project. These
resulted from an organizational emphasis which paralleled project goals and objectives.
Here I would include: l) a reasonable degree of organizational flexibility so that appro-
priate liaison could be readily effected, 2) an internal impetus to "publish" or produce
usable products, which exactly paralleled our goals, and 3) managerial support for utiliz-
ing state-of-the-art technology in solving "real world" problems. Additionally, the project
helped provide a favorable image for the sponsoring organizations through its use of an
inter-agency committee for the selection of standards, as these standards would affect all
participants.

6. Functional Area Concept

A definite plus element was the existence of an inter-agency committee to coordinate
state activities in our functional area: health and human resources. This committee, the

Inter-agency Health and Human Reso\irces Council, commissioned the establishment of a stan-

dards task force under its auspices. A functional approach to standards development was
favored by project staff. It was believed and later proven that the commonality of interests
and problems among participating agencies would aid In the standardization process. It was
anticipated that standards development might logically proceed through several functional
areas, culminating with a subset of "state-wide" standards - the counterpart of Federal
General Standards . Hhe concept is illustrated in Figure 1.

7. Project Progress

The project progressed through tasks planned with usual PERT and GAKTT charts, finally
publishing a standards manual during the summer of 197^. Nine agencies from the health and
hianan resources area participated; included were all agencies having in-house computer
facilities. About eight inter-agency committee meetings were held dxiring the most Intense
work period. The staff stressed analytic expertise from the start and gradually convinced
the committee of the thoroughness of the analyses. All standards were accepted by unanimous
vote, and the successful vote rate rapidly increased until some 38 data elements encompassing
215 different agency representations were negotiated. The extent of the analyses is illus-
trated in Figure 2 which is a partial list of the sets of standards imcovered during the
course of the project.

8. Res\ilts

The project produced several products for use by participating agencies and others.
These Included a data element standards manual (see Figure 3 for sample page); a data
element dictionary, (see Figure k for sample page); and a viable automated data base frcxn

which several special reports were generated for the agencies. In addition, I think we
demonstrated the effectiveness of the methodology in a multl -agency environment. Subse-
quently, some of the project staff members have moved into agencies which participated in
the standards effort. There they have helped to stress the need for use of the standards.
Valuable federal and national liaison was established and the group actually hosted a

•U.S. Department of Commerce, National Bureau of Standards, Federal Information Processing
Standards Index (FIPS Pub. 12-2). Washington, D.C.
U.S. Government Printing Office. December 1, l^h. p. 37.
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meeting of MS X3L8 during February, 1975. Attendant favorable publicity within Texas Statfe]

Government has been evident. Jj

9. In Retrospect

Standardization of data elements and data representations is a continuing process.
With the phasing out of the Governor's Office of Information Services (a political decision),
data standardization on an inter-agency basis in Texas State Government has slowed to a

snail's pace. The Governor's Office provided the catalyst and the neutral groiond for inter-
agency cooperation. Attempts are being made to form an ad hoc committee concerned with
data element standardization.

t

Funding, while always necessary, is required in decreasing amounts once the standard-
ization process is in place. After the initial collection of data for the standards data
base, organizational planning, and computer programming, personnel requirements can be
reduced. However, due to the methodology of having a "permanent" staff to analyze and
present data elements for standardization, a higher funding requirement exists, as compared
to other methodologies.

As previously indicated, the two salient factors which added most to the success of t

the project were the use of a computerized data base manager and a "pennanent" staff to
{

provide analysis for data standardization. The use of a computerized data base manager '

greatly aided the organization of the voluminous data collected for the standards project.
It also simplified programming of reports that showed the present use of each data element
within the participating agencies. The "permanent" staff provided most of the leg work '

and analysis. This meant that the costly and valmble time of the participating agencies'
'

data processing personnel was held to a minimum, greatly increasing the acceptability of

such a data standards project to the participating agencies.

10. Transferability

I am convinced that the concepts of this project can be transferred to certain other

multi-agency environments. The concepts have been described here today and in other
available publications. Documentation of the project is available, but needs condensation.

It includes: PERT charts, inter-agency committee correspondence, project notebooks, data

base specifications, computer program documentation, copies of major reports, and copies

of the standards manual. The authors will attempt to meet any requests but are currently
severely limited by a lack of resources.
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LEVELS FOR STANDARDS DEVELOPMENT

STATE

COMMON STANDARDS FOR USE

THROUGHOUT TEXAS STATE

GOVERNMENT

FUNCTIONAL AREAS

INDIVIDUAL AGENCIES-
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LNP 1 59
IrUSOE U.S. OFFICE OF EDUCATION
2:RSA REHABILITATION SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
3:BNDX BENEFICIARy DATA EXCHANGE
h:COm COMMERCE DEPARTMENT (I9T0 CENSUS BUREAU)
5:CB STATE COMMISSION FOR THE BLIND
6: COO COORDINATING BOARD, TEXAS COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY SYSTEM
7:DPW STATE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE
8:IAB TEXAS INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENT BOARD
9:MHMR TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH AND MENTAL RETARDATION

10: TEA TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY
11: TEX TEXAS EMPLOYMENT COMMISSION
12:TRC TEXAS REHABILITATION COMMISSION
13:TSDH TEXAS STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
llj-:SRS DATA STANDARDS CATALOG, SOCIAL AND REHABILITATION SERVICE
15:FIPS FEDERAL INFORMATION PROCESSING STANDARDS
16:D0T DICTIONARY OF OCCUPATIONAL TITLES
17:MAIP MANPOWER AIMINISTRATION INFORMATION PROCESSING STANDARDS
l8:RSA REHABILITATION SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
19:SICM STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION MANUAL
20: TIPS TEXAS INFORMATION PROCESSING STANDARDS
21:CPA COMPTROLLER OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTS
22:CRS CLINICAL RECORDS SYSTEM
23:APA AMERICAN PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATION
Qk'.ASMD AMERICAN ASSOCIATION ON MENTAL DEFICIENCIES
25:ICDA INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF DISEASES
26:HGIS HIGHER EDUCATION GENERAL INFORMATION SURVEY
27: SSI SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME
28:SCM STATE CONVERSION PROCEDURES MANUAL
29: SCAR STATE COMPUTERIZED ACCIDENT REPORTING SYSTEM
30:ANSI AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARD
31:URS UNIFORM REPORTING SYSTEM
32:IOSD INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION STANDARDIZATION DRAFT
33:COMP COMPTROLLER AGENCY CODE
3il:TCJS TEXAS CRIMINAL JUSTICE INFORMATION SYSTEM
35:DOL U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
36:HEW U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
37:DOD U.S. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
38:COM U.S. COMMERCE DEPARTMENT
39: HUD U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
1|0:USDA U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
4l:EE0C EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
42:PRES EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
V3:GSA GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
ll-i+:GAO GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
i)-5:IS0 INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS ORGANIZATION
U6:TBAA TEXAS STATE AGENCY BUSINESS ADMINISTRATOR'S ASSOCIATION

kT'.OlS OFFICE OF INFOIMATION SERVICES
if-8:C0UN HEALTH DEPARTMENT COUNTY CODES
lj-9:GE0G GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION CODES
50:PLCE GSA PLACE CODES
51:HBV HANDBOOK V, USOE
52:DFIP DRAFT FIPS
53:RAMC RAND McNALLY AND CO. CODE LIST
5ij-:ANS2 ANSI-DRAFT-NAME FORMATTING FOR INDIVIDUALS
55:ANS3 ANSI-DRAFT-STANDARD IDENTIFIER FOR INDIVIDUALS

56: ANA AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARD INSTITUTE
57: IBM INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION

58:NCOD IBM NUMERICAL CODE FOR STATES, COUNTIES, AND CITIES
59:CIUN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INSURED UNEMPLOYED
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DATE (CALENDAR R ORniNAI

)

TEXAS INTERAGENCY

HEALTH AND HUMAN RESOURCES COUNCIL

INFORMATION SYSTEMS DATA STANDARDS

Page 1 of 1

SEP 1 , 1974

ELEMENT DEFINITION

1. Calendar date consists of the year, month and day.

2. Ordinal date consists of year and day of year.

lAHHRC
STANDARD
FEDERAL
STANDARD
PROPOSED
lAHHRC
STANDARD

CODE STRUCTURE

See Remarks

REMARKS
1. Gregorian (calendar), 6-numeric-fil led with two digits each for year,

month, and day in that order.

2. Julian (ordinal), 5-numeric-filled with two digits for the year and

three digits for the ordinal day.

3. Length of field may be modified if the entire date is not required.

See documents referenced in the code explanation.

CODE EXPLANATION

American National Standards Institute (ANS X 3.30)

Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS-4)

FIGURE 3
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11 m T** UFFICL OF INFORMATION SERVICES PAGE 13
DATA STANDAKOS KEPQRT 002 * DATA ELEMENT DICTIONARY

1290 AHPLICANI/RECIPIENI RACE
A CODE OR NAME INfJlCArlNG

SEE ELEMENT(S):
AGENCY users: CB COO DOL

TEC TRC TSDH

RACE OF APPLICANT/RECIPIENT
NUMUER OF OCCURRENCES 81

HEW MHMR OIS
USOE OPW

0670 APPLICANT/RECIPIENT REFERRED FROM
NAME OF PREVIOUS AGENCYt INSTITUTION*
OR PROFESSIONAL (E.G.. A PHYSICIAN) WHICH REFERRED
APPLICANT/RECIPIENT TO PRESENT AGENCY. ALSO USED WHEN
ONLY CATEGORY OF REFERRAL SOURCE IS GIVEN. E.G»t
PRIVATE PHYSICIAN. GENERAL HOSP..ETC.

SEE ELEMENT(S): 671 690 NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES 21
AGENCY users: CB MHMR TRC TSDH DPW

0690 APPLICANT/RECIPIENT REFERRED TO ANOTHER AGENCY
IF APPLICANT/RECIPIENT IS REFERRED TO ANOTHER
AGENCY FOR SERVICES* INDICATES WHAT AGENCY.

SEE ELEMENT(S): 670 671 NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES 7

AGENCY users: CB MHMR TRC DPW

2359 APPLICANT/RECIPIENT RELATIVES PHONE NUMBER
TELEPHONE NUMBER WHERL SPECIFIED RELATIVES OF AN
APPLICANT/RECIPIENT MAY BE CONTACTED.

SEE ELEMENT(S): NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES 2

AGENCY users: OPW

1270 APPLICANT/RECIPIENT SEX
CODE OR Name specifying sex of applicant/recipient,

SEE ElEMENT(S): number of OCCUI^RENCES 82
AGENCY USEKS: CB COO DOL HEW TAB MHMR

TBAA TEA TEC TRC TSDH USOE

0510 APPLICANT/RECIPIENT SIGNATURE
SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT/RECIPIENT.

SEE ELEMENT (S>: NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES ^6
AGENCY USEKS: CB lAB TRC DPW

1100 APPLICANT/RECIPIENT SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
THE NINE-DIGIT ACCOUNT NUMBER ASSIGNED BY THE SOCIAL
SECURITY ADMINISTRATION.

SEE ELEMENT(S): 1530 NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES 77
AGENCY users: ANA CB DOL HEW lAB MHMR

TBAA TEA TEC TRC TSDH USOE

0665 APPLICANT/RECIPIENT TRANSFER?
USED WHEN QUESTION IS ASKED IF APPLICANT/RECIPIENT
HAS BEEN TRANSFERRED FROM ANOTHER FACILITY. OFFICE,
PROGRAM. ETC. WITHIN THE SAME AGENCY.

FIGURE k
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The Role of the

Internal Auditor
in Data Management

Richard H. Fahnline

Office of Management Analysis and Audits
U.S. Civil Service Commission

Washington, D.C. 20037

Internal auditing is expanding to include audit of data processing.
They provide an independent and objective look at operations. They can
help provide management controls and standards, by participating in ADP
planning. For data elements, auditors will want to learn: description,
needed and achieved accuracy, where do they come from, what do they
cost, what is their value, are there alternatives, who has access, how
long are they useful, and what other uses do they have? Systems should
document these points for all data elements. Some systems are relative-
ly common to many organizations, like payroll. We need standards for
such systems, in part to reduce the workload of developing standards for
data elements. Some progress has been made in data standards, but much
remains to be done.

Key words: Data management; internal audit; management controls;
standard systems.

1 . Introduction

Recent years have seen rapid expansion of the role of internal auditors from almost ex-

clusive concentration on financial matters to evaluation of any and all processes. Even
more recently, internal auditors have realized they must penetrate the cloak surrounding
data processing in all of its manifestations and audit not only the ostensible results of

automated systems, but the systems themselves and the hardware and software supporting them.

Many internal auditors find this new, challenging, and perhaps even frightening; and data
processing personnel have an even greater adjustment to make. At the same time systems and
operations personnel find themselves scrambling to provide adequate security for data and
systems, they suffer the instrusions of auditors--a seeming contradiction.

I will review the purpose of internal auditing, as it applies to data processing and
particularly in the context of data management. Of course, data management fits into the

nexus of data processing, just as data processing subsumes the larger context of the molecu-
lar organization--by this I mean an entire government agency, business enterprise, or the

like--in all of its simplicity or complexity, and in turn the molecular organization inter-
acts and interconnects with larger and larger wholes. While we might trace relationships
from the very specific to the very general, as we approach the latter the influences become
ever more tenuous and eventually exceed our present knowledges and abilities; and certainly
exceed our present focus of interest. Let us therefore state as an underlying assumption
that managers, data processors, and internal auditors must accept responsibility for the

general consequences of their specific acts and decisions; that to the extent they can with
reasonable effort and care predict them they should do so; and start from there.
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2. Internal Auditjing

What exactly is an "internal auditor?" Generically, they are auditors subject to the
authority of the management they report to. Thus, if a management has a staff of auditors
charged with review of operations under that same management, these are internal auditors.
If the same management hires or contracts with an outside organization to come in for spe-
cific audit purposes, these people are not internal auditors. For example, to the Civil
Service Commission I am an internal auditor because 1 am on the CSC payroll, I audit CSC,
and I report audit findings to CSC management. Similarly, our ADP staff has auditors con-
cerned solely with ADP matters: these are internal to the ADP organization. Internal
auditors are a resource of the managements to whom they report.

Internal and external auditors define their work in terms of two words: "independent"
and "objective." People involved in work identify with it; management needs to look at their
work with relatively unbiased eyes, and these are the eyes of the auditor. This does not im-
ply distrust, although auditors should find any breaches of trust. For the same reason man-
agers must use check digits, redundancy, verification procedures, and batch totals, they use
auditors to ensure the adequacy and effectiveness of these and other controls.

The mystic of data processing has removed it from many of the management controls ap-
plied to manual processing. Specifically, automated systems have avoided or evaded controls
over development time, cost limitations, and thorough documentation, to name just a few.
They lack performance standards. Most amazingly, they lack codification, so that again and
again organizations start from scratch to develop systems which do essentially what tens or
hundreds or thousands of other systems already do. Given the precision necessary for data
processing, that data processors would fail to apply to their own generic trade the same
rigor they insist on from the functions they serve would be ludicrous if it weren't so de-
trimental both to the data processing organizations and the processed functions.

3. Internal Auditors in ADP

Many, if not most, data processing professionals know of these deficiencies: the

literature abounds with documentation and exhortations for change. Almost all ADP managers
worth their salaries can explain why they fall so short in these areas: prominent among the

explanations is the overwhelming press of work--they are so busy working they don't have
time to manage. This is the classic managerial dilemna, not invented by data processing per-
sonnel, and allows of only one response . . . the manager must take time to manage. Every
other of organizational endeavor has had to accept this; the wonder is that ADP still gets
away with this excuse.

Part of the problem is lack of benchmarks. Higher level managers don't know when ADP
costs become excessive, when run times fall outside acceptable tolerances, when programming
times exceed normal for competent programmers, when testing and debugging takes too long.

The processes have been made unfamiliar to higher managers, but unfamiliarity no longer can
be accepted. The profession of data processing must develop standards against which it will
measure itself, and be measured. This will give managements the tools to control and

manage data processing, without necessarily learning to be data processors. And internal

auditors will be there, working with the data processors and managers, developing and vali-

dating the standards and applying them to day-to-day operations.

This means that internal auditors must participate in the planning for ADP services. They
must work with the specification, review, selection, installation, operation, and evaluation
of hardware and software, in the sense that they have an input in defining standards and

controls. Ideally, an auditor could rely on review of the adequacy and effectiveness of

controls to audit an ADP installation. This not only makes the audit job easier, but also

reduces the disruption caused by the audit effort and identifies a management on top of its

job. The better the management of an operation, the more it uses standard controls for its

own purposes; and these also serve the purposes of the auditors. The same applies to appli-

cations: auditors consider an entire function, not just the part handled by computer; and

the controls and standards established provide a measure of the application's quality.
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Because many auditors understand data processing auditing so little, and because data
processing personnel must learn the discipline of standards and control, they must all work
together to arrive at the mutual goal.

4. Auditing Data ^fenagement

In data management the auditor must be concerned with all aspects. Every paper pre-
sented at this Symposium will have relevance for auditing. Check characters? The auditor
should test whether the characters do what they are supposed to, as they are supposed to.

Standard codes? The auditor will review applications to determine whether they use relevant
standards, and the validity of exceptions to standards. Each person can apply this approach
to each of the presentations: what significance does this have for audit, and does audit
have for this?

We can make a very preliminary list of audit points related to data management. These
are points an auditor should look for in the documentation, operation, and products of an
application, for each data element.

A. Description. Is each data element (field) described unambiguously and clearly for

easy reference? Does the description include full delineation of all appropriate character-
istics: permissable values, type of data (alpha, numeric, alphameric), exceptions, meaning
of values, references?

B. Accuracy. Does the documentation state the expected, necessary, allowable accuracy
level of the data? Where inaccuracy occurs? Impact of inaccuracy?

C. Source. Is the source of each data element defined, including the chain of sources

where relevant, to promote understanding of the element as well as nomenclature?

D. Cost. What does it cost to collect, convert, use the data? What is the replacement

cost? What does it cost to keep the data secure?

E. Value. What is the value--benef it--of the data, or alternatively the cost of not

having it?

F. Alternatives. What alternative data could be used, at what cost and saving?

G. Access. Who should have access to the data, and what safeguards should be estab-
lished? This includes consideration of freedom of infonnation and protection of privacy,
plus analysis of the costs--the cost of protecting/releasing information may tip the

balance making the data uneconomical

.

H. Life, How long is the data useful, how soon is it available in terms of system out-

puts, and how does this affect the value/cost of the data?

I. Additional Uses. What are the possibilities and economies of systems sharing the

data? What savings in data collection, conversion, storage does this achieve, and what

costs/complexities does it introduce?

We can add to this list. As it stands, however, it illustrates the interactions that
systems designers and auditors should consider. For example, one data element may fit the
needs of no one system perfectly, but represent the best balance among a group of systems.
Another data element may be too short-lived for the dynamics of the system it serves. Ac-
ceptable accuracy may impose unacceptable costs.

These audit points raise a question of their own: determining these points for each
data element, weighing and documenting them, imposes a cost which must weigh in the balance.
Superficially, it would seem that by skipping careful element-by-element justification we
would save considerable time and cost, thus reducing overall expenses and making better use
of our scarce resources. Indeed, we could carry data element justification too far and de-
feat our purpose. But we must analyze the data elements we use, and to an extent far greater
than we have done before. We must formalize the selection of data elements to include how
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we select them, who selects them and authorizes changes, and how often we repeat the process
to ensure the continued validity of prior analyses.

5. Aids

Fortunately, we can capitalize on several advantages, or aids, inherent in the situa-
tion. First, most systems undergo a series of modifications and changes: we can use an
evolutionary approach to achieving adequate data control and justification. This permits
us to transition while keeping our present systems whatever their defects until we can modi-
fy or replace them. Similarly, performing the analysis for one system benefits other systems
to the extent that they share data or have the same data elements.

This brings us to the second advantage, but one we must create. Many systems in dif-
ferent organizations duplicate each other. In the trite but tragically true phrase, we keep
reinventing the wheel in our data systems. For example, almost every organization has a

payroll, but we don't have standards for what data to include in payroll systems. We can
say with justice that this condition existed in the pre-computer days; but why does this
lack continue today? The age of computers makes possible in a way never bever before true
the design of a system once with use in an unlimited number of organizations. But what do
we have? Unlimited numbers of systems. We don't even know approximately how much per year
per employee a payroll system should cost. Even if we accept that not all payrolls can be
the same, we must admit that a relatively small number of such systems would take care of
the vast majority of organizations. The same applies to many types of applications: per-
sonnel, inventory, accounts receivable, and so on and on.

A number of organizations use the same payroll system, some because they buy the ser-

vice from a service bureau, or because they modified their system from the same ancestral
system. Still, we don't know what constitutes a good payroll system. Only in those cir-
cumstances where service bureaus offer the same or similar services can we even compare
cost. What we need is research into evaluation standards, not only for data processing
systems in general but also for specific types of applications such as payrolls. Even if

these provide a range of standards, we will have a better basis for evaluating our indi-

vidual systems.

The second advantage, then, is that we can cooperate in setting standards for what data
to use, and how to use them. We do not have to duplicate in organization after organization
the effort and cost of developing methods for setting standards (standards for standard-
setting, if you will), much less developing the individual standards themselves. We have a

wealth of different systems in the various application areas to compare and find the true

virtues and defects of each, in order to identify and use the best of each. By working to-

gether, organizations can share the cost and do what probably only the largest, if even

they, could do for themselves.

Our emphasis here today is on datar-but the job must include standards for data ele-

ments and data collection and data conversion and all phases of data processing, for the

applications and the technology. We need standards for systems design, for programming,

for operations. We need standards for all levels of managers to manage with.

6. Status

The data processing community has already made modest progress with data standards.

We have some standard data elements, although we don't have standards for use of them in

specific types of systems. We don't have standards for evaluating applications. We need

such standards, and we need them yesterday.

It is entirely appropriate that we should be meeting under the auspices of the National

Bureau of Standards and the American National Standards Institute. From here on, the

primary word, the only word, must be "standards."

It's not just that the internal auditors want standards, that they have this need to

justify their jobs and so they impose restrictions on organizations and people and systems.

The truth is, we gather into organizations to accomplish objectives. The better we define
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those objectives and measure progress toward them, the better we do our jobs. Call it
management by objectives, call it intelligent data processing, call it what you will, it's
a goal toward which we all must strive. We have a long way to go. The internal auditor
can help you get there.
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1. Information crisis in clinical medicine

Only two generations ago, a well-trained physician mastered all aspects of medi-
cine. One generation ago, the principles of diagnosis and therapy gathered during the

medical school years remained the high standards for bedside practice throughout the

life of the practitioner. Today, owing to the recent spectacular advances in biomedicine,
the useful life of medical knowledge has been greatly reduced. The present average half-

life of medical knowledge is only about five years [1], Consequently, the quality of

diagnostic/therapeutic decisions is declining. There is a growing gap between the poten-
tially available and the actually used scientic information. Today's clinical medicine
is in an information crisis. It is now apparent that the traditional flow of new information
from the researcher to the bedside decision maker is no longer adequate. The practi-

tioner can no longer cope with the pace of progress.

Another alarming symptom of the crisis is the fragmentation of patient care.

Specialization has resulted in specialty-centered patient management, often at the

expense of rational care plans or coordinated treatment. Communication across the

borders of the specialties has been eroded. Longitudinal follow-up care by the same
family physician has been largely replaced by specialists' care which is concerned only

with the current clinical problem. This growing fragmentation of patient care prompted
the recent renaissance of family medicine with the hope that such primary care physicians

will improve care coordination and revive longitudinal thinking.

The obvious solution of the information crisis is an effective use of modern infor-

mation sciences and technology. Physicians should no longer be expected to practice

entirely from memory. An inter-active medical information system should support the

diagnostic decisions and the therapeutic choices. Shared clinical experience should be
readily available so that the practitioner can make the "best" decisions [2]. Information
retrieved should be a part of rational decisions. The role of the physician should be high

level professional judgement instead of memory- limited recall effort. Medical Information
systems are badly in need. Perhaps they are long overdue.

2. Man- machine interface problems

Medical communication is in natural language. Diagnoses, conditions, signs and
symptoms are expressed in natural language, with both the flexibility, and the ambiguity
of human communication. The accurate transformation of natural language terms into

machine- compatible semantic equivalents is a real challenge of today's medicine. Con-
ceptually, this transformation requires a formal Medical Lexicon which would contain

all the valid medical terms used in clinical communication. Such a Medical Lexicon
would have to have one (and only one) entry for every significant medical datum. The
Lexicon should cover all fields of clinical medicine and biomedical research. Each
entry would represent one clinical idea, concept, expression, or term. Actually, this

Medical Lexicon would represent the complete potential data base of biomedicine. To
each lexical entry, a practical, unique code value would be assigned. This code value

would be the semantic equivalent of the natural language term within the information

system. It has been proposed that the process of encoding, per se , should be automated

[3]. Manual coding is notoriously inaccurate, often arbitrary. Automated encoding,

i.e. , computer-based retrieval of the proper code, should greatly reduce the human
error of coding.

A Medical Lexicon would have to provide the necessary flexibility at the human
end, and a rigid consistency at the machine's end. The former is imperative for human
acceptance of the machine, while the latter is critical for semantic retrieval of shared

clinical experience [2].
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3. Available medical vocabularies

The most comprehensive, and perhaps the most current listing of diseases, signs,

and symptoms, conditions, injuries, and medical procedures is the Eighth Revision

International Classification of Diseases Adapted for Use in the United States (ICDA) [4]

and its hospital-oriented variant, the H-ICDA-2 [5]. However, ICDA was not designed

for clinical use. It was intended to serve as a statistical tool. The scheme of ICDA
is the reorganization of all medical terms into 1050 categories. There are at least

50, 000 semantically distinct, valid medical terms used in clinical communication. It

was not the concern of the architects of ICDA to provide every term with a different

code. Quite to the contrary, their aim was classification of diseases , so that ICDA
coding can place a patient into a set of more or less similar cases. This classifying

approach is somewhat contrary to the medical goal of reaching the most accurate,

specific diagnosis for a particular patient. ICDA is purposefully a "lumping" code

system. Moreover, the ICDA categories and subcatetories are numerically coded,

using a strict hierarchical structure. Hierarchical code schemes are inherently inflex-

ible. Therefore, regrettably, ICDA cannot be developed into a medical lexicon.

Forty-five years ago, when it was planned, the Standard Nomenclature of

Diseases and Operations [6], was an imaginative vocabulary with a two-faceted termin-
ology-code scheme. After two decades, the basic logic, as well as the hierarchical

code scheme, grew obsolete. The system lost both its internal consistency and its

two-component paradigmatic logic. SNDO is irreversibly outdated.

The Systematized Nomenclature of Pathology (SNOP) [7] is a four-faceted

vocabulary based on a linguistic analysis of diagnostic terms. SNOP was compiled
with the unit record system in mind, exclusively for the pathologist. SNOP is a stock
of linguistically simple, root terms which in proper paradigmatic combinations can re-

present compound terms (e.g. , appendix + inflammation = appendicitis, colon + inflam-

mation = colitis). The paradigmatic capability of SNOP rests more on linguistic rules,

than on medical semantic proximities. Therefore, SNOP is fundamentally in conflict

with the concept of a deterministic, electronic information system. Moreover, SNOP
is coded in a highly hierarchical code scheme which is rigid, and therefore, unsuitable

for growth. A scientific vocabulary with such a tight code scheme has a brief useful

life. New knowledge may emerge unpredictably, wherever research has been productive.

In such new areas, clusters of new terms are generated, whereas other terms lose

meaning. Even worse, the meaning of certain terms may change. The latter entails

extensive re-coding, particularly if the term with the changing meaning has a higher

level position in the hierarchy [8].

It is regrettable that none of the currently available, formally published medical
vocabularies can be used for computer-oriented transformation of natural language
medical records. They are neither adequate to capture the semantic precision of the

clinical language, nor compatible with the criteria of modern information processing
technology.

4. Developing medical data systems

Today, there are more than 3,000 data centers in the U.S. handling medical
data. Recent increases in governmental involvement in financing medical care will

further encourage the use of computer technology. There is, however, a growing gap
between the burgeoning data centers and clinical medicine. Most of these data systems
were created outside the mainstream of clinical medicine. Many of these are insurance
claim handlers, automated billing systems for hospitals, or statistical work for the

health departments. It is regrettable that the health industry applies such vast computing
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power to process inaccurate medical data. This unhappy situation is further worsened
by grossly inadequate coding schemes. Better planning and the involvement of clinical

medicine could improve the quality of the data and the accuracy of coding.

5 . Confidentiality of medical information

Clinical medicine has tolerated the increasing automation of clinical data, but
with a growing concern about the risk created by automation. The Medical Society of the
State of New York was the first medical organization to act by recently endorsing a set

of "Ethical Guidelines for Data Centers Handling Identified Medical Data [9]. If these
Ethical Guidelines are honored, medical information systems can now be developed with
the trust and the endorsement of clinical medicine, since in these Guidelines the humani-
tarian values of medicine are translated into the language of information sciences and
technology.

6 . Medical Data Element Dictionary

In accordance with the Ethical Guidelines [9], data systems handling medical data

"shall provide assured confidentiality, and they shall conserve the integrity" of the medi-
cal records. The key to this task is an extensively documented, comprehensive Medical
Data Element Dictionary (MDED). The purpose of a data center's MDED is to explicate

the pertinent aspects of each medical datum accepted by the data center for storage,

processing, and release. MDED is essentially a catalog of the various types of data in

the information system, along with a comprehensive descriptive characterization of

each datum. A data security oriented MDED should formally document each datum as

follows

:

Heading Example /Explanation

NAME OF DATUM Admitting diagnosis

OTHER NAMES Tentative diagnosis on admission
Working diagnosis upon admission
Dx of admission

DATUM GENERATOR Attending physician only!

DATA CODE (Note: In our operation, we use two code
systems: One is the specific code, a five-

digit pure alphabetic code value, the other is

the category code (ICDA-8)

SOURCE OF CODE The specific codes were published by the Journal

of Clinical Computing [10]; for category coding

we use ICDA-8 published by U.S. Public Health

Service

METHOD OF CODING Automated letter-by-letter match encoding-decoding

DEFINITION OF DATUM The medical term is either a diagnosis or a prob-

lem which identifies the reason for hospitalization
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REMARKS (' t The Admitting Diagnosis is usually a single term,
but occasionally, the physician may record several
terms. The field can accomodate up to three

admitting diagnoses. If (very rarely) the source
document (Patient Registration Form) would con-
tcLin more cnan Liiree terrijs, oniy tne iirst tnree

are used

FIELD SIZE III 1- 1 • u
1 C,

-
1 •

3 4

1 -1 -11
5 6

— J are live- position aipna coues *

2-4-6 are ICDA codes

FIELD CHARACTERISTICS (1) Some valid ICDA codes have only three code
positions;

(2) Some ICDA codes contain alpha characters;

(3) If patient has no diagnosis (e. g. , dead on
arrival) specific code should be 00000, and

the space for ICDA code should be 000. 0;

(4) Record is rejected if this field is vacant;

(5) Record is rejected if either the specific code
or tne group coue is invcLiiu ^ci. ivieaica.x

Liexicon and ICDA code tables)

UNITS Not applicable in this example (Note: units are
aeiineu nere, sucn as mm .rig, id, mg, cm oi

water

)

ACCURACY This is the most accurate datum at the time of

admission (Note: generally, this segment should

define the a priori expectation concerning the

egree oi meaicai-iegai- scientiiic eviaence vaiue

of the datum)

R F T TA RTT TTY J.II UXIC oOLlX^t^ UO i.' U.11 J c li L LIlc pilyoidctXJt o Dl^IlcLLU.rc

must follow the datum
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USE OF DATUM Program
No.

Format . Name

(1) 63 natural language hospital census
(2) 73 coded notification of Medicare
(3) 82 coded daily admissions
(Note: This segment must be kept current. The
list must be comprehensive, enumerating all

programs which include the datum, as well as the

frequency of usage. The program library provides
further information as to authorized receivers of

reports, authorized staff members to modify the

program, and the data security officer's last

checking of the programs involving the datum)

OWNER Patient is the data person (Note: this segment
should also refer to the password directory con-
trolled by the authorization system and by the

data security officer)

AUTOMATIC SAVE? Yes
(Note: if the answer is "yes", (a) the datum is

copied on a backup medium, e.g. , microform;
(b) the datum is protected from any subsequent
correction or modification. The exact location

of the data field on the Source Document and the

location of storage must also be stated in this

segment

SENSITIVITY "Second class

"

(Note: The class assigned indicates the degree
of difficulty required to access the datum without
proper authorization. Periodic checking of the

actual difficulty must be recorded here. )

7. Need for coordination

The interface between clinical medicine and information technology requires an
effective Medical Lexicon and the development of a purposeful MDED. Both may evolve

spontaneously if adequate time is given. The acute problem is the prevailing information

crisis. The risk is that in the name of expediency and economy, medical data systems
may evolve without the necessary moral obligations as specified in the Ethical Guidelines.

This may be simpler, and perhaps more expedient, but not prudent. Cherished social

values may be permanently lost. The man-machine interface should receive high priority.

A highly visible multi-disciplinary team should be created, charged with further develop-

ing the national Medical Lexicon, and continuously upgrading it. Another multidisciplin-

ary team should encourage the development and maintenance of MDED by all data systems
handling medical records. State and federal agencies should regulate, accredit, and

regularly inspect medical data systems. The humanitarian values should be conserved.
There is no basic conflict between human desiderata and medical information systems,
unless the technology becomes autonomous, dehumanized. It is the challenge of this

decade to obtain the benefits and to minimize the risks.
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1. Introduction

This paper is generally intended to provide an overview of the development of systems
dedicated to the management of data and information as resources in a manner similar to

that employed in the management of other resources such as manpower, materiel, facilities,
money, etc.

Specifically, this paper addresses:

A. An outline of recognized problems and needs for their resolution within the
data and information systems community of the Federal Government;

B, An enumeration and discussion of fundamental management principles to be
considered in developing data resource management systems;

C. Identification of basic concepts for data resource management systems in-
cluding the objectives, operating environment, subject matter content, functional
activities and organizational relationships of such systems; and

D, Identification of the benefits expected to accrue from development and
implementation of these systems.
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2. Background

2.1. Data System Development Trends

Characteristically, the growth of data systems has taken place primarily along func-
tional lines, e.g. inventory management; payroll; financial management; etc. These were
the areas in which the problems were most pressing and immediate and the need for more
current and complete information was recognized and pursued vigorously.

The goal in each of these areas has been the integration of information. However,
success has been limited to the integration of information in individual functional sys-
tems. Integration and interrelationship of the information of several systems has been
slow in coming to fruition. This is understandable since interest was focused on the
operations of individual functional areas and information was oriented to provide support
to these operations. Relationships between functional areas and the consequent relation-
ships between associated information were considered only incidentally.

Until recently, middle and top management had little appreciation of the potential for
developing intercommunication links between information systems by using common data terms
or words as a bridge. However, the rapidly evolving trend toward development of "uniform
automatic data processing systems" has served to hj.ghlight a critical requirement for the
integration of information within such systems.

Additionally, as more and more systems were developed and automated, it became
apparent that automatic data processing equipment (ADPE) offered its users a great
opportunity to make multiple use of a single document, report, word or information.
Information deposited in a data bank can be withdrawn from any operational or functional
perspective, thereby precluding the need to collect the original information more than
once. In this process, ADPE has provided a greater capacity for the correlation of data
from one system with data from another to achieve a synthesis of information that will
assist management in making more timely and accurate decisions.

2.2. Data Element Standardization

With awareness of the data correlation potential of ADPE, also has come the realiza-
tion that, to achieve the full potential, data terms in the information system must be
uniformly identified and defined so that common elements can be isolated and standardized.

Since data are developed primarily to satisfy the requirements of individual functional
systems, the same units of information are quite often found to be coded and used differ-
ently in each system. Even when such items are identified by grouping them as data items
under a data element, ambiguities are still encountered when different systems employ the
same data element with different combinations of data items under it. Instances are also
found where the same data items are coded differently in each system. Additionally, items
of information which have completly different meanings are coded identically.

A number of management programs have been established within the U. S. Federal Govern-
ment to address the standardization of data elements. For further details on these pro-
grams, one should refer to the Report to the Congress by the Comptroller General of the
United States dated May 16, 1974 entitled "Emphasis Needed on Government's Efforts to

Standardize Data Elements and Codes for Computer Systems" (B115369) and to Federal Infor-
mation Processing Standards (FIPS) Publication 28, dated December 5, 197 3 entitled
"Standardization of Data Elements and Representations."

2.3. Evolution of Data Base Management

As the standardization of data elements progressed, it became evident that the data
element, as a fundamental unit of information, could be employed to connect the various
facets of a data system thus providing a basis for data base management.

The rapid development of highly sophisticated data base management technology and

applications thereof reflects a recognized critical requirement for effecting management
control over the identity of data elements and the tracking of these elements to their
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location within the physical and logical structures of the system as well as displaying

critical relationships between the elements and their use.

Data base management system technology is generally limited in use to automated data

processing systems. However, it should be noted that the inherent logic of data base

management could just as well be applied to a data base configuration of any type, not

limited to ADPE, In this regard, a data base management system can be considered to be an

ADPE System Data Resource Management System.

2.4. The Data Resource Management System (DRMS)

For the purpose of this paper, a data resource management system is defined as "a

combination of management resources (e.g. man; machine; materiel; facilities; data/in-

formation; etc. ) organized in a specific configuration for attaining the objective of

managing data as a resource as opposed to other types of systems which address the manage-
ment of other resources."

A data resource management system (DRMS) may be manual or automated or a combination
of both. However, the volume of effort required to maintain such system generally dic-

tates the use of ADP equipment. The DRMS functional scope generally encompasses, but is

not limited to the establishment and maintenance of controls over requirements determi-
nation, identification, cataloging, standardization, acquisition, storage, distribution,

display and disposal of information relating to data employed within one or more management
systems.

A management system represents the sum of management resources organized in a finite
configuration to achieve fundamental management program objectives. Its functional de-

scription includes all of the life cycle events required in the performance of program
missions regardless of whether they are performed by man or machine.

The data resource management systems discussed herein include the exercise of controls
over data employed not only in events accomplished by the ADPE but also in those events
accomplished by human resources.

3. The Need for Data Resource Management

Continuing Congressional and General Accounting Office (GAO) criticisms of the
Executive Branch of the U. S. Government have stressed a continuing need for compatibility,
interface and integration in the development and operation of management and data systems.

These criticisms generally identify a significant commonality of functions and a marked
similarity of systems within the Federal Government Community. There is a critical need to

identify and correlate and eliminate /prevent unplanned redundancy and inconsistencies in

these systems.

The tremendous expenditures required to develop and maintain management and data sys-
tems in the current financially austere environment dictate that a concerted effort be made
to attain a greater efficiency at a lesser cost.

The costs associated with the acquisition, handling, processing, and distribution of

data represent a significant portion of these expenditures. In this regard, it is pro-
jected that as little as a one (1) percent improvement in the handling of data and infor-
mation within the Federal Government would accrue savings of hundreds of millions of
dollars.

The capability for effectively operating a management or data system is directly re-
lated to the effectiveness of the management of data relating to the system.

The capability for attaining maximum utilization of available data and information
resources is directly related to the effectiveness of accession to such data and infor-
mation. Such capability is currently impeded by the fragmentation of data controls and
non-utilization of available data resource management technology.
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The capability for determining the impacts of anticipated, planned or approved changes
in systems and for implementing such changes is likewise hampered by the lack of a data re-
source management mechanism. In this regard, it is envisioned that many projected changes
would be cancelled or altered if the full impacts of such changes were known initially.

The recently issued Public Laws related to "Privacy of Information" and "Freedom of
Information" have further served to focus attention on statutory requirements for the
management of data as a resource.

For these reasons, among others discussed in the remainder of this paper, it is con-
sidered imperative that the top and middle management echelons of the Agencies of the Fed-
eral Government seriously consider application of the data resource management system tech-
nology described herein.

4. Fundamental Management Principles

In developing a data resource management system it is essential that the following
management principles be considered:

A. "An improvement in one facet of management does not necessarily improve total
management"

1. The key factor in this principle is recognition of the end objectives of

the organization as opposed to the end objectives of subordinate management programs and
organizational sub-elements.

2. A data resource management system must be keyed to the primary objec-
tives of the organization rather than merely responding to a compendium of subordinate
objectives.

B. "Effectiveness of functional mission performance is directly related to

effectiveness of data and information management"

1. Data resource management provides critically needed access to required
information and reduces the time and effort required to find such information.

2. Such reduction in time and effort contributes to increased efficiency
of the system users in performing their mission assignments.

3. Collaterally the availability of required information permits its
reutilization and thus avoids the necessity for duplicative data procurement and/or
development.

C. "Effectiveness of data resource management involves efficiency in providing
the data customer with the information that he requires, on time, in a form that he can

understand without requiring unnecessary effort on the part of the customer"

1. The purpose of the data resource management system is to provide
necessary information support services to system users.

2. The system customers' acceptance and use of the system is contingent
upon the responsiveness of the system to users' needs.

3. Such responsiveness is directly related to the facility of accession,

timeliness of retrieval, and usefulness of the information provided.

4. Futher, it is well recognized that the user of an information retrieval
system will tend not to use the system if retrieval involves any significant level of work
to be performed by the user.

D. "Data is a critical resource and deserves the same kind of management dis-

ciplines as those employed in the mangement of other resources"
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1. Data and information are fundamental elements of any system whether it

is a management system, a weapon system or a data system.

2. Data and information are subject to the same life cycle events as other
resources (e.g., requirements determination; development; identification, cataloging;
acquisition; storage; maintenance; issue; utilization; disposal; etc. ).

3. Data and information are not normally expended when used and in this

sense, they provide a potential for reutilization not common to other resources. It is

this reutilization potential that dictates the application of data resource management
particularly in an environment where the costs of doing business are overwhelmingly
dominated by the costs of human resources who in turn are the "consumers" of data and
information.

E. "Data can be managed on either a commodity or system oriented basis or a

combination of both"

1. Commodity oriented management is essentially concerned with what the
data are, independent of application.

2. System oriented data management is primarily concerned with how the
data are applied.

3. Data resource management provides the critically required correlation
of the substantively different forms of data management.

F. "Computers are intended to be labor saving devices"

1. The amount of effort expended by the human in relation to the computer
must be kept to a minimum.

2. The principal factor is: "Say not what you can do for the computer;
say what the computer can do for you."

5. Concepts

5.1. Objectives of the DRMS

Generally speaking, the DRMS is intended to provide the most effective and economical
information support of personnel engaged in planning, developing, designing, implementing,
maintaining, operating, utilizing and managing automated, mechanized and/or manual manage-
ment or data systems.

Specifically, the DRMS is designed to:

A, Improve the management of resources at every level through reduction of un-
necessary redundancy and elimination of unplanned inconsistency.

B, Reduce costs of data systems design, development, programming and operation.

C, Assure effective management of existing and planned data bases.

D, Facilitate interface and integration of data and management systems and the
interchange of data between and among such systems.

E, Provide a common base of standard data elements and related features for use
throughout the community of users served by the system.

F, Pemit more efficient determination of the impact of anticipated, proposed
and/or approved changes by those organizational elements planning, administering and main-
taining programs and systems employing the data base content which the DRMS addresses.
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G. Establish appropriate monitor controls and surveillance as required by public
laws relating to "Privacy in Information" and "Freedom of Information."

H. Provide the participating system users with required information support
services emphasizing giving the customer what he requires, on time, in understandable form
and format and without requiring any significant level of work to be performed by the user.

5.2. Operating Environment

The DRMS is designed to operate in an environment comprised of a hierarchy of manage-
ment entities within one or more specified organizations.

An organization is definable in terms of the functions it performs within given
subject matter areas.

A major management entity is the documentation used to identify, characterize and
prescribe the use of other management entities (e.g. Directives, Instructions, Regulations,
Manuals, Handbooks, etc.).

The other principal management entities represent the structured configurations of

management plans , management programs and systems .

For the purposes of this paper, a system is considered to be a combination of manage-
ment resources (human resources, materiel resources, real property resources, financial
resources, data and infomation resources and natural resources) organized in prescribed
proportions and configured to attain identified goals and objectives. In this context,
the term system is not limited to automated systems.

Systems, in turn subdivide into applications (subsystems).

Manual applications are further sub- structured into manual operations and manual
procedures whereas automated systems are identified in terms of processes and automated
processing programs .

Regardless of whether a system is automated, manual or hybrid, the physical management
entities relating to the system and its ubdivision can be uniformly identified as:

A. Forms - a selected medium of data recording with blocks and/or columns of

prescribed data requirements but without actual data entries (blank form).

B. Format - the tutorial prescription of data requirements to be entered on a

record, document or report but without actual data entries or provision of a medium for
data recording.

C. Files - a collection of records.

D. Records - a unit component of physical file data storage presenting a con-
figured array of data entries in accordance with a prescribed format recorded on a pre-
scribed form. Manual records generally include both the data requirements and the data

entries applicable to such requirements. Machine sensible records most often convey only
the data entries with the data requirements implied through position location of the data

entries within the record.

E. Documents (Inputs) - a structured string of data in prescribed form and for-

mat used as an input from human or machine source designed to trigger specific actions

within an addressee system or subsystem.

F. Reports (Outputs) - the structured product display in prescribed form and

format intended to communicate required information to a system user.

These physical entities include data fields (blocks) which represent the data require-

ment with data entries in the case of records documents and reports and without data

entries in the case of forms and formats. At this level, the data field (block) consti-

tutes a basic data unit within a specified system.
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Data Fields (Blocks) are further identifiable in terms of applicable data elements
which constitute the basic data unit between and among various systems.

The data field (block) identification (identifying number and/or name) may be

likened to the reference number and name assigned to a particular piece or part of an

equipment whereas the data element using the same analogy, may be likened to the uniform
item identification and stock number assigned to an item of supply based upon what it is

rather than how it is used.

It should be recognized that within a specific system, the data field (block) quite
often is identified as a "data element." However, within the concept of the DRMS, the

data element represents a more universal unit of data and is identified apart from the

data field (block).

The data element, in turn, relates logically to its component data items and their
representations in literal, abbreviated or coded form.

5. 3. Subject Matter Content

The data base of the DRMS encompasses data element identification and characteristics
information as well as correlative information concerning data element applications.

The DRMS is designed for commodity oriented management of data with system oriented
applications cross-referenced as attributes.

The data element serves as the basic unit of information in the DRMS. Attributes of

the data element are introduced into the system records from the various authoritative
issuances, functional procedures, data system physical and logical structures, reports and
forms contingent upon the scope of the system. Additive control attributes are also added
as tags or labels as required for security, privacy or freedom of information considera-
tions.

It is emphasized again that the data content is not limited to data system structures
but also includes all logical structures of the management system external to ADP systems.

5. 4. Functional Activities

The basic functions of the DRMS are those of any conventional data bank. (e.g., data
acquisition; input; storage; retrieval and output of products display).

A major feature of the DRMS is the process of associating related sets of information
so that they may be displayed when required.

The DRMS, as projected, will provide two basic modes of output identified as push and
pull .

A. The push mode provides for cyclic output of formatted product reports, list-
ings or publications with associated cross-reference indices. When the size of these out-
puts warrant it, the products can be produced directly on microfiche cards thus enabling
more timely and much more economical distribution to the customer. In this regard, it
should be noted that the COM equipment employed to create the microfiche card directly
from magnetic tape, operates at least forty (40) times faster than the fastest line
printer. Each microfiche card contains 280 page images, 279 of which are text and the
280th page image which is used to index each image subject content (first line entry) to a

coordinate (row and column) location. Additionally, the major heading of the card in
oversize lettering is produced during the same process. The resulting products are
extremely low cost, not only in production, but in handling and storage space as well.
The conventional trade-offs of producing or not producing a product because of its size
must be reconsidered in the light of this new technology. The costs of copying microfiche
cards is also exceptionally low. The need to use a change bulletin or supplement to avoid
long tedious listings must also be reconsidered. Finally, the reduction of lead time to

produce a publication including elimination of all intermediate handling normally required
when hard copy is involved has increased the currency of the information being distributed
to a point where most customers needs are satisfied except for a select few who must
operate on the basis of immediately current data.
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B. For this selective range of users, the pull mode provides for on-line inter-
active retrieval. The user is not constrained by cut-off dates for publication or by the
limitations of list type indices. The interactive retrieval features enable browze search
employing descriptor sets on an and; or; or and/or basis. The user is provided with
visibility of available sets of related information current as of the time of interroga-
tion. The response times for retrieval are normally measurable in fractions of a minute
and in some more sophisticated systems in terms of seconds. It is important to reempha-
size that this mode should be restricted to only those users who have a demonstrated need
for absolutely current information.

5. 5 Organizational Relationships

The organization designated as responsible for managing the DRMS is a data commodity
manager.

The inputters, other than the responsible organization are generally systems oriented,
i.e. concerned with how the data are used.

It is critical that the interface of the inputters, with the DRMS, be effected with
minimum dis^naption to ongoing system oriented management.

The users must be identified, their requirements identified and their interface with
the DRMS established on either the push or pull mode. To assure user acceptance and use
of the DRMS output products, it is essential that such products or displays be organized
to satisfy user requirements and that information accession be simplified to the extent
possible.

6. Anticipated Benefits

Installation and implementation of the DRMS will provide major benefits including:

A. Increased efficiency on tlie part of functional program management and
operating personnel in the performance of their assigned missions.

B. Reduction of costs of developing, designing, operating and maintaining data
and management systems.

C. Comprehensive visibility of the relationships between programs, systems and
their data thus providing an invaluable management tool for system development planning.

D. Increased capability for the reutilization of available data and information
resources.

E. Provision of an effective mechanism for planning and controlling the intro-

duction of changes into data and management systems by means of impact analysis.

Above all, the principal benefit of the DRMS is that it offers an effective means of

"providing the customer with what he needs, on time and in an understandable manner without
imposing any significant workload on the customer." The DRMS approach, as observed to

date, is considerably more effective and economical than other techniques in use throughout
the Federal Government and its use is commended to the management of all Federal Agencies.
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Data elements are a major concern at Chemical Abstracts Service

(CAS), where the business is "information." The role of CAS as a major
information processor has dictated the development of long-term objec-

tives for information storage and retrieval. Based on these objectives,

the principles by which data elements should be designed are described.

Current CAS practices in data element and file design which contribute

to standardization and the interchange of computer-readable data are

discussed.
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1. Introduction '

Data elements are the sine qua non of an information processing system -- the sum of its

input, its substance, and the source of its output. For this reason, data element definition
guidelines significantly affect the information processing environment itself. This in-

fluence may extend over a number of years, as in general it is the means by which data is

processed rather than the nature of the data that changes with time. For example, while the

representation of a chemical substance by a structural formula is over a century old, three

generations of the CAS Chemical Registry System have been developed in the past decade to

process fundamentally the same information (including structural formulas). Thus, the role

of defining the data elements within a data base is a profound undertaking.

The modem expression of the data element concept began for CAS in 1966. At that time,

a program was chartered to collect, identify, and organize data items to be processed by the
CAS information-handling system. CAS also devised a new scheme of file organization, Stan-
dard File Format (SFF) , which was designed to provide some measure of data independence in

data element storage and to allow flexibility in the structure of file segments by accommo-
dating both fixed and variable length data elements, which occur one or more times, or are

indeed absent altogether when they are optional. [1]^ The necessity of this flexibility
follows from the extreme variability of the CAS file environment. Today, CAS files involve
millions of occurrences of the 2000 different defined data elements, including abstract and
index text, chemical structures, article and journal titles, chemical substance names,
chemical properties, and subscriber, personnel/payroll , and accounting information.

System Engineer

Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.
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By establishing consistency in data element definition, CAS was also able to standard-
ize storage and retrieval software. Thus, powerful processing, storage, and retrieval tools
have been developed to complement the large data bases which have developed over the years.

[2] To accommodate the increasing growth and complexity of its computing environment, CAS
has established a unit within its Research and Development Division, the Data Management
Services unit, to handle a continuing program of data element and data base management. Thi
unit also participates in the development of data base management concepts and tools.

2. Significance of Data Elements

Before describing data element design at CAS, one must define the term "data element."
For the purposes of this discussion, a data element will be defined as the elementary form
in which data is stored, retrieved, and processed by data management software. No smaller
unit of data is uniquely identified and formally documented as an independent entity in the

CAS data processing system.

Such a definition allows considerable latitude in establishing data element structure. A
data element may be a single item such as a country name, a simple chain of items such as a

date shown as YYMMDD, or an array of items. An example of an array would be Mailing Address
including Name, Street and Number, City, State, and Zip Code. Such data elements
consist of diverse collections of items, usually in a fixed format design. 3 These complex
forms may be thought of as "pseudo-segments" because a multiplicity of data items is re-
trieved in a single data-locating operation. Compound data elements, however, may tend to

defeat the purposes for which data elements are defined as will be discussed in section 4.

The primary value of defining data elements is to provide a unique identifier for a

given data entity. These global identifiers allow the various components of the information
processing system to correspond and interact with one another through standard interfaces.
A lack of unique identification necessitates interface programs to translate identifiers for
the various program components of the processing system. This lack also leads to redimdancy
and spurious identification of data fields as new application systems redefine and store a

given item of data under various labels.

The complement to unique labeling is a standard representation for a given data entity.
For instance, a date can be displayed as YYMMDD, DDMMYY, Julian, or otherwise, but it should
be stored in a data base in only one of these possibilities. If an application program re-

quires an alternative format, it should explicitly state so in the retrieval process. A
single generalized translation routine can then be invoked. The alternative to a standard
representation again is an undesirable battery of interface programs.

The unique identification of data elements and standardization of their formats offers
several advantages. Standard documentation, text and title indexes, and cross-references
are possible. Different categories of data elements can be recognized, and guidelines can
be prepared to encourage the most desirable styles of definition. Consistent processing of
similar types of data can be initiated with generalized editing routines. For example, all

data elements specifying money amounts can be edited as a class having numerical values with
two decimal places.

All these advantages support the data base concept by facilitating data interchange
among components of the information processing system and promoting the design of shared
files. Progress toward the concurrent goal of data independence is also furthered by the

formal definition of data elements since the encoding of parochial and nonstandard data
element formats into programs is discouraged. These topics will be discussed in the

following sections.

In some terminologies this type of data element would be referred to as a "group" element;

here they will be called "compound" data elements.
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3. General Principles

Before determining the principles and practices for data element definition, one must

establish well-defined objectives to be met by these definitions and determine how these

objectives may be achieved.

Thus, the definition process must be examined in terms such as the data base concept,

data independence, data integrity, adequate documentation, and programming viability. These

goals provide a framework within which to develop guidelines and procedures for data element

definition.

3.1. The Data Base Concept

The data base concept asserts that there exists, for each enterprise, an accumulation

of data which is pi-'otal to its operation. The data may be personnel/payroll data, shipping

and billing records, inventories, or accounts. Such a body of data is called "the corporate

data base," In a practical sense, this does not imply a monolith; several application data

bases, all defined according to the same principles and using a unified data element set,

may exist. For example, CAS has a Chemical Registry Data Base and a Publication Data Base,

among others.

The data base concept implies that the description and treatment of data should cease
to be oriented toward specific processes and that the intrinsic value of the data and its

universal character exceed the scope of a single application system. Furthermore, a data
base is not specifically owned or controlled by any single user, but may be updated by or

supply information to several users independently. [3,4,5]

These principles require that data element descriptions be closely reviewed by a central
authority to prevent overly specific titles or descriptions, which could exclude possible
new users of the data base or require expensive changes to achieve generality. The data
element definition should depict an entity of data, not a processing context. To this end,

generalized data elements can be an invaluable aid. The context in which one of these
elements appears frequently is enough to eliminate possible ambiguity. For example, rather
than defining Shipping Zip Code and Billing Zip Code, it is sufficient to define Zip Code
and use it in shipping and billing records which specify what type of zip code is involved.

For users submitting drafts of new data elements, the possibility that similar defini-
tions already exist Inust be investigated. To make this search and review practical, each
data element must be clearly titled and classified according to the type of data contained.
Once a data element has been established, new elements which represent identical material
should not- be defined. Sometimes in fact, not only are new data elements not required, but
the desired data is already on the data base! To avoid establishing separate data elements
with similar definitions requires a knowledge of the constituent data elements for each
existing file. Such a capability will also indicate whether data occur (or will occur)
redundantly on the files. For example, processing tractability may require that a given
value of a data element be present on several files in the data base.

Storage modes and formats must be carefully determined. Certain storage modes may be
totally inappropriate for a specific data element and its likely use. For example, on the
IBM 370 computer, statistical values stored in EBCDIC must be converted to Packed Decimal
or Binary before arithmetic is performed. A representation or format of a data entity must
also be acceptable to a wide audience as standard representation is a primary goal of data
element definition.

Data should be stored only in "whole" pieces although less might suffice for a specific
application. For example, consider a system in which personnel data are input. Both Social
Security Number and Name are entered, but only eight characters of the name are retained.
While this abbreviated form saves storage and suffices for sorting into recognizable name
order, a future system to print payroll checks will be unable to use the abbreviated name
and would redundantly input this information itself.

In summary, the data base concept argues for data element definitions amenable to visi-
bility of the data entities, standardization, and generality for flexible usage.
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3.2. Data Independence

Complete data independence means that applications utilizing the data base depend only
on its contents -- and not on the data organization, formats, storage modes, or storage loca-

tions. [6] Several implications follow from this definition. With data independence, data
elements may be used by various programs in a multitude of formats and storage modes, regard-
less of the stored form. Application programs may receive "derived" data as if this data
were stored already in the data base. Data may be presented in different sort order than
that in which it is stored. The data base may be restructured without programming changes,
and programs may be added or changed without modifying the data base. Although these capa-
bilities have been grouped under the term "data independence," they are clearly implied by
the data base concept, which asserts that data no longer belongs to individual programs or

systems and thus cannot be too specialized or interwoven in the logic of application pro-
grams .

To clarify the nature of data independence, we need to examine the parameters describing
a data element on the data base (table 1)

.

Table 1. Parameters Characterizing a

Data Element on the Data Base

Parameter

Location

Encoding Scheme/Storage Mode

Character Set

ID Number

Range of Values

Physical Size

Representation/ Format

Explanation or Example

Address (file, segment, location
within segment)

Binary, Packed Decimal, ASCII, EBCDIC

numerics only, |a-Z,/,.[

0859

0-9999, 1966-1976

1- 15 bytes

J. L. Smith vs. Smith, J. L.

MMDDYY vs. YYDDD
2261 vs. 2,261

The number of parameters necessary to characterize a data element may be installation
dependent -- fewer or more parameters may be necessary in different environments. These
parameters will be predefined (implicit, fixed) or carried dynamically (explicitly stored
with the data or in specially designated control areas). The fewer parameters that must be

compiled into an application program in order to process a data element, the greater the

program's degree of data independence. One need not presume that freedom from each of the

parameters is equally practical or desirable; location independence may be better than range
independence. At CAS storage mode independence seems to be more practical than representa-
tion/format independence; thus, this paper advocates standardizing representations, yet

describes flexibility in the use of storage modes.

What enables an information processing system to achieve data independence? Inherent
in data independence is the ability for the form of stored data (sometimes called "physical
data") to differ from that of the data presented to application programs ("logical data")

.

In general, the application programs should specify the desired data elements, data element
formats, and storage modes, so that these data elements may be assembled from the data
base as required. Data elements submitted to be stored must be channeled and converted to

satisfy the format, storage mode, and content requirements of the data base. Obviously, a

mechanism is needed to perform these tasks -- a collection of programs called a data base
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manager (DBM) is utilized. A repository of data base contents, relationships, and specifica-

tions is also required. This role is fulfilled by the Data Dictionary/Directory CDD/D) , a

collection of authority files which characterize a company's data bases. [6,7] The "charac-

terization" of a data base includes, for data elements, textual descriptions, cross-refer-

ences, statistics, physical specifications, access restrictions, and where-used information.

The DD/D becomes part of the corporate data base, and its characterizations help make the

informational data bases self-defining.

The access software (DBM) of the data base management system (DBMS) at CAS is called

FIDO. [8] Several features of this software support data independence, including retrieval

by index files (a technique also known as "partial inversion"), segment validation (which

certifies that all required data elements are present) , ICL/XCL processing (inclusive/ex-
clusive lists of data elements to be operated on at one time in a segment), and automatic
storage mode conversion.

Establishing data element definition practices in accordance with data base concept
guidelines will further support data independence. Using standard representations and gen-

eral, data-oriented (rather than process-oriented) descriptions will discourage high depend-

ency between specific programs and the data base. For example, CAS does not consider stor-

age mode differences among otherwise identical data elements to require separate data element

ID numbers. By programs taking advantage of storage mode specification stored along with
the data element itself and available conversion routines, redundant definitions can be

prevented. Some care must be exercised to assure that two versions of a data item differ
only by a standard storage mode conversion when the above rule is applied.

Example 1. The number "123" may be alternatively encoded as

|F1
I

F2
I

F5| = l7Bj4

EBCDIC Binary

but a date written YYMMDD cannot be interpreted as MMDDYY regardless of storage mode (i.e.,
these are two separate representations or formats)

.

Dependency can also be discouraged by limiting the complexity of data element formats.
Data elements with substructure (i.e., composed of several identifiable data items) are not
self-defining. That role will have to be assumed by application program code unless there
is a DD/D to supply the DBM with a structure algorithm, and the DBM in turn derives indiv-
idual item data elements. More specific treatment of this problem will be discussed in

section 4, "Practical Aspects -- Storage and Processing Requirements,"

Data independence is an abstract goal, but the advantages are real. The expenses of
program and data base modifications can be significantly decreased by judicious use of its
concepts

,

3.3 Data Integrity

The tenets of data integrity are that the data be consistent, both with associated data
and with documentation, and that the data be correct within defined limits of precision
(i.e., the values lie within a valid range and use the proper character set). The consid-
eration of consistency and correctness within the data base should begin at data element
definition time.

Creating a data element which is unnecessarily difficult to input, process, and validate
can endanger integrity. For example. State Name can be input expeditiously as the formally
accepted two character abbreviation; misspelling MS is not so likely as misspelling Missis-
sippi. Data elements with intricate internal structure may burden application programs with
complex logic and make maintenance activities error prone.

These values are written in hexadecimal representation for convenience.
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In the State Name example above, an expansion table would be necessary for display pur-
poses, and guaranteeing the completeness and accuracy of such tables is important. Tables
for character conversion and code expansion should not be imbedded within application pro-
grams throughout the processing system. Instead, a common table which is part of the data
base and is independent of specific programs should be referenced. Changing these character
sets or code expansions can then be accomplished as a single action. Centralized responsi-
bility for maintaining such tables is desirable.

Some data elements can be defined as codes with self-checking properties -- utilizing a
check character, such as the CODEN data element at CAS. The check character is derived from
and appended to the data portion of the code. An example of a modulus 5 self-checking code
follows. 5 Given a numeric code of three characters, add a check character (modulus 5) based
on the sum of the original three.

Example 2.

Original Code 265

Check Character 2+6+5 _ 1_3^ - 3(' d 5")

Calculation 5 5

Self-Checking Code 2653

The purpose of a check character is to avoid inadvertent miscopying of the code resulting in
a valid, but incorrect value. In the above example, miscopying the 5 as an 8 yields a check
character of 1; i.e., (2+6+8)/5 = 1 (mod 5), which disagrees with the original resulting
check character, 3. This fact indicates to a keyboarder that a mistake has occurred. Note,
however, that this sample scheme is helpless against transposition errors: 265 and 625 have
the same check character. The limitations of self-checking schemes, therefore, must always
be examined.

Code-type elements may be defined to provide a low potential for input errors. For ex-
ample, the input error rate for codes longer than five letters or six digits increases al-

most exponentially with increasing length. [9] In addition to length restrictions, mnemonics
can improve accuracy. For this reason, mnemonics for keyboard ID's are utilized at CAS. For
necessarily long codes, insertion of hyphens is suggested; social security numbers are an

example of this practice.

Integrity can fall prey to invalid algorithms and inflexible code schemes which may not
produce unique codes or may be too limited in scope to handle a given number or certain types
of transactions. Rigorous testing of new program code and a disciplined program change en-
vironment can help to alleviate these problems. Test data by which success or failure of a

program can be measured should be maintained, preferably by an authority independent of the
programming task itself.

Another insidious possibility is the use of data elements not constrained within expect-
ed limits of precision or format. For example, consider a data element called File Size to

contain the number of bytes a file occupies. Imagine the outcome for a file survey program
that encounters the data value "UNKNOWN" and attempts to perform arithmetic. Yet this

spurious value is certainly a plausible entry from a keyboard. Input-edit programs, inter-

active at keyboarding time, are vital to detect this type of error.

There are a number of other integrity considerations for establishing a new data ele-

ment. The responsibility for input and validation must be delegated carefully so that un-

authorized components of the information processing system cannot intentionally or un-

intentionally read or modify the data. Feedback mechanisms should be available to guarantee

consistency and correctness. Validating data should involve not only input activity but

This example is deliberately oversimplified for illustration and is not suggested as a

practical self-checking code. The CODEN data element cited uses a scheme more complex than

this. For very high reliability and protection against a wide variety of error types, much

more complexity and redundancy can be built into self-checking codes.
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also routine audits o£ the data base to prevent gradual degradation of its quality. This

checking may be performed by a central authority or by the individual application system, but

ensuring the integrity of data begins with the primary level of the data entity hierarchy --

the data elements.

3.4. Adequate Documentation

Adequate documentation of a data element ensures that all pertinent facts about the

element are communicated directly and concisely for both programming and non-programming

purposes. Documentation services should include cross-reference lists and prompting facil-

ities, if necessary, to guarantee that the user becomes aware of the full scope of docu-

mentation available, and of interrelationships between the data entities pursuant to his

query. The Data Dictionary Directory (DD/D) is gaining prominence as a valuable tool in

this respect.

Good overall documentation must reveal what a data element represents, what it looks

like, how and where it is used, and contain relevant notes about its generation, validation,

and history. Since the data element description serves as the focus of this documentation,

its contents will now be examined.

First, the element must be properly identified. At CAS, a four character hexadecimal
identification number is used. Although unique naming schemes can be derived based on data
classification, an arbitrary numbering scheme is simpler and avoids the rigidity of a

classification scheme that may not anticipate all future requirements. Nonetheless, data
classification can be a fruitful approach to analyzing a collection of data elements. [2]

Data elements should have concise, meaningful titles, accompanied by a keyword index

to facilitate searches. Synonyms and keyboard identification numbers should be included in

a cross-reference list. Titles should not be more specific than the data entity they iden-

tify. For example, Payroll Master File Employee Name is an undesirable title for a data
element (Employee Name) that may appear on various business and personnel files not involved
in payroll processing,

A textual description of the data element is required. As with titles, the description
should be definitive but not unnecessarily specific. For example, the files or programs in

which a data element is used should not be listed within the description. This information
is vital in overall file and system descriptions but not in the description of a data entity.
This information tends to change frequently as new systems are designed, and such changes
could invalidate reams of data element documentation. Where-used information can be carried
in the documentation on the appropriate aspect of the system, i.e., file, program, or total
system.

The physical layout of a data element must fie recorded. One must know how compound
elements are formatted in order to build and read them correctly. The value of simplicity
in depicting the layout of a data element cannot be overemphasized; the slightest incon-
sistency or ambiguity in a complex definition promotes future problems.

Validating rules or editing routines^ must be recorded. These guarantee a consistent
interpretation of the format and possible values of a data element. In defining an element,
the system analyst should not limit lengths and ranges of the values to those required by
his own system. As much as possible, these limits should be determined by the characterist-
ics of the data itself. Limiting the scope of data element usage by a restrictive descrip-
tion contradicts the data base concept. While storage mode is included in the description,
it should be clear from the discussion of storage mode translations that a given element may
appear in diverse modes with different coding schemes (Binary, ASCII, EBCDIC, Packed Decimal,
etc.). The original specification, then, represents a "basis" mode from which others may be
derived. Length specifications may also vary based on different storage modes.

Editing routines, when established for generalized data elements, should be application
independent

.
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Special notes and further references about the creation or processing of a data element
can also be extremely useful. For example, the existence of authority tables of values
should be documented. Restrictive conditions on the use of the data element (i.e., special
security or integrity measures) should be listed along with a justification for these re-
strictions and the using or updating authority.

In addition to the information on the data element description form, several other man-
datory items of information about data elements will appear in other sources. Complete
documentation of a data base will link data elements to the segments, files, and processes
in which they appear. At CAS, file control blocks depicting this information were introduced
with the advent of the data base management system (DBMS). The structure, contents, phys-
ical specifications, and accessing lists for each file are resident on-line for use by the
DBM software; this data constitutes a DD/D. Today, there are hundreds of these control
blocks which play a vital role in data base documentation and integrity.

The documented relationships (in the control blocks) between data elements, segments,
and files allow the DBM software to validate segments created for the data base by ensuring
that required types of segments will be present on a file and that the segments will contain
all required data elements. Automatic storage mode conversion is performed on data elements
based on values stored in the file control blocks. Other control blocks which link programs
to files afford security and integrity precautions by limiting file access to authorized
programs only.

The tracing capability afforded by linking data elements to segments, files, and pro-
grams allows the impacts of data element modifications to be gauged prior to implementation.
Changing the format, length, or acceptable range of values for a data element may mean
program changes in several application systems. Programs can be corrected in anticipation
of data element revisions rather than as a belated response to system failure.

The file control blocks have also proved to be a valuable reference tool for systems
analysts and programmers who need to be aware of file structures, contents, and file-program
interrelationships

.

3.5. Programming .lability

Programming viability draws heavily from the topics just discussed; nevertheless it

merits individual attention. Programming viability, in the context of this discussion, is

a measure of the success application programs have in creating or accessing a data element.
Is the data element efficient to handle? Is the associated program logic so complex as to

be error prone?
»

Documentation often plays a key role. Of prime importance is the comprehensive and
comprehensible data element description already discussed. Programmers and analysts must

not subvert the documentation by deviating from published specifications. These deviations
can occur in the form of new, undocumented code values appearing on the data base. Other
minor deviations from allowable characters and ranges of values are unfortunately common.

If changes are necessary, the documentation must be kept up-to-date.

Programming viability also depends on the generality of already-defined data elements --

can they serve in a broader context or are they too specialized? Application programmers
should take advantage of standard editing routines for elements, rather than writing new
and probably slightly different versions just for their own programs. Integrity conflicts
may result when data elements are not subject to standardized editing.

Programming viability is enhanced by simple, unstructured data elements which require
very little application program code to interpret. Thereby, the incidence of program errors

is certainly reduced. Also, incorporating data structure into program code is detrimental
to data independence, as discussed earlier.

Data should be stored in machine-manipulative form rather than as notes or comments.

For example, consider the data element "Number of Dependents," with the following data value:

"This employee claims 2 dependents." The example is informative for display purposes but is

not computationally useful. It could be useful since little is communicated beyond what the
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data element title and the value "2" communicate. A related problem is defining a new data

element to be the display form of a data element already available on the data base.

Especially in on-line situations where storage space is important, enhancement of format

and textual embellishment should be performed only when display or reporting is required to

prevent storing superfluous material on the data base.

Programming viability also improves with each step toward a data base access system that

effects data independence. The goal of independence is to remove the detailed and complex

aspects of data element form, location, and control from the concern of the application

programmer, yet provide effective access tools for the data he needs to process.

3.6. Statistics for Design, Monitoring, and Reference

Before deciding how to apply the principles just discussed to data element definition,

one must be able to characterize the existing contents of the data base. Thus, statistics

describing data elements are mandatory for good data base management. The two fundamental

parameters describing data elements are length and number of occurrences, which may be de-

noted by a variety of statistical parameters -- minimum, maximum, median, mean, etc. These

statistics must be obtained in a timely and accurate manner because they describe the actual

workings within the file environment. Tools such as auditing programs are invaluable for

these purposes, and quite a reservoir of audit data is maintained at CAS for on-demand re-

ference .

Design and developmental tasks use data element statistics in several ways. In an on-

line environment, the management of direct access resources requires accurate prediction of

storage requirements for files. The determination of file size may also impact the assign-
ment of storage modes and storage formats for data elements; restrictions may dictate compact
storage modes. Space restrictions may also call for combining the numerous data items into

several compound data elements. The impact of this compounding on data independence will be

discussed in section 4. Appropriate projected or derived figures can be used to model a new
data base with reasonable accuracy and to compare alternative strategies for storage and
retrieval. Of course, other parameters such as number of operations required to access
specific data elements and frequency of access must also be considered.

Another use of statistics is in maintaining an audit trail of processing. Consistent
numbers of data element occurrences at various stages in the information processing system
can be used to verify system integrity. A sudden and inexplicable change in the quantities
or physical characteristics of data elements may imply a breakdown in the system. Data may
have been altered or dropped; these warning signals can indicate the need to initiate
specific diagnostic analyses.

Data element statistics at CAS are a valuable reference tool for various kinds of in-

quiries about data on the computer files. For example, how many authors (i.e.. Author Name
data elements) are on the Publication Data Base? What are the minimum, average, and maximum
lengths of the existing names? How many authors per journal article are typical (number of
Article Title elements divided by the number of Author Name elements)? Often users are not
aware that data element statistics supplied by file audits can provide answers to these kinds
of questions. A key responsibility for those involved in data base management is to make
statistics available to users by helping phrase their questions in data element terms.

4. Practical Aspects -- Storage and Processing Requirements

The discussion thus far has focused on guidelines for data element definition and re-
presentation which support the overall objectives of the data base concept, data independ-
ence, data integrity, adequate documentation, programming viability, and the use of data
element statistics in achieving these objectives. Now, one of the techniques employed at CAS
to accomplish these goals will be examined.

As previously mentioned, the Standard File Format (SFF) technique for storing data ele-
ments was developed partly to provide some measure of data independence. [1,10] The specific
layouts of stored segments are inconsequential to application programs. Data elements may be
present or absent, and may vary in length. There may be repeated occurrences of a data
element (e.g., an abstracted paper may have several authors, whose names could be stored as
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repetitions of the Author Name data element) . Such variability in file segments does not
require program changes for each segment configuration. At the segment level, files in SFF
are independent of storage medium (i.e., tape or disk). Data elements may appear in various
storage modes (e.g., the Registry Number of a chemical compound is in Binary in one file and
in ASCII in another).

These advantages are possible because SFF segments are self-defining; ID numbers, lo-

cations, and lengths of the data elements are stored in tags within the segment itself. The
storage mode of each element is also contained within the individual data element tag, ena-
bling independence of storage mode (see fig. 1).

Different subsets of the elements within a segment may be retrieved by different pro-
grams; thus, the logical and physical forms of a segment may be quite different. These
qualities (i.e., binding to the data at execution time rather than compile time) are ideal
in a data base environment, and experience has shown SFF to be an adequate provider -- it

is an institution in CAS file design.

Standard Distribution Format (SDF) , the format in which computer-readable products are

issued by CAS, is a derivative of the Standard File Format (SFF) used for internal process-
ing operations. SDF is obtained by (1) limiting the character sets used for textual data to

ASCII only, and (2) eliminating certain data elements used for internal control, reporting,
and record-keeping. The genetic similarity between SFF and SDF ensures that the data in-

dependence measures afforded by one are also characteristics of the other. Thus, the inter-
change of SDF products between CAS and subscriber systems proceeds straightforwardly.

The manner in which SFF supports data independence has been discussed. Next, one must
consider the implications of using such a technique in actually building a data base. The
prime considerations are the impacts on storage and processing resources, since it is

virtually axiomatic that building flexibility into a data base will increase the requirements
for these resources.

The cost of SFF may be examined by considering its self-defining properties, which are
the measures contributing to data independence. Standard File Format segments are self-
defining because of a collection of tags which identifies and points to the data contents
of the segment. The storage of this information means that SFF segments are only partially
filled by data content.^ Another factor is the alignment of data contents on specific
boundaries, originally due to machine access efficiency considerations. An SFF segment can

be mathematically described with the following expression:

n 1

Segment Length = E (Ei + Ti + Ai) +8 (1)

i=l

where is the length of data element i, Ti is the length of the tag, and Ai is the align-
ment padding incurred.^ An indigenous segment descriptor requires 8 bytes. The number of
data elements in the segment is represented by n.

Studies have shown that the quantity Ai and the 8 byte segment descriptor are not
significant factors in SFF storage requirements. The ratio of tag length to data element
length {Ti/Ei) is most important. This ratio is typically 0.4. Figure 2 demonstrates the
relationship between data element length and SFF storage requirements.

Results obtained in 1969 [1] indicated that data content generally occupies 60% of the fill

space, data element tags 30%, and boundary alignment padding 10%. In spite of this, new
SFF versions of files tested were not significantly larger than non-SFF versions with "un-Bi
tagged" data elements. This is primarily due to the fact that the non-SFF versions were n
forced to pad out data fields to conform to a fixed format scheme. »|

For data elements whose data values are four or less bytes in length, the data replaces th^j

Location and Length fields of the tag. For this "short form" storage Ai = 0 , and thus

Ei + Ti + Ai = 8.
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Figure 2 clearly illustrates that grouping small data elements together to form larger

compound data elements will require less total file space (as long as enough of the small

units are always present to form compounds) . This reduction in file space is because fewer

tags need to be stored. File access time also is decreased by retrieving several items as

a compound data element rather than requiring a separate access for each.

But compounding disrupts the self-defining aspects of the SFF data base by "hiding"
items of data which should be individually labeled. Independence is adversely affected,
since the internal structure of a compound element must be recognized by an application pro-
gram. A possible alternative is to incorporate a compound catalog as part of a DD/D to

facilitate assembly and disassembly of compound elements. Thus, an item could be retrieved
by its data element identification number regardless of whether it appeared as an individual
data element or as a member of a compound element. The storage and processing trade-offs of
design alternatives for this approach are to be examined. As in this discussion of SFF, the
commitment to data base objectives always impacts storage and processing resources.

The final consideration in defining data elements is to establish a balance between
idealism and practicality. At some point, design logic confronts the mechanical aspects of
computer system operation. Production schedules and economics are very real obligations for

both application system designers and data base analysts. The workability of a new
application system can be compromised by overindulging in data base principles to the ex-

clusion of efficient programming practices. In general, the best approach is to start with
a design which fulfills the goals suggested here and to yield to processing and storage
efficiency arguments only when necessary. Some necessary "horse-trading" results between
programmers, systems analysts, and data base specialists because there is no simple formula
by which to compute the most beneficial design overall.

For instance, given a data element composed of byte switches used to control editing
modules in an application system, should one insist on defining and storing (via SFF) each
switch as an individual element? Probably not, although the goal is to simplify data
elements, prevent binding to individual programs, and encourage data base flexibility. This
data element is probably process specific by definition. In addition, fractionation would
increase the storage and accessing overhead to an unacceptable degree. The objectives of
data element design must be framed in their proper perspective.

5. Conclusion

The design of data elements is not a simple topic. The trade-offs between storage and
processing efficiency and data base ideals become quite complex -- intuition, experience,
and analysis all must be brought to bear when examining proposed new data elements.

Hopefully, this discussion has illuminated some of the considerations that must be made.
Qiemical Abstracts Service has strong commitments in this area and has initiated policies and
procedures which have proved effective. Nonetheless, research continues to improve and
standardize ways of defining, processing, and storing data elements.

What seems to be the humblest of problems in data base management, that of providing for
the data elements, may also be the most difficult to resolve -- the impacts of policies and
procedures for the design and handling of data elements reach into file, program, and indeed
overall system design.
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Schematic of a Standard File Format Segment. A typical
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Data Element Content Relative to Storage Requirements for SFF Files.
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Addendum to
"The Design of Data Elements -- A Data Base Perspective"

M. A. Huffenberger

Chemical Abstracts Service
The Ohio State University

Columbus, Ohio 43210

Question: Is your system for data management available to other users?
Answer: The data management software we utilize was designed and programmed in-house.

This system was designed specifically for the CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS processing
environment, and if applied to other purposes, would require specific evaluation
by the receiving organization. We are not in the software marketing business
and accordingly, we do not distribute and support this system as a product.
Nevertheless, a copy of the software and documentation can be made available for
the cost of reproduction to organizations which have the background and are
capable of integrating the system themselves without assistance from CAS for
installation or trouble-shooting. The user reference manual for this system can
be obtained from NTIS by ordering the "Facility for Integrated Data Organization
(FIDO] User Reference Manual," May 1974, PB 236-020, and its first and second
updates, PB 242-856, July 1975.

Question: Which Data Dictionary/Directory package are you using?
Answer: The DD/D package being used is under development by CAS.

Question: May we assume that your data base is so well organized that you can give a single
command that will convert that funny DDMMYY form to the ANSI/ISO standard form
for date - YYMMDD?

Answer: This question references a slide containing the description of the Publication
Date data element, with the format DDMMYY. The ANSI/ISO standard should be
adhered to for data interchange, but standardizing all date formats within an

organization is a sensitive problem. While I discourage proliferation of date
formats, there is some justification for multiple possibilities. In view of

this, we do have a macro that performs conversions of date formats.

Question: In your quest for data independence, does your system put limits on the size of

data elements? Does it handle the record level of definition at all?

Answer: As a practical matter, data elements can be any size. The upper limit is in the

thousands of bytes. The system does handle the record level of organization.
This is what enables this type of flexibility. Our stored records each contain

a directory which identifies, describes, and points to the data element contents.

Data elements can vary in length, appear in various storage modes, and even may

be absent when they are optional. The resultant record structure is thus self-

defining, and not at all the typical fixed format or format implicit in program
code

.
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A Challenging Aspect of Word Processing

VICTOR G. KEKLER

Plans and Programs Division
Directorate of Administration

Headquarters United States Air Force
Washington DC 2 033 0

Word processing utilizing computer assistance
becomes a powerful tool to combat the inefficiencies
of an information system that has historically
been based on paper (hard copy) as the interchange
media. The information under discussion is narrative
data represented by correspondence, publications,
messages (and this paper itself) . This presentation
traces the development, current status, problems
and future of using computer assistance with
word processing, computer output microform, electronic
phototypesetters and soft copy terminals to process
such information within the Air Force.

Key words: Communications; Computeroutputmicroform
(COM) ; information composition; information disposition;
information distribution; information reproduction;
information retrieval; information storaae; key-
boards; microform; phototypesetting ; publishing;
text editing; typesetting; v/ord processing.

1 . The Air Force Version of Word Processing

Word Processing as a term was coined by industry. It conjures up
different images to different people. In fact, it took many days of
hard work for the Word Processing Ad Hoc Committee of The American
National Standards Institute to develop the definition "word processing
is the transformation of ideas and information into a readable form of
communication through the management of procedures, equipment and
personnel .

"

Within the Air Force the term used is Administration Centers.
They are designed to fulfill the administrative needs of the customers
they serve. These needs include telephone answering, filing, mail
distribution, document copying, a source of office supplies, publi-
cation reference files and the makina of reservations for scheduled trips
in addition to keyboard ing or typing.

Our word processing keyboards are not limited to those produced by
one manufacturer. Although each center contains identical equipment
of a single supplier, different centers will use different manufacturers
equipment. Further, within a center the keyboards are modular in that
some may be a single station, some dual, and some will have a communi-
cating capability for computerized text processing. The two fold
requirement is that the magnetic media produced on any machine within
that center must be capable of being processed on any other machine in
that center, and that at least one device in the center must be capable
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of communicating with a computer. The various centers, therefore, can
interchange information by using the computer as the translation device.
To put it simply, information recorded by Center A on a Brand X magnetic
card device can be transmitted to a computer and recovered by Center B
onto a Brand Y cassette.

Output from the centers can be either conventional hard copy
correspondence, electrical messages in the optical character recognition
font for scanning and electronic transmission via the Automatic Digital
Network (AUTODIN) , or a publication either on microfiche, on computer
tape for electronic phototypesetting , or on hard copy for conventional
typesetting

.

2. Background
i.

I work for the AF Director of Administration as a long range planner.
I have been in this job since 1966. The Director of Administration is the
paperwork manager for the Air Force. VJe do two things: we furnish policies
and procedures to all Air Force personnel concerning paperwork; we also manage
and operate certain services dealing with paperwork. We tell the people
how to format letters, publications, studies and so forth; we tell them
how to address things for distribution; we tell people how to set up their
office files; and we tell the people when to get rid of those files and how
to get rid of them. The services we provide include the official mail
distribution which we pick up and deliver Air Force-v/ide; we provide the
reproduction function Air Force-wide, by operating printing and repro-
duction facilities; we provide the distribution facilities to take care
of the storage and distribution of all our departmental publications; we
provide microform service centers to assist offices in converting files to
microfilm and we also provide the records staging areas for short term
retention of records outside of the normal office filing cabinet.

The long range planning team which I head up was initially established
to facilitate the conversion of the publishing process from conventional
"buy it up town" typesetting to an in-house electronic or computerized
phototypesetting system. The system was designed to reduce publication
cost. The phototypesetting system which is the 'lergenthaler Linotron
is installed at HQ Air Force Logistics Command at Wright-Patterson AFB,
Dayton, OH. It accepts information contained on computer tapes and also
accepts graphics which are converted to videotape and then marries the two
via computer to produce a typeset page of information containing both
narrative style information and graphics. The system was acquired to
accomodate statistical supply type catalogs. The cost trade-offs were the
twenty to forty-five dollars a page being paid to commercial typesetters
versus approximately one to three dollars for computerized typesetting.

The Linotron system has worked and is working quite well for type-
setting that information that is contained in a computer. Immediately
back in the late 60 's we took a hard look at our total information file
which consisted primarily of publications and correspondence. Our idea
was to expand use of the Linotron to include such narrative information.
However, at that time, about the only equipment available was the old
work horse International Business "lachines magnetic type selectric type-
v/riter that could with a little work be translated into a computer. The
biggest plus was that we had a captive audience in that we controlled
all of the typists who were generating this information that we wanted
printed. T-Ie did see that if we could break down the wall between the
publishing system and the office environment we could capture the infor-
mation at its time of initial keyboarding and then merely massage it by
our publication people before sending it to the computerized publications
system. However, the system we were looking at kept getting bigger in its
scope and we ended up advocating a 4C Keyboard; one keyboard that would
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prepare correspondence, would prepare information for composition, would
prepare communications such telegrams for electric transmission, and
finally would prepare computer data for entry into the conventional
bookkeeping type computerized application such as accounting and finance
systems, supply systems and so forth. The bond of commonality was that
the office environment which is present in any mission element within the
Air Force had a typist, a typewriter, a filing cabinet, and an in and out
box. The staff officers or project officers who use the services of this
clerk-typist or clerk-steno were the people who were initiating corres-
pondence publications, messages and computer data.

And so we had shortly developed on paper an information processing
system which could reduce our operating cost s , increase the speed and accu-
racy of information handling and also reduce the usage of paper. At this
point we were actually using such equipment and demonstrating that it
could be done.

Very simply to describe the system: the requirements are that all
information at the time it is initially keyboarded will be recorded on a
magnetic media for future playback, revision or tranmmission to a com-
puter. Publications and larger studies would be transmitted to a com-
puter for the more extensive text editing capabilities. Coordination of
documents could be handled with keyboards and associated cathode-ray tubes
within the staff officer area for information retrieval, display, and minor
editing functions. The publications could be electronically reviewed by
the publishing experts and the output of the system could be soft-copy
such as display terminals or hard-copy such as microfiche, microform or
paper. The two largest exceptions to the information susceptable to this
new form of processing are classified information or information prepared
for transmission to other than Air Force activities.

Thus the results of our studies were to advocate the use of the
computer for narrative information processing which means the creation and
editing of information its coordination its distribution its storage and
recall and finally its disposition.

3. Word Processing, Computer, ^licroform Interplay

Now lets make the relationship between our publishing system, the
use of computer output microfilm equipment and the word processing con-
cept. The historic paper publishing system within the Air Force said
that all offices who wanted a publication would provide typewritten manu-
script copy to the publishing people. The manuscript copy was edited then
sent up town for typesetting. After typesetting it was run through the
printing plant presses and the publication was eventually ready for distri-
bution Air Force-wide. With the advent of word processing equipment it
meant that all of the typists could now produce manuscript copy much faster.
But by taking another step and giving the communications capability to the
word processing equipment we can now dump the information into a computer
where it can be coded by our publishing people for output either to an
electronic phototype-setter such as the Linotron at AFLC or to a computer
output microfilm equipment for production on microfiche. We are now very
active in converting our publications from paper to microfiche. We are
using the Department of Defense standardized reduction ratios of either
24X or 48X. V7e also have standard viewing equipment or microfiche readers
available within the Department of Defense which have both 24 and 48X
lenses so that the choice of the reduction ratio presents no problem to
the user. We are using 24X to direct film the camera-ready copy being
prepared by word processing equipment or standard electric typewriter
which for some reason or another cannot be computer processed. We are
using 48X for those publications which are computer maintained and can be
produced by computer output microfilm equipment. The biggest hangup
preventing us from an accelerated conversion of publications to microfiche
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is the lack of sufficient viewing equipment Air Force-wide to read the
publications in microform.

We have two big problems when using the computer and COM to produce
narrative style publications. The first of these and the most critical
is that many of our publications contain graphic information or line
drawings. We need a system that will produce simple graphics at a cheap
price on microfiche. The second problem is that we lack a good automated
package or software program to automatically generate the index of the
publication so that the viewer can glance at the table of contents and see
the XY reference for the particular paragraph that he wants to read.

We are now engaged in producing some of the publications on microfiche
both at the 24 and 48X reduction ratios. They include Air Force flanual
300-6 concerning management of a data processing installation. Air Force
Regulation 0-12 an index to forms, and many of the computer operator manuals
which give instructions to computer operators and the functional user
support manuals which are the manuals given to the customer on the data
automated system explaining to him how to feed the system and what he can
get out of it. In addition to the narrative we are also involved with the
use of COM to replace the conventional computer output reports, the statis-
tical reports at many of our Air Forces locations. Because of the speed
of COM we are using a single COM per installation to produce both narrative
and statistical type information thus marrying the administrative and the
data automation or computer world.

To give you a brief summary of the relationship of word processing equip
ment and micropublication we now have many manuals and regulations in the
computer for text processing and electronic maintenance. Some of these
publications are phototype set, some are produced by COM, some are produced
on microfiche from direct film procedure of the camera-ready copy, some
are rekeyboarded or typeset, and some are printed "as is" or camera-ready
typewritten copy.

So now in addition to word processing equipment we have administration
involved in computer output microfilm and in software design for text
processing and information storage and recall processed by the computer.
With the addition of communication capability to the word processing equip-
ment we have completed the loop for tying together information creation,
coordination, transmission, reproduction and distribution.

4. The Privacy Act of 1974 and Word Processing

In May of 1975 the Air Force, along with the entire Department of
Defense, was tasked to prepare on computer tape and in upper and lower case
characters narrative information concerning all records systems we main-
tained that contained an individuals name, and we had to have the tape
ready by mid-June 1975. We gave instructions to the field to furnish
us the information on magnetic media prepared by word processing equip-
ment in upper and lower case. If they could not do so, we agreed to
accept upper case only computer tape generated by the punched card
approach. Preparation instructions for either the word processing or
punched card approach were identical with but one small difference: We used
a unique 13-digit code as an identifier, and this code had to be in columns
1 to 1 3 of each and every punched card, but was only required in the first li

media prepared on word processing equipment. The reason - each punched card
contained but one line of 8 0 characters, while the word processing media had
many lines so we didn't worry about dropped or lost cards.

The word processing media were dumped into a time share system via our
word processing communicating devices. The computer tapes were fed into the
same computer. We then used the word processing equipment on line to edit
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and massage the raw data for preparation of the computer tape required by
the Department of Defense.

About the upper case only on those records prepared via punched cards.
We did an automatic case reversal changing all such data to lower case only
with the exception of the first 13 characters (the unique identification
number of each system) . We used global commands to change common terms as
united states air force into United -States Air Force. A global command is
one instruction that says look in the entire file for this term and every
time you find it, this is what you do.

The final output, about 2,000 pages, was completed and on time thanks
to the computer, word processing and the rapport we have with our data
automator s

.

5 . The Future

Getting from a system on paper to an operational system does present
a few problems. We have two approaches:

a. We have established a project to look at the Air Forces inform.ation
needs to design a system to satisfy these needs. The big hang-up here is
the immediate and emotional reaction v/hen the people realize we are saying
hey we have a system that doesn't need paper. You in the audience by now
recognize this as the v/ired city concept. Approach A therefore says we have
to define the job that we want to do and then we design the system to do
that job.

b. Approach B is forced on us by the reality of v/hat is happening
today. There are many software packages that give you text editing capa-
bility and information retrieval capability. There are many different
phototypesetter s and computer output microfilm equipment on the market.
There are many different companies putting our word processing equipment
using tapes, cassetts, cards, discs or mini-computers and some of these
use the cathode-ray tube while others use communication facilities. Within
the Air Force and its a big organization we have many comm.ands and many
bases. Equipment salesmen are out there now gettina contracts on different
bits and pieces of the system. We do not have a central control to the
extent v/here one office and one office alone contracts for this equipment
for use within the Air Force. What we are doing is alerting and advising
our people as to what the system can do if built correctly and trying to
keep them from painting themselves into a corner by getting equip-
ment that cannot mesh with the total information processing requirements.

6. The Challenge

The challenge to the technical computer people is that we adminis-
trators who set policy and help people run the information system know
pretty well what we want to do. We need the systems and the software to
handle narrative information (v/ith graphics) and with a very simple man
machine interface. We need it simple because who v/ill be on the other
side of the keyboard, it will be our clerk stenos our clerk typists, our
staff officers, and eventually hiaher level management people. We should
be able to create information using conventional typing techniques and
v/ith conventional touch keyboards. I am. very much aware that we do need
a forty-eight keyboard to accomm.odate the American Standard Code for
Information Interchanqe, the ASCII code. I also happen to be the Depart-
ment of Defense representative to the American National Standards
Institute Committee X4 which is responsible for developing the standard
keyboard. 'ly position is that we do need the forty-eight keyboard but
we cannot disrupt the touch keyboard that all of our people are nov; used
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to. This means that the colon, semicolon, the double comma, the double
period, should remain where they are. This creates some problems in the
standard keyboard to accomodate the ninety-some graphics characters of
ASCII. But it can be done.

The Software developed by the programming specialist must be simple.
We need common sense type instructions to format and rearrange information
for information processing, for interfacing with various phototypesetter

s

and computer output microfilm. Ve need automatic indexing and insofar as
possible automatic function code insertion to drive output devices. ^"^e need
reliable information retrieval software, we will want to be able to find
related information and we will also want to automatically dump out infor-
mation which is eligible for disposition. Again since we are with the govern
ment we must meet the National Archives Records Service criteria on the form
of media for material being retired.

And now I will draw a conclusion, not a summary, but a conclusion. The
first challenge is in changing people from their established methods of using
paper for communication and to get their job done. Word processing equip-
ment married to a computer gives us the mechanics to build the system to wean
people away from paper, but in building it we must keep the users needs
at the forefront. The system will have to be simple, reliable, simple,
less costly, simple, efficient, and simple.
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Data Element Lexicon Needs A New Home

Richard J. Kirkbride
Computer Specialist

National Military Command System Support Center
Military Studies and Analysis Directorate

Logistics Data Division
Washington, D. C. 20301

A large scale Data Element Lexicon (DELEX) System exists for

operation on IBM 360. The coding is largely FORTRAN with ALC for I/O.

The FORTRAN is used to obtain benefit of algebraic compare instruc-

tions to minimize sorts and maximize indexing efficiency.

The system was developed in 1970-72 and made operational by

Computer Sciences Corporation under contract to Defense Communica-

tions Agency (DCA). The DCA has completed the project and no

longer maintains or operates DELEX. Any government organization

interested in further utilization and maintenance of the DELEX

can obtain a tape copy of the DELEX in five reels from:

DCA/NMCSSC
ATTN: Technical Director

Pentagon, Rm. MF627
Washington, D. C. 20301
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CHECK CHARACTERS AND THE "SELF-CHECKING STRING" --

What, Where, Why, When and How

J. R. Kraska, J. R, Nelson

The Upjohn Company
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49001

and

E. HeHerman

Bureau of the Census
Suitland, Maryland 20233

"Self-checking strings" are character strings, used as data-base
keys, which must pass a self -validation check before the keyed informa-
tion can be transferred. Basic to sel f -checking strings is the concept
of "check characters".

The criteria for construction of a self-checking string are given.
To enable the potential user to decide what is best for him, a structure
for cost/benefit analysis is outlined. The identification of a predomi-
nant class of systems used to compute and validate a self-checking string
is made. Unified and detailed procedures are given for 1) defining a

self -checking string, 2) computing a valid self-checking string, and 3)

validating a string. Many of the systems in use today are summarized
within the framework of this unified classification scheme. Contrasts
are made with respect to power (the ability to detect errors). Examples
are given of string definition, computation, and validation for two sys-
tems which combine the best of power and efficiency. FORTRAN code is

used to illustrate the ease of implementation for these two systems.

Key words: Check characters; classification; cost/benefit; data key
validation; efficiency; FORTRAN; information transfer; key error types;
power; self -checking string composition; software.

1, Introduction

One problem - actually a major problem - in the transfer of data from user input docu-
ments to computerized storage (see fig. 1) is "routing" the right information to the wrong
place. Valid transfer depends fundamentally on the transmission of a valid key to the
software procedure doing the "routing" (for examples of commonly used keys, see fig. 2).
What makes a key invalid? The answer is simply that there is an error in the characters in
the key. These errors can be introduced by the user in the preparation of his input docu-
ments and /or by the system data handlers, whether they are human (e.g., a keypuncher), or
mechanical (e.g., an optical character reader). Figure 3 summarizes the types of errors
that are frequently made [l,2]'''. No comment is to be made about the likelihood of each
type of error.

Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.
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It would seem that having a procedure which checks the key for validity would be a good
idea; and it would be important to have a procedure which has a low probability of valida-
ting an invalid key.

An approach frequently taken is to imbed one or more characters called "check charac-
ters" in the key. This new string is called a "self-checking string". One or more com-
patible check procedures can then be used, both to compute valid check characters and to
validate transmitted keys prior to routing the information to which the keys are attached.

In the remainder of this paper, we shall define the composition of the self-checking
string, define check procedures, and characterize the major class of check procedures found
in the literature. The earliest occurrence which we are aware of to a specific procedure
which is a member of this class is due to IBM [3] . We shall define the general computation
and validation steps which allow implementation of any of the procedures within this class.
We shall provide a framework for the analysis necessary to decide whether a check character
system is cost-beneficial for a particular application. Finally, we shall present criteria
for deciding which check procedure (s) to use, and introduce two new powerful and efficient
algorithms

.

2. Composition of a Self-Checking String (SCS)

In general, a self-checking string is composed of user pre-assigned characters, arbi-

trary characters, and check character (s) . Let the number of pre-assigned characters be

denoted by n^, arbitrary characters by n^, and check characters by n^. The total string

length Z is thus equal to n^ + n^ + n^. The order of the characters is arbitrary. However,

for "convenience" the check character (s) are usually positioned at the end of the string.

Example ; With n^ =3, = ^) and n^ = 2, one possible ordering is

pppoaaaoa

where "p" denotes a pre-assigned character, "a" an arbitrary character,

and "e" a check character.

Each value of the pre-assigned characters ppp represents a unique "class" of importance

to the user. The characters aaaa are used to uniquely identify members within each "class".

However, depending on the procedure used, certain combinations of these characters may not

yield valid strings, and must be discarded (see app. 1). Thus the number of distinct valid

combinations of the n arbitrary characters must be large enough to specify each member of

the "class" having the maximum number of members. This is the criterion used to decide the

number of arbitrary characters n^.

The number of check characters n depends on the particular "check procedure" chosen.

3. Definition of a Check Procedure

A check procedure is a set of steps for:

1) computation of a valid SCS of specified composition and

2) validation of strings which were ostensibly computed as above.
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4. Characterization of the Major Class of Check Procedures

The literature makes reference to a large number of check procedures. Some are appli-
cable to digit strings only [l] and others to general alphameric strings [4]. Although
the characteristics of these check procedures seem at first glance to be widely variant, we
have come to realize that in fact most of the procedures have identical characteristics.
We have developed the following expression which identifies these characteristics (for the
definitions of terms, see app. 2):

{F, I, 0, P, M, C, T]

The eight elements (characteristics) in this expression are:

1. F-the function which generates the weight string W, one value for

each character position of the character string.

F may be specified in a variety of ways and can generally take the

form of a sequence of numbers of total or partial string length Z.

Some examples are:

a) (l,a) repeated sequence extended to the length of character string;
"a" is a digit, usually 2 or 3.

b) (a,b,c) repeated sequence of digits extended to the length of the
character string; the characters denote arbitrary digits.

c) geometric progression (e.g., powers of 2).

d) prime numbers.
e) powers of 10 where the exponent of 10 is the "index" defined below.
f) any function that can supply a weight value to every position of

the character string.

2. I-the "index base" - either 0 or 1, which is the value of the first index
position in the string. The symbol "i" is used to denote index position
in the following material.

3. 0-string "orientation". The character "R" is used to specify r^ight to

left orientation. The character "L" is used to specify l^eft to right
orientation.

4. P-the "products digits transformation".

The "products digits transformation" strategy can be expressed as one of the
following:

a) Whole Products Summed (WPS) - the products of the string character
numeric values and their associated weights are summed.

b) Products Digits Summed (PDS) - the digits from the products of

string character numeric values and their associated weights
are summed.

5. M-a modulus. Thus M = 11 indicates that a remainder modulus 11 is computed.

6. C-the number of check characters to be evaluated.

7. D-the value which is checked against the result of the validation procedure
to determine if the self-checking string is valid.

8. T-the table of character values (for the case of numeric strings, the table

Is the identity transformation)

.

Since the characteristics above are identical for all members of the "class", the

sequence of steps for computation and validation are also identical. Common to computa-

tion and validation is a sequence of steps which we call the core computation (see app. 3).

Steps necessary for computation (step 1 of the "Definition of a Check Procedure") are

outlined in appendix 4, and steps necessary for validation (step 2 of the definition) are
outlined in appendix 5. The characteristic values for selected check procedures belonging
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to this class are listed in appendix 1, An example of computation and validation f
specific check procedure (#10 of app. 1) is included in appendices 4 and 5.

considering the economic impact of a checking system there is one simple specifi
question to answer:

Is the cost of development and implementation of the check system less than the
cost of correcting the errors that would be made if the check system were not there?

Frequently the answer to this question is yes. The errors introduced into complex data base
systems tend to propagate. One system support analyst at The Upjohn Company has said, "90%
of the errors people make while attempting to use our computerized systems result from
attempts to correct other errors." If this is generally true, one mistransfer, which most
likely would have been prevented by a good check procedure, creates nine additional errors
before it is corrected.

Furthermore, the operational cost of an efficient check system is almost negligible
compared to the cost of inputting the data; and the cost of inputting the data is negli-
gible compared to the cost of error correction.

The following is an outline for a quantitative cost-benefit analysis:

1. Estimate the total development cost for the checking system (We suggest
less than $2000).

2. Estimate the operating cost for the checking system per string. (Test
data for one "good" procedure suggests that one penny per 1000 strings
is a reasonable estimate.)

3. Estimate the volume of strings to be processed per time period.

4. Estimate the fraction of strings processed which will be in error,

5. Estimate the net benefit for each error detected - i.e., the dollar
value of cost to correct the error if undetected less the dollar value
of cost to re-process after detection and correction.

As an example, consider a hypothetical system processing 2000 strings per month, with
an error frequency of 0.5%, and a net benefit of $20 per detected error. Then assuming
that a check procedure which catches '^'100% of the most likely errors is being implemented,
our hypothetical check system pays for itself in 10 months.

It is very important to realize that the development cost is independent of the size
of the system, and the operational costs are effectively zero. Therefore, the benefit to

cost ratio is directly proportional to the product of the volume of strings transmitted
over the life of the system, and the net benefit of detecting/correcting errors — a re-

markable result.

We have strongly advocated using check procedures but have said nothing about how to

decide which procedure (s) to use. Some are better than others! The decision should be

based on the following criteria:

5. Costs and Benefits

6. Choice Criteria

1) Checking Environment (hardware or software).

2) Power - for each type of error (see fig. 3) the percentage that will be

detected (see app. 1).
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3) Operational Efficiency - the operating cost for the validation of one string.

4) Inconvenience

a. of extra string length due to check characters,
b. of discarding strings for which no valid check character (s) exist.

The most important of the above criteria is the environment for the check system, as it

can severely limit the choice of check procedure (s) to use.

Initially, check systems were implemented exclusively on hardware keying devices [3,5].
Because of inherent limitations (e.g., inability to do complex integer division) there were

only a few procedures which could be implemented. This is still true today. These proce-
dures have become widely known and widely used: (cf app. 1, #5, #8, #10).

Now, however, something different is happening. Because of the speed of central pro-

cessors in modern computers it has become economically feasible to implement check systems

as software pre-processors . To date, it has been the practice to implement in the software
environment the hardware oriented procedures noted above. This is unfortunate, since many
new procedures have been devised which cannot be implemented on hardware, but which are much
more powerful, more efficient, and easier to implement on software than the hardware ori-
ented procedures (cf app. 1, #1, #2, and app. 6),

We envision the following type of implementation:

The check system is a software program positioned between the input software
and the "routing" software. As a string is read it is checked, and either
the associated data is routed, or an entry is made in an error report. Errors
are corrected and re-processed all at once. This is in contrast to the hard-
ware oriented procedure which catches errors at the time of keying.

For a somewhat more detailed discussion of implementation alternatives see Mason and

Connelly [9]

.

We believe that check systems implemented in a software environment rather than at the

earlier keying stage are less costly to develop and are more powerful and efficient in oper-
ation. As an example, a particular alternative to developing one software program to do

checking might be to modify six keying machines by adding check feature modules. This
latter alternative is much more costly.

Once the choice of the "environment" is made, the remaining criteria are considered.
The user would like to maximize "power" and "efficiency" but to do so he is usually forced
to accept the unwanted side-effect of "inconvenience". The best approach for the user is

to establish a maximum level of inconvenience which is acceptable and then choose the best
of all procedures which do not exceed this level.

7, Implementing a Check System

To implement a check procedure in appendix 1 do the following:

1) define simultaneously the composition of the self-checking string and a

choice of check procedure (s)

,

2) follow the generalized steps of appendices 3-5 for computation of valid
strings and validation of strings.

There are a number of important considerations concerning implementation:

0 Our scheme for characterizing this "class" of check procedures was meant for

purposes of generalization, unity, and clarification. However, in some in-
stances we have inadvertently compromised implementation efficiency. The
user is encouraged to recognize that characteristics of specific procedures
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make it possible to either

a) define alternate steps for computation/validation and/or,

b) delete steps.

9 Not all check procedures are compatible with an arbitrarily specified SCS.

Compatibility depends on

a) the number of check charact ers specified in the SCS composition^
b) the type of check character (digit or alphameric)

.

• Multiple check procedures may be defined for a given SCS. Two examples:

a) Two procedures are defined for an SCS having a single check character [6].
For a string to be valid, both procedures must validate,

b) Two procedures are defined for an SCS having two check characters [4]

.

One procedure computes and validates using one character, the second com-
putes and validates using the other character. Both must validate for
the string to be valid.

8. Technical and Experimental Results

During a search to find check procedures which would be very efficient to implement in
a software environment, while (hopefully) sacrificing little in terms of power, a startling
and (we think) important discovery was made. Stated simply, the discovery is this: For
numeric strings, dividing the entire string, treated as one number, by another number, known
as the "Modulus", and taking the remainder, implicitly defines all but one (D, the digit to

be checked against) of the "characteristics" of a check procedure.

The advantages of such a check procedure should be obvious. Integer division is many
times faster than considering the individual digits of a string and multiplying by "weights"

The only unsolved problem was to find a modulus (or moduli) which defined a check pro-
cedure powerful enough to consider using. It can be shown that satisfying the following
criteria would be sufficient to provide a check procedure at least as powerful as any other
in the "class":

1) The modulus must be prime.

2) To catch single substitution errors, the modulus must be greater than the maximum
number of distinct characters possible in one position - i.e., 10 [7].

3) To catch all transposition errors (both adjacent and non-adjacent), the implicit
effective weights (see [ l] p 86) must be distinct.

Important Note : Any modulus M satisfying these criteria will catch all single substi-
tution and all transposition errors. Furthermore, it will catch the fraction 1 - 1/M of the

combination errors.

The smallest modulus satisfying these criteria is 17. The implicit effective weights
for 17 repeat in groups of 16, so no transposition errors are possible in strings of less

than 17 characters. Note that in the computation of valid strings, if only one check digit
is used, 7/17 (about 41%) of all strings must be "discarded". If two check digits are used,

a much better modulus to choose is 97 (It is no coincidence that Whiting's [S] base 2 check
modulus is 1100001 which is equal to 97 base 10.) as the number of combination errors not

caught is cut by a factor of about 6, and no strings are discarded.

In an attempt to measure the increased efficiency of these two new check procedures,

MOD 17 and MOD 97, tests coded in FORTRAN were run on our IBM 370/158 VS-2 computer facility

The tests indicated that these procedures executed at least 4-6 times faster than two other

procedures tested (Procedures #3, #8 in app. 1). Based on internal user rates, the cost per

validation was less than one penny per thousand.
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We think that the discovery of these two new procedures, easy to implement and fast to
ute on digital computers, and more powerful than other procedures discovered to date,
ignificant.
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Appendix 2

Definitions

;

1. Character String - a sequence of alphabetic and/or numeric characters. This may also
be referred to as a "string".

2. Digit String - a character string composed of numeric characters only.

3. Character Value - the numeric value associated with an alphabetic or decimal digit
character. Normally, a decimal digit represents its own value.

4. String Length - the number of characters in the string including the check character.

5. Weight String - a sequence of values in one to one correspondence with the character
string positions which act as weights (multipliers) to the corresponding string char-
acter values.

6. Weight Function - the rule by which the weight string is generated.

7. Orientation - the direction in which the string is operated upon - i.e., right to left
or left to right.

8. Index - the position of a character in a string with respect to orientation.

9. Index-Base - details whether the first index is labelled zero or one.

10. Modulus - a number used as a divisor so as to produce a remainder between 0 and
Modulus minus 1 inclusive.

11. Transcription Error - the substitution of one or more incorrect characters for correct
characters in a string.

12. Substitution Error - same as transcription error.

13. Transposition Error - the entry of the correct character for the ith position into the

jth position and the character for the jth position into the ith position.

14. Combination Errors - a combination of transcription and transposition errors (addition
or omission of characters is also considered a combination error)

.

15. Products Digits Transformation - a mapping of the products of the elements of the
weight string and the corresponding elements of character values.

16. Check Procedure - a particular algorithm for computing and validating self-checking
character strings.
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Appendix 3

Core Computation

Steps;

1. Decompose the string into its characters,

2. Replace each character with the appropriate character value (only necessary for

strings with non-numeric characters).

3. Multiply each element of the result in step 2 by the corresponding element of the
weight string W.

4. Make the "products digits transformation" P.

5. Evaluate the remainder of the sum in step 4 modulus M. Call it r.

Notes: 1, The core computation for all members of the class of check procedures
that we are considering can be performed as outlined above. However,

for any particular procedure there may be an alternative sequence of

steps which is more efficient to implement and/or execute. Specifi-
cally, see Appendix 6 for the MOD 17 and MOD 97 check procedures, for

which the core computation reduces to one step (step 5 above).

Example using check procedure #10 from Appendix 1:

Given the string

3141593

1) 3141593
2) not necessary
3) 3141593

X X X X X X X

2 12 12 12

6 1 8 1 10 9 6

4) The transformation:
6 + 1+8+1+1+0+9+6 = 32

5) 32 = 2 MOD 10. Thus r = 2.
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Appendix 4

Computation of a Valid Self-Checking String

Steps:

1. Establish the "composition" of the string and choose the check procedure to be used
(see app. 1). Note: the number of check characters n^ must be consistent with the
check procedure.

2. Construct a table of length M (index origin 0) according to the following steps:

a) Initialize each table entry to a code denoting an invalid string.

b) Substitute zero (0) for all "p" and "a" characters in the string. Call the
result string S.

c) For each possible combination of check character (s)

i) substitute the character (s) into S in the "a" character positions,

ii) perform the "core" computation (see app. 3) on S to obtain the

remainder r.

iii) subtract r from M + D and take the remainder modulus M. Call it r '

.

Use r' as the table index to store these characters.

Note: For any particular check procedure this table need only be constructed
once.

3. Specify the n^ - "p" characters for the string. Assign arbitrarily the n^ - "a"

characters (possibly according to a sequential rule), and insert zeros for the "o"
character positions.

Make the "core" computation to obtain r.

Use r as an index to the table.

If r points to valid check character (s) , insert these in the appropriate positions

in the string.
7. If r points to an invalid string code, discard the string.

Example:

1. String composition:
pppaaa

(n =3, n =2, n =1, Z = 6)
p a c

Check procedure: #10, Appendix 1.

2. a) Table

index

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

check
character

i

i

i

i

i The initialized table;
i "i" denotes invalid string.

i

i

i

i
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b) S is OOOcOO

c) i-iii) Table

S r index
check

character

000000
000100
000200
000300
000400
000500
000600
000700
000800
000900

0

2

4

6

8

1

3

5

7

9

0

8

6

4

2

9

7

5

3

1

0

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0

9

4
8

3

7

2

6

1

5

Note: the possible check characters are the integers 0-9

inclusive

.

3.

4.

5.

6.

A particular string of the above composition is 321099 (zero substituted
in check character position)

,

The core steps are:

1) 3 2 1 0 9 9

2) not necessary
3) 3 2 1 0 9 9

X X X X X X

12 12 12
3 4 1 0 9 18

4) The transformation PDS:

3 + 4+1+ 0+ 9 + 1 + 8 = 26

5) 26 = 6 MOD 10. Thus r = 6.

The sixth position in the table points to valid check character 2.

The self-checking string is

321299

Kraska/Nel son/
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Appendix 5

Validation of a String

Steps:

1, Make the "core" calculation to obtain the remainder r.

2. If r is equal to D, the string is valid; otherwise, it is invalid.

Example (continuation of example in Appendix 4 which uses check procedure #10 from
app. 1):

Introduce a substitution error in the valid self-checking string computed in
Appendix 4.

substitution

321299 ^^^^ > 821299

1. The core steps:

1) 8 2 1 2 9 9

2) not necessary
3) 8 2 1 2 9 9

X X X X X x
12 12 12

8 4 1 4 9 18

4) The transformation PDS:

8 + 4 + 1+4 + 9 + 1 + 8 = 35

5) 35 = 5 MOD 10. Thus r = 5

2. Since r = 5 5^ D = 0, the string is not valid; an error has been detected.
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FORTRAN Code for MOD 97 and MOD 17 Procedures

Let N be a particular string of given composition (i.e., a string specified by following
steps 1. and 3. of app. 4) restricted as follows:

1. N is numeric.

2. The check digit(s) in N are at the end of the string (e.g., ppaaaa)

.

FORTRAN code for "computation" of a valid self-checking string L is:

Computation MOD 97 ;

L = N/97 * 97 + 97

Computation MOD 17 :

L = N - (N-1)/17 * 17

IF (8.GT.L) GO TO 10

L = 17 + N - L

M.valid" processing

10 "invalid" processing

FORTRAN code for "validation" of a string LP ostensibly computed as above is:

Validation MOD 17 or 97;

IF (LP.NE. LP/M * M) GO TO 10

II.'valid" processing

10 "invalid" processing

where M is either 17 or 97.

Kraska/Nel son/
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Figure 1.

TRANSFER OF INFORMATION FROM USER TO COMPUTERIZED DATA FILE



Account No.
Bank Deposits
Credit Cards

Item No.

Customer No.

Grocery Items
Lot No.

Automobile Parts Inventory

I

Airline Passenger

< Laundry Ticket
Freight Container

Registration No.

Social Security
Dog License
Automobile Registration

Survey No.
Harris Poll
Government Census

Figure 2.

EXAMPLES OF COMMONLY USED KEYS
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ERROR

VALID STRING TYPE INVALID STRING

221299 SS 821299

22129.9 DS 821209

321299 AT 312299

321219 NAT 321229

321299 C 871200

SS = Single Substitution

DS = Double Substitution

AT = Adjacent Transposition

NAT = Non-adjacent transposition

C = Combination (random)

Figure 3.

EXAMPLES OF ERROR TYPES
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The Standards Implications of the Developing
Interrelationships Between On-Line Bibliographic Retrieval,

Data Manipulation and Micrographics Display

Robert M. Landau

Science Information Association
3514 Flyers Mill Road

Kensington, Maryland 20795

A brief history of the rapid development of the
on-line scientific and technical information retrieval
system (OLSATIRS) with emphasis on compatibility,
convertibility and standards problems is described.
A similar description is given for the developments
in the areas of data and micrographics. Procedural,
nomenclature, interchange and economic problems in
these three fields are then considered. Comparisons,
contrasts, and interrelationships between the three
fields are provided. Problem areas and opportunities
are suggested.

Key words: Standards; user interface; bibliographic
information systems; numeric data systems; data;
on-line systems; language; retrieval; information
organization; micrographics; economics.

1. Introduction

The standards implications discussed in this paper are considered pri-
marily from the viewpoint of the user and as a human/system interface
problem in terms of language. There are many types (or levels) of language
source, input, indexing, classification, coding, machine, programming,
search and retrieval, output and display. 1 This paper is concerned with
only the last three and the related challenges and opportunities presented
by the rapidly evolving changes in the storage media and retrieval tech-
niques .

The needs and demands of the users of information systems have not
changed. The information seeker still wants to be able to rapidly select
and be provided (have displayed) as soon as possible desired information
as required in an easily readable form at the lowest possible cost. It is
well recognized that, although there is an avalanche of information being
created, it is rare that an information seeker obtains more than a small
fraction of the information he should receive from the system were it
functioning at 100% efficiency and effectiveness.

Those who are systems oriented and perceive the advantages of rational
information system organization and procedures point out that the closer
we move along the spectrum from cooperation, convertibility and compatibil-
ity to standardization, the more effective and efficient will be our inform
ation systems. Most agree, but many point out that the transition must be
paced so that innovation can be allowed to produce the optimum mechanisms

,

-^•Cooperation , Cnnvertibilitv and Compatibility Among Information Systems ,

NBS Misc, Pub #276, June 15, 1966 pg 98.
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techniques and arrangements.

2. Discussion

In the field of scientific information, the recent (5 years) prolifera-
tion of the information delivery media of on-line interactive retrieval
systems (OLIRS) and micrographic systems (MS) have had significant impact
on bibliographic information systems (BIS) , but little impact on numeric
data information systems (NDIS) . A question frequently asked is: Has
this been true because of (lack of) the imposition of standards in the re-
spective fields and/or media? There is no single or simple answer to this
question, but this paper considers some significant aspects of this question

In 1970, there were only two major scientific and technical information
(STI) data bases (sponsored by NLM and NASA) of a few hundred thousand bib-
liographic records each and a few small (a few thousand records each) STI
data bases available from OLIRS to a few dozen people. In 1975, a pre-
ponderant proportion (80-90%) of all bibliographic STI produced since 1970
is available in one or more OLIR systems at costs ($10-$20 per search) sig-
nificantly lower than computer batch or manual systems. A significant pro-
portion (about 50%) of all original STI journal publication material (and
over 90% of all STI report literature) is available in micrographic form at
cost to the user of 1/5 to 1/2 of the hard copy material.

In contrast, the amount of S&T numeric data available in either OLIRS
or micrographic form is trivial. Some questions relating to why this
might be, include:

1. Are there inherent differences in form or content between BIS
and NDIS to explain this contract?

2. Has emphasis on standards in one or the other field been an
influencing factor?

3. Has consumer demand (or lack of it) caused the difference?
4. Have production and distribution costs been significantly

different?
5. Are there contrasting user/system interface requirements?
6. Is the difference in the intellectual organization of material

between the two fields important?
Although there is an abundance of published literature on BIS and on DMIS,
there is little in the published literature to provide clues to the answers
to these questions concerning comparisons between the two fields.

In my opinion, the answers to the above questions are:
1. Yes, because there is no comparable document surrogate (eg. bib-

liographic material including an abstract in BIS) in the NDIS field. Thus,
the amount of information to be created and stored in machine sensible form
in BIS is only a fraction of the full document (record) amount. In addition
the nature of data is such that it must be refined and confirmed over the
years to the point that it is reliable and confirmable. This dynamic quali-
ty over time provides a difficult panorama of constantly shifting rela-
tionships between data.-'-

2. No, because theie has been reasonably similar amounts of stand-
ards efforts in both fields.

3. No, the demand by users has seemed to be about the same in
both fields.

4. Yes, the cost of producing and distributing bibliographic rec-
ord (even including the abstract) in either printed hard copy (HC) or ma-
chine sensible (MS) form is much less than producing and distributing the
full document (record) , no matter what the form (HC or MS) or content
(S&T reports and publications or numeric data)

.

5. Yes, the BIS on-line user interface requirements can now be

^Reference data on Thermophysics , Y. Touloukian, 4th International CODATA
Proceedings, June 1974.
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satisfied with relatively inexpensive alpha-numeric terminals (either CRT
or printer) connected to one of several computer systems (through tele-
phone dial-up time sharing networks) that now have well developed, power-
ful, boolean logic oriented software capabilities. However, a number of
BIS search and retrieval languages have proliferated in recent years, a very
disturbing trend which will be discussed in detail later in this paper. In
contrast to the BIS, the NDIS user interface requirements include more ex-
pensive graphic terminals (either CRT or printer) to generate charts, gra-
phs, tables, etc, and powerful graphic/mathematic/statistic oriented soft-
ware in large time shared computer systems. Although there are many such
software systems that are usually directed to a particular application, few
are designed to handle large amounts of numeric data in time sharing inter-
active systems. However, the situation is now such that appropriate, but
modest investments in the creation of on-line NDIS, could produce signifi-
cant improvements in this field.

6. Yes, BIS are organized intellectually by classification schemes,
thesauri, key terms, etc. and the user should understand not only the sub-
ject matter, but also the intellectual organization of the information and
the resultant required search strategy and language. In contrast, NDIS data
elements relate to each other in arrays, matrices, tabular form, mathemati-
cal relationships, time series, applications, sources, transforms and other
heterogenous relationships. No significant body of methodological knowledge
has developed concerning compatible record elements, intellectual interrela-
tionships, on-line retrieval methodology or user/system interface language
in the field of NDIS.

Aside from the above observations, it is felt that there are three other
points to be made in contrasting the development of BIS and NDIS:

1. In the last ten years, the NSF has provided many millions of
dollars for the creation of large S&T primary publishing activities and the
associated secondary publishing activities.

2. As a consequence of this and natural technical progress, by
1970 or so, most primary and secondary publishers were producing their out-
put in MS form on magnetic tape. Thus, the stage was set for entering the
bibliographic material into on-line retrieval systems. But, in the early
70 's many thought that since there were no standards for bibliographic rec-
ords (and, indeed, no two organizations output were alike I) it would be very
difficult, time consuming and expensive to convert the different formats in-
to a common format for on-line storage and retrieval. The fears were groun-
dless; this was a trivial programming problem. Therefore, by 1975, essen-
tially all current and recent S&T information is now available on-line in a
convenient and cost effective manner but through a number of different query
languages from a number of different computer systems.

3. Since 1972, there has been aggressive commercial marketing of
the on-line S&T BIS and constant attention paid to user needs and require-
ments .

None of the three above points can be made concerning the NDIS. There has
been a comparatively modest amount of NSF (and other) funding for NDIS;
there is very little numeric data in MS form; and, consequently, very little
commercial marketing of on-line NDIS.

An example of the complexities of the "standards" problem in this field
of human/systems interface can be provided by describing a short study per-
formed by a group with which I am associated. A comparative analysis of
methods to simplify the human/machine interface for on-line interactive re-
trieval for S&T BIS was conducted.

The rapid proliferation of a bewildering array of commands required by
the various systems was noted. See Chart 1 for examples of only five of
more than 30 known systems all having differing commands for identical func-
tions. Numerous experts have stated that a full context natural language
is the best and most desirable human/system interface language. All system
designs are moving toward this "highest" level language - in the U. S. -

English

.

With the above thoughts in mind, the group considered several possible
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scenarios

:

A. Continuation of the present state of affairs - the prolifera-
tion of more and more discreet command languages.

B. Work toward agreement of the use of identical commands for
identical functions.

C. Create and provide an interface language link program inside
and between each computer/communication system.

D. Create and provide a full natural language (English) interface
to be interposed between every user and each on-line retrieval system.

Each of the above scenarios were considered in terms of the following
factors

:

1. System considerations
2. Human factors
3. Timing required for creation and acceptance of change.
4. Economic considerations

Scenario A is the easiest from the viewpoint of individual system devel-
opment. No coordination (and consequent system modification) would be im-
posed from sources external to each of the developing system. From the user
viewpoint, when two or more command languages must be learned, a saturation
tolerance point is soon reached. Assuming a potential one million users of
on-line S&T BIS, it was estimated that less than one half would ever
routinely use even one formatted command language. The other half would
either use an information expert intermediary or not use the system at all.
It was further estimated that less than one half of the user half would tol-
erate two formatted command languages; less than 1/2 of that 1/4 will toler-
ate three command languages, etc. Now the factors may be 1/4 or 3/4, but
the point is that under this scenario, very few end users would be using the
systems. Most access would be through intermediaries. The group concluded
that there might be a slow consensus of common commands agreed to by the
system operators over the years ,but actions to date provide little optimism
for this possibility. The overall economics of this scenario were deemed
to be clearly unfavorable. The unnecessary training costs for hundreds of
thousands of users would be staggering and it was concluded that most "trai-
nees" would be "dropouts" (eg. non-users) after little or no actual system
use. The amount of frustration and loss of efficiency would be (probably
already is) hard to measure, but certainly is a significant factor.

Scenario B could be considered a sub set of A and, in effect, is being
tried at various levels right now. However, based on past experience, only
modest success at best, was visualized by the group. When (if ever) we all
agree to LOGON-LOGOFF or LOGIN-LOGOUT or whatever, I will be pleasantly
encouraged to expect even greater "cooperation.

"

Scenario C had considerable attraction at first blush. It is relatively
simple to accomplish from a system sense; it would require that each user be
trained in only one command language, but yet use all other systems; it wou-
ld be relatively simple to implement and be accepted by the users and would
not be unreasonable expensive either in initialization or continuing opera-
tion.

But all these statements were proposed with the assumption that there
would be economic incentives to the operating time sharing networks and that
there would only be two or three of them. Neither assumption proved to be
true. Networks are proliferating broadly and rapidly and even assuming that
the operators were willing to implement such software packages, the opera-
tional overhead would rise geometrically with the number of networks; eg.,
90 interlink programs would be required for 10 networks. A little further
calculation easily persuaded us that this approach 1). was not economically
feasible 2) was not likely to be implemented even if it were and 3) still
required all users to be trained in one formatted command language.

Scenario D appeared upon early consideration to be a difficult technical
problem; artificial intelligence was not that developed; several major
attempts had been made to develop free English input systems with no succes-
sful commercial development resulting therefrom. The technique appeared
still to be in the experimental stages. From the users viewpoint, however,
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it was agreed that this is the best solution. Little or no training would
be required; the user base could broaden to its natural maximum. High
system use would drive down unit search costs; the change would be minimal
and easily accepted. No intermediaries would be required. If such a pack-
age could be developed, implementation would be relatively easy with minimal
system perturbation. After a careful review of this field, it was deter-
mined that artificial intelligence had, indeed, progressed sufficiently to
provide a high probability fo successfully producing a software package to
provide a practical and useful full natural language interface that could
be interposed between the on-line user and the Data Base Manager (DBM) of
any typical medium to large scale computer of the type now being used by
all the major data base vendors.

Based upon the information briefly summarized above, the study group
concluded that, on balance, scenario D was the most attractive long term
option considering the four factors described above.
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CHART 1

ON-LINE COMMANDS

A Quick Users Guide for Bibliographic Search Systems

Compiled by:

Barbara Lawrence (Exxon Research and Engineering Co., Linden, N.J.) and
Barbara G. Prewitt (Rohm and Haas Co., Spring House, Pa.)

IVlay, 1975

FUNCTIONS ORBIT ELHILL DIALOG RECON TYMFACT

HOUSEKEEPING

Starting search after login Directly connected Directly connected BEGIN BEGIN Directly connected

N.A. "RESTART" BEGIN
(insert file number)

•FILE

(insert file number)

N.A. BEGIN

Terminating a search and
disconnecting from system

"STOP" "STOP" END
LOGOFF

BYE STOP
LOGOFF
QUIT

Asking for list of accessible

data bases
"FILES?" "FILES?" ? FILES

BEGIN
BEGIN BEGIN

Determining elapsed time "TIME"

"TIME INTERVAL"

"TIME RESET"

@ (Time given at

login and logoff)

N A - included in

END command
END TIME

Deleting search statements no

longer needed

"ERASEBACK"
"BACKUP"
"RESTACK"
"ERASEALL"

"ERASEBACK"
"BACKUP"
"RESTACK"
"ERASEALL"

N.A, RELEASE N,A,

SEARCHING

Entering search terms Enter words (always in

search mode: can

search on single terms

or multiple term

concept)

Enter words (always in

search mode: can

search on single terms

or multiple term

concept)

SELECT (Simple form

can search one

word, multiple term

concept or term(s)

from EXPAND
display)

Enter words (always

in search mode: can
search on single terms

or multiple term

concept)

SELECT (Simple form

can search one word,

multiple term concept

or terms(s) from

EXPAND display)

"FIND
"

"FIND
"

N,A, N.A, N.A,

(used for by-passing

program's queries)

(used for by-passing

program's queries)

Displaying an alphabetical list

of terms
"NEIGHBOR "

(displays up to 10

terms, ability to go

forward or backward
thru index)

"NEIGHBOR . . . "
(displays up to 10

terms; ability to go

forward or backward
thru index)

"NEIGHBORDET
(displays headings

and needed sub-

headings 5 at a time)

EXPAND
(displays 20 lines

:

shows existence of

related terms in a

thesaurus)

EXPAND
(displays 10 terms,

user can modify)

EXPAND
(displays 10 terms:

user can modify)

Creating search logic Always in search

mode. Insert AND, OR,

and AND NOT in any

search statement

Always m search

mode Insert AND, OR,

and AND NOT in any

search statement

COMBINE
must use set

numbers with AND.

OR, and AND NOT
logical operators

Always in search

mode. Insert AND,

OR, and AND NOT in

any search

statement

COMBINE
must use set numbers
with AND. OR, and
AND NOT logical

operators

Changing data bases "FILE "

(insert file name)
"FILE

(insert file name)
• FILE . .

(insert file number)
BEGIN
(insert file number)

BEGIN
(insert file number)

Root Searching TERM #
(for single character)

TERM:
(for multiple

characters)

TERM #
(for single character)

TERM:
(for multiple

characters)

SELECT TERM'
(up to 50 terms)

TERM: SELECT TERM

N.A. = Not Applicable
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CHART 1 - contd.

FUNCTIOKS ORBIT EIHILL DIALOG RECON TYMFACT

SEARCHING CON'T

Tpit <p;irrhino o 1 ni 1 1u o L/^ n \^ ri SFIFCT TERM(w) TERM TERM SELECT TERMIwl TERM
(searches for words or (searches for words or TERM (word (different forms (word proximity

imbedded character imbedded character proximity search: available) search; ditlerent

strings) strings) different forms forms available)

available)

SENSEARCH SENSEARCH
(searches for words or (searches for words or

imbedded character imbedded character

strings m a sentence) strings in a sentence)

Res'.ricting searches Date ranging Date ranging LIMIT LIMIT LIMIT

LIMIT ALL (dates. LIMIT ALL (dates. LIMIT ALL (dates.

language, accession language . accession language . accession

numbers, special numbers, special numbers, special

features) features) features)

TERMA TERMB SELECT TERM A TERM
(range searching) 8 (range searching)

j

OUTPUT COMMANDS

On-line printing PRINT" •PRINT^' DISPLAY (primarily DISPLAY (primarily DISPLAY (primarily

for CRT) for CRT) for CRT)

"PRINT TRIAL" ••PRINT DETAILED^^ TYPE (primarily for TYPE (primarily for TYPE (primarily for

"PRINT FULL" '•PRINT FULL^' hard copy terminals) hard copy terminals) hard copy terminals)

Formatting printout "PRINT •PRINT N.A. FORMAT (specify FORMAT (specify

,

" (specify . (specify field acronyms to lield acronyms to

search statement search statement define format, output define format, print

number(s). format number(s). format command with command)
instructions and field instructions and field N reference to Format 4

acronyms: prints as acronyms: prints as must be entered

directed) directed) subsequently)

Off-line printing "PRINT OFF-LINE' "PRINT OFFLINE" PRINT PRINT PRINT

(also applies to any (also applies to any

PRINT command PriNT command
above) above)

Sorting N.A. N.A. SORT • SORT SORT
(applicable only to

selected data bases
and fields)

Interrupting on-line output N.A. N.A. break key break key break key

Erasing single characters backward slash key or backward slash key or back arrow or control key and H back arrow key

il (varies with {/ (varies with backspace key

terminal type) terminal type) (varies with

terminal type)

Erasing whole lines dollar sign key dollar sign key escape key break key escape key

SUPPORT FEATURES

Requesting ^stem news •NEWS" NEWS 'NEWS N.A NA

Providing explanation of "EXPLAIN
"

"EXPLAIN EXPLAIN HELP HELP
commands, program messages.
operating procedures, etc. "EXPLAIN^^ (refers to "EXPLAIN'^ (refers to

last command) last command)

Assisting user on how to proceed HELP" HELP" N.A. HELP HELP

Personalized assistance "COMMENT" COMMENT^^ SEND MESSAGE/ Hot line assistance NA.
provided free

of charge

Providing description of search •DIAGRAM" "DIAGRAM" DISPLAY SET HISTORY HISTORY
(search logic) (search logic) HISTORY

N.A. = Not Applicable

Additional copies available from:

The National Federation of Abstracting and Indexing Services

3401 Market Street

Philadelphia. Pennsylvania 19104

Prepaid. SI 00
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Product Coding-One Number from Maker to User

John T. Langan

Director of Systems Development
Distribution Codes, Inc.

401 Wythe Street
Alexandria, Virginia 22314

INTRODUCTION

The United States economy has passed from the industrial age into the age of distribu-
tion. Each year the physical volume and dollar value of the flow of commodities to market

increases. Commercial channels of distribution are straining to place more than $800 billion

of goods, produced by some 400,000 manufacturers, at the precise point of user need at the

time needed.

That tremendous flow of goods is comprised of tens of millions of different products.

A standard numbering system used for unique product identification can help accomplish this

enormous task with increased efficiency in the operation and the functions of a company.

One of the goals for any company in standardizing product identification systems is to

get the maximum use of data resources and to create a more effective means of collecting and

exchanging product information with others. Standards for unique product identification are
consensus agreements between the sender and the receiver. Before meaningful exchange of data
can take place, there must be understanding and agreement on the method of identification,
what it means, . and how the product information will be represented.

THE NEED FOR A NUMBERING SYSTEM

Today, there is a broad, sophisticated and continuously proliferating product offering.
Many manufacturers are making basically the same product, but with subtle differences. In

order to give products specific identification without endless repetition of long and cumber-
some descriptions, the age of distribution requires a standand unique product identification
system. It requires a language that people can use to communicate with a machine, that a

machine can use to communicate with people, and that people can use to communicate with each
other.

There are many different numbering systems designed to do special jobs. Manufacturers
use alpha and/or numeric systems to indicate how the product is fabricated, what it is com-
posed of, and where the components are located within a plant. Some of those numbering
systems, designed to assist production rather than distribution, have 35 or more alphanumeric
characters. Numbers identify production runs, food packs, shelf life, perishability, etc.
Social Security numbers identify people; bank account numbers identify depositors; and credit
card numbers identify holders. The list of incompatible numbering systems continues to grow.

The distribution function requires only one number to get a product from point of pro-
duction to point of consumption or use. The smaller that number, the more economical the
system as a whole. A relatively simple identification of a product's "name and address"
will lead to an efficient system designed to meet the total needs of the distribution process.
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WHY AN ALL-NUMERIC CODE?

Accuracy is the reason for an all-numeric code. Telephone companies have spent millions
of dollars converting telephone numbers from alphanumeric to all-numeric.

People read numbers more accurately than letters and/or combinations of letters and
numbers. In typing or keypunching, there is less chance for error if only combinations of
10 numbers are used as compared to 26 keys needed for letters or 36 for numbers and letters.
Within those systems utilizing forms which carry product identification information in the
form of catalog numbers, etc., difficulties arise when mixing numbers and letters together.
This problem is heightened in those cases where information is entered manually and the
receiver endeavors to distinguish between an 8 versus a B, a zero versus the letter 0, a Z

versus a 2, etc.

THE DC SYSTEM

The system developed for uniquely identifying products throughout the distribution
process is the Distribution Code (DC). Distribution Codes, Inc. (DCI) administers the
Distribution Code for the distribution industry. The DC product numbering system provides
an accurate, efficient and economical way of controlling the flow of goods throughout the
entire commerical distribution process.

Sponsored by the National Association of Wholesaler-Distributors (NAW), representing
some 30,000 individual wholesaler trade companies, the Distribution Code is supported by

the following NAW member national associations:

- National Association of Electrical Disbributors
- Air-conditioning & Refrigeration Wholesalers
- Automotive Service Industry Association
- National Electronic Distributors Association
- National Industrial Distributors Association
- Southern Industrial Distributors Association
- National Welding Supply Association
- Northamerican Heating & Airconditioning Wholesalers
- Wholesale Stationers' Association

These associations jointly represent industries with some $81.3 billion in annual sales
at the merchant wholesaler level.

Early versions of the DC came into widespread use in 1965 by distributors of electrical
equipment and supplies and medical and surgical devices and supplies.

The DC is an 11-digit, all-numeric code, using 6 digits to identify the manufacturer and
5 to identify the manufacturer's item. It has ample capacity for the 400,000 manufacturers
which research showed might need to be accommodated. DCI is responsible for complete control
of all manufacturer identification numbers to prevent duplication and provide correct identi-
fication. The 5-digit product code of the DC will accommodate 100,000 items produced by

each manufacturer. If a firm produces more than 100,000 products, an additional manufacturer
number can be assigned.

While the DC is in widespread use in the non-retail sectors of the distribution function,
it is by design that the Universal Product Code (UPC), used with consumer products sold through
grocery, drug and mass merchandise/discount retail outlets, is totally compatible with the
Distribution Code. For example, the use of DC manufacturer identification numbers starting
with zero is strictly controlled, so as to avoid any duplication with UPC numbers which may
also start with zero and are also 11 numeric digits long.

DCI assigns the unique "manufacturer" part of the DC identification number. The task of

compiling and/or assigning the "item number" portion of the DC is a tremendous one which is

being done by a number of third parties. These include agents in the following industries:
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0 Electrical

0 Heating, Airconditioning & Refrigeration
0 Industrial Supplies and Equipment
0 Plumbing

These agents make the DC number available through directories, catalogs, various elec-

tronic data processing (EDP) media, pricing services, etc. for established commodity lines.

The sale of such services generates the revenues necessary to establish and maintain

the DC System in perpetuity. This places the modest cost of maintaining the system on those

who benefit most from its existence.

ADVANTAGES OF THE DC SYSTEM

One example of increased efficiency through the DC System is in ordering or reordering
products. With other methods, an order clerk may write:

144 60 watt, white, frosted, standard-base light bulbs
The XYZ Electric Mfg. Co.

Lamp Division
7516 Goshen Street
San Francisco, CA 90101

With the DC System, the clerk could have reordered all that data far more simply by

writing:

144 123456-12345

The 11 -digit DC number becomes a complete and unique designation for one, and only one
item.

Neither the identity of the manufacturer nor the identity of his products are impaired
by the DC System. The manufacturer's name and logo still appear on boxes, cartons, cases,
display packs, items and so on. Manufacturers' catalog numbers, some of many years' standin
and widely recognized in the industry, are still preserved in his catalogs. However, many
manufacturers also show the 5-digit DC item number in their catalogs.

ADVANTAGES TO THE MANUFACTURER

The DC System is an easy, low-cost method of product numbering. Sequential numbering
is simple to construct and seldom needs revision. With products identified by relatively
short and widely used numbers, a manufacturer will not be plagued with requests from cus-
tomers to place "their number" on the product.

Today, in a number of industries, most orders go to a manufacturer with only the DC
number included. A simple computer conversion will relate the DC number to a manufacturer's
catalog or production code which may have as many characters (alpha or numeric) as a manu-
facturer needs. Some manufacturers use the DC number for internal purposes as well, thus
eliminating conversion costs.

The DC System permits orders to be communicated directly from a whole-saler-distributor
customer to the distributor and to the manufacturer's computer, thus reducing paperwork and
chances for error and greatly reducing response time throughout the distribution process.

ADVANTAGES TO THE WHOLESALER-DISTRIBUTOR

When a wholesaler-distributor begins to use a computer, he realizes that each item in

his inventory must be assigned a unique number. Assigning and maintaining these numbers is
an essential, time-consuming and expensive initial set-up task.
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However, if a wholesaler-distributor has been using DC numbers in his manual system to

save time and errors in purchasing, the need to assign numbers is eliminated. His employees
are already accustomed to using the DC number and do not need to be retrained. This means
fewer headaches during the conversion process and faster realization of the benefits of com-
puterization.

When the DC number is printed on the item (where possible), package, carton and case,
then order taking, receiving, picking and shipping will all be greatly simplified. In some
cases (such as hardware, for example) the productive selling time of outside salesmen can be
significantly increased. Instead of spending time consulting voluminous descriptive and
illustrated catalogs to determine the catalog number, the salesman can write orders directly
from the DC number printed on the items in the "customer 's stock or "want" book.

ADVANTAGES TO RETAILER/DEALER/BUSINESS USERS

With the DC System coming into greater general use, there is a strong tendency for
retailers, dealers and business users to utilize those numbers for product identification.
This reduces the cost of paperwork associated with purchasing, and increases accuracy.

Instead of writing a lengthy description of the item needed, they simply write the
n -digit DC number in their "want" books.

COST-EFFECTIVENESS

The DC System provides for increased accuracy, decreased paperwork and expeditious flow
of supplies. In turn, this offers the opportunity of maintaining smaller inventories within
the channels of distribution. The DC System thus provides the opportunity for increased
economies throughout the entire distribution function. Performing the distribution function
better, faster and at a lower cost ultimately benefits the consumer, the end user who must
bear the total cost of distribution.
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Development of a Data Dictionary/Directory
Using a Data Base Management Systeml

E, K. C. Lee and E. Y. S. Lee2

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Pasadena, California 91103

The Data Dictionary/Directory (DD/D) was initially
developed as the nucleus for a large data system called
the Military Construction Data System (MCDS) at the U.S.
Army Construction Research Laboratory (CERL) . The DD/D
allows nonprograramers , such as engineers and scientists,
as well as analysts easy access to information on the
characteristics of the data systems. Using a general
functional approach to the design of the DD/D, important
functional and support requirements of the DD/D were
extracted and then factored into the structure of the
DD/D as five different facilities. Using a Data Base
Management System (DBMS) called System 20003, the com-
plete structure was directly translated into a hierar-
chical data base structure using the data base definition
facility of the DBMS. Convenient and flexible re-
trievals in the form of reports and matrices can be
readily obtained using the predefined retrieval commands
called STRINGS.

A second implementation of this DD/D on an IBM
370/158 with VS2-R1.6 is being developed at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) . Because of the flexibility
of the initial design, only minor changes in data struc-
ture and retrieval commands are needed . The data
systems involved at JPL are completely different from
the initial implementation at CERL, with data bases in
areas such as finance and accounting, business, and
personnel applications.

Key words: Data base management; data base management
system; data definition; data dictionary; data directory;
data element; data structure, data system; Federal
standard; information system; standardization; System 2000.

'• The initial research and development of the DD/D was performed while the
authors were with the U. S. Army Construction Engineering Research
Laboratory, Champaign, Illinois, 61820. The modification of the DD/D for
JPL use was carried out at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California
Institute of Technology, under Contract NAS7-100, sponsored by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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1. Introduction

In early 1973 a decision was made to consolidate all the construc-
tion-related data bases at the U.S. Army Construction Research Laboratory
(CERL) into one single data system called the Military Construction Data
Systems (MCDS) [l] ^ . The data bases involved were in various stages of
development, some had been in operation for several years and some were
being implemented using the DBMS System 2000^. During the implementation
of MCDS it was discovered that not only the important roles of the Data
Base Administrator (DBA) needed to be carefully defined [2l , but a new
tool called Data Dictionary/Directory was required to help the DBA to
effectively perform his/her duties. The importance of a DD/D and its var-
ious functions have been discussed by many including description of some
development efforts [3j , Cd i [5] . Meanwhile, developers of Data Base
Management Systems (DBMSs) have begun to realize that some of the func-
tions of the DD/D can be incorporated into the DBMS and some DBMSs do
provide supports such as a directory and data element definitions . We feel
that an independent DD/D has several advantages over the one integrated
with a DBMS . For example , an independent DD/D managed by a DBMS can handle
many diversed functions much more comprehensively, and at the same time it
can form the nucleus of a large data system consisting of many data bases
that may or may not be managed by the same DBMS

.

In the course of the development of the MCDS and its DD/D we found
many recurring problems that can be effectively solved by providing either
the facilities or supports in a DD/D. Some of these problems were:

(1) Data redundancy.

(2) Lack of standardization.

(3) Lack of sources or derived information of the data.

(4) Lack of comprehensive description of data.

(5) Lack of tools to make estimates on the effort of changing the
data base.

(6) Lack of centralized tools for the DBA to effectively carry out
his/her duties.

The above were only some of the major problems we encountered during
the implementation of the MCDS , but they formed the basis for the develop-
ment of a DD/D that would solve all of the above problems and provide
additional benefits . The second implementation of the DD/D with minor im-
provements is being carried out at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)

.

Here we are concerned with the development and conversion of the data
bases in the Administrative Computer Section (ACS) with emphasis on finance
and accounting, personnel, and business applications. We shall discuss
the general design approaches and the structures and facilities of the
DD/D in the next two sections

.

2. Design Approaches

4 Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at vae end of this
paper

.

5 Product of MRI Systems, Corp., Austin, Texas, 78766.
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2.1. Functional Design

After making a survey of the various available DD/D [3] as well as
our own requirements, we came up with a list of over 20 various functions
or supports of a good DD/D. We condensed this list into four major cate-
gories: (1) record keeping, (2) cross-referencing, (3) indexing, and
(4) standardization and control. We will discuss them separately:

(1) Record Keeping . Any good DD/D will provide a means of keeping
an order list of all data elements , their characteristics , attri-
butes , synonyms (if included), and data definitions. These
records should provide: (a) a vehicle to identify common data
items among the various data bases in the data system, and (b) a
complete machine readable and processable representation and
documentation of all data elements.

(2) Cross-Reference . Besides record keeping, the DD/D should provide
the following six categories of cross-reference between the data
elements and input/output records. They are the cross-reference
between data elements and: (a) various synonyms, (b) users or
related systems, (c) files (input and output), (d) data sources,
(e) reports, and (f) programs and special routines. Using these
cross-reference tools, the programmer and analyst can determine
the data relationships and data paths for both storage and
retrieval. These cross-references are valuable design tools to
minimize cost for designing new reports, new systems, or changes
in old ones, and can also provide more reliable estimates of cost
and manpower for these tasks

.

(3) Indexing . To allow both nondata processing personnel as well as
data processing personnel to use the DD/D effectively, a good in-
dexing scheme must be provided. There are two general approaches
in indexing schemes, i.e., to relate the data elements to their
definitions: (a) key word in context (KWIC) , and (b) standardized
indexing terms. Each method has its advantages and disadvantages
and the implementor of the DD/D should make the judgment according
to the specific needs of the installation. However, the standard-
ized key word scheme does provide a means to develop a standard
that can be gradually expanded to other parts of the DD/D. We
chose the standardized key word scheme also as a first step to
implement the requirement of the Federal Regulations ^6^ . The
standard key word list for MCDS was taken from 'Thesaurus of
Engineering and Scientific Terms', U. S. Department of Defense,
1967. A new version of this document has just been published ["^J •

(4) Standardization and Control . The implementation of the DD/D will
allow the DBA to exercise strict control and impose standards over
all the data elements in the data systems. For example, the DBA
can institute a procedure whereby all new data elements must con-
form to a standard governing the definition, validation, etc., of
the data elements before they can be entered into the data system
or any data bases. Similarly, the DBA can limit the access of
certain data elements by enforcing certain security procedures.
The DBA may also exercise control over the collection of source
data, creation of new data, multiple use of old data, capture of
data from other sources, and even the design of new data bases
from other sources , and associated applications within the data
system. At a Federal Agency, this is also the first step toward
fulfilling the Federal Regularions in the standardization of data
elements and representation [^7] .
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2.2. Use of DBMS

The above four major functions represent many forms of data and tex-
tual materials, and from the start we knew that we needed a DBMS to handle
these diverse forms of information. The structure of these functions
lends itself readily to a hierarchical form that can be easily described
using the data base definition facility of System 2000. The idea of using
a DBMS to manage a DD/D is not unique with our development; similar
approaches have been taken by Eastern Airlines in developing the EAL Data
Base Directory System using TOTAL [3] [s] . A more specific application
using System 2000 is being utilized by the Texas Governors Office of Infor-
mation Services £9] . Our DD/D can probably be implemented by any DBMSs
that support a hierarchical data base structure

.

Here are some of the advantages of using a DBMS to maintain a DD/D:

(1) Structure of DD/D can be very flexible and can be changed readily
for a given data system.

(2) Updates and retrievals can be readily performed using the facil-
ities of the DBMS and by nonprogrammers

.

(3) In the case of System 2000, over 30 predefined retrieval commands
have been developed to meet the diverse needs of many types of in-
quiries from a complete dictionary request to a specific request
on a project.

3. Structures and Facilities of the DD/D

The hierarchical structure of the DD/D can be divided into five levels
that can, in turn, be divided into five facilities reflecting the four
major functions and supports of a DD/D mentioned in the previous section.
Figure 1 shows the data base structure of the ACS DD/D and the five facil-
ities that are described separately as follows

:

(1) Data Information Facility (DIF) . This is the central point of the
structure of the DD/D. Each entry in this facility represents
a unique data element of the data system and contains all the
information about the given data item such as data name , date of
update, data abbreviated name, data attributes, and data defini-
tion. A complete data dictionary can be produced by listing
every entry in this facility. Figure 2 shows the listing of the
data dictionary. In addition, this facility is linked directly
with the following three facilities: (a) Cross-Reference System
Facility, (b) Data Code Facility, and (c) Key Information
Facility. The DIF fulfills mainly the record keeping function of
the DD/D.

(2) Cross-Reference System Facility (CRSF) . In the ACS DD/D, this
facility provides cross-reference matrices to four different
input/output areas: (a) file, (b) report, (c) program, and (d) in
put source. Cross-references are also provided for data synonyms,
data codes, and common data elements among different systems.
This information is of particular value, since it shows the user
how the data from different systems are basically the same. See
figure 3 for a report on the cross-reference data elements for all
systems. Using the available STRING commands, a wide range of
reports relating to the CRSF can be obtained for each user applica
tion or system. In combination with the SPAN function of the
STRING command, only a selected range of data items will be re-
trieved without examining the cross-reference for every data ele-
ment. Figure 4 shows an example of the cross-reference of a
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report matrix for the Travel Advance Account System (TAAS) . Be-
sides fulfilling the cross-reference function, CRSF also provides
support for the control and standardization function.

(3) Data Code Facility (DCF) . Linked with the Data Information
Facility is the Data Code Facility, which is an important tool for
the DBA and used to enforce a standard code that is applied to all
unique data elements. For example, each Army installation is
usually assigned a unique code to distinguish one installation
from another. Due to various applications over the years, several
sets of codes have been in use. The DBA can select or create a
set of standard codes to be used by all users of the data system
and this set of codes will be stored in this facility. DCF sup-
ports both the major function of record keeping as well as control
and standardization.

(4) Key Information Code Facility (KICF) . As mentioned before, we
chose to use a standard list of key words to index each data def-
inition. To simplify the indexing scheme, we assign a key infor-
mation code to each key word (or key phrase) , so that one or more
key codes can be linked to each data element and all the assoc-
iated information in the Data Information Facility. The actual
key word list is stored in the Directory Facility. Besides
supporting the major DD/D function of indexing, KICF also provides
support for the control and standardization function.

(5) Directory Facility (DF) . Since each of the above facilities uses
extensive codes to simplify the representation and storage of such
information as file, report, program, and input source, a direc-
tory is needed to link these codes to the actual name or descrip-
tions. Whenever possible, the actual names on the directory are
used to produce the necessary DD/D reports instead of the codes.
The DF supports the major function of record keeping as well as
the control and standardization function.

4. Implementation Using System 2000

The above data base structure of the DD/D can be readily achieved in
the System 2000 DBMS using the defining language of the Define Module of
of System 2000. Each of the boxes in figure 1 is represented by a Repeat-
ing Group (RG) in the data base definitions. The zero level RG is the
system information that is the root of all subsequent RGs for a given
system, such as the TAAS mentioned before. The first level RG is divided
into two groups. The first group is a very large RG with one entry for
each data element supporting the DIF . The other eight RGs belong to the
Directory Facility. Three RGs are represented at the second level; all
are linked to the DIF RG. Each RG represents the CRSF, DCF, and KICF
respectively. The CRSF RG extends two more levels down. The last level
is a way to handle overflow data at the previous level (level three) , which
consists of six RGs, each of which represents one of the six areas of
cross-reference available

.

The initial loading of data into the DD/D can be accomplished using
the Load Module of System 20 00 with the data in the "loader string
formats." Siibsequent changes and updates can be performed by either the
Immediate Access or Queue Processing Module, both modules support a simple
English-like language. Ad hoc retrieval can be performed, both on-line or
via remote batch operations using the above two modules. However, a more
powerful tool is the predefined STRINGS, which can be created using the
Define Module and stored in the DD/D data base. Using these STRINGS, non-
data processing personnel can obtain different reports, perform updates.
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and retrieve diverse information by invoking the STRING with substitution
of specific parameters during execution.

5. Some Implementation Experiences

Because of the special requirements at each installation , the imple-
mentation of the DD/D has been customized. Certain functions and supports
of the DD/D are emphasized during the development cycle of the data systems.
The general methodologies used in applying DD/Ds to the development of an
information system were discussed by Sibley and Sayari QlOj . We will
discuss the implementation of the DD/D as it is being utilized in the
development of MCDS at CERL, and the development of business and admin-
istrative data bases at JPL.

5.1. Implementation at CERL

The MCDS DD/D is being implemented at CERL using CDC6400 Kronos com-
puters in the Control Data Corporation (CDC) Kronos Time Sharing Computer
Network. Both on-line and remote batch operations are supported. The
objective of the MCDS is to develop and maintain a long-range outlook of
data system requirements for planning, engineering and designing, con-
struction, operation, and maintenance of Army-constructed military facili-
ties [i] . The major function emphasized in implementing the MCDS DD/D is,
therefore, to standardize common element names, types, definitions, codes
and input, and access procedures. The DD/D is also the information tool
for engineers, researchers, and analysts to find out if the data they need
are available in some data bases within MCDS before they proceed to expend
money and manpower in collecting data from the field or performing some
complex computation to arrive at derived data.

Several new data bases are being developed using the DD/D at CERL;
two of them using_ the System 2000 DBMS are the Environmental Impact
Computer System [ll] and the Life Expectancy of Facilities {12} . To aid
in the development of these new data bases, the DD/D is: (a) the manage-
ment tool coordinating the development of these new data bases, and (b) the
design tool for the analysts to obtain an overview of the available data
elements, files, reports, etc.

5.2. Implementation at JPL

The objective in implementing the ACS DD/D at JPL is somewhat
different than that of MCDS DD/D at CERL. Although the fact that the DD/D
is being used as a tool for managing, designing, and documenting the
development of new data bases is still valid at JPL, additional objectives
are: (a) to provide standardization and control of all data elements used
in the finance, accounting, personnel, business, and administrative data
bases and files, and (b) to convert the current applications into data
bases operating in a DBMS environment using System 2000; centralizing some
of the data sources and files into fewer data bases is a secondary
objective

.

The implementation at JPL uses an IBM 37 0/15 8 operating under
VS2-R1.6. Because the DBMS System 200 0 is being used in both implementa-
tions, the DD/D structure is readily transferable from one computer to the
other with only minor changes.

6 . Conculsion

A Data Dictionary/Directory has been developed using a Data Base
Management System called System 200 0. The advantages of using a DBMS to
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manage a DD/D are many; flexibility of the data structure and ease of up-
dates and retrievals by nonprogrammers are the major ones. Using the
'STRING' facility of System 2000, over 30 retrieval and 20 update commands
have been developed for convenient access and management of the DD/D.
Because the DD/D is a data base itself (using the DBMS) , a copy of it can
be saved weekly and the updates are saved after every update transaction.
The implementation of the DD/D at CERL is concerned with a large Military
Construction Data System with many data bases in both an engineering appli-
cation and a research environment, while at JPL the implementation is for
data bases in the finance, accounting, personnel, business, and administra-
tive areas. Regardless of the installation environment, the DD/D provides
the following key benefits

:

(1) Standardization of all data elements, data definitions, and codes.

(2) During the development phases of new data bases or conversion of
old ones , the DD/D can provide

:

(a) Tools to manage and coordinate the development cycle

.

(b) Assistance to the analyst and DBA in the design.

(c) Tools for doc\imentation of the data system.

(3) The DD/D can be used as an information system to:

(a) Avoid any duplication in efforts to collect field data or
compute derived data

.

(b) Assist the conversion from common file applications into DBMS
environment.

(c) Study the feasibility of centralizing or decentralizing data
bases in a data system.
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Systems Design Considerations
For the US Army Materiel Command (MC)

Data Element Dictionary
Directory System

Fernando Puente

US Army Materiel Command
Automated Logistics Management

Systems Agency
St. Louis, Mo,

In early 196? , the Army Materiel Command implemented a Data
Element Dictionary system in support of the development of a

large complex standard logistics system. The logistics system
was designed to manage Army logistics at the wholesale level.

The AMC Data Element Dictionary/Directory that evolved has sup-
ported system development through its functional and system
analysis phases, design, programming, documentation, testing and
implementation at six major Army logistics commodity commands
located throughout the United States.

Key words; Copy library; data directory; Data Element Dictionary
(DED); Central System Design Agency (C3DA); Commodity Command
Standard System (CCSS); file gvdde; Key Word In Context (KWIC);

logistics; master file control; programming mnemonics; System
Control and Documentation (SYSGAD); system release management.

1, Introduction

The management of military service logistics is by its size, complexity and scope a
demanding task. In 196?, the U.S. Army Materiel Command (AMC) began the development of a
standard vdiolesale logistics system that woiild, when completed, be installed at six commo-
dity commands in the eastern half of the United States, The logistics system that has
evolved and is now operational is known as the Commodity Command Standard System (CCSS).
The system was developed and fielded by the Automated Logistics Management Systems Agency
(ALMSA) located in St. Louis, Mo., which is the Central System Design Agency (CSDA) res-
ponsible for its continued maintenance and enhancement. The CCSS includes processes in the
functional areas of Financial Management, Provisioning, Cataloging, Stock Control, Interna-
tional Logistics, Equipment Maintenance, Supply Management, and Prociu^ement and Production.
It is used to manage at the wholesale level, an inventory of approximately 29 billion
dollars. The inventory that is managed ranges from aircraft, missiles, tanks and electro-
nics to ammunition and individual soldier equipment. Throughout the development of the
CCSS, a Data Element Dictionary (DED) system has been used as an integral tool supporting
its control, documentation, and proliferation.

2. Initial Data Element Dictionary Requirements

In the early planning and development stages of the CCSS design, the challenge and
need for data element standardization was recognized, particularly as it related to the
integrated storage and file organization principals that were to be used. A single autho-
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ritative dociiment for use as a communication link between the system designers, computer
systems analyst, programmers, and subject matter specialists was also required. Out of
these basic requirements, the AMC Data Element Dictionary/Directory system began to evolve.
The first version of the DED system was implemented in early 196?. Its primary purpose
was to produce an authoritative document for use by all functional and computer oriented
personnel who were designing and programming the CCSS. The dictionary consisted of data
element/data field descriptions that included standard names, programming mnemonics, de-
finitions, automated data processing characteristics of the data, and the regulatory
reference and authority for the entry. Also included was where used data, as it related
to identifiable cells and subcells within the system i^ch equated to major tasks and sub-
tasks which were to be automated within the logistics system. The data elements that were
entered in the DED data base were primarily developed by a committee of functionally
oriented subject matter specialists, with the assistance of computer systems analysts.
Control of the project was exercised by a Systems Integration Division which was charged
with coordinating and controlling the total systems design.

3. Dictionary Data Content Development and Usage

The development of the basic data entries for the dictionary involved a great deal of
coojrdination and disc\ission between the functionally oriented subject matter specialists.
Many of the basic data entries that were developed crossed functional area boundaries and
in some cases were referred to by differing naxaes or had slightly differing contextual
definitions. Before a data element entr*y was accepted for input into the DED data base,
all functional representatives on the committee were required to sign off on the entry as
being correct and required by the system. All entries entered into the DED were assigned
a functional proponent who i^as given the responsibility for maintenance after it was entered
into the data base. The DED that was produced became the communication link between all
the personnel involved in the system development. Becaixse the eventual operational CCSS
was to be installed at six different commands in the eastern half of the United States, it
also became a very important document to the eventual users of the system as they corre-
lated data in their diverse file to that which would be required for conversion to the
standard system master file formats that would be required by the operational system.

k. Dictionary Format

The physical format of the printed DED has remained fairly constant since its first
publication. It contains an introductory chapter that explains the content of the dic-
tionary. Next is a Key Word in Context (KWIC) index that contains all words used in the
names assigned to the entries in the basic dictionary, listed alphabetically by the occur-
rence of all the words used in all the names. The KWIC index is used as the primary
research tool when trying to determine if a data entry has already been defined in the data
base. Next is an alphabetically sequenced mnemonic index cross-referenced to the in the
clear names that had been developed for the basic entries. The last section is the basic
dictionary, sequenced alphabetically by the names of the data eleii»nt entries. For the
purpose of actiially designing systems and for use as a functional definition reference, the
sequence for this section has, in our experience, been found to be the most practical when
seeking data definitions for either existing systems or for systems that are being designed.
This is as opposed to grouping element entries into "uncticnal area groupings such as
Supply, Cataloging, Procurement, Finance, etc., since so marjy of the entries cross func-
tional lines. The format also allows for cros3-referenr;ing related entries to show hier-
archal relationships. The ability to maintain these relationships is designed into the
system.

4,1, Individual Entry Content

Every entry in the dictionary contains a unique name that can be a maximum length of
6? character positions. Each entry also contains a unique mnemonic which may be a maximum
of 24 character positions and must be constructed as a valid Common B\isiness Oriented Lan-
guage (COBOL) programming mnemonic. The documentation and programming standards for the
CCSS require that this mnemonic be used both when documenting the system or within system
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application programs which i:ise the COBOL language. Other reqidred attributes of the data
element entry are the characteristics of length, type, and data field justification, the

regulatory authority or reference for the entry, data field security, the date the entry
was last changed, the identity of the proponent, the definition, vihat cells and sub-cells
the element is used in, and if the element is locally derived, all its data codes and items.

Also provided is the capability to register other known references to uses of the entry
related to local publication references, higher level regulatory references, report usages
related to Report Identification Numbers (RIN's), Report Control Symbols (RCS's) and forms
usage. Application programs, file usage, systems txsage references and known synonym mne-
monic/abbreviations may also be registered. All of these references are available on auto-
mated cross-reference indexes for use in as required inquiry processes.

5, Programming Mnemonic Usage

In the first design of the data element dictionary system, all mnemonics assigned to

data element entides were limited to a maximum of 15 character positions. Through experi-
ence, this was found to be unsatisfactory, particularly when attempting to create meaning-
ful pix)graraming mnemonics when documenting long names and attempting to maintain a semblance
of standard abbreviations within the mnemonic. In a subsequent redesign of the data element
dictionary system, the allowable length of a mnemonic was increased to 30 character posi-
tions to match the full capability of the COBOL langiiage. In the CCSS, the maximum allow-
able length was increased to 2^ character positions. Six positions are reserved to identify
data fields within the hierarchally structured master files of the CCSS, Since the CCSS
was to be programmed in COBOL, it was recognized that an important tool for managing the
system would be the mnemonic programming tags that would be used within the application
programs and woiild also be \ised to describe the data fields id.thin the CCSS master files.
Because application programs written against system master files woiJld be required to use
standard file descriptions which were resident on the system libraries, a great degree of
discipline was imposed on the application programmer as he manipulated data within the
master files or passed data to other application queues for use in other system processes.
Because the programming mnemonic was to be embedded within the application programs and the
master file descriptions, and to a certain degree reflect what was being manipulated within
the system, the mnemonic was made the major key of the data element dictionary system,
which in turn dictated that all mnemonics developed for entry into the data element dic-
tionary data base must be unique.

6. Multiple Remote User Capability

Early in the dictionary system development, a decision was made to allow other Army
Materiel Command system design activities to register as users of published dictionary
entries or, if necessary, develop and become proponent for entries that had not been pre-
viously entered. This requirement led to the development of the capability to accept input
from diverse activities and register their interest to entries in the dictionary, or accept
submittal of new entries. Also developed was the capability to protect proponents of data
entries in the dictionary from unauthorized update of his data. This ivas accomplished in
the edit processes by developing system tables that cross-checked subJdtter input codes to
entry proponent identifications in the data base. The DED data base is updated in a batch
mode on a monthly basis. Preparatory input data edit cycles are run on an as required
basis. After update, two copies of the dictionary are printed for use by system operation
control personnel. It is also reproduced on microfilm for reference by inhouse and remote
activity personnel. The microfilm contains all basic dictionary listings plus audit trail
listings which include editing process results and before axid after update images for all
data base entries that were affected in the update.

7. Master File Directory Development

To control and docuanent the CCSS master files, a companion data base to the DED system
was developed to act as a directory for the data that iiras being stored in the various master
files of the CCSS. This portion of the system when fully developed was named the Systems
Control and Docmentation (3YSCAD) system. By coupling the t\m data bases, data element
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entries -wMch were to be in the CCSS master files could be edited against the DED data base
to insiire that mnemonics that were being used in the CCSS master files descriptions had been
estatO-ished and that the automated data processing field characteristics were compatible
with the DED entries. Since the SY3GAD master file contained all the CCSS master file de-
scriptions, standard COBOL copy descriptions in both COBOL F and ANS COBOL were generated
and established on the systems libraries for mandatory use of the application programmers
when accessing any CCSS master file. The SYSCAD system -vdien coupled to the DED data base
also has the capability to generate tailored file descriptions that contain definitions for
all data fields in a CCSS master file plus the structure of the file. This product docu-
ments the master files and is disseminated as a file guide publication to the users of the

CCSS. The file guide publications are considered as the single source, official documenta-
tion of the content and structure of the master files.

7.1. Master File Directory Usages

A3 mentioned previously, the CCSS wais designed to be installed as a standard irfiolesale

logistics system at six sites throughout the eastern United States, Well in advance of the

installation of the CCSS, the eventual users had to know the structure and content of the

CCSS master files so that they could begin correlating data from their system files to that
which would be required for the standard CCSS file structures and data content. The file
guide publications produced by the SYSCAD system were the primary documents used for this
purpose. Also provided the user from the SYSCAD system, for use as an automated file con-
version aid, were magnetic tapes that contained element by element descriptions of the
master files for use in automated conversion methodologies. These magnetic tapes also con-
tained change indicators so that the user could be kept informed of any changes that might
be occurring to the master files. Also contained in the SYSCAD system are computed data
starting positions for all data fields identified in the CCSS master file and computed seg-
ment lengths for both fixed and variable length records. The descriptions also identify
all data fields that are used as file keys. Operationally, length £ind key position informa-
tion is also used for keeping internal CCSS software control tables in synchronization.

7,2. Master File Version Control

The CCSS in its present configuration contains 29 master files. For the most part,
files that were developed were designed to reflect the data required by the various func-
tional logistics areas, taking into consideration the conservation of processing time,
effective use of storage devices, ease of data maintenance and protection of data integrity
within the system. These files in certain run config\jrations may stand alone or be coupled
with other master files to run in a data sharing configuration. The CCSS has one primary
file that contains common data that may be used selectively or in combination ty any func-
tional process in the CCSS, All other files may be influenced directly or indirectly by
this file. The structure of these files is controlled and documented through the use of
the DED system and SYSCAD system. Since the first phase of the system became operational
in Aprril 1971 at the U.S. Army Aviation Systems Command in St. Louis, Mo., the CCSS has
continued to be changed and enhanced. This, of course, has included changes to the master
files structure aJid content under a concept of scheduled system release management. In
support of the release management concept, the SYSCAD system is designed to maintain, con-
trol, and contain previous master file structures for regression test purposes, current
file structures and future file structures as they will be in projected releases of the
system. With the capability to manage future file structure releases, standard file de-
scription can be made available to the application programmer with sufficient lead time so
that system changes may be coded and tested for whatever system release that the changes are
required. This capability is very important because the magnitude and scope of a future
systems change may reqiiire that work begin on a systems change many months before it is
actually fielded.

8. Summary

The AMC data element dictionary/directory data base presently contains approximately
8000 data field definitions ^^Jhich have been identified to logistic processes within auto-
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mated systems. The system has continued to evolve through a need for communication, system
standardization, documentation, and control. It is only one answer to what can be done to
support and attempt to control automated systems. The true benefits from establishing a
Data Element Dictionary/Directory system is when the data that has been collected or is
being collected, supports system developers by making their task easier and allows them to
produce more efficient, well documented and controlled systems.
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A Data Element Directory for a State Motdr Vehicles Agency

John Roberts

Data Standards and Controls Bureau
New York State Department of Motor Vehicles

The New York State Department o£ Motor
Vehicles administers one of the most compre-
hensive data processing installations in the
nation. The socially and economically sign-
nificant data in its computer files is a

resource demanding protection and management.

Data elements are identified, defined
and their representations documented in the
Department of Motor Vehicles Data Element
Directory (DMV/DED) . This directory is the
central reference for the agency's data resources.

This paper describes the content,
organization and methodology of the
DMV/DED.

Key words:''" data element; Data Element
Descriptions; data element directory;
definition information; Explanatory
Text; Files Inventory; identification
information; Transactions Inventory;
Word Reference

1 . Background

The New York State Department of Motor Vehicles administers
the State's Vehicle and Traffic Law. Major agency programs
are :

(a) Licensing and controlling motor vehicle
operators

(b) Registering and titling motor vehicles

(c) Conducting research and education in traffic
safety areas

(d) Adjudicating traffic violations in New York City,
Buffalo and Rochester

(e) Requiring proof of financial security coverage
for motor vehicles

1

A glossary of terms associated with the DMV/DED is appended
to this paper
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These programs require the Department of Motor Vehicles
to maintain large quantities of data for users. An overview
of the data maintained and users involved was presented at
the first symposium by Emswiler and Heitzler. (1)

"Each of the states maintains records required
for the registration, licensing and control of
motor vehicles and drivers. These data systems, 49
of which are automated in whole or in part, make
up one of the largest sets of data files in the nation.
They perform the primary production functions
of revenue collection, vehicle/driver identification
and control, and motor vehicle code administration
of the individual states. These functions require the
retention of motorist data and the interchange of
that data between state agencies, individual states
and other users of the systems. These systems
have been tapped by law enforcement, by commercial
users and by some federal systems. As much as
70 percent of law enforcement data traffic is

driver/vehicle related. Commercial users are
insurance, credit, employer and statistical
collection interests. The Federal systems include
law enforcement and traffic safety."

Federal, New York State and local law enforcement agencies
are directly connected to the Department's computer system. Mos
New York State County Clerks act as agents for the Department
of Motor Vehicles on a statutory fee basis. County motor
vehicle issuing offices are essential links in the Department's
statewide, teleprocessing network.

The heart of the Department's computer system is two
IBM 360/65 central processing units operating in tandem and
providing mul ti -process ing capability. Over 675 terminals
(326 buffered hard copy and 350 video display) enter and
retrieve data from the system. Additional, direct computer
to computer interfaces with law enforcement agencies provide
inquiry capability for an additional 400 video displays.

2

Figures in parentheses refer to literature references at the
end of the paper
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2. Acknowledgement

The content and data collection tools for the Department
of Motor Vehicles Data Element Directory (DMV/DED) are based
upon material developed by the ANSI States' Model Motorist
Data Base, Data Directory Committee (D-20.1). Specific
materials used were the D- 20 . 1 . Commi ttee ' s data collection
form and related instructions. (1)

3. Data Resources

The main data resources of the Department of Motor
Vehicles are its computer master record files. The first
illustration identifies these files and describes
their content.

NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES

DATA ELEMENT DIRECTORY (DMV/DED)

MAJOR COMPUTER MASTER RECORD FILES

NUMBER NUMBER OF
FILE NAME OF RECORDS DATA ELEMENTS

LICENSE FILE - Administrative and 12,377,598 45

Historical Driver Licensing Information

REGISTRATION & PLATE INDEX REG. PLATE
FILES - Vehicle Registration and 22,625,266 10

Plate Inventory Information REG.
14,299,056 54

VIN TITLE - Motor Vehicles 8,594,428 52

Ownership and Lien Information

ACCIDENT RECORDS FILE - 864,060 63

Motor Vehicle Accident Cases

First Illustration
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The Division of Data Administration was organized
in 1972 to coordinate the management and protection o£ the
Department's data resources. The Data Standards and
Controls Bureau, a component of the Data Administration
Division, was directed in 1974 to develop and maintain a
Department of Motor Vehicles Data Element Directory (DMV/DED)

.

This directory is intended to be a central data reference
guide .

The DMV/DED identifies and defines Departmental data
elements and documents their input, file and output
representations . The directory links data elements to
records, files and transactions. The production of the
DMV/DED will not require changes to existing information
structures but it will be used to standardize data. A
description of this type of data element directory was
developed by Bontempo and Swanz in their article "Data
Resources Management". (2)

"The DED is thus a single, authorative
source of information on data elements,
their organization and format. It is a
way of monitoring and controlling
data resources without actually
integrating and centralizing the
data itself."

4 . Content

The definition of a data element contained in the glossary of
this paper is based upon material presented in
the ANSI Data Standardization Criteria Task Group's (X3L81)
proposed guide for developing data representation standards.
(3) The data element is the fundamental building block
from which information structures are made.

The data element consists of a general part which designates
the information required and a specific part called the data
item which supplies the information required. For example,
the general part "Color of Hair" can have several data items
or values, "Black", "Brown", etc.
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The DMV/DED contains three categories o£ information:
identification, definition and representation.

Identification information furnishes the data element
with unique labels and links the element to records, files
and transactions. The identification information category-
contains items which associate DMV/DED data elements
with those in the directories of external users

.

Definition information explains the content, purpose,
source and use of the data element.

Representation information describes the length,
type and format of the data item or specific part of
the data element.

The second illustration lists the three information cat
gories and the items contained in each category. A full
explanation of each category item is contained in the
glossary of this paper.

NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES

DATA ELEMENT DIRECTORY (DMV/DED)

INFORMATION CATEGORIES

IDENTIFICATION

Abbreviation

DMV Code
Files (Including Records)

Name-In-Context
NHTSA Reference

Signature

Synonyms
Systems

Traffic Records Reference

Transactions

DEFINITION

Additional Comments
Input Source

Special EDP Use

Technical Definition

Type of Data Element

Use

REPRESENTATION

Data Item Description

Format of Representation

Length of Representationo r ~—
Level of Representation

Type of Representation

Second Illustration
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5 . Organization

The DMV/DED consists of five sections:

(a) Explanatory Text

(b) Data Element Descriptions

(c) Files Inventory

(d) Transactions Inventory

(e) Word Reference

5 . 1 Explanatory Text

The Explanatory Text for the DMV/DED is developed from
the directory project work plan and design specifications
for the four other sections. This section describes the
organization, purpose and maintenance of the directory. All
terms used in the DMV/DED are defined in the Explanatory
Text

.

5.2 Data Element Descriptions

This section contains a complete description for each
computer processed data element in the Department of Motor
Vehicles. All information categories and their items are
documented. The third illustration outlines the format
for a Data Element Description. Data elements are
arranged in alphabetical order by signature.
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NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES

DATA ELEMENT DIRECTORY (DMV/DED)

DATA ELEMENT DESCRIPTION

QIPMATTTPP AMFi HMV POnP- Ud LC Ul Dlllll \\J I f.

MAK/fP I\I PAWTPYT-INAMt!.—IIN—*^U1N 1 CA 1 . L/dic oi Diriii on LiLcribc v^criiiiLaic ruriii.

ABBREVIATION: DOB.

The day of one s birth Gxpressed as month,

day and year.

INPUT SOURCE: Applicant for a Driver's License and/or

Registration Certificate.

USE: Identification and Control.

o I INUIN I Mo. Birthday, Day of birth.

PO\4PTTTPP PTT PQ* iiiic v^Aciiviiy-wwiicrsiup iiaiicraj

TRANSACTIONS: This element is used in all License and

Registration Transactions.

SYSTEMS: License, Registration, Title.

COMPONENTS: 151B Year; 1528 Month, 153B Day.

SPECIAL EDP USE: This element is used as part of an access key

to the License and Registration files.

COMMENTS: This element is included as part of the

ivioiorisi lucniiiicdiion iNumoer on iiie

License and Registration Files.

TRAFFIC RECORDS REFERENCE: 01.01 Date of Birth

2.0.00H

NHTSA REFERENCE: 2.0.00H Date of Birth

REPRESENTATIONS;
LEVEL TYPE LENGTH FORMAT DATA ITEM DESCRIPTION
INPUT CODE 6 POS. NUMERIC MM DD YY MM=OI to 12

NO SIGN DD=0Ito31
YY=0O to 99

FILE CODE 3 BYTES

OUTPUT CODE 8 POS.

(CRT/PRINT)

PACKED YY MM DD SAME VALUES
DECIMAL AS INPUT
NO SIGN
NUMERIC MM/DD/YY SAME VALUES
NO SIGN AS INPUT

Third Illustration
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5.3 Files Inventory

The Files Inventory associates data elements with the
Department's computer master record files and their records.
The master record files are arranged in alphabetical order
by file name. The format for the Files Inventory is shown
in the fourth illustration. Each file's records are listed.
The data elements in each record are identified by DMV code,
signature and record byte positions.

NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES

DATA ELEMENT DIRECTORY (DMV/DED)

FILES INVENTORY

LICENSE FILE *

BYTE POSITIONS

DMV CODE SIGNATURE FROM TO
097B Record Character Count 0 3

041

B

Indicators, License Header 4 4
037C Motorist Ident. Number 5 16

1098 Social Security Number 17 21

018B County Code 22 22
018C Date of Death, Licensee 23 25

005 B Address, ZIP Code 23 25
069B Name, Licensee 26 45
004 B Address, Street 46 65
OOlC Address, City-Town-State ' 66 82

License Trailer

098B Trailer Identifier 0 0
004C Batch Number, License 1 ile 1 5

017B License Class 6 6

055B License Class & Expiration

[ormat 7 7

042B Indicators, License Trailer 8 8

056B License Restrictions 9 11

026B Eye Color 12 12

028B Height of Licensee 13 13

OlOC Date License Expires 14 15

Accident Trailer

098B Trailer Identifier 0 0
01 3C Date of Accident 1 3

OOIB Accident Case Number 4 7

018B County Code 8 8

034B Indicators, Accident Trailer 9 9

*This is a Partial Listing of the License l ile

f-ourth Illustration
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5.4 Transactions Inventory

The Transactions Inventory links data elements with

the Department's computer transactions. Transactions

are identified by transaction name, reference code and

type. Each transaction's data elements are listed in

alphabetical order and identified by DMV code and

signature. The format for the Transactions Inventory is

shown in the fifth illustration.

NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES

DATA ELEMENT DIRECTORY (DMV/DED)
TRANSACTIONS INVENTORY

Transaction Name: Original License

Transaction Code: ORL

Transaction Type: Key Punch Data Entry

DMV CODE SIGNATURE

OOlC Address, City-Town-State

004B Address, Street

005B Address, ZIP Code

004C Batch Number, License File

0I7B Class, License

018B County Code

01 OC Date License Expires

one Date License Probationary Period Begins

01 5C Date of Birth

026B Eye Color

028B Height of Licensee

056B License Restrictions

037C Motorist Identification Number

147B Motorist Identification Number Tie Breaker

069B Name, Licensee

108B Sex

Fifth Illustration
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5.5 Word Reference

This section identifies the use of all words (signatures,
names - in- context

,
abbreviations, synonyms and components) in

the Data Element Descriptions section of the DMV/DED. The
following information is presented for each word:

1. DMV code and signature of the element where the
word appears

2. Specific use of the word in the data element
(e.g. signature, synonym, abbreviation, etc.)

Words are listed alphabetically. Some words are used
in several data elements. These words have multiple listings
in the Word Reference. The sixth illustration indicates the
Word Reference format

.

NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES
DATA ELEMENT DIRECTORY (DMV/DED)

WORD REFERENCE

Word Appears As In Data Element

DMV Codel Signature

Fuel Synonym 122B Type of Fuel

Month Signature 152B Month

Month Component 01 5C Date of Birth

Name Name-In-Context 069B Name, Licensee

Name, Licensee Signature 069B Name, Licensee

VIN Abbreviation 038C Vehicle Ident-

ification

Number

Sixth Illustration

6. Data Collection Tools

The data collection tools for the DMV/DED are:

1. Data Element Definition Form - used to
record identification and definition information
as well as file representation information.

2. Data Element Representation Form - used to record
input and output representation information.

The seventh and eighth illustrations are condensed versions
of these forms

.
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NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES

DATA ELEMENT DIRECTORY (DMV/DED)

DATA ELEMENT DEFINITION FORM

L Signature 2. Name-In-Context

3. Abbreviation 4. Technical Definition

5. Input Source 6. Use
7. Synonyms 8. Computer Files

9. Transactions 10. Systems

11. Type of Data Element:

QBasic Composite

(List Components)

12. Level of Representation: InputoFilep Output (CRT)
g Output (Print) Output (CRT/Print)

i^. lype ot Representation

:

oName DAbbreviation

Code oNumeric Value

14. Length: oPositions nBytes
15. Characters Are:

OAlphabetic nAlphanumeric
DNumeric (Sign pYes ONo)
O Binary Hexadecimal
oPacked Decimal (Sign PYes oNo)

16. Data Item Description

17. Special EDP Use 18. Additional Comments
19. Traftic Records Reference

20. NHTSA Reference

21. DMVCode

Seventh Illustration

NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES

DATA ELEMENT DIRECTORY (DMV/DED)

DATA ELEMENT REPRESENTATION FORM

1. Signature 21. DMVCode
12. Level of Representation: Input File Output (CRT)

Output (Print) DOutput (CRT/Print)

13. Type of Representation: Name DAbbreviation Code
Numeric Value

14. Length: Positions DBytes

15. Characters Are: Alphabetic Alphanumeric

Numeric (Sign Yes No) Binary
Hexadecimal OPacked Decimal

(Sign OYes qNo)
16. Data Item Description

Eighth Illustration
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The Data Element Definition Form is letter size with
items printed on both sides of the form. The Data Element
Representation Form is one-third the depth of the definition
form and is printed three forms to a letter size page.

During the production of the DfW/DED these forms are
the main repository for data element description information.
After the DMV/DED is published, the forms will be used to
amend present descriptions and obtain information about
new data elements.

7. Methodology

Most projects have these common steps:

(a) Define objectives

(b) Obtain management approval

(c) Research literature

(d) Acquire and train project staff

(e) If a computer project, arrange for
systems and programming help

This methodology assumes these steps and concentrates
on tasks essential to producing the DMV/DED.

7.1 Content Determination

Determining what should appear in the publication is
a critical decision in the development of the data element
directory. Non-essential items will overload the directory.
Omission of important items will diminish the directory's
usefulness. Content determination is derived from an
analysis of the needs of data processing professionals,
managers, external and internal users. This analysis should
be supplemented by a review of existing data element directories
and available literature.

7.2 Design Specifications

The directory data collection forms and output formats
must be designed to include all content items. All items
appearing on forms and in the directory have to be clearly
defined.
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An important factor in the design of the output
specifications is the method used to publish the directory.
The DMV/DED is presently typewritten on letter size paper
and stored in loose leaf binders. When the DMV/DED
project is completed in late 1975, the publication will be
stored on a direct access device and reports generated
on computer printout paper. The output specifications
for the DMV/DED were developed to accommodate both methods
of publication.

7.3 Maintenance and Control

Data is an evolving resource. The data element
directory must be inherently able to be amended and
updated to reflect the data it describes. Systems
and procedures for maintenance and change have to be
developed before the project begins.

Changes to the directory must be carefully controlled.
Responsibility for altering the directory should be
given to the agency's data base administrator.

7.4 Explanatory Text

The Explanatory Text should be written from the project
work plan; content items; forms and output specifications
and related instructions. This text is useful as a tool
for training the project staff and familiarizing managers
and users with the directory project.

7.5 Files Inventory

The Files Inventory is concerned with data elements on
the agency's computer master record files. These files
contain the most significant data elements. Information
for the Files Inventory is derived from systems and programming
documentation. If documentation is inadequate, interviews with
data processing professionals and users must be scheduled.

7.6 Transactions Inventory

The Files Inventory will identify data elements on the
master record files. The Transactions will describe how
the elements get to and from the files. This inventory will
also identify data elements not found on the files. Input
and output representation information is derived from
the Transactions Inventory.
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Interviews with data processing professionals, managers
and users are the most reliable sources of Transactions
Inventory information. When conducting interviews, all
forms, reports and documentation associated with the trans-
actions should be collected. These items will supply data
about identification and definition information.

7.7 Data Element Descriptions

After the Files and Transactions Inventories are
completed, all information from these inventories should
be transferred to the data collection forms for the data
elements. When this step is accomplished, the data
collection forms should be reviewed to determine what
additional information must be collected. A work plan
should be developed for gathering this data. Information
may have to be obtained from sources outside of the agency
(e.g. Traffic Records Reference data was obtained from
the New York State Traffic Records Project).

The Data Element Descriptions can be prepared for
clearance when the additional information has been
collected. The preparation of descriptions from the data
collection tools is a task requiring accuracy and control.

The Data Element Descriptions provide the words (sign-
natures, names - in- context

,
etc.) for the Word Reference.

This directory section and the Data Element Descriptions
should be completed simultaneously.

7.8 Clearance and Publication

The data element directory should be cleared by the
managers, users and data processing professionals who
will use the publication. Sufficient time should be
alloted for a thorough review. All significant comments
should be considered before publication.

After clearance, the publication and maintenance of the
directory should be the responsibility of the agency's data
base administrator.
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8 Conclus ion

The DMV/DED will be used to standardize data in the
Department o£ Motor Vehicles. A goal of this standardi-
zation will be to promote data interchange among organi-
zations involved in traffic safety.

Other state motor vehicles agencies are encouraged
to obtain further information about the DMV/DED.

1. C. E. Emswiler, Jr. and C. P. Heitzler, Jr.,
"The States' Model Motorist Data Base Project
American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
D-20" Management of Data Elements in Information
Processing

.

(Proceedings of a Symposium
sponsored by the American National Standards
Institute Committee X3L8 and the National Bureau
of Standards). U. S. Department of Commerce,
National Technical Information Service, CBM
74-10700

,
April 1974 .

2. American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
Committee X3L81, "Guide for the Development,
Implementation and Maintenance of Standards
for the Representation of Computer Processed
Data Elements", Proposed Technical Report
X3L8/186, 73-08-01 (This report appeared
as Appendix B in the Management of Data
Elements In Information Processing.)

3. Charles J. Bontempo and Donald G. Swanz,
"Data Resources Management", Data Management
February 19 73.
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10 . Gloss ary

Abbreviation

Additional Comments

The identification category item that
indicates the shortened form of the data
element signature used on reports.

The definition category item used to
describe information about the data element
not covered in other information category
items

.

Basic Data Element

Composite Data Element

A data element that
object (e.g. "color
"blue") .

conveys
of eyes

a singular
' connotes

A data element that conveys information
wViereby multiple facts can be derived.
The parts that make up the composite
data element are referred to as components .

In the' example given, the components of the
data element "Date of Birth" are:

Data Element

1. Year of Birth

2 . Month of Birth

3. Day of Month of Birth

Components are basic data elements in the DMV/DED.

A unit of meaning used to identify the
field in a record. The data element is the
fundamental building block from which
information structures (records, files,
data bases) are derived. The data element
consists of two parts:

1. A general part which designates the
information required.

2. The data item which supplies the
information required.

Data Element Definition
Form The basic data collection tool for the

data element directory.

Data Element Des'
criptions The data element directory section

containing complete identification,
definition and representation information
about individual data elements.
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Data Element Directory The central data reference that
identifies and defines an agency's
data elements and documents their
representations. The directory links
elements to the agency's information
structures (records, files, data base)

Data Element Representation
Form The data collection tool used to record

representation information. This
form is derived from the Data Element
Definition Form.

Data Item Description

Definition Information

DMV Code

The representation category item that
describes and illustrates the values or
representations of the data element.

The information category that
describes the content, purpose, source and

of the data element.use

The identification category item used
to record the Department of Motor
Vehicles code assigned to the data
element for ease in manipulating
data

.

DMV/DED

Explanatory Text

Files

Files Inventory

The abbreviated title of the New York
State Department of Motor Vehicles
Data Element Directory.

The data element directory section that
describes the content, purpose and
use of the directory.

The identification category item that
lists the computer master files where the
data element appears

.

The data element directory section that
identifies the agency's computer
master record files and their data
elements

.

Format of
Representation

Header/Trailer Record

The representation category item
that designates the characters (bytes
or positions) used to represent the
data element (e.g. alphabetic,
alphanumeric, binary, numeric, etc.).

A collection of related data elements
treated as a unit. Header records contain
the name and address of an individual.
Trailer records contain historical
and/or administrative information about
an individual (e.g. accident trailer;
registration certificate trailer;
lienholder trailer).
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Input Source

Length of Representation

Level of Representation

Name -In- Context

NHTSA Reference

Representation
Information

S ignature

Special EDP Use

Synonyms

Systems

The definition category item that
denotes the originator of the data element.

The representation category item that
indicates the number of positions or
bytes of the values in the data item
des criptions

.

The representation category item that
designates the level of processing
(input, file, output) being described
in the data item description.

The identification category item
that describes how the signature
of the data element appears on
forms where uniqueness is provided
by context. (e.g. "Name, Licensee"
appears as "Name" on the License
Certificate)

.

The identification item used to
link DMV/DED data elements to entries
in the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration's "Design Manual for
State Traffic Records Systems".

The information category that describes
||

the length, format and characteristics jl

of the data item, the specific part of '

the data eleraent.

I

The identification category item that
denotes the complete name of the
data element.

I

The definition category item that describes
j

the data element's use for specific data
}

processing purposes (e.g. access key, '

searching field) .
'

The identification category item that
lists names or words similar or
identical in meaning to the signature
of the data element.

The identification category item that
describes the major computer procedures
that process the data element.
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Technical Definition The definition category item that
explains the content and purpose
of the data element.

Traffic Records
Reference The identification category item

that links DMV/DED data elements to
data elements in the data element
directory of the New York State
Traffic Records Project. The New York
Traffic Records Project is a federally
funded agency charged with improving
the means for reporting, processing
and analyzing traffic records data.

Transactions The identification category item
that designates the computer
transactions that use the data
e lement

.

Transactions Inventory The data element directory section
that identifies the agency's computer
transactions and their data elements.

Type of Element The definition category item that
classifies the data element as basic or
composite. (See separate glossary
entries for basic and composite data
elements)

.

Type of Representation The representation category item that
specifies the method in which the
values in the data item description are re-
corded. There are four representation types:

1. Name - a word that conveys the
meaning of the data element.

2. Abbreviation - a shortened form
of the name of the data item.

Code - a fixed length representation
that describes the data element.

Use The
the

Numeric value - A representation
that conveys mathematical or
measurement meaning.

definition category item that denotes
general uses of the data element.

Word Reference The data element directory section
that describes how words (signatures,
names - in- context

,
abbreviations,

synonyms and components) are used
in the Data Element Descriptions.
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A DATA ELEMENT DIRECTORY
FDR

A STATE MOTOR VEHICLES AGENCY

ADDENDUM

INTRODUCTION

The questions about this paper raised at the second data element management symposium
can be grouped into four broad categories;

A* Maintenance and control of the EMV/DED,

B, Resolution of identification, definition and representation conflicts,

C, Restriction of data element information,

D, Adaptation of FTPS and/or ANSI Standards.

Uiis addendum briefly describes each of these areas,

MAINTENANCE AND CONTROL OF THE OW/DED

The HW/DED is being developed in a non-data base environment as a central data
reference. After clearance and publication, the directory will be used to standardize
data element identification, definition and representation information.

The development and standardization process will require the directory to be
continually revised. The Data Administration Division staff will be responsible
for acquiring information to maintain the directory's accuracy and completeness.

Major sources of change information include:

1, Systems and programming documentation,

2, Policy and system planning papers,

3, Systems design packages and modifications.

Data Administration staff will be actively soliciting and obtaining information from
these sources while the directory is being developed. After publication, procedures
will be installed to ensure that change information is received and reviewed by
the Data Administration Staff,

Control of the content of the directoiry will follow established control procedures
of the Department of Motor Vehicles,

These procedures include the following steps:

1, Obtain full information about the change and why it is being made,

2, Analyze the effects of the change,

3, Prepare a widtten report of the change and its effects,

4, Clear the report with relevant operating managers, data processing
professionals and outside users.
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5» Incorporate comments obtained during the clearance process in the
final report.

6, Make necessary changes through the unit responsible for maintaining

the directory. Hie Department's data base administrator or the
Directory of Data Administration is responsible for maintaining
the DMV/DED.

The development of the IMV/DED in a non-data base environment facilitates the
management and change of the directory during development. Since the directory
is not on-line, manual changes can be fully controlled and implemented by non-EDP
staff members.

When the Department organizes a data base, the DMV/DED would be expanded to include
full logical and physical data. It would then be a part of the data base management
system. The maintenance and control procedures would have to be revised to reflect
the level of sophistication, the needs of the data base management system and the
working rules for the data base environment,

• RESOLVING OONPLICTS

Rie identification of information conflicts is a primary reason for developing the
DMV/DED, Hie resolution of conflict is a major reason for standardizing data
elements. The major step in conflict resolution will be in recognizing that a
conflict exists. Once identified, the definition of the conflicting areas and
suggestions to resolve the conflict will be done as a part of the standaixiization
of data elements,

RESTEIICTION OF DATA ELEMENT INFORMATION

The Department of Motor Vehicles is developing an information disclosure policy to
guard the privacy and rights of individiials identified in its data base. The main
provisions of this policy include classifying data elements into various information
categoirles, Hiis classification also covers how the data elements are used in
transactions and as they appear on files. The categories selected are:

Administrative - Hiis includes all data that is to be used in the Department
of Motor Vehicles but which is not to be given out to law enforcement agencies,
other public agencies or private individuals or groups.

Law Enforcement Data - Vnis data is information that is used in the Department
of Motor Vehicles and is given out only to law enforcement agencies, Hiis
information is never given out to non-law enforcement public agencies and/or
private individuals or groups.

Public Information - "Hiis data is information that is used in the Department and
can be given out to law enforcement agencies, non-law enforcement public
agencies and private individuals or groups.
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When implemented, this policy will be shown in the data element directory. Each
data element will contain a restriction classification. These classifications
will also apply to transactions and the files inventories.

The implementation of this policy will require many changes to the present systems
and programming of the Department's application areas.

ADAPTATION OF FIPS OR ANSI STANDARDS

After the publication of the M4V/DED the standardization effort will include as
a basic step the review of all relevant standards developed by the ANSI and PIPS Commit-
tees, Ttiis review will determine the schedule for standards implementation. As
explained in the written presentation, the IMV/DED is already based upon standards
developed by two ANSI committees. The data collection form and instructions of
the ANSI D-20 Committee State Model Motorist Data Base are the nuclei for the
IMV/DED. Standards suggested by the ANSI X3 Committee on Data Element Representation
were used in developing techniques for the directory.
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An Integrated Dictionary for Systems
and Data Components

Curg Shields^

M. Bryce and Associates, Inc.
1248 Springfield Pike
Cincinnati, Ohio 45215

This paper discusses two products developed and
marketed by M. Bryce & Associates, Inc. "PRIDE",
PRofitable I^nformation by DEsign, is a planned approach
to Information Systems design, development and imple-
mentation currently installed in over 430 systems
organizations. "PRIDE" -Logik, Logical Organizing and
Gathering of I^nformation Knowledge, is an automated
systems and data dictionary for use with "PRIDE",
Both are proprietary products, copyrighted and trade-
marked by M. Bryce & Associates, Inc.

Included in this paper will be a general discus-
sion of these products and user reactions to an
integrated systems and data dictionary.

Key words: Data; data dictionary; data management;
information; information systems; methodology; systems
dictionary.

M. Bryce & Associates, Inc. is a management consulting firm special-
izing in the field of Information Systems. During the past four years, our
major emphasis has been the marketing and support of an Information Systems
design methodology called "PRIDE". "PRIDE" includes coverage of the design
method, proj'^.ct management, data management and documentation as part of
Information Systems development. The methodology contains all the activi-
ties required to design, develop and implement an Information System. Pro-
ject Management covers the estimating, scheduling and controlling of an
information system design project. Data Management identifies, monitors
and controls data from its source through its end use as information. Docu-
mentation provides both working and ongoing documentation prepared during
the design process.

"pride's" design philosophy is based on the fact that all Information
Systems have a consistent structure regardless of their size or function.

'-Vice President, Technical Support
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Briefly stated, systems contain one or more sub-systems. Sub-systems con-
sist of one or more procedures, some manual and possibly some computer.
Manual procedures contain operational steps executed by one or more people.
Computer procedures include one or more programs executed by a computer.

"pride's" data management concept forces the analyst to first define
the information requirements of the system's end users. Next the analyst
identifies the data necessary to meet the information requirements. This
concept makes the assumption that we as professionals should know the dif-
ference between information and data. This may be an incorrect assumption
since much of our trade literature has a tendency to use these teirms inter-
changeably. Because a significant and operable difference does exist, I

will define these terms.

DATA is a digital representation of a fact or event. It can be Indicative,
Descriptive or Quantitative. Data only has meaning when related to
other data.

INFORMATION is created as a result of collecting, processing and analyzing
Data. Information provides the user with the facts required to take
action or make a decision. The accuracy of Information depends upon
the validity and completeness of the data and the processing logic used
Information, therefore, is the understanding or insight gained from the
processing and analysis of data.

When the data requirements for a system are determined then the analyst
designs the inputs to collect the data, the outputs to report the informa-
tion and the files to store the data. Finally the necessary processing
steps for the system are defined.

When designing an Information System, it is recognized that the analyst
must consider data contained in manual files as well as computer files. Thi
Data Management concept is not limited to the traditional, narrow viewpoint
of computer data bases and data base administration. It includes all data
regardless of where stored or how processed.

Applying both the system structure and data management concepts allows
the systems designers to identify the system and data component requirements
of an Information System. Both concepts also establish the relationships
among the systems components, among the data components and between the

systems and data components with particular attention to the 'where used'
trails. When following this approach, for designing and documenting infor-
mation systems, our "PRIDE" Users began to realize that the manual documen-
tation could eventually become rather difficult to maintain, especially with
the multiplicity of interrelationships established after several systems
were designed.

In 1973, our company started development of a dictionary system that
would provide our "PRIDE" Users with an automated assist to this problem.
This product was completed in 1974 and is currently installed in several of
our "PRIDE" User locations. We call our dictionary/directory system
"PRIDE"-Logik.

As we defined the requirements for "PRIDE"-Logik , we decided that it

must include all of the classic properties of a data dictionary/directory
system. These are: thorough identification of the physical and logical
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attributes of each data element; identification of the input documents, out-

put reports and files that contain the data; cross referencing of all these

data components; and search techniques that allow the user to identify data
elements even though their name or number is unknown.

In addition, we included as requirements the cataloging of all system
components identified by the various levels of the "PRIDE" System Structure.
This capability permits the cross referencing of systems components with
data components. Thus the complete integration of both the systems and data
descriptions in one dictionary/directory system.

By developing a system that meets all of these requirements, you can
readily see that we mechanically maintain all Information Systems documen-
tation. This approach also allows the system to logically test the threads
that link data from its original source through its end use as information.

Since "PRIDE" includes a specific set of activities executed during the

design process and these activities force documentation during their execu-
tion, the logical checks provide systems quality assurance. These system
diagnostics can be performed at several checkpoints during the design pro-
cess. Each will inform the systems designer of any design problems and
allow the elimination of these problems before they become difficult or

impossible to correct.

The reaction of our users to "PRIDE"-Logik has been most gratifying.
Several large Users with multiple systems and programming groups have com-
mented on the ease of portability of the documentation. Once a system has
been designed for one location, it may be proliferated to other locations
through copies of the computerized dictionary. Similar portability has also
been mentioned by groups having relatively large numbers of personnel work-
ing on a single project. In this instance, each project team member can
obtain appropriate documentation specifically related to his portion of the
project

.

Other users have stated that the systems diagnostics greatly assist the
process of collecting documentation for systems designed prior to the use of
"PRIDE". As the various levels of documentation are prepared, the diagnos-
tics determine whether it is complete or incomplete. Any incomplete areas
are corrected and the process continues. All concerned are aware of pro-
gress during the execution of the project.

Another aspect often mentioned is the ability to determine the effect
of any systems modifications or improvements. "PRIDE"-Logik will identify
all systems and data components that may be affected by a change to any
other component. This is especially helpful when the contemplated change
may cause changes to several systems currently in use.

In summary, an integrated dictionary for systems and data components is

not only possible but is a reality. It would not have been possible with-
out a design methodology, system structure concept, data management concept
and a complete set of rules for defining systems and data components.
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An Information Documentation Language:
A Framework for Deriving Information from Data
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An information documentation language (IDL) builds
upon current efforts in the standardization of represen-
tations of data elements to recognize the problems of
the human decision maker as a user of information pro-
cessing systems. The standard proposed here focuses on
a key phrase from the Federal Information Processing
Standards (FIPS) definition for information interchange:
"data representing information." Due to imprecision in
clearly distinguishing data and information, we have
less effective information processing systems from a
decision-making viewpoint then many users desire. This
paper develops the theme that an information documenta-
tion language provides a framework for deriving infor-
mation from data in order to create more effective
information systems for decision makers.

IDL extends the concepts of data element and data
item through an information syntax to derive concepts
of an information element and an information item.
These new concepts provide the framework for an IDL.
The precedents for IDL extend back to the early 1960 's.
These precedents are used as the basis for the
synthesis of an IDL framework. After the framework is
presented along with a detailed information interchange
example illustrating the application of the concepts,
both the feasibility and benefits of such a standard
are briefly summarized. Efforts of this type will
enable us to extend the idea of the management of data
elements in information processing to the notion of
the management of information in organizations.

Key words: Data definition; data element; data inter-
change; data item; data standards; decision making;
effectiveness; information definition; information
documentation language; information element; informa-
tion interchange; information item; information
standards; information syntax; representations of data
elements

.

1. Introduction

The challenge of efficient and effective information interchange continues
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to confront the data processing community. We must be increasingly successful
in meeting this challenge to help insure the development of information pro-
cessing systems for a society that is increasingly dependent upon these capa-
bilities for intra- and interorganizational communication. An information
documentation language standard as proposed in this paper represents an
approach to the effectiveness dimension of this challenge. Efforts of this '

type will enable us to extend the idea of the management of data elements in
information processing to the notion of the management of information in
organizations

.

1.1. Information Interchange Problem Levels

To place this approach in context, three levels of the information inter-
change problem may be identified: technical, semantic, and behavioral.
[Adapted from 7, p. 4.]1 At the technical level, concern focuses on the
accuracy of message transmission. In verbal communication, the problem may
be expressed as "Did you receive the same message I sent?" In information
interchange, this concern receives the attention of Sections A - Recognition,
B - Physical Media, S - Data

i Communications , and T - Systems Technology of
the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) Committee on ComjJuters and
Infomation Processing (X3) . [See 10, pp. 99-124 for a siommary of X3
activity.] At this first level, the challenge deals with efficiency, i.e.
the design of least cost information processing to insure a desired level of
communication accuracy.

The second or semantic level of the problem deals with the meaning which
the message conveys. At this level, we may phrase the verbal communication
question as "Did you understanding what I said?" In the ANSI X3 Committee,
Sections J - Language, K - Documentation, and especially L - Representation
are concerned in part with the problem of meaning in information interchange.
The third level focuses on the behavioral dimension or the effect of the
message on the conduct or actions of the message recipient. Here the verbal
question might be stated as "Did you behave in the way I wanted you to?" (in
response to the message I sent) . Both the second and third problem levels
deal with the effectiveness of the information interchange, i.e. a considera-
tion of whether the message (output) is understood by the recipient (level
two) and achieves the desired result (level three). In this paper, the dis-
cussion of an information documentation language (IDL) deals with the second
semantic level of the communication problem.

1.2. Information Interchange Definition

To provide a specific point of departure for the consideration of an IDL
standard, the following definition of information interchange highlights the
issue addressed in this paper:

"The transfer of data representing information between or among
two or more points (devices, location^;, organizations, or
persons) of the same or different (di^^imilar) information
system or systems." (Emphasis supplied.) [12, p. 8]

This definition suggests the need to understand the way in which data repre-
sents (results in) information. The data side of standardization for infor-
mation interchange represents the responsibility of the ANSI Subcommittee on
Representations of Data Elements (X3L8). To complement this data standards
thrust, an approach to information standardization should be undertaken to
focus on the way data results in information.

Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this
paper.
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The data and information aspects of standardization can be illustrated
in terms of the levels of and definition for information interchange:

Data
Interchange

Information
Interchange

Hardware

or

Software

Message

Message

Hardware

or

Software

Query

•Response

Human

i

Decision

Maker

As long as messages are being exchanged among two or more nonhiiman points in
the information system, we are concerned with the accuracy (level one) and
meaning (level two) of the data interchange. When we include a human (as a
decision maker) in the exchange, an external problem context is introduced
where message meaning assumes new dimensions in an information interchange.
Here meaning must not only address the common understanding of the message
content, i.e. the recipient uses the same data items to represent the data
elements as the sender, but in addition provide an information standard for
the query and response so that the message will have meaning in the human
decision maker's problem context.

1.3. The Need for an Information Standard

At the First National Symposium on the Management of Data Elements in
Information Processing, Perry Crawford tl"] presented a paper in which he
discussed the "inside-out" and "outside-in" approaches to standardization
considered in the early work of X3L8. Crawford pointed out that standard-
ization could proceed from the content of fields to the subjects (inside-out)
or from the subjects being referenced to the content of fields (outside-in)

.

The "know-what" emphasis of the latter was pointed to as an important comple-
ment to the "know-how" emphasis of the former approach which characterizes
the current thrust of X3L8 activity. The standard proposed here in the form
of an information documentation language seeks to provide a "know-what"
thrust to complete our current "know-how" approach.

The need for an information standard may be related to two requirements
stated in the Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) program:

"Standards for describing data (information) interchange formats"

and

"Methods . . . for specifying data (information) formats and the
data (information) contained therein." [11, p. 53

In these requirements, the "(information)" interpolation reflects the defini-
tion of information interchange quoted above. The need for information
standardization implicitly recognized in the FIPS requirements is made
explicit when the FIPS information interchange definition phrase "data
representing information" is taken into consideration. A standard including
a method for the information formats referred to in these requirements is
proposed in this paper in the form of an information documentation language.
The background survey that follows provides a starting point for an informa-
tion standard to complement our ongoing data standardization efforts. If
pursued such a standard will enable us to deal more comprehensively with
the semantic level of the effectiveness problem in information interchange
and as suggested in the first paragraph also enable us to begin to develop
an approach to the management of information in organizations.
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2. The Meaning of Information

In developing information processing systems for decision makers today,
we suffer from a lack of precision in the meaning of the term "information."
As a result of this imprecision, we do not have a systematic method of dealing
with the content of an "information" interchange. We need a standard to more
explicitly handle the content of a communication. Viewed from the perspec-
tive of the hijman user, we need to be able to describe the format and to
specify the content (as stated in the FIPS requirements) of the message
queries and responses of information interchange (as shown on the right side
of the diagram on the previous page)

.

2.1. Data and Information Definitions

As the definition for information interchange suggests, a very close
relationship exists between data and information. Here we develop the
relation between data and information more clearly as the basis for the
specification of an information documentation language standard. One of the
more perceptive presentations of the relationship uses the following
definitions:

" Data , the raw material for information, is defined as groups
of nonrandom symbols which represent quantities, actions,
things , etc .

"

" Information is data that has been processed into a form that
is meaningful to the recipient and is of real or perceived
value in current or prospective decisions." (Emphasis supplied.)
[3, p. 32]

In the context of a human user of an information processing system, these
definitions clearly assert that when we move from the data to information
interchange modes of communication we are moving into a decision making
environment. An example will highlight potential problems associated with
insuring that a user receives information instead of just data.

2.2. Query-Response Example

Consider a situation where a prospective employer (the user) asks a
University's student records system "What were Bill Smith's grades for the
Information Requirements Analysis course?" In this form the query appears
reasonably straightfonfl^ard. However as is frequently the case in communica-
tions, we make assumptions concerning a common frame of reference between
the points in the exchange that may not in fact nrove valid. Since there is
room for misinterpretation, an IDL standard should provide a basis for
reducing the ambiguity potential in the message exchange to increase the
degree of understanding that results. Let's look at some of the potential
ambiguity in this information interchange situation.

First the query is expressed in the natural language of the individual.
The flexibility of the natural language structure does not clearly organize
the designator and identifier components of the request. There are some
implied data elements which identify the person (entity) that the employer
wants to know something about. There is another implied data element that
designates what it is the employer wants to know about the person. Second
the time period for the question does not appear as a part of the request.
There is an appropriate period for the activity that the employer wants to
know about. In order to explicitly nail down the question being asked, this
time dimension will have to be identified.

Third not only must a time period be a part of the request but also the
selection of the particular time period may be very crucial. In this situa-
tion, the response could be given assuming the academic term when the course
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was given or what the situation is currently. At the end of the course time
period, the individual had an incomplete grade. However since then the incom-
plete has been made up by finishing the requirements for the course. A
response reporting the incomplete may give the impression the individual can-
not be expected to complete his commitments. However there may have been very
legitimate reasons for the delay. In this case the subsequent completion would
be viewed as acceptable performance.

Fourth in the course referred to, there were grades both for individual
assignments and for the overall course. The query message seems to imply the
overall course grade. In this situation the difference can be very signifi-
cant. The students contract for an overall grade based on the level of pro-
ject work they agree to undertake. In this case the student contracted for
a "C" due to heavy career commitments at the time the course was taken. How-
ever the project work must be completed at an "A" level of performance to be
accepted. The individual did complete the agreed upon project work at the
acceptable "A" level of performance and therefore successfully completed the
course with a "C." Was the individual in question a "C" student or an "A"
student? This will remain ambiguous unless the distinction brought out here
is clearly understood by the parties to the communication.

A fifth potential basis for ambiguity arises because two Bill Smiths
have completed the course. A William R. Smith was enrolled in the winter of
1974 and a William D. Smith, in the winter of 1975. The employer knows which
Bill Smith he has in mind, but the student records system will not until this
question is cleared up. Finally this course is given at the undergraduate and
graduate level with the same title but with a different course number. A
different level of performance expectation applies to the two levels of the
course. The significance of the grade will in part depend on whether the
grade was earned at the undergraduate or graduate level since an "A" in the
latter case implies a higher level of professional development in the comple-
tion of the project work.

The prospective employer wants to hire a first rate information analyst
with the latest skills to work with their systems users to identify informa-
tion needs. Given the ambiguity potential in this situation, there is a
reasonable probability that the response to the employer will be incorrect
and that this will not be recognized. As a result, a very serious mistake may
be made either in not hiring an individual who should have been hired or in
hiring an individual who should not have been. When presented this specifi-
cally, the example may appear exaggerated. However each information systems
user who carefully reviews their experience can usually provide similar but
more subtle and even more significant examples in terms of the decision
impact of the consequences of failing to understand an information inter-
change.

2.3. Deriving Information from Data

In the communication situation just described, much can be accomplished
to reduce the ambiguity with the use of standards for the representations of
data elements. In fact these standards provide the foundation for the
development of the basic concepts of an information documentation language.
These concepts and their relationship to data standards may be introduced
before going into greater detail on the specific precedents that led to the
current formulation of an IDL. Two definitions are basic for the representa-
tions of data elements standardization:

"Data Element - A basic unit of identifiable and definable
information. ..." (Emphasis supplied.)

"Data Item - The expression of a particular fact of a data
element. ..." Ll2 , pp. 7 and 8 respectively]
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The three basic concepts of an information documentation language build on
these two definitions with the introduction of the following definitions:

Information Syntax - The essential configuration of data
element types which specifies user information structure.

Information Element - A group of data elements that designate
and identify potential user information.

Information Item - The expression of a particular fact of an
information element.

These definitions provide the framework for deriving information from data.
In the next section the specific precedents for the formulation of IDL are
summarized. Then in section 4, a synthesis of the above framework is
presented in more detail.

3. IDL Precedents

Several lines of development provide the precedents for the information
syntax concept of IDL. Its structure follows specifically from five alter-
native views of data and/or information. This earlier work provides the basis
for deriving the data element types of information syntax. The following
paragraphs breifly summarize these views in terms of the employer request
data elements implied in the above example.

3.1. Information Algebra's Concept of Data

The Language Structure Group (LSG) of the CODASYL Development Committee
developed and presented a theory of data processing: Information Algebra [s].
This theory states that more than a single property must be present to repre-
sent information. For example, one set of values for the properties
'student number,' 'course,' and 'project grade' might be; '258-54-9119,'
•man 621, ' and 'A: '

^

Property Property Property

Student Niomber Course Project Grade

Value Value Value

258-54-9119 MAN 621 A

3.2. Chapin's Concept of Data

Chapin presented a concept of data which recognizes that any attribute
may be the focal property in a data element configuration [ ij . A data
configuration based on the 'student number,' 'current term,' and 'project
grade' attributes would appear as follows:

Single quotes are used to identify the data elements and data items used
in the examples in this section and the next.
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Attribute

Student Number

Value

258-54-9119

Attribute

Current Term

Value

Fall, 1975

Attribute

Project Grade

Value

A

3.3. FIPS Concept of Data

The FIPS standardization program defines a primary data element as one
that is the subject of a record and an attribute data element as one that
qualifies or quantifies another data element [12, pp. 8 and 7 respectively]

.

A data configuration based on the 'student number,' 'course,' and 'current
term' attributes and the 'project grade' primary would appear as follows:

Attribute

Student Number

Value

258-54-9119

Attribute

Course

Value

MAN 621

Attribute

Current Term

Value

Fall, 1975

Primary

Project Grade

Value

3.4. Langefors' Concept of Infoirmation

Langefors developed a concept of information which recognizes the
essential data element types of information syntax [4, p. 3203. Using the
previous configuration, this view of the components of information appears
as follows:

Object Identity

Value

258-54-9119

Point in Time

Value

Fall, 1975

Property

Project Grade

Value

A

3.5. McDonough's Concept of Information

McDonough's concept of information also recognizes the essential data
element configuration for information syntax [6, p. 102]. A configuration in
his form would appear as follows:

Name Name
Point in Time or
Period of Time Quality or Quantity

Student Number Course

Value Value Value Value

258-54-9119 MAN 621 Fall, 1975
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3.6. Summary of the Information Syntax Precedents

These examples of five approaches to data and/or information provide
the basis for synthesizing the information syntax concept. The contribution
of each approach may be summarized as follows (The corresponding information
syntax component is shown in parentheses.):

Information Algebra - More than a single property (attribute,
time, and property data elements) should be present in order
to identify information.

Chapin - Any attribute (property data element) may be a focal
property in a particular data element configuration with the
other attributes (attribute and time data elements) serving
as identifier properties.

FIPS - Attribute (attribute data element) and primary (property
data element) data elements describe the field contents of the
records in a file.

Langefors - Three essential components; object identity
(attribute data element) , point in time (time data element)

,

and property (property data element) ; are required in the
structure of information.

McDonough - More than one name (attribute data element) may be
needed to sufficiently identify the set of objects to which
a quality or quantity (property data element) refers, and
point in time as well as period of time identifiers (time data
element) may be necessary.

Bringing these conceptual distinctions together, the information syntax
formalizes the structure of a data element configuration to document
information interchange from a human decision maker's perspective.

4. An IDL Synthesis

Using the versions of data and/or information summarized in the previous
section, the basis for an IDL standard may be derived. This section presents
a synthesis of the preceeding concepts in terms of the information syntax,
information element, and information item definitions given at the end of
section 2. This synthesis is presented first in terms of the concepts that
make up the information syntax and second in terms of the information element
and information item concepts which follow from the syntax structure. [This
section is an extension of work previously developed by the author in 8,

pp. 32-41.]

Three concepts specify data element types for user information struc-
ture. One type (property) designates the specific process or state of an
entity that interests the information system user. A second type identifies
the time (time) dimension of the user's interest. An interest in process
or state specifies a period of time or point in time respectively. Finally
a third type (attribute) specifies the data element required to identify the
specific instance (s) of the entity that the user wants to know about.

The particular data elements for each of these types as determined by
the context of a user's particular problem collectively form an information
element . This concept name suggests a set of data elements to parallel
the data element concept. In turn a set of data items for the data elements
form an information item . This concept parallels that of a data item . Since
each data element in the information element may assume any one of the data
items in its range, a large number of information items may exist for each
information element.
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4.1. Information Syntax

The preceeding section develops a rationale for information syntax as
the essential data element configuration which specifies user information
structure. Formally information syntax has the following structure expressed
as data element types: Attribute (s ) /Time/Property . The first two data
element types identify the reference entity and the last designates the data
element of particular interest to the user concerning the entity. These data
element types are formally defined as follows:

Property - A data element which designates a particular process
or state of an entity of interest to a user.

Time - A data element which identifies the period of time for a
process or point in time for a state of an entity.

Attribute (s

)

- One or more data elements which identify an entity
whose process or state the property data element designates.

These information syntax concepts may be viewed in terms of a triangle which
provides stability for the structure of an information query and response
for a human decision maker:

Property

If we exclude any one of the sides of the triangle, the information
structure of the user's query and response collapses. The property data
element provides the base of the triangle by designating the particular
interest of the user concerning an entity. To complete a stable structure,
we require two types of data element identifiers: time and attribute. The
time arm of the triangle represents a special class of identifier which
always must be present in an information interchange. Therefore it is
singled out explicitly as a part of the syntax. In addition one or more
identifiers will be required to pinpoint the particular instances of the
entity of interest to the user. The attribute arm of the triangle satisfies
this need. If we fail to recognize any one of the three sides of the stable
structure in the exchange between user and information system, data will be
communicated rather than information. As the definitions for data and
information emphasize in section 2, data will not be useful to the human
decision maker in his problem context.

The property definition points out that interest in an entity may occur
in one of two possible ways. A decision maker may wish to know the condition
(state) of an entity at a point in time. Alternatively he may wish to know
the change in condition (process) during a period of time. This fundamental
difference between state and process property data elements occurs in
accounting in the distinction between balance sheet and income statement
accounts. The property data elements recorded on balance sheets report the
status of entities at a point in time. On the other hand, the property data
elements appearing on income statements report on the process occurring for
entities over a period of time.
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4.2. Query-Response Example Revisited

With this framework for an information documentation language, the
ambiguous query-response example presented in section 2 may be systematically
approached. First instead of using a natural language structure for the
exchange, the information syntax calls for specific types of data elements
in a particular arrangement. Second this same syntax insures the inclusion
of the time data element that is absent in the original query of the prospec-
tive employer to the student records system.

With the requirement to use standard data elements in preparing the
exchange, the third problem concerning the term of the course or current
term is cleared up. In this case the employer wants to know the grade
situation in the 'current term' rather than when the course was completed.
Fourth with the recognition of the difference in 'course grade' and 'project
grade,' the employer determines the latter to be more appropriate for his
decision requirements.

In the fifth possibility for ambiguity, the use of 'student number'
(defined as the social security number) clears up the Bill R. Smith versus
Bill D. Smith confusion. The 'student number' shows the person (entity) in
question to be Bill D. Smith who completed the course in the winter of 1975.
Finally with further clarification, we determine that the graduate level
version of the 'course' was taken by Bill D. Smith.

The structure enforced by the IDL approach deals unambiguously with the
query-response information interchange between the prospective employer and
the student records system:

Information Syntax

Attributes / Time / Property

Information Element

Student Number, Course / Current Term / Project Grade

Information Item

258-54-9119 MAN 621 / Fall 1975 / A

Query Response

Using this organizing structure employing the three main concepts of informa-
tion syntax, element, and item, and using the standards for representations
of data elements, an information interchange with a significant degree of
potential misunderstanding has been clarified to the extent where a very high
probability exists that the exchange will be understood and the parties to

the exchange will be confident of this. This contrasts sharply with the
situation at the end of the example in section 2.

5. An IDL Standard

5.1. Feasibility of an IDL Standard

In considering the feasibility of an IDL standard, three main phases
should be recognized: development, implementation, and maintenance. In
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development the primary concern asks whether the state of the art is suffi-
ciently progressed to permit the initiation of a standard. If this is the
case, then the question of the availability of resources to carry out the
development work remains. Given developmental feasibility, will it be
possible to implement the standard once developed? This can be viewed in
terms of the impact of the standard on suppliers and users and the possibil-
ity of legal constraints on implementation.

Once implemented, the work will not be justified if the standard cannot
be maintained to reflect changes in the state of the art. This final aspect
of feasibility should consider the extent and frequency of change as well as
the availability of resources to perform the maintenance activity. In all
three phases of feasibility, the cost incurred to achieve the expected
benefits must be taken into consideration. At this time the problem has not
been explored in enough depth to provide cost estimates.

a. Development Feasibility

The two previous sections siommarize the precedents and use them as a
basis for the development of an IDL standard. One conclusion is suggested
by this material: the conceptual background for an adequate distinction
between "data" and "information" now exists. Although this foundation
exists, individuals and organizations have not implemented these concepts
in the ongoing development of their information processing capabilities.
This may be due in part to the absence of a consensus on this distinction.
With the development of IDL, changes in practice will more likely occur
since individuals and organizations will have an information standard for
incorporation in their day-to-day activities in systems development.

Not only must the conceptual foundation be present, but a sufficient
number of individuals must be willing to devote their time and the resources
of their organizations to the development work. A start at identifying
these resources are those individuals who are responsible for bringing the
state of the art to where it is today. These individuals represent the core
of expertise required to accomplish the development effort. These individu-
als are most likely to provide consultation and review support for the effort.
This implies the need for a small group of users who are individually,
and as representatives of their organizations, willing to commit the detail
effort necessary to accomplish the development. One purpose in presenting
the paper to this group of individuals is to identify the level of interest
for this undertaking.

b. Implementation Feasibility

Supplier conformance to an IDL standard arises in the specification of
the report outputs of proprietary software packages offered to prospective
users. Support for the standard from this sector can be approached in terms
of the ability it would provide for presenting an unambiguous statement of
the output content of a software package. From a user viewpoint, an IDL
standard represents a logical extension of the emerging data standardization
efforts to gain control over the specific content of file oriented data
processing applications as well as data base management information proces-
sing capability.

This standard would provide the user with an unambiuous means for
describing the output content of traditional or data base applications as
well as a means for specifying new user requirements in a fashion that can
be unambiguously translated into specifications for the required input and
processing activities. Implementation in the user environment implies policy
decisions requiring staff members to utilize the standard in the description
of the current content of information processing capability and for specify-
ing new user requirements for processing. From the legal angle this
standard would promote a freer market by providing the user with more
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systematic descriptions of package outputs improving their ability to perform
comparative need-have analyses of software acquisitions. This promotes the
public interest by enabling more soundly based decisions regarding the pur-
chase of software services from a supplier.

c. Maintenance Feasibility

An IDL standard would have a low degree of volatility. Since the stan-
dard would document concepts rather than specific content (e.g. data items)
it would not be subject to extensive or frequent revision. The primary
maintenance effort would involve infrequent changes to clarify the meaning
of the content of the standard as direct user experience raises questions
of interpretation. Changes in technology would not affect the specific
content of the standard as much as it would the way in which individual users
made use of the standard in their information processing environment.

Improved technology would provide improved means for utilizing the
standard. Incorporation of these advances would be under the jurisdiction of
individual users rather than the responsibility of a standards group. The
same individuals who would commit time to the development of the standard
would be looked to to provide the resources to perform the infrequent modifi-
cations to insure increasing clarity of the content and intent of an IDL
standard

.

5.2. Benefits of an IDL Standard

The benefits to be realized by the development and implementation of an
IDL standard can be viewed from three perspectives: intrinsic, interchange,
and educational. Intrinsic benefits are obtained by the user within the
context of a specific installation. Next interchange benefits arise from
the exchange of information across organizational boundaries either within
the same overall organization or between distinct organizational units.
Educationally this type standard will provide an accepted basis for developing
a clearer appreciation for the student of the relationship between data and
information in human decision making.

As with the various aspects of cost in the feasibility section, the
current level of problem understanding does not permit the listing of specific
economic benefits which will arise from this standards effort. Even when
they are better understood, the benefits will be based primarily on intangi-
bles for the information processing community. Benefits will have to be
developed in terms of values associated with an improved understanding of the
information content of exchanges of information.

a. Intrinsic Benefits

Within an organization the benefits from IDL arise from the ability to
build an organizational inventory of the information output currently pro-
vided by information processing applications. Developed as a single com-
puterized list of the information elements on all the output reports, this
inventory would represent the organization's information menu. QSee 9 for
the description of an operational version of an information inventory in a

University organization.

J

Data standards provide for the identification of data ambiguity and
duplication in the various files of an organization's information processing
applications. By extending standardization to encompass information, the
organization will be in a position to identify duplication of information
produced by these same applications. The degree of rigor in the structure
of the standard implied in this paper makes it possible to computerize the
process for identifying this duplication.
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b. Interchange Benefits

This area of benefits offers the greatest potential long run payoff for
an IDL standard. With the data standardization work as a necessary prere-
quisite, information standardization through IDL would provide the basis for
helping insure that the parties in an information interchange understand what
they are communicating with each other. Current representations of data
elements standardization efforts are working to insure understanding in data
interchange. With this activity well developed, the opportunity exists to
begin to deal with standards for information interchange. As this paper
suggests, unless the human decision maker's context is encompassed, an
interchange represents a data rather than an information communication.

c. Educational Benefits

In the educational environment for individuals preparing for a career
in information processing as well as practicing professionals interested in
upgrading their skills, a significant need exists to more precisely
distinguish the difference between data and information. The IDL standard
would provide the logical framework for developing the appreciation of this
difference in the educational setting. As this appreciation is developed in
the educational context, new entrants as well as practicing professionals
will carry this understanding to their work situations. As this evolution
occurs, the prospect looms that we may be able to move from an era of data
to information processing systems. Professionally we will not really be able
to begin to develop information systems on an extensive basis until we
appreciate what "information" really implies and provide it as the output of
our systems for decision makers. Stated as succiently as possible, we
cannot build information processing systems unless we comprehend the meaning
of information from the user's point of view.

6. Future Direction

This paper relates the development of an information documentation
language (IDL) standard to ongoing standardization efforts in other areas,
principally that of data elements and their representations. An appreciation
of the significance of the difference between data and information was out-
lined in. the second section. Then the third and fourth sections summarized
the precedents of IDL and used this as the basis for synthesizing the founda-
tion for an IDL standard. Finally the last section reviewed the feasibility
of the development, implementation, and maintenance of a standard and the
intrinsic, interchange, and educational benefits that would result. In
outline form, these sections of the paper sumjnarize where we are today with
respect to an IDL standard. With this appreciation of the problem of effec-
tive information interchange, the question arises of where to go from here.

Your interest is solicited in the initiation of an ANSI standards
development project with the purpose of pursuing the material in this paper
in sufficient detail to determine the merit of an IDL standard for the
information processing community. The goal of the effort will be to develop
the phrase "data representing information" found in the FIPS definition of
information interchange to apply in the problem context of the human decision
maker. This appears as an increasingly significant need for the information
processing community. The scope of the effort will be to develop an IDL
standard closely integrating this with the ongoing work of related ANSI X3
activities. The program of work will involve the analysis and development
in greater detail of the feasibility and benefits of an IDL standard for
information interchange. Efforts of this type will gradually enable us to
extend the idea of the management of data elements in information processing
to the notion of the management of information in organizations.
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8 . Addendum

Question Give an example of data having no informational content.

Answer As Harry White pointed out in his presentation to the Symposium,
information is in the eye of the beholder. This observation is a basic pre-
mise of an Information Documentation Language (IDL) . For instance consider
the following situation. A human decision maker may consider (in his window-
less office) whether it is raining outside. A degree of uncertainty exists
in the mind of the decision maker with respect to this state of nature. An
associate passes by the door of the individual's office and casually mentions
that it is now raining outside.

This interchange reduces the individual's uncertainty but does not re-
present information since it is not related to the decision maker's present
or future decisions in carrying out his organizational responsibilities.
That is the data items received [now (time data item) raining (property data
item) outside (attribute data item) in terms of the IDL syntax] do not match
up with a decision problem or organizational responsibility of the user. In
contrast if this group of data items did relate to the discharge of a deci-
sion responsibility, then what was merely a data interchange becomes an in-
formation interchange.

This example truly illustrates that information is in the eye of the
beholder. However the IDL syntax provides an organizing framework for in-
suring that when the beholder's eye perceives a problem relevant string of
data items the necessary components will be present [property, time, and
attribute (s) ] to derive the needed information item.

Question Isn't "time" logically an "attribute"? Could you explain why
you treat it seperately? Is it because it is so often overlooked?

Answer Both of your observations are correct. In effect the time com-
ponent of the IDL syntax is a special case of the attribute component. Since
it is an attribute that must always be present and is in fact so frequently
overlooked, special treatment is given to this "attribute" by singling out
"time" as a distinct component of the IDL syntax.

Question I am not sure whether the speaker was promoting the develop-
ment of a new software or informing me of a model in existance. If there is
a model or pilot being developed, could you tell us where.

Answer A pilot has been developed using IDL. This project is described
in "Developing an Organization's Information Inventory" [9]. This reference
also presents IDL from another viewpoint as it especially relates to the in-
formation inventory problem.

This paper proposes to extend the IDL concept further as the basis for
initiating the development of information standards to complement the current
efforts underway in the development of data standards. It is my contention
that we must eventually take the data processing user into account as a human
decision maker if we are to ever successfully come to grips with the effec-
tiveness dimension of information interchange in organizations.

Question Please comment on the relation of IDL to data dictionaries; in
particular as to data definition as related to usage.

Answer IDL depends on the concurrent development of data standards. In
the application of IDL, the data elements and data items come from a data dic-
tionary which reflects the data use identifiers appropriate to the decision
makers in the organization. The data elements and data items used in the ex-
ample in section 4.2 were taken from a data dictionary developed to support
the implementation of the information inventory mentioned in the answer to
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the previous question. The data elements used must have definitional meaning
for the decision maker in question.

Question In your opinion, what or how much background does a "manager"
need to have to effectively work with IDL?

Answer It depends on the use made of the IDL concept. If the objective
is to develop an organizational information inventory, then the systems ana-
lyst can work with the advice of the appropriate managers in identifying the
information content of reports without the managers having to understand the
IDL concept in detail.

On the other hand if the purpose is to use IDL in the context of iden-
tifying a manager's new or modified information requirements, then the pro-
cess will be facilitated if the manager has at least a basic understanding of
the IDL concept. My experience with MBA evening program students who are
managers or managers to be indicates they can grasp the essence of the con-
cept easily and in some cases more readily than systems personnel. The
managers' more natural orientation is to think in terms of information. Un-
fortunately for the effectiveness of the data processing profession, the sys-
tems professional too often thinks only in terms of data.
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.

1. Introduction

This paper will describe principally the work of CCITT (an abbreviation for the
French words meaning Telegraph and Telephone International Consultative Committee) in
the field of data communications. To set this work in perspective, it is first
necessary to know something of the normal role and responsibilities of CCITT and how it

relates to other domestic and international standards activities.

The CCITT is an arm of the ITU (international Telecommunications Union) which is a

treaty-level organization established over 100 years ago. It is related to the United
Nations and recognized by the UN as being responsible for all international tele-
communications matters. ITU conferences are held about every six years and are attended
by large official US delegations headed by an ambassador-level representative of the
Department of State. Included are representatives of the FCC and the major US domestic
and international telecommunications carriers. CCITT Plenary meetings are held,
usually at the ITU headquarters in Geneva, Switzerland, about every three years and
ratifies the work of its study groups.

CCITT "standards" are not correctly called standards but are termed recommendations.
This terminology is essentially a euphemism because, in most countries of the world,
these recommendations are rigidly observed - more so than most other standards. In

CCITT parlance "Recommendation X.27: Electrical Characteristics for Balanced Double -

current Interchange Circuits. . ."is equivalent to or synonomous with "Standard X.27:
Electrical Characteristics. . .".
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The substantive work on "standards" in CCITT is done by its 16 numbered study groups
(I through XVI, which cover tariff principles, telephone switching and signalling,
telegraph switching and signalling, etc.) and three Special study groups (Sp A, C and D).

Special Study Group A (Sp A) is responsible for data transmission. It was the first
CCITT study group to be designated "Special". The reason for such a designation was
that the CCITT plenary which authorized Sp A in 1960 recognized that its work would be
of a broad character and would overlap the work of several existing "numbered" study
groups working on both telephone and telegraph matters. This has proven to be the case
and SP A has cooperated with and drawen support from a number of the telegraph, telex
and telephone study groups.

The first activity of Sp A was to elaborate on its work program to cover in detail
subjects such as network characteristics, interfaces, transmission speeds, codes, modems,
error control, acoustic coupling, automatic calling and answering, use of group bandwidth
circuits, the use of digital facilities, switched network and leased line applications,
etc. In proposing answers to these study questions, the members of Sp A have submitted
documents totaling many thousands of pages during each plenary period. Discussing and
debating the merits of the various proposals and arriving at a consensus, hopefully
imanimous agreement, has consumed many ho-urs of the delegates' time both in the meetings
and in private discussions where, it can often be truthfully said, the real understanding
and negotiating work takes place.

The meetings of Sp A and its several WP's (Working Parties) have all been held,
with only one exception, in Geneva at intervals of six to fifteen months. Reflecting
the intense and widespread interest in data transmission, all have been relatively large
meetings. With an attendance often exceeding 200, typically there have been represen-
tatives from the PTT's (Postal Telephone and Telegraph administrations) and RPOA's
(Recognized Private Operating Agencies or Telecommunications Carriers) of all the larger
developed nations and many of the small highly industrialized countries. These experts
have been assisted by about an equal number of representatives of computer, modem and
data terminal manufacturers plus other international organizations.

Interestingly and closely related to Sp A, the most recent of the "special" study
groups to be established, in 1968 is Special Study Group D. Sp D is charged with setting
standards for digital facilities. Also closely related is SG VII, established by the

1972 plenary in Geneva, an outgrowth of a Joint Working Party of SG Sp A and SG X
(Telex Switching). SG VII was chartered to establish standards for new public data

networks, based primarily on the use of digital line facilities. Naturally there is

some overlap and a high degree of coordination required between the work of Sp A and
SG VII.

2. Other International Activities on Data Transmission

In the same year that Sp A began its work, a very closely related activity began
in the International Standards Organization (ISO). Technical Committee No. 97 (TC 97)

was established to cover computers and information processing with Sub-committee 6

(so 6) charged with data transmission. While a superficial view might s-uggest a

complete overlap and duplication of the work of ISO TC97/SC6 and CCITT SG Sp A, in fact

there has been a relatively small overlap and virtually no duplication of effort in the
two organizations. This is due largely to the cooperative spirit and efforts of the
leaders and workers in both organizations who have seen their respective charter

responsibilities and spheres of competence as being complementary rather than competitive.
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CCITT Recommendation A20, first approved in revised in 1968, again in 1972 and

likely to be further refined in 1976, lays down the basis for this cooperation and
division of responsibilities between ISO and CCITT, Briefly, ISO is responsible for the
standards relating to customer-provided computers and data terminals which connect to
telecommunications while CCITT is responsible for the standards for the telecommunications
network interfaces and for the telecommunications networks including transmission channels,

switching, signalling, etc. For example, while CCITT has adopted a transmission code for
information interchange, it has done no work on coding of country names for use in data
processing. This has been done by ISO TC97/SC14 (supported by ANSI X3L8). Needless to
say, as technology and the state-of-the-art advances in both data processing and data
communications, expanding and refining the division of responsibilities between these
two organizations is a continuing process.

Sp A has also been aided in its work by the cooperation and active participation
of a number of other international organizations including ECMA, lATA, ICAO, IPTC, WNO
and UIC. With these organizations, the division of responsibilities has been fairly
obvious

.

3. Relationship of U.S. Standards Work and CCITT

In the field of data communications, there is interaction and a close relationship
of the work done in the USA by ANSI and EIA to the work of CCITT. Paridoxically,
however, neither ANSI nor EIA has any formal relationship with CCITT nor would either
one be eligible for membership. There are essentially three classes of CCITT membership:
(l) governments (often represented by the PTT) and RPOA's, (2) scientific or industrial
organizations and (3) international organizations. In the first category are the U.S.
Government, AT&T Co., WU, WUI, etc. In the second category are IBM, Honeywell, GE Co.,

etc. In the third category are ISO, ECMA, etc. There are about 30 U.S. members of
CCITT. But national standards bodies are not members of, or participants in, the work
of CCITT.

To fill what would otherwise be a gap in official communications between the work
of ANSI (viz. X-3S3), EIA (viz. TR30.I) and CCITT, the U.S. Department of State has
established an Industry Advisory Group with several study groups including SG No, 5

which is responsible for data transmission. Meetings are held in Washington, as required -

usually several times a year, and are open to the public. The Chairman is Mr. T. deHass,

Institute for Telecommunications Studies, U.S. Department of Commerce, Boulder, Colorado
80302. Attendance usually includes representatives of all the U.S. domestic and inter-
national telecommunications carriers, the leading business machine companies, modem
and other data communications equipment manufactirrers

,

This group develops the USA position on any CCITT activity on which there is no

other ongoing U.S. standards activity, viz. modems. It also approves and officially
forwards to the CCITT any relevant positions that have been developed in ANSI or EIA,

viz. the work on the interface with new public data networks which is in X3S37.
Additionally the work of ANSI often also officially reaches CCITT via ISO which is an
active liaison member of CCITT.

4. Network Characteristics

CCITT SG Sp A began its work with a study of the feasibility of data transmission
over the general switched telephone network and leased voice-grade lines. Today,
looking back, it is hard to believe how relatively little was known in 1960 about the
end-to-end performance of the telephone network. Many respected experts were of the
strong opinion that it would be impossible to achieve satisfactory data transmission
over it. Various types of modulation and modems (modulator/demodulator ) were studied
and experimentally tested at various operating speeds (bit rates) to determine the
overall performance in terms of bit error rates. Supporting this, there have been
extensive measurements made of the network characteristics in terms of analogue para-
meters such as attenuation, delay distortion, noise, impulse noise, phase jitter.
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non-linearity, etc. This data has provided the foundation for the work of Sp A,

especially in its work on modems. Most participating cotmtries have rather completely
reported on the performance of their national networks, some having updated their reports
one or more times. There have also been reports on the end-to-end performance of a good
statistically sampled number of international connections. Reference: Supplements in
Red Book Vol. VII, White Book Vols. IV and VII, Green Book Vols. IV and VII. These are
publications of the ITU. A complete list of ITU publications with prices will be sent
free of charge on request to the General Secretariat, International Telecommunications
Union, Place des Nations, Ch-1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland.

In the early years of data transmission development, the simpler types of modulation
(viz. AM and FlvO were used. Therefore, the data transmission experts were interested in
only a few parameters (such as impulse noise) which are of relatively small concern for
voice transmission. It was only later as more sophisticated types of modulation came into
consideration (4-phase, 8-phase, AMVSB, SSB, QAM, etc.) that interest centered on some
previously unknown or ignored parameters such as phase hits, second and third order
cross-modulation products, etc. Not only has it been necessary to define new parameters
but also to develop methods of measuring them. This has sometimes amounted to the
standardization of a new test set. For example, an impulse noise meastiring set and a

phase jitter measuring set have been defined. While the formal approval and issuance of all
recommendations on testing and maintenance are the responsibility of SG IV, (maintenance),
it has been Sp A v;hich has had the motivation and provided most of the technical
expertise needed to accomplish the needed result in the field of data transmission.

Further, uniform methods of expressing performance have been defined and continue
to be refined. For example, initially the error rate was expressed only in terms of
the long-term average bit error rate, viz 1 x 10 ^. Subsequently, the use of sequence
error rate, often called block error rate, has come into use, viz 2% blocks in error for
blocks of 511 bits in length at 1200 bps. Consideration is now being given to a definition
of error performance in terms of % error-free seconds for given speed, viz 99^ error-free
seconds at -4800 bps.

In the case of the switched telephone network, because end-to-end connection
characteristics vary depending on locations and route selection, it is necessary to
express performance statistically. For example, 90^ of the connections over the Federal
Republic of Germany network will have a block error rate of 10~2 for a 512 bit block
length at 1200 bps. (Ref. Green Book, Vol. VII, p. 306). A large amount of such
information is included in the Red, White and Green books.

In the case of leased voice grade lines, the end-to-end characteristics have been
described for data-grade channels in terms of minimum and maximum limits for all of the
relevant analogue parameters. Initially these were established in 1968 and known as

I*-88, revised in 1972 and known as M-102. Currently, because most modern modems use
automatic adaptive self-equalizers, study is focused on a new definition of attenuation
and delay distortion which will not be held to such tight values (because meeting tight
limits often results in many "wiggles" in the circuit characteristic) but looking towards
a smooth and broad bandwidth characteristic. An in the case of test sets, the official
responsibility for issuance of these recommendations belongs to SG IV but Sp A is

instrumental in their origination and preparation.

The performance of the switched networks and leased lines has substantially improved
during recent years, both for data transmission and for ordinary telephone usage. This

is due in part to the focusing of attention on performance that has come as a result of

the use of the network for data transmission. The troublesome conditions that have been
corrected were not caused by data transmission but were found because of data transmission.
It has been said that data transmission is to the network like the thermometer in the
patient ' s mouth.
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5. Interfaces, Speed and Code Standards

As a very practical matter, in order for the manufactiirers of data terminals and
computers - and their customers - to be able to connect to and use the telecommunications
networks, the interfaces between the terminals and networks must be well defined. The
work on interfaces began in the CCITT Working Party No. 43 on Data Transmission which
preceded the establishment of Sp A and has continued actively in Sp A to this day.

During the current 1972-1976 Plenary Period a new (Provisional) Recommendation has
already been approved for interface electrical characteristics which are compatible with
integrated circuits.

Work on this network interface, between the "Data Communications Equipment" (DCE)

and the "Data Terminal Equipment" (DTE), was a significant extension of the previous
scope of CCITT studies. The primary CCITT efforts have been to define signals at the
international frontier to insure compatible interworking while leaving complete freedom
of design for the national networks and local stations. It was clear that the emergence
of customer provided computers and other data terminals required the standardization of

the DCE/DTE interface in order to achieve interoperability.

This work on both functional and electrical interface specifications has always had
and continues to have the close cooperation and valuable assistance of ISO TC97/SC6.
Since this interface is essentially the line of demarcation of responsibility between
customer-provided equipment and the telecommunications network, also between ISO and
CCITT, the importance of this study and its results (Recommendations V.24, V.25, V.28,
V.35, X.26 and X.27) cannot be over-emphasized. It has permitted the same type of data
equipment or computer port to connect to and operate satisfactorily with the network in
all of the participating comtries. The computer or terminal is able to manually or
automatically originate and answer a data call and communicate via the standardized
modems

.

Because of the wide variety of local, national and internationsl transmission and
signalling systems, the successful development and use of this interface was no simple
matter. Some considerations which guided the work were: (l) what customer service
features are needed, (2) maximum freedom of design should be possible on either side of
the interface without affecting the other side, (3) clear definition and measurable
performance characteristics are required at the interface, (4) it should be as simple

(economic) as practicable and (5) each party (viz. ISO and CCITT, or the customer and
PTT) will have some interest in, but not responsibility for the design and performance
on the other side of the interface. Incidently, these same considerations are guiding
SG VII in the establishment of the X.21 interface for new switched public data networks.

Obviously another of the earliest needed essential standards is for data signalling
rates (speeds) in terms of "bits per second" for synchronous operation. These standards
were set with a number of considerations in mind including the network performance
capability, modems, and economics. A limited set of speeds, which are multiples of 600
bps, up to 9600 bps have been set (V.22), Because the future use of higher speeds is

expected to be predominantly over digital facilities, speeds above 9600 bps are based
on a limited set of the multiples of 8 kbps.. Only 48 kbps has yet been set.

To permit the automatic setting up, answering and clearing down of data calls over
a switched network obviously requires use at the DTE/DCE interface of a standardized
code, or "alphabet" as it is called in CCITT. At the time ISO was developing a new
code for information interchange (an equivalent of the ASOII code in the USA), SP A
recognized that the then most modern CCITT code (a 5-bit code, I. A. No. 2) would be
inadequate for future interworking and teleprinter terminals. Accordingly, it joined
with the already well advanced ISO work and the two organizations produced a joint
standard which meets the needs of both the communications and data processing communities.
This is known in CCITT as I.A. No. 5 (international Alphabet No. 5).
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6 . Modems

At the very heart of Sp A's work is the subject of modems. The modem interprets,
ie, interfaces, the data terminal to the network and vice versa. It determines, one might
also say controls, the end-to-end data transmission capability which the data terminals
or computers can use. Furthermore, at its interface with the data terminal, it is
possible to give a much more succinct and simple description of the end-to-end data
transmission performance in terms of bit rates and error characteristics than would be
possible in terms of analogue parameters.

The stranger to this work might ask: Why has Sp A standardized so many modems?
Why is it not possible to design a single general purpose modem for all applications?
It would be about as practicable as a one-design truck for all applications. There is
too wide a range of traffic volumes, message lengths, speed-of-response needs, economics
and customer service feature requirements to make a one-design approach practicable.
All of these factors must be considered in the development of modem standards. What is

needed is a family of modems, to be kept as small as good family planning will permit,
which can meet all of the needs with a near-optimal balance between economics and
performance.

Additional factors to be considered in modem design include echo suppressors and
signalling systems used in the switched telephone network. Consideration had to be
given, not only to the international signalling, systems, but also to the many different
national signalling systems in existence. Without due consideration to these factors,
portions of the data message might be blocked by echo suppressors or the connection
might be automatically broken down due to interference with a signalling system.

Especially with the high-performance modems, the greatest difficulty in reaching
agreement on modem standards is often in choosing between two seemingly equal designs
where each has a different superiority (viz. tolerance to phase jitter or bandwidth
required) and a compromise is not technically possible which combines all the good
attributes of both designs. Further, some designs which have had the highest
attractiveness when initially studied from the standpoint of theoretical considerations
have subsequently been found least desirable when state-of-the-art implementations
(another time variable) are considered.

Another problem is that of how to write a recommendation in such a manner that it

adequately describes the "signal at the international frontier" - so that different
manufacturers in different countries can build compatible modems - and to avoid the
recommendation being a hardware specification, something which is not within the scope

of CCITT jixrisdietion. There are also a few possible pitfalls in the patent area which
must be carefully observed.

The foregoing tends to make the establishment of modem recommendations seem to be
nearly impossible. Sometimes when conflicts of commercial and national self-interests
are added to the mix, it seems truly impossible. However, that it is possible is attested
to be the substantial number of modem recommendations which have been approved and by the
widespread, successful and rapidly growing use of these recommendations.

The successful interpretation and translation of modem recommendations into
compatible hardware designs has not always been without problems and it has sometimes
been necessary to modify or expand an approved recommendation in order to relieve
some compatibility problem. But even the best of living standards are usually
susceptible to fine-tuning as the state-of-the-art advances and as experience is gained
in their application.
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7. Modems for the Switched Telephone Network

The first modem approved by Sp A was fairly simple FM modem (V.23) for operation
at speeds up to 600/1200 bauds assynchronously or 600/1200 bps synchronously. It is a

one-way-at-a-time modem but reversible with only a few milliseconds required for reversing
under control of the data terminal. There is optionally a separate reverse channel, which
can be operated at speeds up to 75 bauds, intended to be used for error control. 1200 bps
is considered the nominal operating speed with 600 bps a fall-back for those connections
or locations which are incapable of operation at the higher speed.

Since the initial adoption of V.23 in 1964, this recommendation has been supplemented
to include automatic calling and answering, as well as an optional clock and echo suppressor
control. The ISO, together with many computer and terminal manufacturers have developed
extensive and highly satisfactory protocols for the control and use of the telecommunications
network with these modems and their flexible set of capabilities. Indeed, operation with
the more recent and sophisticated higher speed modems is largely based on the protocols
developed for use with V.23. In retrospect, computer/terminal protocols and software have
seemed more durable and fixed than modem hardware.

During the same 1960-1964 plenary period, another very fundamental recommendation
developed was for a FDX (full-duplex) modem (V.2l) capable of simultaneous two-way
transmission at speeds up to 200 bauds. The two directions of transmission are made
independent of each other by means of frequency division. As with V.23, this
recommendation has been refined, supplemented and improved during each plenary period
since its inception and the process is continuing.

The extensive development and use of low-cost teleprinter terminals, line protocols
and computer software for use with the V.21 modems makes it desirable to increase their
maximum speed capability. This will probably be increased to 300 bauds during the
current plenary period (1972-1976). This appears to require a relatively small supplement
to V.21 and interworking between the existing modems and new modems should be possible
at 200 bauds. 300 bauds would be the limit when two new modems are interworking.
Ultimately, the older modems will probably be phased out.

A further extension of the speed capability for full duplex operation over the
general switched telephone network is also currently under study. By utilizing a more
sophisticated modulation technique (viz. 8-phase modulation with automatic equalizers,
encoders and/or scramblers, with frequency division between the two directions of
transmission), it appears possible to achieve the same operational capability as with
V.21 at speeds up to 1200 bauds or 1200 bps.

In 1972 approval was given to 2400 bps operation over the switched network using
a 4-phase modem (v. 26 bis). The fall-back speed is 1200 bps. Except for the type of
modulation, speed and higher cost, this modem is operationally comparable (end-to-end,
or interface at one end to interface at the other end) to V,23.

During the current plenary period, intensive study activity is directed at 48OO bps
operation over the switched network with a new modem operationally comparable to V.23.
Clearly, automatic adaptive equalization and scramblers will be required to uniformly
distribute the signal energy over the bandwidth and avoid sensitivity to certain
combinations. AM VSB, QAM and 8-phase modems are strong candidates and are being
compared. With a crucial meeting of Sp A at which this study will be a principle
subject scheduled for Geneva in March 1976, it would be indelicate (to put it mildly)
for the chairman to predict the outcome at the time of this writing.
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8. Modems for Leased Voice-Bandwidth Lines

The main and most important item that the manufacturer's representatives to Sp A
would have us remember about operation over leased lines is that the customer should
always have complete freedom of choice to use any type of modem he chooses, regardless
of whether or not it conforms to a standard, just so long as its total power level output
does not exceed the constraints of V.2 (-15 dBmO for each direction of transmission, with
a few detailed caveats). This viewpoint has generally been accepted by Sp A and by most
of the PTT's and RPOA's. However, there has also been acceptance of the need to have
available standardized modems which represent the state-of-the-art, optimally best choice
for most applications over two-point and multi-point leased lines.

While most manufactirrers and several international organizations have championed
customer freedom of choice, they have also been among the most active participants in
the work and have demonstrated a highly conciliatory spirit in the traditional CCITT
manner of reaching compromises which are often necessary to achieve a standard.

The principal difference between the leased line and switched network operation is

that leased lines are assumed to be four-wire circuits end-to-end permitting simultaneous
and independent usage of the full bandwidth in both directions. Another difference
is that there are no constraints imposed by telephone signalling systems or echo suppressors.
However, there has been a strong tendency in Sp A to prepare recommendations for leased
line operation with a view towards the same basic modems being a subsequent candidate
for operation over the switched network. Perhaps this latter point has been one of several
factors which has stimulated many modem manufacturer's interest in the work of Sp A.

V.2 3 modems, operating at 1200 bps FDX, have been a standard for leased lines since

1964. In 1968 a 4-phase modem, V.26 with option A and option B, was adapted for 2400 bps
usage in an operational mode comparable to V.23. This led to the adoption in 1972 of
V.26 bis, with option B preferred, for switched network operation. The existence of

options A and B in V.26 is illustrative of one of the difficulties sometimes encountered
in reaching complete agreement. The encoding of the dibits 00, 01, etc., corresponds
to a phase change of 0°

,
+ 90°, etc., in option A, but to +45°, +135°, etc., in option B.

Each option has certain small but important transmission advantages over the other,
but the two are not compatible. The 1976 plenary is expected either to confirm option B

as the sole standard or adopt a replacing higher performance modem for operation at

2400 bps over both leased lines and the switched network.

The V.26 modem is also a good illustration of the continuing nature of standards
work on problems that were unforeseen when it was orginally adopted. Almost six years
after V.26 was adopted, with perhaps 50,000 modems built by a dozen manufacturers around
the world in service, severe compatibility problems arose between those of one maniifacturer
and most of the others. It required considerable testing, analysis and study to determine
that all the modems complied fully with the recommendation but that the recommendation was
deficient in not covering, in some vray, limits on the distribution of delay distortion
between the filters in the transmitter and in the receiver. This deficiency is currently
being corrected by Sp A.

In 1972 an 8-phase modem with scrambler (V.27) was adopted for operation at 48OO bps
over leased lines. Although this recommendation is not considered as quite completed,

because it does not include an optional automatic equalizer which is recognized as essential
for some applications (viz. polling on multi-point lines), it is being widely use quite
successfully. Work is continuing during the current plenary period to further refine
this recommendation.
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9. Data Transmission over 4.8 KHZ Group and 240 KHZ Supergroup Circuits

In 1968 in Mar del Plata, the CCITT plenary approved Sp A's recommendation
V. 35 covering the transmission of 48 kbps, plus a V.F. control channel, customer premises
to customer premises. Subsequently, both the required analogue characteristics of the
48 kHz channel and the definition of the modulation process have been refined. Work is

continuing to permit operation at higher speeds (viz. 64 kbps) and provide new interfaces
more appropriate to forthcoming applications. These new applications are principally as

off-net bearer channels for off-net extensions of the new digital networks and higher
capacity common channel signalling systems to be used for both telephone and data services.

The guiding fundamentals in planning for data transmission over group and supergroup
bandwidths are not very different from those for high performance modems to operate over
voice bandwidths. In general, one wants the highest possible bit rate consistent with
complexity (ie, economics) and an error rate which is low enough to achieve the highest
net throughout of error free information bits (after the redundancy for error control has
been deleted). There are, however, two additional considerations not of significance
in voice band operation. The amount of spectral energy which is concentrated in any
4. kHz portion of the channel should not exceed one-twelfth of the total power. This is to
avoid interference into voice circuits which share the same supergroup facilities. Also,
when using 48 kHz circuits, one must be even more careful than with voice bandwidths
to minimize spurious out-of-hand signals.

The possibility of operating two 64. kbps services or one 128 kbps service over a

64 kHz channel is also being studied. Study of the use of 24O kHz circuits is mostly
awaiting economic justification and needs for data transmission at speeds above those
obtainable over group bandwidths.

10. EKG, Acoustic Coupling, Error Control, Etc.

The full scope of the work of Sp A could only be covered by reference to the CCITT
Red Book (1964) Vol. VII, White Book (1968) Vol. Ill, Green Book (1972) Vol. Ill, plus the
nearly one-foot stack of white, delayed and temporary documents issued by the secretariat
to the members of the study group during the current plenary period, A paper as short
as this one could not possibly do justice to the hard and effective work of the many
participants, the organization of the work, or the many subjects studied. However, there
are a few subjects of study, not previously touched upon here, which should at least be
mentioned.

In keeping with Sp A's continuing desire to provide for all reasonable customer
service needs, in 1972 recommendation V.15 was adapted to provide for the acoustic
coupling of data terminals to the switched telephone network. Study has been initiated
on the methods of transmitting electrocardiogram signals, either as analogue signals
or as digitally endoded signals.

Although recommendation V.4I covering a code-independent error control system was
adopted in 1968, most members of Sp A have felt that the great majority of error control
systems used would be internal to the data terminal or computer, ie, on the customer's
side of the interface. Therefore, in the study of error control, emphasis has been put
on the provision of transmission and modem facilities which permit efficient use of an
end-to-end error control system. However, possible new error control systems are under
continuing study in Sp A, particularly in relation to the use of satellite circuits
with their much longer propogation delays than terrestrial circuits.

Other recommendations adopted concern maintenance methods and procedures for making
comparative tests on modems. A parallel data transmission system (V.30), with all the
bits comprising a character being transmitted in parallel (ie, at the same time) by means

of frequency division, rather than serially, hao been adopted. Study is continuing on

this method of transmission with emphasis on the use of the 12-button telephone "dial"

as an input device for data transmission.
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11. Conclusion

The past 15 years have witnessed the emergence of data transmission from the
laboratories and from a few specialized government applications into a big and still
rapidly growing business. The use of existing telecommunications networks has
facilitated this growth without requiring the high initial getting-started costs inherent
in developing and building a new network especially designed for data transmission.
That the data transmission business has now grown to such proportions that new data
networks are coming into being, is partially, at least, a result of the work of Sp A.

The availability of the existing networks plus the driving force of computer automation
have also been big factors in the growth of data transmission.

In the future, even after the new data networks become available, because of
the ubiquitousness and flexibility of the telephone network, its attractiveness for
many applications of data transmission will remain indefinitely. Its attractiveness
is enhanced by the decreasing costs and increasing performance capabilities
of modems.

One might think that, having worked for 15 years on data transmission standards
and having transferred work on the use of digital facilities to SG VII in 1968, Sp A
would find itself without much to do today. But quite so the contrary, the current
study on how to standardize the transmission of 9,600 bps over leased lines is as

exciting (and as difficult) as any of the past work of Sp A. The same can be said for
1200 bps FDX and 48OO bps HDX, over the switched network. There are even suggestions
of using adaptive echo cancellation techniques and thereby achieving 9,600 bps FDX
operation over the switched network. The end is not clearly in sight. While it would be
interesting to speculate about progress to be made during the current and next plenary
periods, to do so could be counterproductive.

In its study, Sp A has drawn heavily on the thoery and technology used in telephony,
telephone signalling, and telephone transmission. Many experts from these fields
have contributed to the work. The computer and data terminal manufacturers have made
valuable contributions, not only to technical solutions but more importantly to an

understanding of customer needs and the market for features and functions. Undoubtedly
it is the diversity of participation as well as the depth of participation which SP A
has experienced that is necessaiy to achieve satisfactory results in international data
transmission standardization.

Sp A has worked with a rapidly developing state-of-the-art. It has faced and will
continue to face the age-old dilemma known to all who work on standards. To set a

standard too early can stifle further technological development but if the effort is

made too late it is almost certain to fail, because a variety of "de facto" standards
will be well entrenched. The problem is one of timing. That Sp A has largely overcome
this dilemma is probably due to its collective sense of pragmatism in preference to
perfection.
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AN INFORMATION MANAGEMENT VIEW
OF DATA MANAGEMENT

Marvl n G. Wal IJ s

Reports and Project Management Division
Information Systems Office

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Washington, D. C. 205U6

Data management has become increasingly difficult in

today's world with the increased usage of computers
and the e ve r - i n c r ea s i ng demands of users for data of
all types. We have often, in our haste to meet these
demands/ failed to reduce our requirements for data
to that which is needed and have acquiesced in the
production of data which "might be nice to have".
Unable to control, or prohibited from controlling,
thfe flow of information to meet our real needs, we
have reached for a solution and found the smallest
piece of the problem. We have arranged for various
types of data element management through standards,
categorization, definition, and control. This does
not become, in itself, an evil but simply avoids
meeting the real problem which is the flow of
information on a timely, useful, and needed basis.
This is an attempt, based on our own experiences, to
again bring the larger problem into our scope, to
allow uS to reconsider the matter, and to present a

possible approach to providing a solution to meet the
requirements of a vital, and viable, information
system.

Key words: Data element management; data management;
information flow; information management; information
sys tem.

1. INTRODUCTION

Increased use of data banks and automated data processing has led to some
consideration of data element standardization. Go ve r nme n t / i n d u s t r

y

cooperation has gradually broadened the acceptance of such standards and of
hardware and software standards as well.
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Often, data management today seems to place Its emphasis upon the data
element. Today we see "data administrators" and "data element
administrators". We hope such increasing specialization will not result in
job titles or descriptions as "bit" or "byte" administrators, for example.

While we realize that there is a need for standardization of data elements
and for certain hardware and software standards, we often wonder if we have
concentrated our efforts on the small bits and pieces, considering them
"manageable", when we are faced by our failures in the broader area of
Information Management. The data element is the smallest piece of
information in a total information system and yet we often seem to be
placing our most intensive efforts Into its "management".. ..ignoring its
proper place in the scheme of providing intelligible, useful information to
management or to other users.

With this in mind, we offer our comments in an attempt to relate this
specialized field to its proper area and asic your consideration of the total
aspect of Information Management.

2. CONCEPT

In this discussion of INFORMATION MANAGEMENT, we shall make several
assump t i ons

:

1 - Information Is a RESOURCE, much as funds and manpower are, and
should be managed as such;

2 - Proper balance should be maintained between the expenditures
of funds and manpower used in the various phases of Information
Management;

3 - Information that is NEEDED for proper management MUST be
obtained regardless of cost;

k - Information that is NOT needed for proper management, but is

merely wanted, should NOT be obtained;

5 - Information that is NOT USED should be eliminated;

6 - The Information Management process consists of several phases
resulting in an end product, a report, and involves a number
of management disciplines Including directives, forms, reports,
records disposition, office equipment, as well as a number of
othe rs

.

With these assumptions In mind, we shall briefly discuss the various phases
In Information Management. These phases. In chronological order are:

Requ I rement
Acqu I s I 1 1 on
Manipulation
D I s sem i na 1 1 on
Storage and Retrieval

The Requirement Phase Is that period where the need for the information Is

formulated and established. At this time, system design and development of
the reporting system or requirement should be undertaken. All too often this
activity Is postponed until the Manipulation Phase and is treated as an
a f t e r t hough t - - too late to serve Its proper function. The requirement is

assessed, need determined, cost-benefit analysis made, system developed.
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I

forms developed, certification and validation made, and Report Control
Number assigned during this phase.

Two factors increase the difficulty of this phase. First, there is the

normal tendency of ADP systems to "sell" their services to more and more
customers in an effort to fully utilize their capacity. This ultimately
leads to an overload of the computer necessitating ad d i t i ona 1 ca pa c i t

y

(usually a larger, later generation model) which leads to further need to

se 1 1 . . . 1 ea d i ng to another compu te r . . . 1 ea d i ng . . . e tc . , etc. Second, and
frequently a result of the first factor, is the conversion of programs when
a new computer is installed. It is most important, at that time, that a

thorough systems design be undertaken. Often, in the haste to become
operational on a new computer, the old programs are used as is, or are
converted on a one-for-one basis. This is the ideal time to thoroughly
question and justify the needs and to ensure that only needed information is

processed or retained and that all r e - p rog ramm i ng is made with this In mind.
With a one-for-one conversion, it is possible that a third or fourth
generation computer is making use of first generation " s y s terns " . . . . a truly
inefficient situation.

During this Requirement Phase, the disciplines Involved are: Directives,
Forms, Reports.

We have attached a chart (Figure 1) which shows the various phases in the
Information Management process and the different management disciplines
which are associated with each phase. This should help In an understanding
of the inter-relationships between the disciplines.

The Acquisition Phase is the period during which the Information, or data,
is being generated or collected to fulfill the requirement. It is also the
phase which most strongly impacts the field installations and gives them the
mos t concern.

The Manipulation Phase is the phase which involves the various operations
such as collecting, assembling, displaying, formatting, r e - f o r ma 1 1 I ng , ADP
processing, printing and publishing, and other actions to prepare the
Information in its final format.

The Manipulation Phase is the single phase where the greatest amount of
resources, both funds and manpov/er, is concentrated. This has been shown by
the cost figures we have accumulated over the past several years in our ov;n

reports management program.

The Dissemination Phase is simply that phase during which distribution of
the report is made.

The
ma i

needs.

Storage and Retrieval Phase is that phase In which the report is filed,
ntalned, retrieved for use, and sometimes identifies other information

All of the above-mentioned phases combine to form an information system. As
an example of how this approach may help, let me cite from our experience.

Early In NASA's reports management program, we found one network of over kO
reports. These included ADP, manual, and mixed forms of reports which
originated In the field installations and in four different levels in
Headquarters. There ivas redundancy as well as the transmission of duplicate
reports via alternate channels. We found that, initially, we were providing
information to seven external agencies and, at times, rather low level
internal organizations were providing the information directly to external
requirers while similai or Identical--reports were being transmitted by a

high level organization v/ho had obtained the information from the lower
level. The dangers inherent in such a situation are, we feel, readily
apparent.
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3. CONCLUSIONS

As will be noted (Figure l), not all disciplines are applicable in every
pliase. Yet/ each is important in its own rigiit and serves a useful function
contributing to the whole if careful attention is given to matters of
organization and leadership which we shall discuss in a moment.

An audit report illuminated some problems within each discipline which
needed attention. We believe that the Reports discipline has achieved
si.r;nificant results in its area and has reduced most of the problems
discussed in the draft report. This achievement has been due, in large part,
to the increased top management interest and support over the past
twenty-six months. Other areas have undoubtedly achieved some results with
more improvements to be realized from the support and interest of
management. Grouping related information disciplines under a responsible
official should lead to improved management of agency information resources.
We believe that this would benefit by the institution of an INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT activity as opposed to the more parochial concept of Paperwork
Ma na geme n t - - will c h tern iias falinn into some disfavor in recent years due to
overzealous marl<eting of its magic.

Since reshuffling of billets does not necessarily solve problems, it Is

important that the individual selected to supervise a cohesive Information
Management organization must be knowledgeable in the broad spectrum of
management disciplines, courageous, and willing to work towards gaining and
maintaining top management support for improved information systems
throughout the agency. Above all, he must never allow an Information
management discipline to become a r I tua 1 - - r a t he r the Information disciplines
must always be carefully tuned and balanced to enhance the total Information
p roces s

.

We do not believe that any further Internal study is necessary to determine
the logical grouping of disciplines which are, for the most part, grouped In

the same general fashion among the Federal Agencies and at our own
Installations. However, there are a few pertinent questions:

1 - At what level of management should the organizational
responsibility be placed?

2 - Under which major office function should It be placed?

3 - Where should the Headquarters Installation function be
placed relative to the agency function?

In the next section, we offer some possible answers to these questions and
suggestions for Implementation.

It. SUGGESTED IMPLEMENTATION PLANS

With the foregoing points in mind, we offer the following proposed actions
for your consideration:

1 - Accept and approve the Information Management concept;

2 - Identify specific elements Involved and determine the
division of effort for supporting Headquarters as an
installation versus providing information systems
leadership to the agency.

We will address ourselves here to providing some possible answers to
the questions raised in the previous section.
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In offering an answer to question one above, and considering the

numbers of disciplines and people involved, we would recommend that a

separate Office of Information Management be established. The
function MUST receive attention fron tliis level, as a nininum, iF it

is to gain proper top management support.

Consideration of question number two su,(jgests that there are only a

few organizations under which the function could be logically placed
and the most logical of these, we believe, would be in the office of
systems management or the office of administration, whichever held
the responsibility for overall management information rather than
tliat office which merely controlled the ADP portion of the
information system.

The answer to the question of the p. .

installation function (number 3 above) offers several possib
acement of the Headquarters

i ties.

We recommend that the functions be made Division under the Director
of Information Management. Some overhead savings should be realized
by this placement. However, precautions should be taken so that (a)

its priorities as an operating activity do not, in the event of
personnel shortages, de-emphasize its Agency functional
responsibilities, and (b) consideration is given to operating in a

manner consistent with other Headquarters offices with dual
responsibilities for the agency and for Headquarters as an

instal lation.

3 - Select Information Management supervisor;

k - Draft revised functional statements for each affected unit
and submit for approval;

5 - Review and approve goals and objectives of Information
Management unit.

Adoption of these suggestions with the support of top management, and the
proper leadership, should lead to improved information systems.

SUMMARY

(1) that there is a need for concentration on INFORM ATIOM
as a whole, rather than emphasizing data element management; (2)
are certain assumptions that must be made and that these
ore valid; (3) that there are several phases in Information

and that each plays an inter-relating role with each of the
others; moreover, certain of these phases make heavy demands upon resource
(It) that there is a need for organizing and implementing a total Information
Management program in every organization; and (5) that the head of the
Information Management function should be fearless, aggressive, and capable
of obtaining and maintaining the support of top management.

We believe
MANAGEMENT
that there
a s sump t i on s

Management

Only through the application of such ideas can a total management
information system survive and f 1 o u r i s h - - f r ee of duplication, redundancies,
and inefficiencies. We must step out from the relative restrictions of data
element management into the wider world of Information Management.
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DISTRIBUTION OF MANAGEMENT DISCIPLINES

PHASES

D I SC I PL I NES

CORRESPONDEfJCE

Dl RECTI VES

FILES

FORMS

MA I L

M I C R 0 - F I L ri

OFFICE E Q U 1 P M E ri T

OFFICE METHODS

PRESENTATI ONS

PRINTING AND
PUBLICATIOri

RECORDS Dl SPOSI Tl ON

REPORTS

NOTE: In each discipline above, it is assumed that the
appropriate steps in management analysis are taken.

FIGURE 1.
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ADDENDUM

The questions were most interesting and revealing. I have attempted to

answer them fully. Should there be further questions or comments, I would
welcome them in writing or via telephone. See Attendance section for
address .

The first two questions belov/ were answered at the Symposuim and the ansv/ers

are taken verbatim from the tape of the meeting.

QUESTION: "'Why should the Office of Information Management be separate from
the ADP Operations Office?'"

ANSWER: "The Office of Information Management should be separate from the
ADP Operations Office simply because, in our experience, the ADP
operations office tends to view the computer as a god and
worships it. ..and everything is the comp u te r . . .

' t h e computer MUST
have'... 'this Is the way it has to be'. Information Management
cannot work on that premise. Information Management HAS to
control the computer instead of having the computer control
Information Management."

(NOTE: the applause following this statement was MOST gratifying.
Thank you!)

QUESTION: "Two related questions: 'You say that information is a resource,
often acquired at great expense, but that it should be discarded
if not used. VJhy should it EVER be discarded? Don't you think the
problems and costs of permanent retention reveal a technology
lag? The second one is: 'Re: your principle of not obtaining data
not directly needed. ..if pertinent peripheral data can be
collected easily, doesn't this promote flexibility for users in

defining requirements and producing impromptu r e po r t s ? - - i . e .

,

helps build a powerful, flexible data base.'"

ANSWER: "Why collect it if you don't need it? This has too often
in the past. Let me give you a couple of examples rea
we have just finished a World Series--also the Census B

' Census was originally designed for
rep resen ta t i ves . . . tha t was the reason for counting the
the country. Nov/ the Census form, which you are requi
to answer, asks how many bathrooms you have,
construction (material) is of your house. ..What the
that have to do with how many make up a constituency?
is, in the World Series we collect all these statistic
it statistics for the sake of the s ta t i s t i c i a n s . . . I th
had asked the question last night of the announcer, 'Wh
last time a man with one green eye and one brov/n ey
left-handed, throwing right-handed, wearing white s

wearing a red cap and blue underwear came to bat?',
have answered! WHO CARES? If you don't need the in

don't collect it. If you do need the Information, then
use it."

been done
1 q u i c k 1 V :

ureau. The
a 1 locating
people in

red by law
what the
hell does

The second
s . . . I call
ink if you
en was the
e, batting
hoe laces,
. . He could
formation,
get it and

In reviewing the tape, I noted that I failed to completely ansv/er
these two related questions and should like to do so now.
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You should discard unneeded Information for several reasons: It
costs money to store--by occupying computer, tape, card, or hard
copy storage--and provides an opportunity to resurrect It easily,
thus enhancing its possibility of su rv i va 1 . . , i f It is dead--bury
It!; retaining such information also tends to lead to the
generation of additional r epo r t s - - ba sed on such data--whlch may
be of little value. I feel that there is very little technology
lag In the "problems and costs of permanent retention" as there
are a variety of methods for storage especially In the areas of
m I c r o f I 1

m - - wh a t we seem to have instead is a technology lag in

the proper design and utilization of Information processes.
Careful thought In information systems design can reduce the
information required to the minimum and present the most
economical method of obtaining and presenting It. ..this is not
necessarily the computer. Systems development costs for
computer-based Information systems are high and we have already
discussed the problems of computer replacement. This also applies
to the matter of obtaining "pertinent peripheral data" where such
activity Is frequently undertaken for the benefit of job security
or job enhancement. The matter of flexibility. Impromptu reports,
etc., should remind us that this activity provides an opportunity
to provide a "shopping list" of data elements to a potential
user. ..who promptly says, "I'll take six of those, a dozen of
that, and. ..oh, yes. ..four each of those too." Ascertain
needs. ..meet the needs. ..and keep costs to a minimum.

QUESTION: Please relate "Information Management" to or with the "Data
Administration" function. Are they the ame, in parallel, or
wha t ?

ANSWER: Information Management refers to the total function or process of
providing needed Information In a useful manner and on a timely
basis. This Information may be manual, computer derived, or a

combination of manual and ADP. Key to Information Management are
the words "needed, useful, and timely". Data Administration most
f r eq ue n 1 1 y . . . i n fact, nearly a 1 ways . . . ref e rs to that portion of
Information Management which deals with automated data processing
methods and often falls to examine manual systems or overlooks
necessity or utility In Its ADP operations due to the relative
ease of manipulating data.

QUESTION: From your experience with "MIS" (Management Information Systems),
what are the principal problems of the Data Manager, e. g..
Management resistance, support, etc., when setting up a MIS?

ANSl'JER: Some of the Important problems In establishing a MIS are the lack
of management support, resistance to change, parochial interests,
and lack of knowledge. Mana; "ment often takes the process for
granted and fails to make known its interest In a viable
information system which provides for Its needs In the most
economical and timely manne r . . . un t I 1 the costs of systems become
so great that management must Intervene to reduce costs by
eliminating unnecessary, untimely, and/or useless reports.
Reports of marginal utility also receive attention at this time.
Resistance to change occurs due to unfamlliartty v/ith the new
system, fear of job security, and failure to see the deficiencies
(or failure to admit to these deficiencies) in the existing
system. Parochial interests tend to require the continuance of a

report or system due to "Image puffery" (overstating the
importance of one's own function), and job security. Lack of
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knowledge occurs at all 1 eve 1 s . . . managemen t simply may not know
the most effective method of obtaining information and those
involved in providing the information frequently are unwilling,
or unable, to make alternate methods known to management because
of some of the same factors mentioned in the first sentence;
support, change, interests, etc.

What background do you suggest individuals should
Office of Information Management?

have in the

As to specific formal education, it matters very little. My own
degree field was International Relations and I know of another
Information Management persuasion individual whose degree field
was mathematics. Primary requirements are a general knowledge,
intelligence, and an inquiring mind. The individuals should be
knowledgeable and skilled in management analysis. ..whether this
Is obtained through formal education or experience is relatively
unimportant. Work experience in a variety of fields often
provides a storehouse of information which can help in

understanding problems and assists in analysis of them.

QUESTION: How closely should the/an information plan or data management be
structured to the line organization of a company? What problems
could there be if the information organization and line
organization differ? Should a line organization change because of
the logical information sources and flow?

The function of information management is to meet the information
needs of an organization, whether line or staff. The structure
that is necessary is that which meets the needs and, since needs
do change from time to time, the structure must be capable of
change also. The information management group serves in a staff
function to management and is responsive to management's needs:
this function may be by a separate group which serves all other
groups in the total organization. It may also be a small group
within a line organization in which case it must also be aware of
the total process of information management throughout the
organization and must avoid the parochial viewpoint frequently
encountered in parts of the whole: in this type of organization
it must make special effort to avoid duplication of
i nf o rma t i on . . . a n especially difficult matter in such a situation.
I believe the information organization should differ from the
line organization, i.e., the line organization should not be the
information organization, but each does have its unique
responsibilities v/ithin its o\/n field., .the line organization
normally for a program or product and the information
organization for an internal product--information--yet the
information organization can only provide an effective and
efficient product with the support and approval of top
management. A line organization need not change its structure
because of the logical information source or flow. It may,
however, be made more efficient by a re - s t r uc t u r i ng and this must
be determined by circumstances. Resistance will be met in this
case for many of the reasons mentioned in the answer to the
fourth question above. Information management function and
organization should be flexible enough to meet Information needs
without organizational re-structuring. Again, circumstances in

each Individual organization will be the determining factor.
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QUESTION: Are "information management systems" (in NASA), systems that
produce reports that "advise" managers to confirm the "decisions"
(made by computer) OR are reports (which are) produced used as
supportive documentation for the "decision-making" process (by
manage rs )

?

ANSWER: They are used to provide information to assist management in its
de c I s i on - ma k i ng functions. We must face the fact that computers
do not make "decisions. ..they may have been given certain
parameters and told that if certain things occur the computer

of action. In thisshall provide a certain response or course
case, the decision was made prior to the
machine and the alternatives provided to
"decision" then is merely whether or not
within the parameters.

computation by the
it. ..the computers
the i nf orma t i on Is

QUESTION: Is your goal Records Management? Forms Control? Library
C en t r a 1 i z a t i on - De ce n t r a 1 i z a t i o n ? Report Distribution Control?
Paper and Microfilm Formats? Abstracts? Indexing? Term
Definition?

ANSWER: YES! We mentioned the i n t e r - r e 1 a t i o n s h
i p s of a number of

disciplines. The functions mentioned are disciplines or
sub-elements of a discipline Invo'ved in the totol information
management process. Each has a role to play in the total process.
I " OM r ovn area. Abstracts, Indexing, and Library Centralization
are normally associated with a Scientific and Technical
Information Facility and are not used routinely in the management
process. However, if Library here refers to ADP prof^ram libraries
or a central location for the distribution of reports to
management this function would be of concern to an information
management group.

QUESTION: You implied in your talk that the information manager should be
prepared to tell his boss (presumably a "user") whether or not he
NEEDS certain information. Surely this is usurping the role of
senior management to decide what he needs.

ANSWER: I think I stated it more strongly than that! It is not
necessarily usurping senior management's role. ..It may be helping
him to determine what he needs for I think we have all seen cases
where management really doesn't know what It wants so asks for
more than is really needed. The information management role is to
help management to determine what is needed. Top management
should have no, or little, need for detailed Information as lower
exhelons should provide their share of the management function
and digest this information. Should top management insist on
detailed Information It may be due to ignorance, lack of proper
management at lower levels, or mistrust of loiver level managers.
The cures here are not necessarily more information, but
management action to overcome the deficiencies.
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DATA STANDARDIZATION

Harry S. White, Jr.

Associate Director for ADP Standards
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National Bureau of Standards
Washington, D.C. 20234

Data standardization is a subject that is often misunderstood. Perhaps this

is because we have not yet begun to adequately recognize the significance of data
as one of the major components of an information system. Up to now, data has been

given a role of secondary importance in comparison to the hardware and software

components of an information system.

Before proceeding further, we should first stop and examine the premise,

"Is data a major component of an information system?" and "If it is, what should

be our concerns about data?" Finally, we should address the question "What is the
significance and impact of data standards?"

Is Data a Major Component of an Information System?

In order to address this question it is first necessary to assure that we

understand what is being asked. There are two terms in the question "data" and

"information system," that conceptually present difficulties due to the different
perceptions each of us has about them. For purposes of this paper, definitions
of these terms are provided in order to establish a framework for further discussion.

Data - an ordered representation of letters, numbers, systems or other
intelligible means used to convey meaning.

Information System - The combined assembly of operations, processes and

resources that are involved in the design, development, collection, opera-
tion, maintenance and use of an information service.

If we identify the resources that comprise an information system, we immediately

are able to name: (1) the equipment, (2) the software, (3) the personnel, and (4)

the facilities. Usually, we neglect to include the data in this listing of resources.

Why do we overlook the most vital element of an information system? Are we unable

to deal with data as we are other resources? Are we unable to measure data in terms

of its value or quantity?

WHAT SHOULD WE BE CONCERNED ABOUT ?

Until we are able to manage data like other resources, we will not be able to

effectively control our information systems including their cost and efficiency of

operation.
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The computer community has produced new tools for data management, but for

the most part these are directed toward data management at the micro level. Within
the computer environment, data consists of raw materials to be processed, stored and
manipulated. If we are to really manage data, we must first provide a much broader
perspective than the computer view of data. There must be management controls for
the collection of data, for the protection of data and for the processing of data.
We need to establish procedures for getting rid of data that is no longer needed and
presents both security and storage problems.

WHAT IS THE SIGNIFICANCE AND IMPACT OF DATA STANDARDS?

Data standards, as such, are not a new concept. We have been exposed to data
standards in our everyday lives for many years. For example, the calendar is a

form of data standard for identifying the days of a year. House numbers area form
of data standards for identifying different houses on the same street. Page numbers
in a book are data standards used to identify different pages in the same book. With
the increased use of computers, it has become essential to adopt data standards to
provide for the effective processing and interchange of data. However, as might be

expected, data standards have been developed for specific applications, usually at
the installation or system level. As the exchange and collection of data has been
extended to include machine readable data, we find that we cannot effectively communi-
cate due to the differences in the definitions assigned to data or the differences
in data coding. The primary purpose of data standards is to overcome these problems
of incompatibilities, thus making the collection, exchange and processing of data
more effective by eliminating unnecessary translations and improving communications.

In the Federal program for data standards our objective is to make maximum
utilization of the data resources of the Federal Government and to avoid unnecessary
duplications and incompatibilities in the authorized collection, processing and
dissemination of data. Essentially this objective forms the basis for the voluntary
standards activities of the American National Standards Institute and the Inter-

national Organization for Standardization.

FACTORS THAT INHIBIT STANDARDIZATION

Based upon nearly ten years of experience in the development of data standards,
I would like to reflect on some of the factors that inhibit or discourage the develop-
ment of useful data standards. We must consider these factors, if we are to produce
standards that are timely and responsive to user needs. I feel that the most signi-
ficant factor that serves as an impediment to the development of data standards is the

difficulty of being able to predict or demonstrate in concrete tems the savings,

cost avoidance, or increased productivity resulting from data standards. We have not

yet been able to come up with an acceptable method that can be used so that manage-
ment can make the proper decisions in regard to supporting budget initiatives or

placing priorities on continuing standards efforts. Contributing to this situation
is the fact that in the past, data standardization has been undertaken in isolation

and treated as a subject separate and apart from the data management function. Until

we are able to provide adequate accounting mechanisms for our data resources, we will

continue to have marginal support for data standards. In this regard, we must refocus

our data standards efforts to be supportive of the data management functions. Other-

wise, data standards in isolation will be searching for problems seeking a solution
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rather than providing solutions for identified urgent problems. Effective data

management will enable us to pinpoint those subjects or areas where standards can

be useful and also this will provide the basis for projecting the benefits and savings
that will result from standards,

STANDARDIZATION MEANS COMPROMISE

Another major factor that has significantly reduced the effective development
of standards is the recognition that the standards process by its very nature means
that reasonable compromises must be made. It usually is not possible to adopt with-
out change existing practices for use as general standards. The primary reason is

that most existing practices have been developed as a solution for a specific appli-
cation and need to be expanded or redefined before they are acceptable in other
applications. Accordingly, compromises must be made before a standard surfaces.

It is difficult to contribute effectively to the development of a standard
that is different from the method you have already implemented and will cost you to

change. However, one must be able to make reasonable compromises if the long term
need for the standard outweighs the cost of conversion. Reasonable compromise does
not mean that the quality of the standard needs to be lowered, but does mean that
each participant in the development of the standard needs to be able to be flexible
and understanding of the needs of others. The standards participant must be able to

consider alternative solutions and respond in a positive constructive way. Before
appointing or selecting individuals to participate on standards groups and represent
your organization, it is essential to discuss the matter of reasonable compromise
and establish an understanding with the participant as to the manner in which he

represents your interests and the acceptable results expected.

STANDARDS MUST BE TAILORED TO APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS

Another significant problem that has contributed to delay the development of
standards is a misunderstanding on how the resulting standard is to be applied. Too

often the standard is envisioned to be a universal solution for all applications. This
approach has very practical limitations. For example, in the development of the gen-
eral standard for coding organizations, it was recognized that the number of organi-
zations to be coded numbered in the millions. This had to cover manufacturers, govern-
ment activities, hospitals, retailers, libraries and all other entities that qualified
as an organizational unit. Accordingly, the size of the code had to be large enough
to cover the total number of organizations involved. This meant that the numeric code
had to be at least eight digits in length in order to allow for additional code
assignments

.

The problem resulting from this solution is that most applications that need to

code organizations are dealing with a subset or selected class of organizations.
Usually the number of organizations in a particular application is less than the total
number provided for in the general standard and can be coded using a lesser number of
digits. In this situation, if the general standard were applied in each application,
the overall operational costs would be increased. Alternatively, if the general
standard were used in the interchanges among dissimilar applications, the overall
operational and implementation costs would be reduced and interchange made possible.
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This would then allow each application to develop and use standards fitted to their
needs and to use the general standard as necessary when communicating with others
outside the application area. We have learned that standards must be developed
and applied in a realistic way appropriate to differing and changing environments.
To standardize otherwise, is strictly arbitrary and unwarranted.

POSITIVE FACTORS

These essentially are the major factors that inhibit the production of effec-
tive data standards. In a more positive sense, we need to examine those factors
that result in useful standards. The first and most important is the recognition
of the need for a standard as a solution to a specified or particular problem.
This need should be justified and expressed in terms of reduced costs, improved
productivity, or cost avoidance. The time and cost for producing, implementing
and maintaining the standard should be reliably predicted.

The second important factor is that those activit-es that will either use the
standard or will be impacted by the standard are included in the standards making
process. This does not mean that each activity must have representation on the
standards development group, but does mean that each activity is extended the

opportunity to participate either actively or be kept informed of the progress of
the standards effort.

The third important factor is the selection of qualified competent individuals
to develop the standard. In addition to being able to make reasonable compromises
as mentioned earlier, the individual must be result oriented. The most effective
standards have been produced by busy managers with adequate technical staff support.
This approach results in standards that are timely and responsive to immediate
operational requirements and does not become an academic exercise.

STANDARDIZATION STATUS

Within the Federal Information Standards Program, six data standards have
been produced. These are standards for representing dates, states, counties,
standard metropolitan statistical areas, congressional districts and countries.
Policies and procedures for data standards have been issued in the code of Federal
Regulations and are published as FIPS PUB 28. Arrangements have been made with the
Civil Service Commission to undertake the development of program standards for data
elements used in automated civilian personnel systems. Of particular significance
to both data management and standardization is the recent establishment of a FIPS
Task Group (Task Group 17) that is undertaking the development of standards and guide-
lines for data element directories. This effort is expected to result in a guide for
initiating and maintaining a data element directory. It will be addressed to data
management in general to include automated and manual systems as well as forms design
and information services. Also the task group is developing the performance criteria
for an automated data element directory system for use by data administrators.
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Nationally, under the sponsorship of the American National Standards Institute,

there are four approved voluntary industry standards for data elements. These

include representations for dates, counties, states and time zones. Six others are

in the final approval process and include standards for identification of orqaniza-
tions, named populated places, time, countries, points and metric and customary units.

Also, ANSI has produced a technical guide for the development of data standards.

This guide is due to be published in early 1976.

Internationally, standards have been produced for representing dates, time,

metric units and time zones. Work is continuing on the development of standards
for representing organizations, industries, commodities, occupations, sexes, blood
types, points and mailing addresses. Also under study is the need for standards
in the application of check characters to improve the reliability of data inputs.

Information concerning the availability of national and international standards
may be obtained from the American National Standards Institute (ANSI), 1430 Broadway,
New York, New York 10018. Information concerning FIPS Publications and their availa-
bility may be obtained by contacting the Office of ADP Standards Management, Institute
for Computer Sciences and Technology, National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C.

20234.

\
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Data Element Analysis and Use of a Relational Data Base
Structure for Mapping Bibliographic and

Numeric Data Bases
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The totality of available data base resources in the U.S. ani

other countries is extensive and provides a tremendous potential
for individual bench scientists, information scientists, and re-
searchers concerned with interdisciplinary problems. Unfortunately,
there is currently no systematic method for interconnecting the data
bases, conversion tables, and search systems, and there is no sys-
tem that points out the links from one information source to another.
The use of data base mapping would be of significant benefit for

wide scale resource sharing, network design, and for efficient
data base use by information centers. In addition, a data base

map could be consulted by individual scientists to quickly deter-
mine the location of machine-readable sources of use to them.

The purpose of the NSF sponsored program discussed here is to

develop a data base mapping model and search scheme (DBMMSS) to

determine the feasibility of data base mapping. The data base
map will make use of the relationships that exist between avail-
able: data bases; conversion tables and algorithms; information
centers processing data bases; search software systems; and data
base standards. The mapping files contain descriptive data about
not only bibliographic data bases but also data-type data bases.

The data base mapping system is designed to permit identification
of optimal and potential routes from data base to data base, using
intervening conversion tables or algorithms, if needed, in order to

obtain desired data.

In order to demonstrate the feasibility of data base mapping,
we are developing a mapping model and will test the model with a

sample file. The sample file or test file will contain data
about chemical data bases. The tasks required for establishing
and testing the model and mapping concept include: acquisition of
information about data bases; data analysis of data bases with
emphasis on data element identification, description and tagging;
design of model file structure; development of a test file; and
testing of the map search and routing concept via rudimentary
software.
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The mapping system is implemented as a relational data base.
Information describing various data bases and their contents is

stored in the system as are descriptions of types of information,
data base processing centers and data base producer infomation,
and software systems. Data bases described include bibliographic
and numeric data collections and conversion tables and algorithms.
The various entities described in the system are then connected
by relations. Thus, the connection(s) between any pair of entities
can be explored by the basic relation operations, "join" and "pro-
ject."

The relational data management system supporting the map was
built to handle the specific needs of the project. A relatively
complicated data structure has been implemented to provide flexi-
bility. A relation is stored as a linked list whose members are

sets of pointers to data items and are also part of other linked
lists representing subrelations. The data items are stored as

records containing a varying number of varying length fields.

At present the system is operational on a DEC-10. All pro-
grams in the system were written in SAIL, an ALGOL-like language
developed for use in artificial intelligence research.

Key words: data base; data elements; mapping; microelements;
relational data base structure; substructure searching.

Networking and resource sharing of data bases on a large scale is an eventuality
that is not far off. But, there are several problems associated with data base network-
ing. The problems are not those related to hardware interfaces or communications tech-
nology. The operational status of the hardware/communications field is evidenced by

organizations such as TYMSHARE, ARPANET (Advanced Research Project Agency Network) and
the newly announced commercial networking organizations, PCI (Packet Communications,
Inc.) and Telenet Communications Corporation. The real problems or roadblocks standing
in the way of resource sharing and use of data bases via networks are the data bases
themselves. Almost every individual data base stands as a unique entity organized for
unique purposes. There is very little commonality of organization, format, content,
method of representation, etc. While individual data bases are organized within them-
selves and several data bases produced by one supplier may have common formats (this

has become true only in the last few years), it is glaringly evident that there is no
standardization that applies to the multiplicity of data bases in use today. Many may
contain the same data element but the tagging, coding and nomenclature vary.

The totality of data base resources in this country is extensive and provides a

tremendous potential for the individual bench scientist and for the information special-
ist. But, because of the lack of standardization, there is no predetermined method for
interconnecting the data bases, search programs, and conversion programs. Theoretically,
one should be able to identify the name of a desired chemical from a reference source
and then obtain desired information about the compound, such as physical properties,
toxic effects, handling requirements, etc., from a wide variety of machine-readable
sources. This, however, cannot be easily accomplished because the name or code for the

compound may be represented differently in different files, and because there is no

system that points out the links from one information source to another.

1. Introduction

1.1. Problem Definition

Will iams/Preece/
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1.2. Objective and Approach

We are developing a Data Base Mapping Model and Search Scheme (DBMMSS) in order to

study the feasibility of data base mapping. The objective of data base mapping is to

identify the linkages (a link is a common data element even though it may be tagged,

coded or named differently in different data bases) between data bases, and to map routes
for accessing required data bases and conversion systems, regardless of their location,

in order to obtain desired data. The data base of data bases will contain information
about: (1) bibliographic type data bases—particularily scientific and technical data
bases; (2) data type data bases; (3) conversion table data bases; (4) information retrie-
val center data; (5) search software systems; (6) conversion algorithm software; and (7)

standards for data bases.

In order to demonstrate the feasibility of data base mapping, we are developing a

mapping model and testing the model with a sample file. The sample file or test file
will contain data about numeric chemical data bases. Chemistry has been selected because
the problems encountered in chemical data bases are so numerous and varied that it should
provide a "worst case" situation, and thus is an excellent test vehicle for the model.
The model will serve equally well in other disciplines.

Chemical data exists in many forms but there is no adequate system for tying the
many files together so that output of one file is useable as input to another file. The
situation is analogous to that of the 1920' s prior to the establishment of standards for
electrical equipment. At that time equipment used in one city could not be used in an-
other. Now standards have been enforced throughout the world and even though both AC
and DC power are used in different locations, converters are readily available.

In theory, one should be able to identify desired compounds, and obtain relevant in-
formation about them, for example, from Chemical Abstracts Services (CAS) data bases.

Then, using the CAS Registry Number output, he should be able to access a National Cancer
Institute (NCI) data base; and from there he should be able to access Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) files or other files that contain linkages in common with the NCI
file. By using common data element linkages one should be able to locate interfaces
between data bases and where linkages between data bases do not exist, he should be able
to identify the conversion tables or algorithms that may be used to obtain them.

A typical search in which a data base map would be very useful might be a question
asking what chemicals have produced toxic effects on lampreys, and what effects this sub-
stance would have on fish and humans. A data base map search would indicate: (1) what
data bases cover the initial question regarding which chemicals are lampreyicides ; (2)
where services to these data bases are available; and (3) what information is needed for
the search. It also might indicate charges for search services and the availability of
other services (such as photo-copying) offered by each of the information retrieval cen-
ters that process the data base(s) appropriate for answering the question.

The output of the first search might be chemical names, chemical structures, and CAS
Registry Numbers. Armed with this information the file could tell the user what data
bases are available and can be searched using output of the first search as input to the
next search, etc.

If there were a specialized data base containing data on insecticides, pesticides,
and herbicides, and if that data base also used CAS Registry Numbers associated with its
compounds, the searcher could access the data base using the Registry Number output of
the first search. This Registry Number data element is the link between the two files.
If the user also wanted information on the effects of the compounds on humans, and if
that data were contained in a Food and Drug Administration file which did not contain
Registry Numbers, but did provide access to compounds via Wiswesser Line Notations (WLNs),
the searcher would need to find a conversion table or algorithm for converting either
the compound name data element or the Registry Number data element to WLNs.
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It is this type of mapping scheme for identifying the appropriate series of data
bases and conversion systems, and accessing them in the optimal sequence that we are
modeling and testing. If the mapping model and search scheme is effective for chemistry,
it should also be useful for other individual disciplines such as law where all cases are
identified by a unique citation number (such as 35ILL ND358 for volume 35 of Illinois
Reports, second series, page 358). This citation number is a data element that would
be used not only in the Case Reports (whether they be official reporters or commercial
reporters) but in textbooks, statute books, or journal articles. The citation number
could also be referenced in the Shepherd Citations where other cases that cited the
case in question can be located through the same data element--the citation number. A
similar data element is used for statutes and regulations. Some of this material now
exists in machine-readable fom and other sources are being, or will be, put into machine-
readable form.

1.3. Tasks and Status

In order to meet the objective of the study— to identify the linkages between data
bases and map routes for accessing required data bases through conversion systems, re-
gardless of their geographic location in order to obtain desired data--it has been neces-
sary to carry out the three basic tasks of data acquisition, data analysis and software
design and development. We have obtained data on approximately 220 bibliographic data
bases, 60 numeric and conversion table data bases in chemistry, and 100 centers that pro-
cess data bases. A detailed analysis of the microstructure of data elements has been
carried out for approximately 60 data bases and software for data management and mapping
has been designed and is being tested. Data for more than 100 bibliographic data bases
have been entered into the test file. After testing the software the DBMMSS will be
evaluated

.

2. Acquisition and Analysis of Data Base and Data Elements Information

2.1. Acquisition

In order to obtain data for the data base mapping system—which actually constitutes
a data base of data bases—we did the following: (1) obtained data, from data base pro-
ducers and from the open literature, regarding bibliographic and numeric data bases and

the software used for searching them; (2) obtained data, from the open literature and
through telephone discussions with appropriate experts in the field of chemical data
systems, regarding conversion programs, and conversion tables for converting various
representations of chemical substances from one form to another (e.g., graphic structure
to chemical name; chemical name to code, etc.); (3) obtained data, from centers that pro-
cess data bases, regarding the data bases they process and the services they provide;
and (4) analyzed documentation supplied by data base producers regarding the data element
content and format and representation of those elements.

2.2. Analysis

Data obtained in (1), (2) and (3) above were entered on-line into the relational
data base structure file described in section 3 of this paper. The data base mapping
model requires the development and use of common data element descriptions and a standard
tagging scheme so that the same type of element in each of the several data bases could
be identified and interconnected for purposes of file manipulation. The data elements
had to be directly addressable via their tags. Tags were applied to the data elements
of the bibliographic, chemical-data, and conversion-table type databases. In recording
these data we have assigned tag numbers to 353 separate types of information elements
that relate to data bases, centers, programs, etc. Relations have been established be-

tween certain tagged items in order to display meaningful relationships in response to

likely user questions. For example, a subject category will lead to a display of a list

of data bases appropriate to the subject, or the selection of a data base will lead to

a display of the names of centers that process that data base, etc. In the case of chem-

ical data bases, where nomenclature is a real problem, one could enter a trade name of
a compound plus an indication of the type of information desired, e.g., carcinogenic
effects. The system would then indicate the map or route required to get to the data.
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For example, when looking for carcinogenic effects of aspirin, where aspirin is a trade
name, and if trade names are not used for the substances in the file that contains car-

cinogenic effects data, the DBMMSS will display the required map. It will indicate the

name of the appropriate conversion tables and/or programs, or sequence of tables and pro-
grams, needed to obtain the name or code used for the substance (aspirin) as it is repre-
sented in the file that contains the carcinogenic data.

Mapping between and among data bases, data elements, centers, programs, conversion
tables and algorithms, subject categories, etc. is done via the DBMMSS. The data element
definitions and representations of each data base had to be analyzed and compared prior
to determining the content and representations for the DBMMSS. Mapping at the micro-
element level has also been done. Mapping of data elements and microelements found in

bibliographic data bases has been done manually, although if time and money permit they
will also be entered into the DBMMSS for automatic mapping. For our purposes a micro-
element is considered to be the smallest meaningful unit of information in a data element.
A macroelement is considered to be a generic category that groups together a number of

related data elements.

Anyone who works with two or more externally generated data bases quickly leaims

that a major problem associated with comparing the content and treatment of data found
in any two data bases is the lack of uniformity of content, representation, and format
of data elements. This problem is compounded when one works with multiple data bases.

In order to see the full range of variety it is necessary to analyze data bases in many
different subject fields and to analyze different types of data bases—bibliographic,
numeric and conversion table, etc. The number of variations found in bibliographic
data bases is large. They vary with respect to: subject matter; data element content
(author, title, journal names, subject code, date of publication, etc.); structure of the
file (order of records in the file, blocking factor, etc.); format of the records (sequence
of elements within the records); representation of elements (upper and lower case, use of
abbreviations, use of codes, etc.); character representation (ASCII, EBCDIC, etc.); char-
acter set; and other physical characteristics of the tape.

We analyzed each of 60 data bases by breaking them down into their data elements
and their component microelements (the smallest meaningful components or atomic parts).
Each data element or sub-element was uniquely defined and associated with a tag or iden-
tifier. In addition to mapping the microelements into elements and macroelements, rele-
vant standards of ISO, ANSI, NFAIS-FID, MARC, COSATI, and others were analyzed and mapped
together with the data base information.

2.3. Mapping Microelements

Procedurally, we analyzed the 60 data bases recording the lowest level meaningful
microelements, together with their associated format and representation information, for
each particular data base. Using the full range of the elements we then, through a series
of hierarchical steps mapped upwards until we developed a small number of macroelements
that could be used for describing the multiple data bases.

The hierarchy consists of 10 levels. We refer to the highest level as the macro
level. The 8 levels between micro and macro represent various elements and meaningful
combinations of elements found on the different data bases. The reason for breaking all
data bases into their microelements, before determining what the macroelements should be

was the fact that, different data base producers define elements in different ways and they
include different sets of microelements in their elements. Some also group various sets
of elements in fields and assign tags or specific positions to the fields rather than to

the component elements. Unfortunately, the term "data element" is used very loosely
and has different meanings for different data bases.

At the microelement level we defined 85 microelements and at the macroelement level
we defined six macroelements. The number of intervening steps between a microelement
and its appearance in a macroelement varies considerably depending on: the type of macro;
the data base concerned; and the complexity of the information represented.
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The six macroelements for bibliographic data bases are: (1) secondary source infor-
mation; (2) identification information; (3) bibliographic description; (4) intellectual
content information; (5) availability information, and (6) processing information. The
microelements are too numerous to list but a few examples are shown in figures 1-3.

Figures 1-3 show the variety of representations and formats found in three data
elements in eight data bases. Figure 1 shows the variety found in "Personal Names;"
figure 2 shows the variety found in "Corporate Authors or Patent Assignees;" and figure
3 shows the variety found in "Codes for Classification."

Figure 1 shows the variability found in the "Personal Name" data element. That ele-
ment is comprised of four microelements and they are designated: (A) surname; (B) first
name or initial: (C) second name or initial; and (D) post particle. In figure 1 the first
column indicates the name of the data base, the second column indicates the application
of any one of several national, international, or widely used internal standards. Where
an internal standard has been used by a single data base producer for one or two of his
own data bases, that "standard" is not indicated. Column 3 indicates the tag data and/
or position information employed by the data base in question to designate the "Personal
Name" element. Where a > symbol is used, this means that the data base producer tag

specified includes in it more data than that which is associated with the data element
"Personal Name." Column 4 indicates the name that the data base producer associates with
the tag for the element. Column 5 indicates storage mode. Column 6 indicates which of
the microelements we define as being a part of the "Personal Name" element are found in

the element in the examples given by the data base producer. Where microelement designa-
tors are not shown one cannot infer that the microelement does not exist in the data base.

We simply did not have sufficient information to make the positive determination. Column
7 provides information regarding multiple entries for the element. Examples showing the
way personal name data are presented on the data bases are given in italics. Examples
are given only if we were able to find them in the data base producer documentation.

Figure 2 indicates the variety of formats found in the "Corporate Author/Patent
Assignee" data element. That element is comprised of three microelements designated as:

(D) Parent Organization; (E) Subdivision or Part Identification, and (F) Code Identifica-
tion. The explanations of the seven columns and examples are the same as for figure 1.

Figure 3 indicates the variety of foirmats found in the "Codes for Classification"
element. In this case each specific code is a microelement as subject classification
codes are specific to individual data bases. Explanations of the columns and examples
are the same as for figures 1 and 2.

2.4. Implications

This microelement analysis for building generic macroelements does indicate the abil-
ity to map all important elements found on the commercially available machine-readable
data bases to a standard structure regardless of the many different ways elements are
named, tagged, or grouped on different data bases. The analysis was done on the biblio-
graphic data bases. We are now in the process of doing the same thing for chemical data
type data bases.

Once completed, appropriate data element data will be entered into the data base
mapping system together with the relaH onal information so that ultimately we will be
able to display relational information; associated with data elements across and within
data bases; associated with data bases and data base processing centers; and associated
with data elements and conversion algorithms and conversion tables. Linkages between
data bases, or between data bases through conversion algorithms and tables, are indicated
by virtue of commonality of data elements. The data element analysis described in this

paper is one of several tasks required to develop a DBMMSS and hopefully will contribute
toward the goal of networking of multiple data bases in many locations throughout the

country

.
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3. Relational Data Base

3.1. Design Requirements

The basic needs for the system were the ability to store and retrieve information
about data bases and to build "maps" to guide the user from one source of information to
another.

Experimental use of the pilot system convinced us of the need to allow the desired
exploration of the user: data connection problem required a vastly more flexible system,

much richer in interconnections. For this ability we turned to Codd's relational data
base structure. The resultant information system provides the ability to store and re-

trieve complex information records containing a variable number of variable-length re-

cords of one or more types. With this degree of flexibility we have been able to meet
the needs of the project.

The DBMMSS support software is written in the SAIL language on the Digital Equipment
Corporation (DEC) System- 10 time sharing system at the Coordinated Science Laboratory at

the University of Illinois. SAIL is a superset of ALGOL-60 built at the Stanford Artifi-
cial Intelligence Lab and contains useful constructs for dealing with strings and special
data structures Intended for use in artificial intelligence research. The I/O structure
of the DEC-10 is available essentially as it would be to an assembly language program.
The DEC-10 in use at the Coordinated Science Laboratory is a test site for DEC operating
systems, and currently runs normally under the 602 level, virtual memory monitor. The
system has 270K of core memory and uses both RP03 and RP04-type disk units.

Data stored in the system is divided into classes . This first, broad level of divi-
sion is provided to allow access to all the entities of a specific classification. In
practice these consist of such classes as "data bases," data elements," and "information
processing centers." Currently about 10 classes of data are in use. Data classes are
referred to by unique names.

The members of a data class are called records. A record is, in general, the collec-
tion of data describing a single instance of the data class. A record is referred to by
a unique name, assigned by the user when entering it. More than one name may be assigned
to a record by the use of an alias (synonym). References to aliases by a user are trans-
parently directed to the aliased record through a synonym dictionary. Names need only
be unique within a single data class.

A record is a set of fields . Each field is a text string. Associated with each
field of a record is a six character code, generally used to distinguish the context of
the data. The code "DATE," for instance, might be used to indicate that a field con-
tains the date of the information in the record. A mechanism is provided for associating
codes with longer strings, so that more descriptive names of field types can be used in
communicating with the user.

The mechanism for specifying connections among records is the relation . A relation
consists of a set of ordered n-tuples, each of which specifies that the described rela-
tion is valid for those records. A typical order two relation is "is-processed-by,

"

which consists of ordered pairs, the first member of which is a data base and the second
a processing center. Relations may be of any order up to 62, and are defined in terms
of the data class associated with each position of the n-tuples. The example just given,
for instance, is defined as being an order two relation with a data base item in the
first position of each ordered pair and a processing center in the second.

For convenience of access each relation is accessible also through its subrelations,
which are defined as consisting of all members of the relation containing a given value

3.2. Hardware Environment

3.3. Surface Structure
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in a given location. This permits finding quickly, for instance, all data bases processe
by a particular processing center, by requesting that subrelation of "is-processed-by" de
fined by a position in the members and a value for that position. This causes substantia
extra processing during file setup and maintenance, but was justified because it is the
most common access pattern. In fact it makes the relation operations "join" and "project
easier to compute.

3.4. Implementation

The basic concept underlying the file structure is that of linked lists of linked
lists. The information content is divided into two files, one of data—one or more class
of data records—and one of relations. This division is made for the reduction of disk
contention and to permit better localization of data access. Two additional files, in
the same format as the data file, are used for support functions: one contains the text
of system messages, the other is used for translating between names and codes, used for
data class names, data field names, and relation names. The help message file is for
system support, but could be switched, for instance, to permit the use of different mes-
sages for experienced and novice users. The name file would ordinarily correspond to
all the sets of data and relation files in a given area, but multiple, switched name
files might be provided to allow, for instance, printing different field names during
data entry and data display. Because pointers are to absolute addresses, only one rela-
tion file would normally correspond to a given data file, and vice versa.

At the head of the data file is a list of hash tables, each representing a data
class. Each entry in a hash table points to a list of records whose names have the
appropriate hash value. Each hash table is identified by a six character code represent-
ing the data class.

Each record is headed by a block containing the record's name and pointers to the
next record in the same hash class, the first data field of the record, the list of sub-
relations containing the record, and the list of aliases for the record.

A data field consists of a text string, a six character code identifying the field

type, and a pointer to the next field of the record.

An alias is the same as the header block of a regular record, except it contains a

code identifying it as an alias, a pointer to the record for which it is an alias, and a

pointer to the next alias for the same record. The aliases are chained together so that
they can be changed if file maintenance moves the aliased record.

The relation file is headed by a list of relation definitions. Each definition is

identified by a six character code, and contains pointers to the hash tables (in the data
file) for the data classes corresponding to each position of the members of the relation
as well as a pointer to the first member of the relation.

Each member of a relation consists of a pointer to the next member of the relation,
a pointer to each of the records making up the member, and, for each of those, a pointer
to the next member of the relation in the specific subrelation corresponding to that re-

cord appearing in that position.

Each record in the data file points to a list of the subrelations defined by that

record's occurrence in a particular position in a particular relation. Each subrelation
header points at the first member of that subrelation and at the definition block for the

relation it is part of.

3.5. Implementation Notes

Clearly the wide use of pointers to connect fields, relations, relation members,

and so forth means that the program will spend a lot of time chasing down chains of

items. This could slow response time significantly. To avoid this the program attempts

to put adjacent items of lists in the same block of file storage. Thus wherever possible
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the chain scanning will not require more disk accesses than necessary. To implement this,

each request for space in the file specifies a preferred location in the file. As a re-

sult items are usually placed at the head of chains, so that the value of the list head
pointer specifies the block in which the next item should be placed.

A uniform procedure is used for allocating and freeing space in the disk files of

all types. If storage is not available in the requested block, or no block is specified,
a new block is allocated and the storage allocated in it. Within blocks a first-fit
allocation method is used. Continuous recombination of freed storage is used. Since
speed of chain scanning was judged more important than storage utilization efficiency
for our needs, no data-moving garbage collection is used.

Accesses to records in data files, both reading and writing, are performed by common
subroutines. These provide for reading or writing a single word, a block of contiguous
words, or a whole field. Buffers for the files are maintained In a list in order of last
access. When an access request is received for a block not currently in core, the least

recently used buffer is found and the block is read into it. Provision of a reasonable
number of buffers also aids in cutting list accesses during chain scanning, thanks to

localization provided by the allocation schemes. At present all of our programs allow
user access to the current statistics on duration and frequency of use of the buffers.

The access subroutines form a hierarchy, the lowest level routines being used by
those "above" them. The lowest level routines are used to access a single word of the
data file or a contiguous block of words, or the test part of a field, or all the stored
parts of a field. Next above those are routines that deal with the logical subparts of
fields or of members of relations. On the next level it is possible to retrieve the
members of a relation, or the records of a data class, one at a time via the "get-next"
function. Finally there are routines that manipulate all the members of a relation, or
all records of a data class, together.

Because the routines that function on the highest level use the "get-next" function
to retrieve, items one at a time, we can have relations that are defined in terms of
other relations and not stored at all. These "pipeline" relations conserve space and
are much more" efficient than stored relations when only the result of a series of opera-
tions is of interest. Of course a SAVE command is available to store defined relations
when desired (if a relation is to be traversed several times it is more efficient to
store it).

An index is kept, for each data class, of the fields appearing in the class's records.
This permits a specific field of a specific record to be found without scanning the list
of that record's fields. Also, all instances of a specific field type may conveniently
be found.

Pointers consist of a single 36-bit word. The upper half specifies a block number,
the lower specifies a word offset in that block. The DEC-10 operating system restricts
us to blocks of 128 words. Characters are stored in ASCII seven bit representation
except for codes (field, relation, and data class) which are stored in SIXBIT to allow
for an additional character. Because of the 128 word per block limit we have accepted
a limit of 6Q0 characters for field values rather than add a mechanism for connecting
sections of a string.

3.6. Capabilities

As an experimental tool, the system exists in pieces. Currently separate programs
are used for file creation, file maintenance, relation operations, and the user interface.
These operate much like typical time sharing text editors, using single-character commands
and prompting for necessary parameters. Basic help information is available in all mod-
ules, but in as much as this is basically a feasibility determination project, no com-
prehensive tutorials have been created.
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For file creation a program is used that builds one record at a time. The data entry
specialist enters a data field code and the field's value repetitively until the record is

complete, then indicates record completion and proceeds to name a new record. Existing
fields may be replaced by new values, but no editing capability is supported. This pro-
gram is intended for use by an inexperienced data entry specialist, rather than a program-
mer.

For the correction of existing data and for the creation of data classes, a powerful
editor program is available. This program, intended for the experienced user, is modeled
on the SOS text editor in use on the DEC-10. Both record level (create, rename, etc.)

and intra-field string editor (insert text, move pointer in string, etc.) commands are
available in the editor.

;

The relations management program is used to define and delete relations, to add or

delete members of relations, and to perform the basic relation operations join, project,
and combine.

The user interface program provides access to the data base and its relational pre-
sentation for the end user. Rather than implementing an access language, such as SEQUEL
for user access we have built a system that supports a range of access patterns. The
user selects an access pattern and is then guided by the system in supplying the necesary
parameters for his particular request. Since the specific thrust of the project involves
only a few capabilities of the relational model, used in particular ways, it was more
efficient to avoid the additional complexity of parsing a command language. The user
interface includes drivers for displaying the contents of relations and records, for
selecting members or records via Boolean combinations of condition tests, for analyzing
the contents of data fields, and for producing the connection maps that are the prime
subject of the research program. The interface program makes use of the same lower-level
field, record, class, and relation operators that also underly the basic creation and
maintenance programs, but a single user command or prompt sequence may involve many pro-
cessing steps.

Additional "application" programs are used for generating special listings, analys-
ing the storage efficiency of files, producing user tools based on the files, and for

other purposes. These use the subroutines provided by the system for data access and
buffer management.

4. Summary

The Data Base Mapping Model and Search Scheme project was carried out at the Univer-

sity of Illinois to determine the feasibility of a data base map for showing existing

and potential relationships between bibliographic and chemical numeric data bases, and

between data bases and conversion tables and conversion algorithms. Relationships exist

by virtue of commonality of data elements in various sources. In order to define ele-

ments and establish a set of tags for denoting the elements a large number of data bases

were analyzed and broken down into their component elements and microelements. The re-

sulting set of microelements was used to build upwards to a common set of macroelements.

The data element analysis was necessary in order to define the element tags for estab-

lishing relationships between identical and similar element types that may be represented

differently in different data bases.

The DBMMSS has been implemented as a relational data base. The DBMMSS support soft-

ware provides for flexible organization of and access to files of data and of intercon-

nections among data. It provides a support tool for a program of research into the pro-

vision of guidance to the data base user in making maximum use of multiple data bases of

various types

.

As a research tool, secondary priority has been given to high efficiency, highest

priority has been given to providing maximum flexibility. The result, rather than a

polished, user-oriented information, is a non-centralized, flexible, powerful tool for

exploring the needs of the data base user in identifying data resources—data bases, data
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base processing centers, conversion algorithms and tables—and relating one to another
according to his own definition of a problem.

The goal of resource sharing is recognized by most scientists, information special-
ists, librarians, and other cost conscious persons as a worthy and necessary objective.
However, achieving the goal is not an easy matter. We firmly believe that the outcome
of this study will assist in paving the way towards network sharing of data bases,
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status of the Army Materiel Command's
Progression from Reports Control to

Data Element Management

Edith F. Young

Reports Management Branch
US Army Materiel Command

Alexandria, Virginia

At last year's synposium, the Army Materiel Command's
(AMC) plan to progress from a Reports Control to a Data
Element Management Program was presented. In brief, the
program first consisted of requiring a request form
for a new manual report, assignment of a control
nximber, and a yearly review for need of the report.
Our inventory of controlled reports, mainly manual
reports, has been completed with correlated preparation
costs. It contains 935 reports costing over $10
million. Using this inventory as a base, controlled
reports costing $1 million to prepare were cancelled
during the preceding year. The second phase was the
addition of all automated products to the program.
Our inventory of automated products has also been
completed. It contains 17,419 products costing almost
$46 million at the beginning of FY 75. During the
preceding year, products costing $8 million were
cancelled as a result of command emphasis on the
program. The third phase was to actually start managing,
in lieu of merely controlling by the establishment of
an AMC Data Element Standardization Program. We are
approximately one to two years ahead of schedule, as
we will have our first data element matrix analysis this
fiscal year.

Key words: Reports control; data element management;
Data Element Dictionary (DED) ; data element standardi-
zation; data element matrix analysis; data element
management base files; data element characteristics;
Army Materiel Command (AMC)

.

1. Introduction

At last year's symposium, the Army Materiel Command's (AMC) plan to
progress from a Reports Control to a Data Element Management Program was
presented. In brief, the program first consisted of requiring a request
form for a new manual report, assignment of a control number, and a yearly
review for need of the report. The second phase was the addition of all
automated products to the program. The third phase was to actually start
managing, in lieu of merely controlling. The term "managing" to us meant
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the ability to know the quantity of our data, to recognize unnecessary
redundancy of data and to concentrate our resources to manage data in the
high payoff areas. This required the identification and standardization of
AMC information (data elements) and was to be accomplished by the establishment
of a Data Element Management Program. A target of five years was set. for
the program to be initiated.

2. Data Element Management Philosophy

The AMC philosophy behind of this program was that all resources
should be managed to insure our capability of "doing more with less" in
these austere times. We felt that resources primarily consist of three
facets; manpower, equipment and data. As a general rule, government and
"big business" concern themselves with manpower and equipment expenditures,
but seldom with data. One of the principle reasons for this is that an
inventory with associated costs, has been difficult to obtain—there is no
stereotyped accepted formula for identification and costing of this resource.
Manpower and machine inventories/costs are readily available. However,
when a comparison analysis was completed in AMC of the costs of these three
resources, it was found, in many cases, the data resource consumes more of
our budget to obtain, maintain and generate than either manpower or equipment.

3 . Data Inventory

As stated previously, in order to manage our data, the quantity of our
current inventory of data had to be identified. A follow-on action was
also required to insure that only necessary, not nice to have, information
was added to that inventory in the future. Costs, where possible to obtain,
were also felt to be a vital adjunct to this inventory if a meaningful
economic analysis of worth versus need were to be made. The inventory was
stratified into two major components, location of data and identification/
standardization of data.

3 . 1 Location of Data

Data is primarily located in three areas: forms, files, reports or
products. AMC, based on our Reports Management Program, already had an
inventory of controlled reports. It was therefore decided to complete our
inventory of reports and ADP products first, then add forms and files (to
include systems and installation) location of data.

3.1.1 Controlled Reports

Our inventory of controlled reports, mainly manual reports, has been
completed with correlated preparation costs. It contains 935 reports
costing over $10 million. Using this inventory as a base, controlled
reports costing $1 million to prepare were cancelled during the preceding
year.

3.1.2 ADP Output Products

Our inventory of automated products has also been completed. It
contained 17,419 products costing almost $46 million at the beginning of FY
75. During the preceding year, products costing $8 million were cancelled
as a result of command emphasis on the program.

3.1.3 Automation of Location

Systems analysis has been completed to automate the reports data
location inventory, and programming is almost complete. We are currently
loading our data base, with production targeted for January 1976. The
master file in the system is called the Reports Attribute File (RAF) and
will contain the AMC inventory of reports and ADP products. The RAF will
contain one record for each report and ADP product; the record will contain
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attributes of the report/product. These attributes will include report/product
title, costs, frequency, media, proponent, producer, volume (page count,
frame count, etc.), and feeder information. The record will also contain
the data element mnemonic (abbreviation) for each field of data in the
report/product. The file will furnished management information on our
reports and products requirements, such as the inventory and costs by
report, ADP product, system, functional areas, producer, requirer, trend
analysis. The system has the capability of furnishing both triggered and
inquiry information. It will also enable us to identify the extent and
specific data each report or product contains.

4. Identification of Data

One of the principle hinderances in installing the data element program
has been the finite identification of data. Too often reports are approved
which ask for data in generalities, such as "manpower data," not specifics
such as "number of developmental systems analysts manhours." We are now
enforcing the requirement that no new ADP systems/products or reports will
be approved without a list of defined data elements. This still leaves us
in the position of identifying the data elements in our current inventory
of reports/products, which we have found to be no easy task.

5. Standardization of Data

Duplication and unnecessary redundancy of data have always plagued
information managers. This has been like the weather; everyone complains
about it but no one does anything about it. We in AMC are attempting to
change this through our Data Element Management Program. This program was
planned to accomplish two objectives, locate information and eliminate
unnecessary redundancy of information. We found, however, before we could
establish a program to accomplish our objectives there had to be proper
communication and understanding of our information in reports and files.
This required standardization of the data elements attributes, such as
title, mnemonic, field length, and most important for all, definition.

5.1 AMC Data Element Dictionary

We have an active data element standardization program, with our final
efforts being incorporated in our AMC Data Element Dictionary (DED) . We
feel we have an excellent DED software package system which is somewhat
borne out by Department of Army (DA) having fielded our system as the DA
standard; it is also one of the DED systems being looked at by the Bureau
of Standards in its DED efforts. The dictionary has approximately eight
thousand data elements. It contains the attributes of the data elements
(name, definition, abbreviation, etc.) as well as the location'of the data
(files, forms, reports, products, systems, etc.).

6. AMC Data Element Management Program

Out AMC Data Element Management Program will use these two files and
systems, RAF ind DEDS, as its basic tools to manage data elements. The RAF
will furnish the information to the DEDS as to the initiation, changed or
deleted report/product requirements and location of data elements. The
DEDS will furnish the range of locations for data elements or the lack of
available information.

6.1 Location of Information

If a customer knows the name of the data element for which he wants
information, the DEDS will now furnish him this information. The system
will furnish him the attributes and various locations of the data element.
We are currently attempting to develop an automated system for identifying
the data element for the customer when he does not know the specifc name
of the data element. This system is also planned to prevent duplicate
standardization action on the same data element and to eliminate synonyms.
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6.2 Redundancy of Information

It is anticipated the major benefits from the Data Element Management
Program will be in the prevention and elimination of unnecessary redundancy
of information within AMC. All redundancy is not bad; there are many instances
of where it is required. We want the capability, however, of being aware
where redundance is resulting in unnecessary expenditures of our resources.
This system will enable us to know when data is duplicated in our computer
files, systems, input and output products, as well as our manual reports and
forms. It will also tell us when data is no longer needed so the data can
be eliminated. The expense of generating data from a computer system into
products is minor compared to the costs of gathering and maintaining that
data. It has been evidenced, however, in most large integrated computer
systems that there is no knowledge of when a field of data is no longer
required. An output product can be cancelled but the source fields of data
are not eliminated from the files based on the lack of awareness of all
usages of the data, which results in not knowing when there is no usage.

7. Current Status of Program

It was originally estimated, in 1973, the AMC Data Element Management
Program would require five years. We are now two years into the program,
with three years to go. We are approximately one to two years ahead of
schedule, as we will have our first data element matrix analysis output this
fiscal year. The programs have been designed, programmed and tested. The

\ data base to produce data element identification and location for the RAF is
now being loaded, which will feed the location data to the DEDS for the
duplication analysis. This coming year should see us fully into the program
with resultant benefits which we hope to be able to furnish you at the next
annual Data Element Symposium by the Bureau of Standards.
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relating to future data element management conferences.
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